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MILITARY CURRICULUM

The military-developedcurriculum materials in this dourse
packagewere selected by the National Center for Research
Vbcational.Education Military Curriculum Project for diss
ination to.the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The urpose.of
di eminating thiRt courses was to make curri4ulum materials,
de eloped by the military more accessible to

:v_eJ91 1icators in the ciuilian setting. ,

The course materials were acquired, evaluated y project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials whiCh were specific to the nilitary' 7

were deleted, copyrightedl materials were either anitted or appro.-.
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials whiCh can be adapted to Support
vocational instruction and curriculum development. 4
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability Of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation,and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through resetiCh

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating in formatio4systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road. Caumbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/488-X655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4615 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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Military
turriculurn Material
1)isse'miriation Is

an activity to increase the accessibility-of
military-developed curriculum npterials to
vocational and tehnical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Qffice of
Education, includes dle identification.and
acquisition of curriculUm materials in print
form from the Codst Guard, 'Air .Fprce,
Any, Marine Corps and Navy..

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joirit Memorandum of
U,nderstanding" between the U.S. Office of.
Education and the. Department Of Defense'.

The acquired niiater'ials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deeintd applicable to vocational and tech-
nical educatkm are Selected for dissemination.

-Ther, National Center for Research, itt
Vocational Educerrron is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative Id
acquire the materials and conduct the project'
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. !lance, PhD., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

6

What Materials
Are Mailable?

One hundred twenty couries oo microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and, descriptions of
each have been Provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
Instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curdckilum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks apd technical
manuals.

.

The 120 coutses represent the following
sixteen vocationalsubject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation

N - Building &
Construction'
Trades

Clerical
Occupatiogs

Commdnicatioris
Dialting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air

Conditioning
Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorcilogy &

Navigativ
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and 14 subject areas
'represented will expand as additional. mate-

rials with 'application to vocational ,and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissf mination.

.How Can These
Materials EA,e Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum dOottlination Center
your region for information on obtaining

materials (e.g., availability and cost). ThAr
will respond 4o your request direttly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to vv.
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Course Description

This course is designedcto train students to assist cardiologists and pulmonary physiologists in axaminingevaluating, diagnosing, and treating Cardio-
pulmonary diseases ang injuries. Students are taught to perform a wide range of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, suc4ps administeringklectro-
cardiograms, phonocardiograms, vectorcardiograms,'stress tests, and blood gas analysis. Anatomy, Physiology,'m&dical terminology, care of cardiovascular
disorders, and inhalation therapy are among the major areas of study. This course requires basic math skills, and background in biology and chernistry.
It was designed as a specialty course for students with basic medical laboratory training and experience, however it does:present refresher material and
contains several programmed texts on math skills. This coarse is divided into three blocks containing 98 hours of instruction,

Block I Cardiology contains eleven lessons covering 118 hours of instructi'on. Printed materials include nine study guide/workbooks, eight
programmed texts, and two handouts. Lesson tottics and hours follow:

Cardiovascular Anatomy and Physidlogy (7 hours classroom, 2 hours laboratory)
Cardiovascular Diseases (14 hours classroom, 4 hours laboratory)
Basic Physics and Electronics (6 hours classroom, 2 hours laboratory)
Electrocardiography I (3 hours classroom)
Electrocardiography II (10 hours.classroom, 4 hours laboratory)
Cardiac Drugs (8 hours classroom, 4 hours laboratory)
Cardiac Vectors (6 hours classroom)
Phonocardiography and Heart Sounds (4 tiours classroom)
Arrhythmia Interpretation (22 hours classroom,. 10 hours laboratory)
Treatment of Arrhythmias-(Vhours classroom, 2 hours laboratory)
Cardiac Catheterization (1 hour classroom)

4.

Block II Pulmonary Medicine contains eleven lessons covering 106 hours of instruction. Printed materials include seven study guides/workbooks,
eight programmed texts, and one handout.
ra-

Respiratory Anatomy arl Physiology (14 hckprs classroom, 4 hours laboratory)
Respiratory Disorders (9 hours classroom, 4 hod?s laboratory)
Respiratory Drugs (3 hdurs classroom, 2 hours laboratory) ,.

Gas Laws (7 hours classroom, 2 hours laboratory)
Slide Rules and Nomograms (4 hours classroom) . )

Spirometer (2 hours classroom)
,..

Acid BaSe Balance I (10 hours dlassroom, 4 hours laboratory)
Pul(monary Function StudieS (12 hours classroom,5hou / s laboratory)
Acid Base Balance II rl 0 hours classroom, 4 hourrlabor tory)
Eklood Gas Studies (7 hours classroom, 2 hours laboratory)
Postural Drainage (2 hours classrAm)

---
Block III -Introduction to Respiratory Therapy contains fifteen lessons covering 74 hours of instruction. Printed materials consist of lesson plans

A and references only.

Introduction^io Respiratory Therapy (1 hour classroom)
Safe Use of Medical Gases (3 hours classroom, 2 hours laboratory)
Humidification and Aerosol Therapy (3,hours classroom)
Intermittent Positive PressUre Breathing (IPPB) (5 hours classroom; 2 hours labOratory)
Pediatric Ventilation (1 hour classroom)
Indications for the Use of Oxygen (2 hours of classroom, 2 hours Iaborato7y)
Oxygak Equipment (3 hours classroofn)
Management of the Comatose Patient (1 hour classroom)
Respirators I (9 hours classroom, 4 hours laboratory)
Intubation (2 hours classroom)
Respirators II (8 hours classroom, 4 hours laboratory!
Post Operative Complications (2 hours classroom)
Sterilization of Equipment (4 hours classroom, 2 Ours laboratory)
Prolonged Artifical yentilakIon (4 hours classroorh, 2 hours laboratory)
Respiratos Maintenance (8 hburs classroOm)

Block III is not included in this document.

`, oThis coarse contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials consist of a course chart; a Specialty Training Standard; and a plan of
instruction detailing the units of instruction, criterion objectives, duration of the lesson, and support materials needed. The student Materials provided are
study guides/workbpoks, handouts, and programmed texts. Some of the programmed texts were deleted because they contained copyrighted materials.
Several commercial texts are recommended for use with this course, these are not provided in this package.

Various audiovisuals aids are also recommended for this course but they are not provided. The audiovisuals consist of slides, transparencies, filmstrips
with tapes or cassettes, and sound tapes

rat turns FON VOCATIONAL IDOCILTION
r (min S-TAIE UNIVERSIT
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SUPERSEDES COURSE CHART
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APPLICABLE TRAINING STANDARD
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._
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.
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,.
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-
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.
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.

.

.

.

.
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2
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CburseaXaterial'- UNCLASSIFIED f" .124 Hours TT 2 Hours RT
BLOCkt- Cardiology.- <4.

wcome and Orientation (2 hrs); Cardiovascular AnatoMy
and Phytiology (7/2 hrs); Cardiovascular Diseases .

(14/4 hrs);:Basic Physics and Electronks (672-hrs);
Elettrocardiography I (3 hrs); Electrocardiography II
(10/4 hrs); Cardiac Drugs (8/4 hrs); Cardiac Vectoes -$

(6 hrs); Phonocirdiography and Heart Sounds (4 hrs);
Arrhythmia Interpretation (22/10 hrs); Treatment of Arrhy-
thmias (9/2 hrs); Cardiac Catheterization (1 hr);
Measurement Test and Test Critique (4 hrs)

.

96 Hours C/L

1

1

28 Hours CTT

.

1

.

4(4.2/5)
5.:.

6(4.8/5)

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED 110 Hours TT 2 Hours RT
BLOCK II - Pulmonary Medicine k

Respiratory,Anatomy and Physiology (14/4 hrs);
RespiratOry.Disordees (9/4 hrs); Respiratory Drugs
(3/2 hrs); Gas Laws' (7/2 hrs); Slide Rules and Nomograms
(4 hrs).; Spirometer (2 hrs); Acid Base Balance I
,(10/4 hrs); Pulmonary Function Studies (12/4 hrs)
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(7/2 hrs); Postural Drainage (2 hrs); Measurement Test
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84 Hours C/U
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1
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1
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,
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1

1

1

1
.

1 18 Hours CTT
s

BLOCK III - introductton tnRespiratory
Therapy

, -

..

Introduction to Respiratory Therapy (1 hr); Safe Use of
Medical Gases (3/2 hrs); Humidification and Aerosol : 1

Therapy (3 hrs); Intermittent Positive Pressure Breath- 1

ing (IPPB) (5/2 hrs); Pediatric Ventilation (1 hr);., 1

Indications for the Use of Oxygen (2/2 hrs);, Oxygen i

Equipment (3 hrs); Man4ement of the Comatote-Patient 1

(1,hr); Rwpirators I (9/4 hrs); intubatiOn (2 hrs)'; i

RespiratOrs IJ (8/4 hrs); Post Operative ComPlications 1

(2 hrs); Sterilization0 Equipment (4/2 hrs); Pro-
longed ArtifIcia1 Ventilation (4/2 hrs); Respirator
Maintenance (8 hrs); Measurement Test and Test Critique
(3 hrs); Course. Critique and Graduation (1 hr)

. 60 Hours C/Li

4 Hours Ft'

8

.

,

ATC FORM 449A
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Washington DC

CARDIOPULMONARY LABORATORY SILECIALIST
AND

CARDIOPULMONARY LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

c-0. ......

I ivol.etate

1. Purpose of this Specialty Training Standard (STS). As prescribed in AFR 8-13, this STS:

a. States in Column 1 of attachment 1 the tasks, knowledges, and study references (SR) neces-
sary for airmen to perform duties in the Cardiopulmonary Laboratory ladder of the Airman Medical
Career Field. these are based on Specialty Descriptions effective 1 March 1970 in AFM 39-1.

b. Indicates in columns 2A and 4A of attachment 1 eHe minimum proficiency recommended for
ach task or knowledge for qualification at the 3 and 7 skill levels of AFSCs. AFM 50-23 is thft
authority to change the profioiency level during JPG development when the logal requirement is
different from the skill level shown in this STS.

c. Shows in column 2A of attachment 1 the proficiency attained in Courses 3ALR91630 (PDS Code
P1V) and 5AL091630-1 (PDS Code P1W) described in AFg 50-5. Proficiency code for the Minimum
proficiency recommended for the 3 skill level AFSC and the proficiency attained in tha courses

are the same except when dual codes are entered. When dual codes are entered the second code shows

the proficiencY attained in ihe tourses. The task knowledge levels in column 2A of paragraph.8 are
attained in course 3ALR91630 while the task performance levels-art attained'in course 5AL091630-1,

d. Provides basis for supervisors to plan and conduct individual OJT programs.

e. Provides a convenient record of on-the-job training completed when inserted in AF Form 623.
On-The-Job Training Record," and maintained in accordance with AFM 50-23.

f. Defines the knowleage requirements covered by Specialty Knowledge Tests in the Weighted

Airman Promotion System.

2. Proficiency Code Key. Attachment 1 contains the Proficiency Code Key used to show proficiency

3. Career DeVelopment Channel of OJT. Personnel training to AFSC 91670 will obtain knowledge
training by using applicable study references listed in this STS and fulfill management training
requirements specified in AFM 50-23. (See ECI Catalog and Guide, chapter 3, paragraph 3-5, for
current CDC identification number for ordering purposes.)

4. StUdv Guidance for Weighted Airman Promotion System (WAPS). Specialty Knowledge Tests (SKTs)

for promotion to E-5 are based on 5 skill level knowledge requirements. SKTs for Promotion to

F-6 and E-7 are based on 7 skill level knowledge requirements. SKT questions are based primarily
on Career Development Courses (CDCs). However, some questions may be drawn froM other references

listed in this Specialty Training Standard. The CDCs for SKT study are maintained in the WAPS

Study Reference Library; Other references listed should be available in the work area. Individual
responsioilities are outlined in AF11 35-8, chapter 19, paragraph 19-3g.

5. Recommendations. Report to ATC/SG unsatisfactory performance of individual graduates or

inadecuacits of this STS. Refer to specific paragraphs of this STS. See AFR 50-38.

BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

OFFICIAL DAVID C. JONES,-General, USAF
Chief of Staff

JACK R. BENSON, Colonel, USAF 1 Attachment

Director of Administration Qualitative Requirements

Supersedes STS 916X0, 21 July 1972, and Change 1, /0 March 1974.
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TRAINEE

NAME INITIALS (ln Wrifine)

-

GRADE

ORGANIZATION

IMMEDI AT E SUP ERVISOR'S NAME AND INITIAL 5 (In Wrtirmel

N I N/I
o

N I NA
1444,-A

QUALITATIVE REQUIREMENTS

PkOFICIENCY CODE KEY ,

SCALE
VALUE DEFINITION: The Individual .

LU
L.)
Z

4C 0 >

I

I.^ U. LU

LU
o.

Cart do simple ports of tile task. Kteds to be told or shown how to do most of the task.
(EXTREMELY LIMITED)

2
Con do most ports of the tosk. Needs help only on hardest parts. May.not meet local demands for
speed or accuracy. (PARTIALLY PROFICIENT)

.

Can do all ports of the task. Needs only a spot check of tqmpleted work. Meets minimum local.
demands for speed and accuracy. (COMPETENT)

4
Con do the complete task quickly and accurately. Con tell or show others how to do the task.
(HIGHLY PROFICIENT)

(.1

c)z -Ix

a Can name parts, tools, and simple facts about the task. (NOMENCLATURE)

Con determine step by step praceaures for doing the task. (PROCEDURES)

c
Con explain why and when the task must be done and why each step s needed.
(OPERATING PRINCIPLES) /

d Con predict, identify, and resolve problems about the task. (COMPLETE THEORY)

....t 0Lu 9 f,

Y, g L.z-
- x

A Can identify basic facts and terms about the subject. (FACTS)

B
!

Can explain relationship of basic facts and state general principles about the subject.(PRINCIPLES!

C-" Con analyze facts and principles and draw conclusions ababt the subject. (ANALYSIS)

Can evaluate conditions and make proper decisions about the subject. (EVALUATION)
,

- EXPLANATIONS -
' A task knowledge scale value may be used alone or with a task performance scale value to define.a level of

knowledge for a specific task. (Examples: b and lb) .

A subject knowledge scale value is used alone to define a level of knowledge for a subject not directly related to
any specific task, or for a subject cattiman to several tasks.

- This mark is used.alane instead af a scale value to show that no proficienCy training is provided in the course,
or that no.proficiency is required at this skill. level.

X This mark is used alone in course Columns to show that training is not given due to limitations in resaurces.
. -

Attachment 1

15



STS 916X0

TASKS, KNOWLEDGES
AND STUDY REFERENCES

t,

PROFICIENCY LEVEL, PROGRESS RECORD AND CERTIFICATION

3 Skill Level 3. 5 Skill Level

AFSC/C8 s
Doe
OJT

Stoned

Dew Cotton anti
& Trento? s
Sowed so, s

Initial I

A

AFSC
Doe
OJT

Stoned

A

AFSC/Cts

7 Skill'Lvel

Dote
OJT

Stoned

WTI I: Users may annotate lists PI Slis

NOTE 2; The 3 skill level proficiency fc
field experience and in prerequ:
3ALR91610 and 5AL09163071.

1. DISASTER PREPAREDNESS MEDICAL CARE
'AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES

SR: AFMs 160-12 (chap 1), 160-34 (ct

a. Manage shock e

b. Maintain effective respiration

c. Control hemOrrhage
d. Perform emergency treatment

of wounds
e. Manage fractures, burns, and

injuries from chemical agents
f. Perform methods of hand and

itter carries
g. cad and unload vehicles

tilized for transportation of
atients

h. Maintain military sanitation

2. AIRMAN CARDIOPULMONARY LABORATORY
CAREER SPECIALTY

SR:1 AFM 39-1; AFVA 39-1

a. 'Progression in career ladder
916X0

b. Duties of AFSs 91630/70

3. COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY
(TRANSMISSION SECURITY)

SR: AFRs 205-1, 205-7

a.

b.

c.

d.

Identify information as
classified, unclassified, or
of pcissible intelligende value
Identify official information
as Top Secret, Secret, Confi-
dential, or For Official Use
Only
Select and recommend mode of
trans4ssion dictaied by
security and expediency
required' .

Observe .security precautions
invOlved in commUnications

to iden:ify current refe

r items
site AF

4P 5

*2b

*2b

*2h

*2b

*2b

*2b

*2b

*a

*2b

*2b

*2b

*2b

'elites pending STS rev:sion.

of th4s STS marktd wi:h an asterisk (*: is attained througn
iC 902:0. No add.tional training is prcvided in Couree3

ahd 9), 160737

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

2b

3t

3 Attachizent 1 -

16



STS 916X0

TASKS, KNOWLEDGES
AND STUDY REFERENCES

PROFICIENCY LEVEL, PROGRESS RECORD AND CERTIFICATION

2. 3 Skill Level 3. 5 Skill Level

A

AFSC/Crs

8

Muir
OJT

Nenee

Ocom Cuspil surd
2. Trainee.
&moue s

IniftUs

AFSC
Deo
OJT

Started

4. 7 Skill Level

A

AFSC/Cre
Deo
on

seite.a

Oss C.:$"4
Tninsci s

Sussui see

4. CARDIOPULMONARY LABORATORY SAFETY

SR: AFM 127-101

(a. Lspital safety practices
(1) Handle and care for

patient

(2) Operate equipment
(3) Maintain personal safety

stabdards
b. Plan and direct the section

safety Program including the
establishment and maintenance
of sanitary standards for safe-
housekeeping

5. CARDIOPULMONARY LABORATORY
PUBLICATIONS

SR: AFM 168-4 (pare 1-12); AFR 5-31

a. Maintain publication files
b. Ldcate and interpret information

related to care of patient and
to management of personnel

c. Recommend changes in publications
including local medical.policies

6. CARDIOPULMONARY LABORATORY

MATERIEL

SR: Anis 57-1, 167-1; AFR 67-10

a. Use supply catalogs
b. Issue and turn-in supplies end

equipment

c. Property responsibility
d. Clean and maintain diagnostic

and therapeutic equipment
e. Establish and maintain procedures

for storing, inventorying, and
inspecting property items

f. Perform duties of a property
custodian

7. SUPERVISION AND TRAINING

a. Supervision
(1) Evaluate performance of

subordinate personnel

SR: AFMs 39-1 (atch 52, vol

*2b

213'

*2c

*2b

*2b

*2b

*2b

*2b

*2b

*B

2b/b

*2b

*2b

*2b

[I), 39-62; AFR 39-6

a

3c 7

3c

3c

3b

3c

3c

-64

c.)

3c 4E63

3c

C

3c

3c

3c

3c

4 Attachment 1



STS 916X0

TASKS. KNOWLEDGES
AND STUDY REFERENCES

PROFICIENCY LEVEL PROGRESS RECORD AND CERTIFICATION

2. 3 Sti111.4voI

A

AFSC/Com
Oats
OJT

Siorted

C

Dew Csatoloted
Trelpee I

Suserreocr
Initials

lo(Z) Plan and schedule work
assignments and priorities

SR: AFM 50-20 (unit 2 and 3

(3) Prepare correspondence, *

reports, and records

SR: AFM 10-1

(4) Establish work methods, con-
trols, and performance
standards

(.5)

SR: AFM 50-20 (unit 2 and 3)

Recommend policy changes on
utilization of personnel
and equipment

SR: Ana 26-1, 26-2 a

(6) Resolve technical problems
encountered by subordinates

SR: AFR 39-6

(7) Counsel personnel and
resolve individual problems

SR: AFM 39-12; AFRs 35-32,

(8) Supervise the use bf
therppeutic equipment

b. Training
(1) 'Orient newly assigned

personnel on standard
operating procedures

AFMI 39-1, 50-20 (unit 4

(2) Recommend p7rsonnel for
training

SR: AFMI 39-1, 50-5, 50-20

(3) Plan and conduct OJT
programs and refresher
training

SR: AFMa 39-1, 50-20 (unit

(4) Maintain OJT records

SR: AFM 50-23

*2b

I; AFR

*2b

*2b

*2b

*2b

*la

39-6, 3

*2b

9-6

5-30

50-27

/a

Gnat 4),

*2b

, 50-62

*2b

; AFR

50-23

39-4.

; AFRe 39-i

L 530111.4461

C
Ostoemsidem4
LTrolases
SupertioWs

All$C

A
A s

Doe

Stette4
OJT

, 50-9

4. 7 Skil fi.ornsI

A

ArS414is. OJT
Shoed

Owe Compleiml
& Trainee

InHille
Swami Nes

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c o

4

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

,7*

0

5 1

4



STS 916X0

TASKS. KNOWLEDGES
AND STUDY REFERENCES

PRQ,9C1ENCY LEVEL, PROGRESS RECORD AND CERTIFICATION

2. 3 Skill-LoyAl 3. 5 sail Level 4. 7 SUR Level

A

AFSC/Css
Doe
OJT

Stetted

;
Date Completed

& Twine./ s
Sepoloised

A

Date
AFSC OJT

Stoned

Dom Gomel Med
& T noe
SupervItwe

8. CARE OF PATIENT WITH SPECIFIC NEEDS
AND PROBLEMS

A C

AFSC/Cte
to

OJT
Stetted

Dem Completed
& Trainee' s
Sup* evf we

NOTE: The task knowledge levelsin column 2 of 01T-neragralh are attailed in towage 3ALR91630
task performance level are aotained n course 5AL0916.0-1.

oft'

SR: AFMs 160-34, 168-4; Medical Dictionary;
Company, 1170; Michael C. Ritotz, Diagn
Ross C, Kory, A Primer of Cardiac Cathe
Functions of the Human Body, Saunders 1
Methods and Calculations, Charles C. Th
Therapy, C. V. MoShX.,.../969; Lawnence E.
R. J. Brady, 1970

a. Care of cardiovascular disorders
(1) Oefinition of common terms
(2) kelated anatomy and

Ohysiology
(3) Make and report

'observations
(4) Common forms of heart

disease
(5) Nursing care of patient

(a) Identify problems
and nee4s
1 Physisal
"I Personal, cultOral

and social-

3 Emotional

2b

2b

2b

2b

4 Rehabilitation 2b

(b) 'Perform nursing care
to meet needs 2b

(6) Assist with or perform
diagnostic therapeutic
and special procedures
(a) Cardiac

catheterizatig6

.(b) Treadmill

(c) .Master's two step
(d) Recognition of ,

abnormalities in
electrocardiographic
tracings

(e) Interpretation of
warning/lethal
arrhythmias

(f) CheSt grid
(7) Emergency procedures in

cardiac arrest
(a) Operate emergency

equipment
1 Pacemaker

Dal4Eubin, Rapic Interpretation of EKGs, Cover Publ:;
stic Electrocareography, J. B. Lippinoott ComDany, 1
erization, Charles C. Thomas Company, 1965; Arthur C.
74; N. Balfour 5:onim, Cardipzulmonary LaboratOry Bas
mas, 1972; Donalc F. Eagan, fundamentals of InIalation
MeltzEr, Intensile CoKonary )are Manual f4 Nurses,

ile the

hing
69;

.;tlyton,

la

210
2b

2b

9

a

A

-3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

.3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

6

Attachment 1



STS 916X0

1.

TASKS, KNOWLEDGES
AND STUDY REFERENCES

6a(7)(a)2 Defibrillat9r -

.
1

3 Emergency cart
(b) "g7et up special

monitor .

(c) As$ist physicians
%

during emergency
(d) Prepare pacemaker/defi

brillator/electrodes
(e) Defibrillate in an,

emergency
(f) Perform closed

.cardiac massage
(g) Perform mouth-to-

mouth breathing an
ambu breathing

\ (8) Perform specialized
.

procedures by operating
(a) Electrocardiograph

(b) Phonocardiograph

(c) lectorcardiograph
(d) Multichannel

recorder
N (e) Pressure

transducers
(f) Multitrack tape

recorder

(g) Polaroid-Camera
(h) Cardiac telemetry

system

(i) Ordlic multichannel
ecope

(9) Cardiac drugqt
(a) Safety factors in

giving medications
(b) Expected actions,

complications, and
contraindications

(10) Other
(a) Perform calculations

on itAa collected
(b) Perform related

darkroomprocedures
(c) Use automatic

processors for cine
X-ray and tracings

(d) Basic physics and
electronics pertaining
to heart actions

(e) Cut, mount, and
protess.cardiograms

b. Care of pulmonary disorders
(1) Definition of common

terms

PROFICIENCY 'LEVEL, PROGRESS RECORD AND CERTIFICAT'ION

3 Skill Level 3. 5 Skill Level

2b

2b

2b.

2b

2b

2b

24

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b.

213,

OAAD
OJT

Stated

. A

Doe CsawA wed
Twiame AFSC

Slomniest' I

aft
OtT

C.
OfteCalmiefed
iTireinees
UorvimWs

nItISI

444,-
7 Skill Level

Dot. awe CAAPIAtul
OJT Ttei-al

$settOd SVPirtilee II

111114.10

A

APN(tr.

D

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

rz

3c ,c12

32

3c u

31e

3c =

3e

3c

2b

2b

FY'

Attachment



STS glfin

TASKS, KNOWLE ESDi
AND STUDY REFER CES

PROFICIENCY LEVEL, P OGRESS RECORO AND CERTIFICATION

3 'Skill Level 5 Skill Level 7 Skill Level

A

AFSC/Cs.
Dee
OJT

SeemW

Dee. Cageoleted
& Train.,"
Swatearaies

lull fiats

AFSC
Doe
OJT

Sleeted

Doe Camel aned
&
Syperd 1111e

Initiel

A

AFSC/Ces
Date
OJT

Stereo&

r!..3

Dote Carnal toad
&
Seaperve NW.

I .11181.',

86(2) Related anatomy and
physiology

(3) Common pulmonary
diseases

(4) Make and report
observations

(5) Nursing care of-patients
(a) Identify problems

and needs
1 Physical .

7 Personal, cultural,

2b

36

3c

and social 26 3c

Emotio
c

2b 3c
iga

4 Rehabilitatimnal 2b 3c

.(b) Terfora nursini
care to meet needs 26 3c

(6) Diagnostic, therapeutic
and special procedures

(a). Perform tests and,
calculations
1 Tidal volume 2b 3c

ci

2 Vital capacity 2b 0 3 c

3 Timed vital
capacity 2b 3cm

4 'Maximum eXpiratory
flow rate 2b 3c

5 Mid-maximal
expiratory-flow 2b 3c

.:6 Mix breathing
capligy/maximum
volUntary
verktilatiort 2b 3c

7 Walking
ventilation 2b 3c

8 Residual volume

9 Helium wash-in
-

2b

2b

3c,

3c

10 Nitrogen wash-out 2b 3c

11 Single breath
diffusion capacity
carbon monoxide 26 3c

12 Steady state
diffusion capacity
carbon monoxide 2b 3c

13 Arterial
punctures 2b 3c

14 Blood gap
analysis 26 3c

8 Attachment 1

'4



. TASKS, KNORLEDGES
AND STUDY REFERENCES

,=. STS 916X0

PROFICIENCY LEVEL, PROGRESSRECORD ANO CERTIFICATION

5 Skill Level 5 Skfil LevAl t. 7 Wit Level

AF5C/Csa
Calstioesst

& s
Stopersissso s

Initial s

A

APSC
Otto
OJT

Stoned
AF5C/Ces

DO.
OJT

Uorted

Doss Compi
& Trainee s
hinovlso's

InIflels

8b(6)(b) Operace equipment
1 Pc1', PC(52 and

PH meters
2 Electronic bloolit

gas oximeters

3 Scholander
4 Barometer (mercury

and aneroid)
5 Pulmotester/

pulmoanalyzer
1 6 Calculator, slide

rule, and nomograms
7 Steady,state

diffusion apparatus
8 Single breath

diffusionvapparatus

9 Nitrogen meter

10 Tissot

11 9/10/13.5 liter
spirometers

ia Oxygen and carbon
dioxide analyzers

Respiratory-therapy
(inhalation therapy)
(1) Operate oxygen therapyi

equipment
(a) Tent
(b) Mask (oral, nasal

venturi)
(c) Catheter,

cannula'

(d) Mood, face tent
:(2) Operate intermittent

positive pressure (IPPB)
breathing apparatus
(a) Pressure cycled

resOirators
(b) Volume cycled

apparatus
(c) Hot and cold

humidifiers '

(d) Aerosol generators

(el Nebulizers
1 Hot

2 Cold

2b /t

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b..

2b

2b

21,"

2b

2b

2b

2b

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3d

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

9 Attachment 1



f STS 916X0

. -.
,

TASKS, KNMEDGES .
AND STUDY REFERENCES

1.

........Tr

PROFICIENCY LEVEL.. PROGRESS RECORD AND CERTIFICATION

2. 3 SCA Love! 3. 5 Skill Love! *. 7 Sall Level
,.

A

AFSC/Crs

11

Deft
OJT

S10041

. ,
C

Date Completedi Tre lem's
5...WNW,
Initiels

A

AFSC

11

041.
OJT

Silefti.

C

Owe Coma owl
& Troinses
Superei see g

11004 5

A \
AFSC/Cts

I
\ Dist

OJT
Morted

C

Owe Como lonall
S. Truing.' a
Supereisses
InItlel I .

8c(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

.

(7)

e . (8)
0

ç

. .
(9)

.

(10)

4-

(11)

'

0

'Exercise safety
precautions with use of
medical gases
Operate medical
regulatorsahd flowmeters

Operate compressors.
Sterilize equipment t

(a) Heat

-... (b) Cold

(c) Gas /
Perform preventive '
maintenance on equipment
Administer respiratory
therapy drugs

,(a) Safety factors in
giving medications .

(b). Expected actions,
complications, and
contraindications
1 Bronchodilators.

2 MucolYticsi Isotonic
solutions

Perform intubation
procedures
(a) Indications/
(b) Side ef fects

(c) Procedure ,

Perform sputum induction

(a) Acid fast
bacillus
,

(b) Fungi
1

(c ) Cytology

Teach patient principles
of .bronchial hygiene

\
.

A

_

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

2b

.

2b

2b

2b

la

la

2b

2b

2b

2b

'

,..0

.

+

\

#

-

.

1

e

,
',0t

.

.

c.

.,

.

.

..

.

..\0.

. .

.

'

.

N,

v

-

...

I

c

.

"

'

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c `

3c,

rsa
cn
ad3c a0
c..)

3c at
az
c..)

3c >
Q
o

2b z

2b

2b

3c

-3c

3c
1

3c

0

,

. .

v

.

\

-

.

%

a

*

.

I

-

10
Cl

AttacrItent 1
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,

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE, PLAN OF INSTRUCTION 3ALR91630 -

School of Health Care Sciences, USAF (PDS Code P1V)
Sneppird Air Forceqase, Texas 76311r 23 April 1975 ,N "

FOREWORD

,l. PURPOSE: T ts plan of instruction prescribes the qualitative require-

\
ments for Course Number 3ALR91630, Cardiopulmon ry Laboratory Specialist,
in terms of criterion objectives presented by un ts/modu.les of instruction,
and shows duration, correlation with the training standard, support materials
and instructional guidance. It was developed under the provisions of ATCR
50-5, Instructional System Development, and ATCR 52-7, Plans of Instruction.

, 2. COURSE DESCRIPTION. ,This 8rweek course provides lateral training
necessary to qualify selected airmen and NCOs in the 902X0 career specialty
'for assignment as a Cardiopulmpnary Laboratory Specialist to perform duties
in the Cardiopulmonary Ladder of the Airman Medical Career Field as'out-
lined in AFM 39-1. It includes training tO prow* assistance to ca *olo-
gists and pulmonary Physiologists in examination, .ualuation, diagnosin
and treating cardiopulmonary diseases and injuries by performing a'broad ,

spectrum of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures such as administering
electrocardiograms, phonocardiograms, vectorcardiograms, stress tests, .

defibrillation techniques, pulmonary function studies, intermittent positive
pressure breathing, blood gas analysis, cardiac catheterization, and operation

gand maintenance-of diagnostic equipment. Major areas of study are aktomy,
physiology, medical terminology, care of cardiovascular disorders, care of
pulmonary disorders, inhalation therapy, and related diagnostic processes and
equipment. This course is Phase I of a two-phase training4rogram; Course
5AL091630-1 (Phase II"), provides 20 weeks of hospital training. In
addition, related training consists of a Local Conditions Course, Commander's
Call/Briefings, End of Course Appointments and a Traffic Safety Predeparture
Briefing. .

,

3. EQUIPMENT ALLOWANCE AND AUTHORIZATION. Training equipment required to .

conduct this course, and for which accountability must be maintained, is
found in the Medical and Non-Medical In-Use Equipment and is listed under
custody_account number 28553H.

NOTE: Group size is shown in parentheses after jequipment listed in
column 3 of numbered pages of this POI.

1

4. MULTIPLE INSTRUCTOR REQUIREMENTS. Units of instruction which require
more than one instructor per instructional group are identified in the
multiple instruct& annex to this POI.

ge7
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1

MODIFICATIONS

46gLaJtc/ I ,ot this publiCation

adapting this material:for inclusidn in the

Moriel System to Provide'Military Curriculum
% -

and Technical Education.': Deleted Material

military, forms, procedures, systems-, etc.

has (have) been deleted in'

IT'rida Implementation of .a

Materials for Use in Vocational

involves extensive use of

joy
and was not considered Ippropriate-

for use in vocational and technical education.

(

. c.1

,
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)
1

tams OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HO URS) SUPPORT MAIERIALS AND OUIDANCE

. Cardiovascular Anatomy and Physiology 9

(712)

(4)

(3)

18

(14/4)

(4)

(4)

Column l Reerence STS Reference

a. Describe the flow of blood and topical
anatomy through the circulatory system.

b.' Compare the hemodynamic and etectrical
conduction principles of the cardiovascular
system.

.

. Cardiovascular Diseases

24 Barn-, 8a(2),
2b 8a(1) 8a(2) .

.

Instructional Materials

Human Physiology - A Programmed Text.PsycholOgical Consultants, Inc'
Dubin, Rapid Interpretation of Ids

Audio Visual Aids

Set
Heart, by Research Medical Company

System, by Brady (50 min)

.

.

A
N'$

key points.

,

Slides, Cardiac Anatomy and Physiology
Slides and Tape, Physiology of the

(30 min)
Filmstrip and Tape, The Cardiovascular

Training_Equipment
Heart Mode1(2)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (7 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

Instructional Envirooment/Design
Classroom (7 hrs) ,

Home Study (2 hrS)
Group/Lock Step

. .

Instructional Guidance
Use slides and heart models to illOttrate
Use one heart model per two studqpts.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Describe the clinical-features and
treatment of coMmon cardiovascular diseases.

b. Describe the signs, symptoms, and treat-
ment of congenital heart defects.

-

3a, 36, 3c 8a(3j,

8a(5)(a)4
3d 8a(3),

8a 5
3ec, 8a

8a(4), 8a(5)(a)1, 8a(5)(a)2, 8a(5)(a)31
8a(5) b

8a(4), 8a 5 a) , Ba(5)(a)/ 8a(5)(a)1,
a 8a

, 8a

PLAN Dr INS'RUCTIote :lc. 3AL1191630 DATE 2 3 Ant tWD BLOCK NO. I PAGE NO. ....
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

N, sJZo ,-t EIH OBJECTIVESr4 RS SI IJOTIO AWIT OE Bi C
DuRATION

MOORS) $UFVORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

5
c. Explain the signs, symptoms, and treat-

ment of acute myocardial infarction.
. ,

d. Describe the clinical features and
treatment of circulatory failure disorders.

e. Describe the electrical hazards involveck
with intensive coronary care.

(2)

(3)

(1)

Instructional Materials

Disease
Heart Disease

Heart Disease
(Miscellaneous)-
Disease

Multimedia Learning

SG 1ALR91630-1-3a(1), Introduction to Cardiovascular
SG 3A1R91630-I-3a(2), Rheumatic Fever and Rheumatic
SG 3A1R91630-1-34(3), Arteriosclerosis and Arteriosclerotic
SG 3ALR91630-1-3a(4), Forms of Heart Disease
SG.3ALR91630-1-3b,Congenital Cardiovascular
ROCOR Learners Workbook, Intensive Coronary Care

System

(14min)
(12 min)

$

Shock (24 min)
- Admission, Care and
"

Infarction - Part 10
. .

Infarction - Part 2,

Infarction - Part 3,
1/2 min)

Infarction - Part 4.

Failure (9 1/4 min)

(7min)

3/4 min) ,

Acute Myocardial Infarction

Electrocardiography...

3/4 min)----.

Dubin,:kapid Interpretation of EKGs

Audio Visual Aids

Slides, Cardiovascular Disorder Set
ROCOM Films:

No, 1 - Concepts of Intensive Coronapy Care
No. 2 - The Heart: Acute Myocardial Infarction
No. 7 - Congestive Heart Failure andCardiogenic
No, 6 - The Patient Not in Acute,Distress

Discharge (25 min)
ROCOM Filmstrips:

No. 1 - The Clinical Picture of Acute Myocardial
The History (11 min) .

No. 2 - The Clinical4fcture of Acute Myocardial
The Physical Examinotton.(6 1/2 Min)

No. 3 . The Clinical Picture of Acute Myocardial
The Hospital and Convalescent Phase (7

No. 4 - The ClAniqlPicture of Acute Myocardial
The Post-CoViTiscent Phase (6 1/4 min)

No. 13 - Treatment of Left Ventricular Heart
No. 14-- The Use of Digitalis (6 min)

, No. 15 - Monitoring Central Venous Pressure...Technique...Theory
No. 19 - Signs of Cardiogenic Shock (6 min)
No. 20 - Treatment of Cardiogenic Shock (8
mo. 21 . metabolic Acidosis (9 3/4 min)
No. 23 - Less Common Complication Following

(9 3/4 min)

No. 29 - The Diagnosis of Myocardial Infarction,
Enzyme Studies (13 1/4 min)

No. 31 - Electrical Hazards in the CCU (15

--TpAGEI PLAN OF INSTRUCTION. NO. 3A11191630 Cmt E 2 a APR 1975 [ Et:act:so. i Nr7 Ar.4
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pLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

2
(HOURS)

-9

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. Basic Physics and Electronics

a. Describe molecular structure and basic
atdmic theory.

b. Analyze the relationship between current
resistance, and voltage as described in Ohm's
law.

c. Describe the principles of magnetism a
and electromagnetism.

Audio Visual Aids (Continued)
ROCOM Audiotape: No. 4 - The Heart: -Acute

Myocardial Infarction (10 min)

Training Equipment
Heart Model (2)

Training Methods

Lecture/Discussion (14 hrs)
Outside Assignments (4 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (14 hrs)
Home Study (4 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Have students prepare case presentation of a cardiovascular disorder,
excluding those presented by the instructor as outside assignment. Caseswill include etiology, signs, symptoms, treatment, and prognosis. Caseswill be discussed at the end of Block I for 2 hours after additionalinformation concerning cardiac drugs and arrythmias has been furnished.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
4a, 4b, 4c

8a(8)(a), 8a(8)(b), 8a(8)(c), 8a(8)(d),
8a(8)(e), 8a(8)(f), 8a(8)(g), 8a(8)(h),
8a(8)(i)

Instructional Materials
SW 3ALR916304-4a(1 , Basic Atomic Theory

,

1

PT 3ALR91630-I-4a(2 , Physic's - Work, Power, And Energy (Mechanical)PT 3ALR91630-I-4a(3
, Elements of Physics - Matter.

PT 3ALR91630-I-4a(4), Basic Physics - Matter
PT 3ALR91630-I-4a(5), Basic Physics - Atomic Structure and Static

Electricity
.

PT 3ALR91630-1-4a(6), Basic.Physics - Work, Power, and Energy (Electrical)SW 3A1R91630-I-4b, Energy, Ohm's Law, and Basic CircuitsSW 3ALR91630-I-4c, Magnetism and Electromagnetism

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

..IN: TS Of iNsT Rut:?.CoN I.ND C RI T E RION InuECTIvE 5
)

DuRATION
(HOURS+

2
SUPPORT wiATIRIALs AND GUIDANCE .

3

_

.

,

.

. Electrocardiography I
,

.

3

-

,

, -,1Group/Lock

Audio Visual-Aids
,SoUnd-on-Sltde: '

Dasit'Atomic,Structure ,
Energy,.Ohm's Law and BaiatircUits
Magnetism and Electromagnetism

Training Methods
Discussion (1 hr)
PerforMance-(5 hrs) .

,

Outside AsSignments (2 11rs)
.

/nstructiOnal Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (5 hrs)

None Study (2 hrs)

. .

Step .

Instructional Guidan
.

Rave students complete grammed texts as home study assignment. Intro-
dime and Summarize subject and answer any questions about the subjects.
CondUct introduction and summary in the classroOM. PerformanCe hours
are designed to reinforce knowledge and not develop proficiency.

,Column 1 Reference STS Reference
. .

a. Describe the procedure for operating
a 12-lead EKG machine.

.

4a(2), 6d, 7a(8).,8a(8)(a), 8a(10)4d4
4.- 1

Instructional Materials
Meltzer, Penne°, Kitchell, Intensive Coronary Care - A Manual for Nurses
ROCOM Learners Workbook, Intensive Coronary Care Multimedia Learning .

-.. System

Audio Visual Aids ,

-Transparencies, Electrocardiography Set
ROCOM Film No. 4., Elearocardiography and the Arrhythmias (13 loin)
ROCOM Filmstrip, No. 7,'The 124ead Electrocardiogram (9 3/4 min)

.

Milt b/o 1 Gi.00K NO. PACE NO,.

_.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3ALR91630 DATE 2 3



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued/ -

'
UNITS OF INSTRUCT/ON A'ND CRIT ERION OBJECTIVES /

DURATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. Measurement Test and Test Critique
1.

14
(10/4)

(3)

(3)

(2)

,(2)'

Training Methods -

Lecture/Discussion (3 1113s)

Instructional Environment/Oesign
-Classroom (3 firs)
Group/Le/0 Step

,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

. Electrocardiography II

a. Describe the procedure for performing
a routine EKG.

b. Describe the processing of elgctro-
cardiography tracings.

(

c. Describe two types of stress tests.

d. List the steps in interpreting EKGs.

/

.

,

7a ' 4a(2), 6d, 7a(8), 8a f 8a(8)(a), 8a(10)(d
7b -f

, 8a(6)(b ), 8a(6)(c), 8ailj e)
7c 8a 6 b , 8a (6 C)
7d 8a 6 , a e , 8a(8)(a), 8a(10).4)

.

Instructional Materials
HO 3A1R91630-I-7c, Masters Test
PT 3ALR91630-I-7d, Basic Mathematics - Decimals

.

Meltzer, Pinneo, Kitchell, Intensive Coronary Care-A Manual for Nurses
Dubin, Rapid Interpretation of EKGs
Rocom, Learners Workbook, intensive Coronary Care Multimedia Learning

System 4

Audio Visual Aids

Transparencies, Electrocardiography Set
Rocom Filmstrips:

No. 6, The Format for Interpreting Electrocardiograms (13 min
No. 8, The Classification of Arrhythmias (li 1/4 min)

_Training Equipment
Electrocardiographs (3)
Treatment tables (3)
Paper cutters (3)
Mounting tape and boards (3)

PLAN CP IniSTRUCTION NO, 3ALR91630 DATE ': a kitit 1:175 BLOCK NO. / "AGE NO.



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continua) ,

,

UvITs Of ,ro I RuCT tONANO CRITERIoN OBJECTIVES
DURATION

INDURSI -, D
2

SUPPORT NAT/ RIAL S ANO GuoDANCE

44,

,

. Cardiac Drugs

,

12
(3/4)

(3)

(S)

...

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3 hrs1
Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (5 hrs)
Outside Aisignments (4 hri)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (5 hrs)
Laboratory (6 hrs)
Hone Study (4 hrs) -
Group/Lock Step ,

Instructional Guidance .

Performance hours support knowledge requirmnents only and do not develop
any proficiency. Have students complete programmed text during home

-.study. .
.

x
Column 1 Reference STS Reference

,

a. Describe the phanmacology of stimulants,
depressants, and antiarrhythmics.

b. Describm the pharmacology of diuretics
and anticoagulants.

.

i

8a, 8b 8a(9)(a), 8a(9)(b)

Instructional Materials
SG 3ALR916304-84(1), tardiovascular Drugs
SG 3ALR91630-I-8a(2), Major Antiamhythmic Drugs i

PT 3ALR91630-I-8b, Current Concepts and Applications of Anticoagulant
Therapy .

Rocan Learners Workbook, Intentive Coronary Care Multimedia Learning
System , ..

Audio Visual Aids .

Rocan Filmstr(ps:
No. 17, Diuretic Therapy (9 1/2 min) .

No. 22, Sympathomimetic Drugs (9 min)
.

No. 24, Anticoagulant Therapy (13 3/4 min)
Filmstripsand Cassettes, Trainex:

Lidocaine Hydrochloride (SO min) .

. Heperin Sodium and Warfarin Sodium ( 0 in) .

Atropine and Isoproterenol Hydrochlo 0 min)

, ,

3

PLAN OF iNsTRLICTION NO. 3ALR91630 DATE : a Ant WS BLOLK NO I PAGE NO.



. .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) _

.

UNITS OF ;NSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

, 1

DURATION
(HOURS)

2

..,

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

.

.,.
,

. Cardiac Vectors

,JOutsideAssignments

.

_Dubin,

Audio Visual Aids (Continned)
Filmstrips and Cassettes, Trainex:

Epinephrine and, Isoproterenol Hydrochloride (50 min)
Cardiac Glycosides and Quinidine Derivatives (50 min) .

Training Methods ,-

Lecture/Discussion (8 hrs)
,

(4 hrs)

InStructional Envi9d1ent/Design ,

tlassroom (8 hrs)
Home Study (4 hrs)
Group/Loa Stev, , .

InstrUctional Guidance
.

Relate drug therapy to specific diseases covered in previoUs fesson on
CardiovasCular aiseases. .Students.may ute computer program in Learning
Resource Center to review these hours.

Column LReference STS,Reference

a. Explain Einthoven's triangle.

b. Predict Q R S Vectors. .

..g

.

9a -. , 8a18)(c), 8a(8)(h)
96 . 809(0, 8a(8)(h)

.

.

.Instructional Materials
PT 3ALR916304-9a, Vectors and Trigonometric, Functions
PT 3ALR91630÷96,.Basit Mathematics - Graphs
Bowen, ZAO VectorIndicator.

Rapid InterOretation of EKGs

Audio Visual Aids

Transparencies, Vector Set
Slide, Ciba, No. 1555

Training_ Methods
,

Lecture/Discussion (3 hrs)
.,

.

Performance.(3 hr,$) i

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3ALR91630 .

DATE k .3 ..ir A UM 1 BLOCK NO. DAGF NC.
. I
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Conphts 0(1)

-
MIS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

(

DURATION
(HOURS/

2

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.,.

.

10. OhonOcardiography and Heart Sounds 4

_

1

InstruttiOnal Environmeni/Design ,

Classroom (3:hrs1
Laboritony (3 hts)
Group/Lock Step

InstructiOnal Guidance-
Use chalkboard to:plot QRS vectors and have students work sample prOblems:
AnsWerliny questions aboUt prOgrammedtexts. .Complete PT 3ALR91630-I-9a
as home'Study; PT 3ALR91630-1,9b in class.' Performance hours ire
designed to reinforce student knowledge and riot develop proficiency.

.

,

Column 1 Reference- STS Reference
.

. a. Compare the action of the four heart
valves with their related hemodynamic
physiology.

.

11. Measurement Test and Test Critique'

10a - Da(8)(b)
.

Audio Visual:Aids
Phono Simulator
Transparencies Heart Sounds Set

Training Methods
.

Lecture/Discussion (4 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4 hrs) .

Group/Lock.Step
.

.

InstruCtiOnal Guidance

Sluplicti,te specific,heart sounds with the phono simulator. Students should
not listen to phono Simulator for long periods of time because sounds
will becOme difficult to distinguish.

.

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ALR91630 DATE I 3 APVTS0 ,
I BLOCK NO. I PAGE NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION Continusel)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJ gCTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS)
4

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3

12. Arrhythmia Interpretation 32

(22/10)

(5)

(5) .

(6)

(6)

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a, Interpret arrhythmias in the sinoatrial
node.

. p. Interpret arrhythmias in the atria.

c. Interpret arrhythmias in the atrioven-

tricular node. .

. '

d. InterOret arrhythmias in the ventricle.
,

.

.

,

.

,

12a, 12b, 12c 8a(3), 8a(4), 8a(6)(d), 8a(6)(e)
12d 8a(3), 8a(4), 8a16)(d), 8a(6)(e)

.

Instructional Materials
Meltzer, Penneo, Kitchell, Intensive Coronary Care-A Manual for Nurses
Meltzer, Intensive Coronary 'Care Student Workbook

AOCOM-EKG Workbook, Intensive Coronary Care Multimedia Learning Systems
ROCOM Learner's Workbook, Intensive Coronary Care Multimedia Learning Sys
Ritota, Diagnostic Electr
Goldman, Clinical Electrocardiograp y

Audio Visual Aids-
Rocom Films: .

No. 8, Warning Arrhythmias (22 min)
No. 9, Lethal Arrhythmias (19 min) .

Rocom FilMstrips:
No. 11, Types of Premature Ventricular Contractions and Their Treatment

(6 3/4 min)
No. 30a, Interpretation of Arrhythmias_Originating in the S-A Node

(12 min)
No. 30b, Interpretation of Arrhythmias Originating in the Atria

(13.1/2 min)
.

No. 30c, Interpretation of Arrhythmias Orilinating the A-V

Junction (15 1/4 min)
No. 30d, Interpretation of ArrhythMias-Originating in e Ventricles

(14 1/2 min) . , -

Slides, Arrhythnia Set
i

,

Training Equipment
Arrhythmii,Reproducer (10)
Monitor Scope (10)
EKG Rulers (1)

.

.

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (16.hrs)
Performance (6 hrs) /
Outside Assignments (10 hrs)

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO 3ALR91630 DA.TE 2,3 APR 1975 I BLOCK NO. I
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.
,PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) . ..

7 ION AN:" C AITIRION DBJF..11yUNITS 01 tN4.1u,JC ES
DURA T

H.( OURIONS
2

. .

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE;
'

_

.

13. Treatment of Arrhythmias
. 11

(08/2)

(3)

(3).-

(2)

(1) ''

Instructional Environment/Destr

-

set of Arrhythmias. Assign exer-.
assignments. An arrhythmia
after additional information con-

been furnished. Arrhythmia repro.,
Students will be required to

.._.

treatment as needed, in order
skill wfll not bedeveloped.

8a 7

Classroom (16 hrsl
Laboratory 16 hrsto
OutsideAssignments (10 firs)
Group/Lock.Step

InstruCtional Guidance
Have students ute workbook after each
cises in learners workbook as homework
workshop will;be presented for 6 hours
cerning treatment of arrhythmias has
ducer and defibrillator will be used.

diagnose selectedarrhythmias and initiate
to reinforce knowledge of subject matterl

ColUMn 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Explain cardiopulmonary resUscitation.

b. Analyze the electrical treatment of
arrhythmias.

c. Determine the drug therapy Of specific
arrhythmias.

d. Given a manikin, simulate precordial
sheck. Correctly completing five out of
seven items on check list 3ALR91630-I-13d.

f

13a . DiT711M-U77)(f).
13b 4a(2),

- 8a 7 b
: 010

13c
: t110

7a(8) 8a(7)(a )1. a (7)(a)2, 8a(7)(a)3
...,

, 8a 710 , : a . . :at/ 0
80)(6)

13d a.

Instructionil Materials

Coronary Care - A Manual for NursetMeltzer, Pinneo, Kitchell, Intensive
Rocom Learners Workbook, Intensive Coronary_Care Multimedia Learning

,System,

Audio Visual. Aids

.

Set

Arrhythmias and Their Treatment

.

(12 1/2 min)

Arrhythmias (7 1/4 min)
(7 3/4'min)

Pacing (6 min)
Of ArrhythmiasIll 1/2min)

(15 min)

Slides, Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Film, Rocom'No. 5, Interpretation of

Mi(13 n)

Filmstrips, Rocom:
No. 9, Drug Therapy of Arrhythmias

Ato: 10, The.Treatment of Specific
No. 25, The Concepts of Cardiac Pacing
NO. 26, Transvenous.Pacing (13 1/2alin)
'No. 27. The Nursing Role in Cardiac
No. 28; The Electrical Treatment
No. 32-, RestacitatIon

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3ALR91630 DATE Z t APR 19i 5 BLOCK NO. / 1 PAGE NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continue4

UNITS oF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

---
DURATION

(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

If

,

.

14. Cardiac Catheterization 1

_

'

Training Evicelent

defibrill-

f ,

Defibrillator (10)
Resusci-Ahne Manikin (10)
Monitor Scope (10)

.

Arrhythmia Reproducer (10)

'Training Methods
lecture/Discussion (7 hrs)
Demonstration/Performance (2 hrs)
Outside Assignments-(2 hrs)

. .

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (7 hrs)
Laboratory (2 hrs)
Nome Study (2 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

,

Instructional Guidance
Demonstrate Procedures and point out hazards. Allow students to
ate the manikin lige only a maximum:of 50/watt/seconds on defibrillator.

i

,

Column I Reference STS Reference

a. Explain the duties of'the tardio-
pulmonary laboratory specialist in assisting
with a cardiac catheterization.

OP

14a :a MO , a(J ) 8a 8 e , 8a 88aill, ,:atkna, a , a

Training EquipAnt
Tradsducers (5)-

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)
Group/Lock Step

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ALR91630 BATE 2 3 AP8 1975 I BLOCK NO. .
DACE No. 12



T$p .NSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJE6 TIVE

PLAN' OF INSTRUCTOIN (Continua)

BUIRATION
HOLIRS

.-
puPP0R1 mat FRCAL:i AND :1,11:DANCE .

15. Related Ttainiog (identified in. cor se .

chart)..."-

16. Reasurement Test and Test Critique

. Measurement Test

. Test Critique

Instructional Guidance

Emphasize that'the ptimaty responsibility.ris that Of mooitertng the
electtical activity of the-4watt.

C-`

PLAN := S ST RUCTION NO. 3A1R91530 OAT El. 3 OR WI BLOCK NO. PAGE NO..

0 u
,
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kAtt OF INSTRKTION
CONW TITLE

.Cardopulmoaary Laboratory Specialist

Pulmonary Medicine
A-

.
_

..'

GP.INS: RUC 1,CH AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS!

2

.

SUPPORT.MAT ERI ALS AND GUIDANCE
3 .

i
. Retpiratory'Anatomy and Physiology

' 18
(14/4)

(5) i

(4)

(5)

'

Y$14:3ALR91630-11-101,-Gas

:.78rady,

:Lecture/Ristussion

,Column i Reference: STS,Reference

:

Parti
, Part II

Human Physiology .'

. -
a.- Describe.the gross anatomy of the

respiratory teact.

b. Explain the mechanits of respiration.

it: Oetcribe gas.exchange and transporta-
. ,, .doh.

,

.

.

0

:la, lb
lc

/
Instruttional Materials

tth 1-14.-BW}
.-8h .1 ., 813(2)

/ '

RIC3ALR9163041,1,-Respiratory Anatomy and Physiology
Exchange:and Transportation

$14 aALR91630,11,1cf2L Control of ResOiration
SW 3ALR91630-1I-lc(3),Hyperbaric andAYPobari-PhySfology
SG 3AL141630-11-la(1), Respiratory PItysiblegy-
SO 3ALR91630,11,1a(2), Respiratory Physiology

j'Sychological Consultants Inc, PrOgrammed Text,
Respiratory Therapy

TherapyGrenar4 Reck, Rich,
Grenard, Beck, Rith,Schapira,

AudioNisual Aids

Introduction to .Respiratory

Advanced StUdiet inlispiratory TheraPY

(SO min)

."

,

Transparencies, Respiratoty A and-P-W
SlItles, Respiratory A and P Set ,

FilMttrip And,Tap04 Otody,-The RespiratOry SyStem

TraininT.Equipment'.
Segmental: Lungt (5)

,

Training Methods
.

(14 hrs)
OutSide Assignments (4 hrs)

Instructional Enviromnent/Destgil
tiassrOom (14 hrs)
don* Study (4 hrs)
Group/lock Step

3ALR91630, .DATE 2 3 APR 1375 i BLOCK NO. :II PAGE NO. 14



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Conti 'wed)

UNITS OF iNSTRUCTI-ON AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

2
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. Respiratory Disorders

a. Describe the clinical features and
treatment of,pulmonary diseases.

b. Explain the signs and symptoms of
respiratory dysfunction.

'c. Describe the causes of inadequate
;alveolar ventilatien.

4^

(2)

(2)

Instructional Guidance
the slides and transparencies to illustrate key points. Answer questions
students have regarding workbook assignments.

Coltman 1 Reference
2a, 2b

2c

STS Reference

Bb(3), 813(4), 8b(5)(a)1, 8b(5)(a)2,
8b(5)(a)3; 8b(5)(a)4, a(5)(b)

.8b(3), 8E(4), 8b(5)Ta) 8b(5)(a)2,
8b(5)(a)3, 8b( )ta)4,.b(b)(o)

Instructional Materials
Comm% Forster, Dubois, Briscoe, Carlsen, The Lung

Audio Visual Aids

Slides, Respiratory Disorder Set
Transparencies, Respiratory Disorder Set
Filmstrips and Cassettes, Trainex:

'The Pathophysiology of Emphysema (50 min)
Care of the Patient with Emphysema (50 min)

1

Training_Equipment
Segmental Lungs (5)

Training Methods

Lecture/Discussion (9 hrs)
Outside Assignments (4 hrs)

Instructional nvironment/Design
Classroom (9 rs)
Home Study ( hrs)

i Group/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Have students prepare a case presentation of a pulmonary disorder,
excluding those presented during the lecture/discussion. Cases will
be prepared outside the classroom and include signs, symptoms, etiology,treatment, and prognosis. Cases will be discussed for 2 hours at the

PLANORuCTIONNO.
lAJORMAln j BLOCK NO.

TT
I D ACE NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued).

UNI1 ! ol t.s; .4 . ..:IN ::!: ...i ItInN ./ejf T t c DURATION
(HOURS

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

$

3. Respiratory:Drugs 5

(3/2)

I

9

(7/2)

(2)

Instructional Guidahce (Continued)
end of 81Ock II after information concerning respiratory drugs and
pulmonary function studies have been furnished. Presentation of case
is designed to reinforce knoWledge and not develop proficiency.

Column I.Reference STSleference

a. Explain the pharmacology of broncho-
dilators.

b.
tics

Explain the pharmacology of mucoly-
.

c. Explain the pharmacology of, isotonic
_solutions.

. Measurement Test and Test Critique

3a, 3b Ac(81(al, 8c(8)(b)1, 8c(8)(b)2, 8c(8)(b)3
8

3c 8c(8)(a, c(8)(b)T, c(8)(b)Y, 8c(8)(10-) 8

.

Instructional Materials
Grenard, Beck, Rich, Schapira, Advanced Studies in Respiratory Therapy

.

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

,Instructional Environment/Design
Clastroom (3 hrs)
Home Study (2 hrs)'
Group/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Correlate drugs with specific diseases presented in earlier lectures/
discussion.

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

5. Gas Laws

- a. Explain the procedure for converting
temperature from one scale to another using.
the fahrenheit, centigrade, and Kelvin scales.

Sa, 5b, 5c a , (6)(a)2, 8b(6)(a)3, 8b(6)(a)4,
8b 6) a 3; 8b(6)(a)t% 8b(6)(a)7, 8b(6)(a)Tr,

8b 6) afgc 8b(6)(a)TO, 8b(6)41)1, 8b(6)(i)12

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ALR91630 DATE 2 3 APR 1915 BLOCK RO. II I PAGE N. 16
_1



AN OF INSTRUCTION (Cominuecl)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

2
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.b. Explain.five gas laws related to
pUlmonari function studies.

C.. Explain the procedure for solving
gas law problems involving temperature,
pressure,ind volume.

6. Slide Rules and Nomograms,

a. Explain how,mathematical problems are
solved with a slide rule.

b. Explain the yse of nomograms.

c. Explain the use ofthe Collins Pul-
monary Function computer.

(2)

(3)

:Instructional Materials
SW3ALR91630.,41-5, GaS Laws-
PT 3ALR91630-U-5c(1), Basic Mathematics - Fractions
PT 3ALR916304I-5c(2), Algebraic Expressions
PT 3A1R91630-II-5c(1), 'Basic Mathematics - AlgebraiC Equations
Grenard, Beck; Rith. Introduction to Respiratory Therapy

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Gas Laws Set

Training_ Methods

Lecture/Discussion (4 hrs)
Performance (3 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

Instructional EnVironment/Oesign
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (3 hrs)
Home Study (2 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance

Give.examples of gas laWs and work out sample problems. -Have the students
i work gas law problems in SW 3ALR916104I-5. -Programmed text will be

coMpleted as.home study. Performance hours are designed to reinforce
knowledge but no proficiency is developed.

4 Column I Reference
6a, 6b
6c

STS Reference
8b(6)1b)6
84(6)(b)T

Instructional Materials
SG 3ALR91630-1I-6b, Nomograms

,

SloniM, Bell, Chrfttensen, Cardiopulmonary Laboratory, Batic Methods and
Calculations

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3ALR91630 DATE 2 APR 145 BLOCK NO. 0AGF NO. 17
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.

PLA.N OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNIT., 01 IN ;,I Rut T ION e,NO CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

2
,HOURS; h.'? Pon T MA 'FRIA% ANC' ...:UICIANCE

a

,

.

. Sdrometer

,

.

,

.

2

.

Training Equipment
Slide Rules (1)
Pulmonary Function Computers (1)

Training Methods
teilure/DisCussion (1 hr)
Demonstration (1.hr)
Performande (2 hrs)

,
.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs)
LabOratory (2.}. rs).

Group/Lock St

Instructional 43uidance _

er ormance hohrs are limited to working sample problems to insure
students have a working knowledge of slide rules and computers.

,

Column I Reference STS Reference

a. Explain the operational check of a
Collins Spirometer.

J

7a 4a(2), 6d17a(8), 8b(6)(b)6, 8b(6)(b)11
.

Instructional Materials

3lonim,, Beil, Christensen, CardiopulmonarY Laboratory Basic Methods and
Calculations

. .

Training Equipment
Spirometers (3)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discustion (1 hr)
Demonstration (1 hr)

,

Instructional Environment/Design

(..,
Classroom (2 hrs) )

Group/Lock Step

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO, 3ALR91630 DATE 2 3 Aph 1975 BLOCK NO. II PAGE W.".
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES OURATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS ANO GUIOANCE

Acid Base Balance I

a. Explain the signs and symptoms of
respiratory.acid base disturbances.

b. Explain the signs and symptoms of
metabolic acid base disturbances.

c. Describe the method c-if obtaining
logarithms from a slide rule

(2)

InstructionaliGuidance 4
liaVe students feel the difference in resistance with the soda lime
cannister in'and out.

Column 1 Reference

8b
8c

Instr ctional Materials
SG 'IR'

Grena

Wint

STS Reference

.8ET3E-13b-pr
81214). 844)
flIqt)(a)lt

c, Common Logarithms
d. Rich, Beck, Introduction to Retpiratory Therapy
S, Engel, Dell, Acid Base Physiology in Medicine

io Visual Aids
mstr ps an assettes, Trainex: N

Compensation of Imbalances (50 min)
Respiratory Acidosis and Alkalosis (50 min)
Metabolic Acidosis yid Alkalosis (50 min)

at

Training Equipment
Slide Rules (T)

Training Methods
Lecture/discussion (8 hrs)
Performance (2 hrs)
Outside Assignments (4 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (B hrs)
Laboratory (2 hrs)
Home Study (4 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Review use of the slide rule and baic mathematics. Performance hours
are limited to converting whole numbers to logarithms to insure that
students have a working knowledge of the conversion process.

PLAN OP -31`. NO 3ALR91630 DATE 213 An 1375 IELOCKNO. I.t;E NO.
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. ,PLANOFINSTRUCTION(Continue4

OW T `, 4'1 DUMON AND CR1 E DAI OBJECTWES DURATION
(HOURS) WPPORT MATERIA. AND GUIpANa

9. Measurement Test and Test Critique

16

(12/4)

(31

(3)

(1)

(5)

DATE s 3 Ant

Q

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique ,

10. Pulmonary Function Studies

a.. Explain the performance and calcula-
tions of volume studip.

b. Explain the performance and.calcula-
tion of flow rate studies.

c. Describe diffusion studies.

10a 8b(6)(a)1 84(6)(a)2 8b(6)(a)8 8b(6)(a)9
,

86(6)(a)10, 8b(6)(b)9, 8b(6)(b)10,
so.

8b(6)(b)ii,
10b

8o(8)(a)3, 8b(6)(a)4, 8b(6)(a)5, 8b(6)(a)6,
8b (1O o : ' 010

10c
Ob 6)(a jj., :. a 2, 8b(6)(b)7, 8b(6)(b)8

?-..1

10d 4a(21

Instructional Materials
)

d. Using a 9 liter spirometer, pefform
and calculate routine spirometry studies.
Correctly perform all items on checklist
3ALR9163041-10d. Instructor assistance
permitted.

_

PT 3ALR91630-II-10a(1), Basic Mtthematics Percentage '

PT 3A1R91630-11-10a(2), Review of Arithmetic and Whole Numbers
T 3ALR910041-104(3), Mathematics Review Volume I
onim, Bell .1 Christensen, Cardiopulmonary Laboratory Basic Methods and
Calculations r

Audit] Visual Aids,

Transparencies, Pulmonary Function Set
Slides and Tapes, Monaghan:

Medical Aspects of Pulmonary Function Testing (60 min)
Theory anti OperatiCm of Monaghan Pulmonary Function Analyzers (60 min)

Training Equipment
Slide Rules (1)

Pulmonary Function Computers (1)
Spirometers (3)

Training Methods

Lecture/Discussion (5 hrs)
Demonstration (1 hr)

EcrfOrmaoce 6'hruursiatts
1975 ELOCK NO. PAGE NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Centinued) 0

UNI TS OF INST RUCT ION AND CRIT ERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

2
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

11. Acid Base Balance II

a. Deseribe arterial blood gas values
associated with acid base disturbances.

b. EX11ain the Henderson-Hassfilbalch
equation.

c. Describe the use of the HendersOn-
Hasselbalch equation in verifying blood gas
values.

PLANOFINS-R,JMONNG 3ALR91630 DAT E

Instructional EnvironMent/Design
Classroom (6 hrsj
Laboratory (6 hrs)
Home Study (4 hrs)
GroUp/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Have student's pair off and perform studies on each other.

Column I Reference STS Reference
11a, 11b, 11c 8b(6)(a)14

Instructional Materials
PT 3ALR91630-11-11c(1), Powers of Ten
PT 3ALR91630-11-11c(2), Mathematics Review
Grenard, Rich, Beck, Introduction to-Respiratory Therapy
Winters, Engel, Dell, Acid Base Physiology in Medicine

Audio Visual Aids
Filmstrip and Cassette, Trainex:

Body's Regulation of pH (50 min)

Training Equipment
Slide Rules (1)

Training_ Methods

Lecture/Discussion (4 hrt)
Demonstration/Performance (6 hrs)
Outside Assignments (4 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
;.

Classroom (4,hrs) .
Laboratory (6 hrsi ,

Home.Study (4'hrs
Group/Lock Step

2 3 0.PR 1975 IBLOCK NO. '146ENO.
21
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) i

JN ls OF .NSTRUCIION AND CRITERION ORACTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS'
2

at
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

44

12. Blood Gas Studies .--.
9

(7/2)

(1)

(2)

(2).

(2)

Instructional,Guidance
Review basic mathematics. Performance hours are limfted to itorking
sample problems to insure students have a working knowledge of the
Henderson4Wsselbalch equation. Programmed texts 3AiR91630-II-11c(1)
and 3ALR9163041-11c(2) are completed during home study.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Match the arteries used Op the
types of studies performed.

,

b. Describe the types of diagnostic
equipment.

,

c. Explain the collection and storage
of samples.

d. List the steps in performing a single
arterial puncture:

.
,

.

.

12a, 12b, 12c , 4a(2), 6d, 8b 6qa113, 8b(6)(a)14, 8b(6)(b)1,
8b(6)(b)2, 8b 6) bys:8b(6)(b)47-0(6)(b)12

12d 4a(2).- 67. 8b 6)(a)T3, 8b(6)(iT14, 8b(6)(611,
. _

81)(6)(1))2 8b(6)(b)3, 8b(6)(b)C 8b(6)(b)12

Instructional Materials.

SG 3ALR916304142d, Arterial 'Punctures ,
,

Audio Visual Aids
filmloop, Rocom, Arterial PUncture (20 min)
Filmstrip and Cassette, Trainex:

Arterial-Samples for Blood Gas Analysis (50 min)
Transparencies, Blood Gas Set

Training Equipment
Tieatment Tables (3)
Sodium Heparin (10)
Scc Syringes (1)

;12:Ortfigteille:s(11)-
Band aids (1

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (4 hrs)

.

Demclistration/Performance (3 .hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

0
.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ALR91630
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continuid)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJEC1IVE5 DURATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE.

a

13. Postural Drainage

a. Explain three methods of,performing
postural drainage.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (3 hrs)
Home StudY (2 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Conclude lecture with Rocom filmstrip
stick" uSing the radial artery. Have
procedure on each other. Proficiency
procedure is to allow students to get
controlled environment.

and then demonstrate a "single
students pair up and perform the
is not required. Performance of
theTiel of the puncture in a

Column 1 ReferenCe STS Reference
13a

8c(10)(a), 8c(10)(b), 8c(10)(c), 8c(11)

Instructional Materials
Grenard, Rich, Beck, Schapira, Advanced Studies in Respiratory Therapy

Audio Visual Aids

Filmstri0 and.Cassette, Trainex:
Postural Drainage, Clapping and Vibration (50 min)

Training Equipment
Treatment tables (3)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)

Demonstration/Performance (l hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (1 hr)
Group/Lock Step'

PLAN OP MST RI.K.TION, NO.
3ALR91630 DATE z) 175 1 BLOCK NO.

II
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a PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UN:7 nr .NSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURA

(HOUTIONRS
2

SUPPORT MA T E RI AL 5 AND GUIDANCE

14. Related Training ( identified in course

i

2

,.

Instructional-Guidance
Illustrate lecture by demonstrating postural drainage on a student.
Have students practice positions on each other. The performance hour
is designed to reinforce knowledge requirements only and not to
develop proficiency.

4.

,

,

)

.

lt.

,

chart).

15. Measurement Test and Test Critique

a. Measurement Test

b. .Test Critique

a

.

PLAN Of INSTRUCTION NO. 3A1R91630 DATE 2 3 Pra 1975 BLOCK NO. II PAGE NO. 24
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
COUPS!. TITLE

Cardiopulmonary Laboratory Specialist

BLOCK TITLE

Introduction to Respiratory'Therapy

,

,

UNITS OF .r.11,TX:TION AND CRITERION OBJEC TIVES DURATION
(HOURS)

2
S,:PPORT MAT ERIALts AND GuIDANCE ii

. Introduction to Respirato y TherapyV t 1

% 5

(3/2)

DATE 2 2

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

.

25

a. Describe the organizaia of a respira-
tory therapy department.

b. List the services offered by a respira-
tory therapy department.

. Safe Use of Medical Gases

la 2a, 2b, 7b(2)
lb 2a, 2b, 76(2)

Instructional Materials ,.

Egan Fundamentals of Respiratory Therapy
AART Application Forms

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design'
Classroom (I hr)
Group/Lock Step

-

Column I Reference STS Reference

a. Explain the safety systems used with
medical gases.

b. Describe the use of regulators and
flowmeters.

.

2a Bc(3)
2b 4a(2), 8c(4)

Instructional Materials
Brady, Respiratory Therapy
Grenard, Beck, Rich, Introduction to Respiratory Therapy
Bennett, Flow Regulator Punchout

Audio Visual Aids .

Transparencies, Medical Gases Set

Trainingjouipment
Gas Regulators (5)

Teaining Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

APR '1975 1 Bi_oc< No. III ILAGt NO
PL AN 9F INST RUC TION NO. 3A1R91630
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PLAN OFINSTRUCTION(Continved)
',minas J/NIMEMNINI

SUPPORT MATERIALS ANO GUIDANCE

. .

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS)

. Humidification and Aerosol Therapy

.

'1/4.,3

4

Instructional Environment/Design

.

.1

Classroom (3 hrs)
Home.Study (2 hrs)

, .c,Group/Lock Step,

Instructional Guidance ..

Ask students to give examples of improper uses of medical gases from
personal experiences.

_
Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Describe the conditioning of inspired
air by humidity and aerosol.

b. Explain the operation of jet nebulizers

c. Explain the operation-nf ultrasonie
nebulizers.

d. Describe three types of humidifiers.

o

.

.

3a
4a(2), 8c(2)(c), 8c(2)(d), 8c(2)(e)1,
8c(2)(e)2

,-3b1 3c
sa; 7a(8).8c(2)(c), 8c(2)(d),

8c(2 (e)1, 8c(2)(e)2
34

4at2 , 6T, 7818J,E121(c), 8c(2)(d),
8c(2)(e)1, 8c(2)(e)2

.

Instructional Materials
Brady, Respiratory Theragy.
Grenard, Beck, Rich, Introduction to Respiratory TheraPYGrenard, Beck, Rich, and Schapira, Advanced Studies in RespiratoryTherapy

Audio Visual#Aids
,.

Transpaeencies, Humidification and,Aerosol Set
Sound Tapes, Monaghan:

Medical-Phsyical Aspects of Humidity and Aerosol Therapy (50min)Theory and Operation of Monaghan Ultrasonic Nebulizers (50 min)Filmstrip-and Cassette, Trainex:
Ultrasonic Nebulizers (50 min)

Training Equipment

Devilbiss Ultrasonic Nebulizer (10)

Training Methods.

Lecture/Discustion (3 hrs)

-TIO.
PLAN OF MST RJCTION NO.

3AtR91630 DATE , t 3 ApR 1975 BLOCK O. i ii J A G E
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION (Continued)

<
,N. TS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

.

DURATION
(HOURSL

2 .
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE,

. Intermittent PoeTtive Pressure Breathing 1
(5/2)

,

Instructional.Environmentpesign
Classroma (3 hrs) .. ..

Group/Lock Step
4

InstruCtional Guidance
.

Relate the use of humidity and aerosol therapy to specific pulmonary ,

disorders..

ColuMn I Reference STS Reference
(IPPB) 4a, .4b 11(BITERITi),8c(2)(b), 8c(3), 8c(4),

4c
8c(5)

.

7a(8). 8c(2)(a), 8c(2)(b), 8c(3), 8c(4),
a. Describe the indications for the use

of IPPB,

b. Explain the.technique for IPPB therapy.

c. State the hazards of 1PPB therapy.

.

845),

Inttructional Materials
Brady, Respiratory Therapy'

Grenard, Beck, Rich and Schapira, Advanced Studies in Respiratory Therapy

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies,. IPPB Set

.

Slide Tape, Monaghan, Medical-Physical Aspects of Positive Pressbre
Breathing (60 min) .

Training Equipment
Respirator, 8ird Mark 7 (2)

Training Methods
(ecture/DiScussion (4.5 hrs)
Demonstrat1on,(.5 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (5 hrs)

.

Home Study (2 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

,.

-
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PLAN OFINSTRUCTION (Continued)
I

e
UNITS OF MST RUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

0

DURATION

2
(HOURS}

,
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

. Pediatric Ventilation 1

,

4

(2/2)

.

,

Instructional Guidance
Emphasize that this lesson ts to give the student basic understanding
of the therapy and not the mechanics of the operation.

.
Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Describe the problems and limitation
of pediatric ventilation.

.

P

.

. Indications for the Use of Oxygen \

5a 8c(2)(a), 8c(2)(b)

Instructional Materials
Brady, Newborn Respiratory Tract

Audio Visual Aids
Slides, Brady, Newborn Respfratory Tract

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)

.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr) 7

Group/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Point out specific problems in this area that are not found in adult
ventilation.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Describe the indications for the use
of oxygen therapy.

--_---

.

,

,

6a 8c(1)(a), 8c(1)(b), 8c(1)(c), 8c(1)(d)

Instructional Materials .
Brady, Respiratory Therapy#.
Audio Visual Aids

j
Transparencies, Indications for the Use of Oxygen Set

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)

,

Outside Assignments (2 hrs ) .

.

FL AS OC N5-4_:T.Ctr 1 3A1R91630 0"E :1 3 Afft W5 1 7,7_, .1. III e.r.,E NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS 0 n.!.TRIJ, *:ON ND i RI T 041,1N JRJECTIVES DURATION
!HOURS'

2

,

SUPPORT mA TER .._: AND GUIDANCE
3

,

. Oxygen Equipment 3

°

Instructional Environment/Design

,

.

N

a

Classrodm (2 hrs)
Home Study (2 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

.

.

, .Instructional Guidance
.

.

Discuss malfunttions of the cardiopulmonary system that lead to the
use Of %. Emphasize the cause of the malfunction by using selected
transparencies. 4

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Describe the use of nasal/Catheters/
cannula.

b. Explain the, operation of oxygen masks..

c. Explain the use of oxygen tents.

.

,

.

,

,

7a 4a , 7a(8), 8c 1 c
7b 4a 2 , 6d. 7a(8), 8c 1 b
7c 4a 2 , 6d, 7a(8), 8c 1 a , 8c(1)(d)

Instructional Materials
Brady,4Respiratory Therapy_
Egan, Fundamentals of Respiratory Therapy
Grenard, Beck, and Rick, Introduction to-Respiratory Therapy

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Oxygen Equipment Set

Training Equipment
,

Catheters/Cannula (10) .

Oxygen Mask (10) . .

Training Methods .

Lecture/Discussiorc(3 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (3 hrs)

. .Group/Lock Step

cInstructional Guidance ,

Pass around examples of 0 equipment after the lecture.

r
.

PLAN 0-F !NsT RUCTION NO.
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Lours OF.INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

I. Managenient of the Comatose Patient

a. Describe the technique of dealifig
qith the unconscious patient.

PLAN CW INSTP.UCTION (tentinuard)...,afp
DURATION

2
(HOURS).

1

3
SOPPOHT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. Respirators I
.-' 13

(9/4)
a, Explain the orperation of Bird

Tspirators.

b. Describe special breathing assemblies.

Column:1 Reference
-Da

Audio Visual.Aids

!ilm, Ift-3224, tmergency Airway Maintenance (26 min)

STS Reference

13c.(1)(c), 8c(2)(a), 8c(2)-(b)

. Training Methods .

Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)

InstruAional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)
Onoup/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Conclude with the film on airway maintenance. Watch class closely for
students passing 'out.

c

Column I Reference.,
9a, 9b

STS Reference
4a(2), Bc(2)(a)

Instructional Materials
SW 3ALR91630-III-9a, Bird Respirators
Bird Catalog

Grenard, Beck, and Rich, Introduction to Respiratory Therapy

Audio Visual Aids

Transparencies, Bird Respirators, Set
Slides, Bird'Respirators Set
Filmstrips and Cassettes, Trainex:

OPB-I-Bird Mark VII (50 min)
IPPB4I-Bennett pe-1 (t0 mmn)

Slide Tape: Theory.and Operation of Monaghan Positive Pressure Breathing
Machines

Training Eciuipment
Bird Respirators (5)

A4 0; INSTRUCTION NO. 3ALR9163P° DATE 2 3 APR 1975 IBLOCK NO, III I E
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UM Ti cl- Ittst RUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

,

ouileTioN
(HOURS)

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

.,
.

.

10. Intubation 2

,

.

.

Training MethodS

.

LeCture/Discussion (7 hrs)
Demonstration (2 hrs)
Outside Assignments (4 hrs)

.

Instructional Enviconment/Design
Classroom (9 hrsj
Home Study (4 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

.
.

Column 1 Reference, STS Reference

a. Explain the indications and side
effects of intubation.

,
.

b. Describe the types of endotracheal
tubes. ,

c. Describe the steps in intubating a
patient.

*

c'

.

10a NTI)(AJJ 8c(9)(b)
10b WWI
lOc 4a(2), 8c(9)(c)

.

Instructional Materials
.

Grenard, Beck and Rich, Advanced Studies in Respiratory Therapy
Brady, Respiratory Therapy

..

..,

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Intubation Set

_Film Loop, Rocom, EndotracheirIntubation (20 min)
-

Training Equipment
Intubation manikins (5)
Endotracheal tubes (5)
LaryngoscoPeq (5)

Training Methods
Lecture Rho .

,

Demonstration/Performance (1 hr)
r. '

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (1 hr)

.
,Group/Lock Step

.

%
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS OF MST :" CN AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS)

2 SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

1. Measurement Test ahd Test Critique

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

2. Respirators II

a. Describe the operation of Bennett
ressure limited ventilators.

Explain the Operation of volume
imited ventilators. ,

1

Instructional Guidance
Demonstrate oral and nasal intubation and allow students to performprocedure. Check for positioning of the tubes and inflated cuff.
The performance time 'is designed to reinforce knowledge and not develop
proficiency.

Column 1 Reference
12a

12b

Instructional Materialt

STS Reference
4a(2), Bc(2)(a)
4a(2), 8c(2)(b)

Bennett Training Manual
Grenard, Beck and Rich, Introduction to Respiratory Therapy

Audio Visual Aids
Filmstrips and Cassettes, Trainex:

IPPB - II - Bennett Ar-1 (50 min)

Training Equipment
Bennett Respirator (10)

Training Methods

Lecture Discussion (7 hrs)
Demonstration (1 hr)
Outside Assignments (4 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (8 hrs)
Home Study (4 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

o

%/41 OF 0/STRUCT:O% : 3ALR91630 DATE a 3 APR 197E. 1 BLOCK NO.
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0
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

' L.. rN tnuiL TivFS DURATION
1HOURS

2

)UPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCEI.

.

13. Post Operative Complicatirs
.."

1
2

.

6
(4/2)

!,

'

Instructional Guidance ,

course in order to,keep student

8c(10)(a), 8c(10)(b),'

8c(10)(a), 8c(10)(b),

*.

.

Present maintenance hours at the end of
interest the lost tilo days.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

a. Describe the pulmonary risks of
surgery.

A
b. Explain nine pulmonary complications

of surgery.
s

o

,

.

.

.

14. Sterilization of Equipment

13b

Instructional Materials

8c(2)(a), 8c(2)(b),
8c(10)(c), 8c(11)
8c(2)(a), 8c(2)(b),
8c(10)(c), 8c(11)

Therapy .tp Respiratory

Brady, Respiratory Therapy'
Grenard, Beck, and

Audio Visual Aids

Rich, Introduction

Set

.

.

v,

A

Transparencies, Post Operative Complications

Training Methods
lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)

.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs)
GeOgp/Lock Step

Column I Reference STS Reference

a. Describe the protocol for a bacterio-
logical check.

b. Explain three types A,f heat disin-
fection.

c. Select the advantages a disadvantage!
of gas sterilization.

_

d. Describe the technique for cleaning
and cold sterilization.

14a

14b
14c
14d

Instructional Materials

6d, 7a

6d, 7a 8
6d, 7a 8
6d, 7a(8),

,8c 6
, :c MG
:cUID

0

Therapy
1

.

.

to RespiratoryGrenard, Beck, and
Brady, Respiratory

Rich, Introduction
Thera*

.

pAcE

.
.

Audio Visual Aids
Trapspacencies, Sterilization Set

[BLOCK NO.
III
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Coat:nue&

UNITS-OP INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION ONECTIMES DURATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE 4

15. Prolonged Artificiat Ventilation

i

,

a. List five ndications for prolonged
,artificial ventilat on.

b. Describe four types of respiratory
lead space.

.

c. Explain sighing and airway mainten-
ance.

d. Describe the p blems involving
Infant ventilation..

AN OP ,NSTRUCTION NO.
4061

3ALR91630

6

(4/2)

Training Methods

Lecture/Discussion (4 hrs)
Outside Assignments,(2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Home Study (2-hrs)
Group/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Dse discussion method as

Column l'Reference
15a, 15b, 15c '

15d

a

much as possible because of student.background.

STS Reference
Bc(2)(a), 8c(2 (b)
8c(2)(a),8c 2 b

Instructional Materials
Brady, Respiratory Therapy

-

Grenard,-Beck, and Rich, Advanced 5tudies in Respiratory Thei.apy

Audio Visual Aids

Transparencies, Prolonged Artificial Ventilation Set

Training Methods

Lecture/Discussion (4 hrs)
Outside Asslignments (2 hrs)

Instructional Environinent/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Home Study (2 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

Instructional Guidance
Point out that there may be some differences of opinion about whether
a patient should be controlled or assisted with hiS ventilation. The
examples giver, in the lesson are guidelines that tan be followed. The
ulfimate Aecision rests with the.physictan..

Okrt 2 :1 APP. 197L
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UNtTSAII- INSTRUCTION AND CRo TERION OBJECTIVF', ni,t, MICH
HOURS% so roRT MATERIALS AND GU:DANCE

16. ResOirator Maintenance 8

(2)

(2)

(4)

,

.

4 1

2

Column 1 Reference ,ISTS Reference
.

a. Describe the preventive maintenance
of Bird respirators.

. ,

- b. Describe the preventivemaintenance
of Bennett respirators.

, c. 13ivem a tool kit satisfactorily
dissosemble, calibrate, andreassemble
respirator. iCorrectly perform all of the items

. on checklistAALR91630-III-16c. Instructor
assistance permitted.

, .

,

.

#

,

,..,6

17. Related Training (identified in coUrse

16a 4a(2), 6d, 8c(7)

11
b

4a12),
4a(2), 6d, t117.1..

c 6d
.

Instructional Materials
, Bird-Training Manual

Bennett Training Manual
Bird Catalog

Training Equipment
Bird respirators (5) ,

Bennett respirator (10)
Emerson respirator (10) .

Centerbody cutaways (2)

'Training Methods

Performalre,(8 hrs)

Instructional Environmentipt4ign
.

Laboratory (8 hrs)
Group/Lock Step at

Instructional Guidance.,
.

Students will disassemble and reassemble the Mark 7 in order to
better understand the mechanical operation of the respirator.
Emphasize that insiae maintenance should be done by Qualified mediCal
equipment repair personnel. ,

li
qp

.%

chart).

,

18. Measurement Testsand Test Critique

a. Measurement Test
/ .

.

b. Test Critique

PLAN OF INSTRLXTIONrNO, 3ALR9T- DATE. 2 ;.1, ,?,.. 1. BLOCK N.
III

PAGENO. 35
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continuoc)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

2
(HOUR% SUPPORTNATERIALS IAD GUIDANCE

9. Course Critique and Graduation'

a. Course Critique

b. Graduation

4

p.

1

a-
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Department of Medicine
School of Health CareSciences, USAF
Sheppard Air,Force Base, Texas

OBJECTIVE

STUDY GUM 3ALR91630-I-3a(1)
March 1975

,

INTRODUCTION TO CARDIOVA5CULAR DISEASE

Using heart models, student will identify arias of the heart where abnormalitiss
can occur.

INTRODUCTION

An understanding of heart disease will aid the cardiovascular pulmonary technician
in the proper diagnosit. and treatment of problems of the heart.

INFORMATION

1. Briefly introduce the subject of cardiac disease..

a. The cardiovascular system

(1) Heart

(2) Blood vessels

(3) lymphatics

IMportance of heart disease

(1). The leading cause of death in the U.S. - about 40 percent of deaths.

(2) Due primarily to increasing age of population.

c. Major cardiac disorders

(1) Coronary heart disease, predominately atherosclerotic

(2) Hypertensive carCr1iovascular'disease

(3) Rtieumatic heart disease'

(4) Congenital heart disease

d. Minor cardiac disorders

(1) Syphilitic heart disease

a
(2) Bacterial endocarditis

(3) Myocarditis

(4) Degenerative, endocrine, metabol*, electrolyte, etc. disorders

This supersedes SG 3ALR91630-I-3c, August 1973

Designed For ATC Course Use
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. 2. Cardiac failure

a. Cardiac failure is a clinical state in which the heart is unable to maintain an

. adequate circulation for bodily needs.

b. Basic factors causing or contributing to.heart failure

(1) Weakened heart muscle

(a) Loss of heart muscle

(b) Impairment of muscle contractility

(c) Heart muscle unable to function as an efficient pump

(d) Results from myocardial infarct or fibrosis, coronary artery insuf-
ficiency, myocarditis, metabolic disorders, etc.

(2) Mechanical overload which in time leads to myocardial failure:

stenosis or

sufficiency

'(3)

i diper car a 1

(a) Increased resistance to ejection of blood such as
hypertension.

(b) Excessive demand for increased cardiac output dlie

, or arteriovenous shunts, or increased tissue fteeds (as
\

Impaired cardiac filling of the heart chambers:
,

(a) Cardiac tamponade - a rapid accumulation of fluid
asac.

due to valvular

to valvular in-
in thyrotoxicosit).

or blood in the

(b) Constrictive pericarditis - chronic scarring of the pericardium so
that the heart cannot dilate normally to receive blood.

(4) A combination of these basic factors .

c. Acute and chronic heart failure

(1) Acute failure - sudden onset

(a) Caused by myocardial injury due to coronary artery occlusion or by
cardiac tamponade due to hemopericardium 2* rupture of heart.

(b) In acute failure there is a sudden reduction or cessation of Cardiac

output.

(2) Chronic heart failure - slow onset

(a) Most common in association with
tensive heart disease, and valvular abnormalities

(b) It can occur as a result of any
or causes an increased demand on the myocardium.

d. Cardiac compensation and decompensation

(1) Compensation

arteriosclerotic heart disease, hyper-

disease that weakens the heart directly

(a) This is present when the cardiovascular system makes sufficient ad...* -

justments to maintain adquate output.
2
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(b) The principle compensatory phenomena are

1 tachycardia - increased heart.

2 cardiac hypertrophy - increased heart mass.

3 cardiac dilatation - increased heart volume.

(2) Decompensation. When the adjustment just referred tO\kre inadequate then
cardiac decompensation 44aid to exist.

e. High and low output failure

(1) Low output failure .

(a) In most cases' of cardiac failure the cardiac output is reduced.

(b) Myocardial infarct, aortic valvular stenosis, constrictive pericarditis

(2) High output failure

. (a) In sone cases of cardiac failure, however, there is faiTures due to
a high cardiac output.

(b) Arteriovenous fistulas, thyrotoxicosis, severe aneMias

. Left and right sided heart failure

,(1) Heart failure may involve the entire heart or predominantly even exclusively
the left or right side. .

(2) Left heart failure

(a). Major clinical manifestations are associated with pulmonary edema
and congestion.

(b) In severe cases pulmonary hypertension results leading to right heart
failuee.

(3) Right heart failure

(a) Oftenissociated with left heart fa1lure4but does occur by itself

(b) Major clinical manifestations include

1. subcutaneous edema of dependent portions of body, e.g. ankles.

2 hydrothorax - pleural effusion.

3 ascites - fluid in abdominal cavity.

4 generalized :mous congestion.

5 cyanosis.

6 increased blood volume (usually).

(4) Congestive ileart failure - the clinical syndrome resulting from chronic
(usually, but occasionally acute) heart failure.

3



Oepartment of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences, IUSAF
Sheppard Air Force'Base, Texas 76311

I

RHEUMATIC FEVER AND RHEUMATIC HEART DISEASE

OBJECTIVES .

List the parts of the body involved i rheumatic fever.

Explain the pathophysiology of rheumatic ever.

List the treatments of rheratic'fever and rheumatic heart disease.
z>

STUDY GUIDE 3A1.1191630-I-3a(2)

March 1975

INTRODUCTION

Rheumatic fever is a systemic (generalized) disease which varies greatly in severity
and duration, therefore a knpwledge of the signs, symptoms, and treatment of rheumatic
fever and rheumatic heart disease is essential.

INFORMATION

->
1. Reumatic fever and chronic rheumatic heart disease

a. General

/ (1) Rheumatic fever is a systemic (generalized) disease which varies greatl
in severity and duration.

(2) Examples of parts of the body involved:

(a) Heart - A pancarditis i.e., pericardium, myocardium, and endocardium
are all affected.

(b) Joints

(c) Skin and subcutaneous tissues

(d) Blood vessels

(e) Central nervous system

(f) Lungs and pleura

(3) Jones criteria

(a) Major 7 5

Carditis - heart

2 Polyarthritis - joints

3 Chorea minor - CNS

This supersedes SG 3ALR916304-39, August 1973.
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4 SUbcutaneous nodules
4

5 Skin disease

(b) Minor

1 Fever

2 Arthralgia

3 Prolonged P-R interval on EKG

4 Abnormal lab studies, such as 1 sed rate, 4C- Reactive protein,
leukocytosis

5 Evidence of preceding streptococcal, infection.

6 Previous history of rheumatic fever.

(4) Etiology (causation)

(a) Abundant evidence that beta hemolytic streptococci belonging to
Group A are responsibi.

%) The first attack occurs 2 tb 3 weeks following the strep infection.

(c) It is a hypersensitivity or allergic reaction to the streptococci.

.(5) Incidence

(a) Marked decrease during 20th century even prior to sulfa and penicillio.

(b) More frequent in lower socioeconomic.groups.

(c) No significant sex or racial predilection.

(d) Attack rate is 1-3 percent of strep infections.
,8

(6) Age

(a) Onset most frequent in childhood from 4 to 15 years especially 6 - 10.

(b) Does occur-outside of these age limits with a few evdn to adulthood.

(c) Chronic forms occur through 'adulthood.

b. Pathology P

(1) A collagen disease. One of the diseases in which the collagenous connective
tissues tprougtmit the body are affected.

I

(2) Aschoff bodies (nodules). These are lesions of the- connective tissues in
the heart - not of tne heart muscle.

(3: Parcarditis all three heart layers are involved.

(4) Endocarditis



(a) Inflammation of the inner layer of the heart i luding the valves.

(b) There are small nodular lesions of the valvo where they close on one
another. These are called verrucae and are composed of degenerated collagen of the
valves plus platelet thrombi.

(c) There are many more vegetations on the left side of the heart where
the pressure is highest.

-

(d) Healing of the'valvulitis occurs by fibrosis -'scar formation. Blom
vessels grow into the scar tissue thickeninglhe valve leaflets. Also calcification
which causes the valves to becalm rigid.

(e) As healing occuri adhesions occur between the lateral edges of the
valve cusps.

1

(f) Thickening, ?hortening, and fusion of the chordae tendineae.

(g) Final result is valve deformities. The incidence of deformity of the
valves singly and in combination.

1 Mitral

2 Mitral and aortic

3 Aortic

4 Mitral, aortic, and tricuspid

5 Mitral and tricuspid

4

6 Mitral, aortic, tricuspid and pulmonary

7 It is very rare for tricuspid or pulmonary valvulitis alone.

(h) The most characteric type of deformity it mitral stenosii. Mitral
insufficiency is noi infrequently combined with mitral stenosis. Valvular insufficiemy
results from contraction of the scarred and deformed valves.

0

(5) Myocarditis

(a) Aschoff bodies

(b) Various types of inflammatory cells

(c) Foci of necrosis

4

. (d) Any of these three types of lesions may affect the conduction system
andipe responsible for various EKG changes.

(e) The inflammation gradually subsides)and the myocardium may be left
with multiple small scars replacing the Aschoff bodies and small necrotic foci.

(6) Pericarditis

(a) The pericardium is almost invariably affected in rheumatic fever.

3
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(b) The lesion is a fibrinous exudate --an outpouring of plasma high in
fibrinogen from the vetsels of the pericardium. The fibrinogen then clots on thepericardial surfaces.

(c) A serous'exudate may be present with or withoUt the fibrits exudate.

(d) If much fluid is present tecovery may'occur without pericardial fibroLsadhesions.

P.

(e) Frequently, however, especially when the.fibrin is abundantporganiza.
.tion of the exudate leads to,fibrous thickening of the pericardial layers grid pericardialadhesions leading to obliteration of-the pericardial cavity. This is known as chronic

adhesive pericarditis.

(7) Recurrent rheumat carditis

(a) Once rheumati fever has occurred in a patient, there is a likelihood
of a ,-ecurrence of the disease with subsequent streptococcal infections.

(b) With the recurrence or exacerbation of the disease there is further
damage to the valve% and other parts of the heart leading to chronic rheumatic.heartdisease.

(c) This is the reason for taking sulfa or penicillin prophylactitally
for years 'following rheumatic fever. It prevents further strep infections which wouldresult in further cardiac damage.

(8) Cause's of death in rheumatic beart disease

(a) Cardiac failure

'1 Most frequent cause of death.

el 2 Occurs during active rheumatic fever. - in children.

3 Occurs in/tit usually due tO the valVular deformities.

(b) Bacterial endocar 'tis

1. Batter-Pal infection of a valve damaged by the disease.

2 US'ually in young to middle aged adults.

3 Usually sublcute in type.

(c) Embolism k

1 Emboli to the brain are most frequent, followed by kidneys, spleen,'and lungs.

Usually bland emboli, but some are septic from bacterial
endocarditis.:

3 Most emboli originate in the left artium or its appendage. Thisis almost always in association with mitral stenosis and atrial fibrillation.

4 Sudden death may occur as a result of obstruction of a stenotic
mitral orifice by'a ball thrombus in the left artium or by coronary insufficiencycaused by severp -aortic enosis.

4
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6

PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, WORKBOOKS, PROGRAMMED TEXTS AND HANDOUTS.

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed Twits and Handouts are training
publications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) ior student use ia
ATC courses.

a

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete
the unit of instruction, or makes assignments for you to read in other
publidatiOns which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (W3) Contains. work procedures designed-to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit of,instrdction. Knowledge
aCquired from ueing the study guide will help you performkthe missions
or exercies, solve the problima, or answer, questions presented in the'
itorkbook.' .

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB materialunder one cover. The two training publications are combined when the WB
is not designed for you to write in, or when both SG'and, WiLare issued
for you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents information in anned steps with
provisions for you_to actively respond to each step. You are given
immediate knowledge of the Correctre of each response. PTs may either
replace or augment SGs and as.

The HANDOUT (HO) contains au ementa training materials Lathe
form Of flow charts, block-Aiagr pr case problmmi, tables,.
forms, charts, and imilar materials.

4

Training eublications are designed for ATC course use only. They
are updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used
On the job as authoritative references in preference to Regulations,
Manuals or other *facial publications.

,
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Doartment"of Mediaine
School of Health Care Sciences, USAF (ATC).
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

SG 3ALR 1630-1-30,1
August 1973

ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AND ARTERIOSCLEROTIC HEART DISEASE

-1. The types of the blood vessels and their anatomy.

'a. Arterial - carry hlood away from the heart.

b. Venous'.: carry blood to the heart.

c. Capillaries - small vessels between arteries and veins.

d. Arterial bltiod vessels

(1) Vary in size.

(a ) Large artery

(14 Medium artery

(c) Small artery

(d) Arterioles

(2) Layers

(a) Tunica tntima

1. 'Innermost layer

2. About 1/6th thickness of wall

3. Endothelial layer of cells adjacent to the blood

(t.) Tunica media

1. .Middle layer

2. About 1/2 thickness of wall

3. Smooth muscle

4. Elastic tissue

This SG superset* SHO 3ALR91630-I-3e, dated November-1972
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(c) Tunica Oventitia-

1 Outermost layer

2. About 1/3 thickness of_wall

3. Fibrous connective.tissue containing small blood
vessels.

e. Venous blood vessels

(1) Vary in size

(a) Large vein

(b1 Medium vein

(.0 Small vei.n

(d) Venules

(2) Layers - same as arterial vessels

f. Capillarids-

(1) Microscopic size

(1) Only an endothelial layer of cells. No media or adventitial
layers." /

2. Classify arteriosclerosis and describe the types.

a. Atherosclerosis

(1) Most common and important .disease of arteries.

.(2) Affects large andmedium siZe arteries leaving small
arteries relativel3) unaffeCted.

')
(3) Disease begins in the intima and media with accumulation

of lipids tncluding cholesterol.

(4) Th-ve lipi.ds cause various degenerative changes imthe wall
of the arteries.

(a) Necrosis - death of cells in the intima and Media.-

(b) Fibrosis - scar foftation

(o) Calcific deposits

(d) Hemorrhage into the wall of the vessel.
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( Ulcempon - loss of the surface.

(4')J Thrombosis on top of the ulcers or damaged intima.

(5) As a result narrowing leading to occlusion-of the artery.

, Destruction of the-intima and media by atherosclerosis may
weaken the wall to the extent that an aneurysm may develop.

(7):/Etiology and factors tnvolved: .

(a) The final answers are not yet kndwn.

(b) Increases with age.
P

(40 .Related to increased lipid levels in'the blood - buth
cholesterol and triglycerides.

(d) Familial hyperlipidemias'of 5 separate types -
genetically inheritedlabnormalitie f.lipid metabolism.
In 4/5 accelerated atheroscle

.

.(10., Diabetes mellttus - increated atherosclerotic disease.
.

4
(f) Sex related - females less atherosclerosis before

menopause thanomales. After 'menopause about the same

(g) Iligh blood peessure -4hypertensiOn - accelerates tile
atherosclerotic process.

(8) Important blood vessels affected by atherosclerosis -
examples:

(a) Cerebral,arteries -

4'
1. Senility

2'. Stroke

(b) Renal arteries

1. Decreased renal function

2. Infarcts*- death of tissue due to vascularinsuf-
ficiency.

(0' Limbs - particularly lower.

-

1. Gangrene of toes

2. Cold, painful legs

3 4
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.(d) ,Coronary arterips '

1. Coronary

2. Arrhythmias

3. Myocardial infarct

b. Monckeberg's medial sclerosis

(1) !ess common and much less important than atherosclerosis.

(2) Found from middle age on.

-,, -

(3) Deposits of calcium are found in the media of medium and
large arteries. Thecintima is unaffected.

(4) The affected blood vessels can be recognized by palpation
to be hardened (pipestem rigidity) and beaded.

(5) The vessels also elongate thus taking on a tortous coursa.

(6) The hardening of these arteries may cause systolic hyper-
tension.

c. Arteriolar sclerosis (arteriolosclerosis)

(1) A widespread process affecting the arterioles.

(2) The arterioles are thickened by endothelial hyperplasia
mnd intimal hypertrophy;

(3) Associated with hypertension, especially in the renal
vessels.

(4) Associated with aging, vessels other than in the kidney.

3. Discuss 6ronary artery atherosclerosis and its-complications-

a. Etiology - already listed many factors involved in atherosclerosis.

b. Complications in the arteries.

(1) 'Decrease in size of lumen of artery due to increased lipid
, scar, calcific deposits (atherosclerotic changes) in

wall of artery.

(2) Hemorrhage into an atherosclerotic plaque (lesion) can cause
. sudden narrowing of a.coronary artery.

4 los'



(3) ThrOmbus formation is a common complication of athero-
,sclerosis leading to partial or complete coronary artery
occlusion.

(4) Embolism - rupture of an atheromatous plaque.

(5) Site of coronary artery occlusion. In a study of 1495
cases the distribution showed that the left coronary
artery was most frequently involved particularly the left
anterior descending branch.

Left main artery 71.
Oft anterior descending branch 834.
Left circumflex branch 211.
Right coronary artery 379.

c. Complications in the heart muscle

(1) Myocardial infarct

(a). Acute stages

1. Death of heart muscle.

2. Inflammatory cells (neutrophils and macrophages)
begin to enter the tissue at the end of the 1§t
day.

3. Removal of dead tissue by the cells begins at 3
or 4 days and persists until complete.

4. Fibrous repair begins at about 12-14 days anG
continues to completion by 4-6 weeks.

(b) Late stages

1. The left ventricular wall will be somewhat
thinned as there is less fibrous scar remain'ng
with healing than there was muscle originally.

2. If the area of scar is large in the left ventricle
it may bulge and stretch due to the high pressure
in the ventricle. With time a saclike bulge forms -
A ventricular aneurysm. 4

3. Ten % or more of healed myocardial infarcts may
give rise to ventricular aneurysm. These putients
usually have congestive heart failure.

5
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4. Paradoxical movement of the heart may occur with
the aneurysm - the sac bulging outwaru on systole.

5. Thrombi (mural) are frequent in the left ventri-
cular lumen attached to the endocardium in the
area of the aneurysm. These may from time to
time break loose and be ejected from the heart.
These thromboemboli may lodge in any of a number
of arteries or arterioles.

(c) Types of myocardial infarct,

1. Full-ihickness (transmural). 4The entire thick-_
ness of the mricardium is involved. Also the
pericardium may be involved causing pericardit's.
The endocardium it also involved. This is the
type which usually leads to ventricular aneurysm.
Also the type which may lead to rupture of the
heart (1-3 weeks). This occurs in 8-15% of acute
MI's.

2. Non transmural - These are often large but do
not involve the entire thickness of the muscle.

3. Laminar - This type involves less than 1/2 of
the thickness of the wall. Usually it is the
inner 1/2, the subendocardial portion. These
,infarcts involve, then, the endocardium and
subendocardial muscle.

(d) Location of myocardial infarcts

1. Almost all infarcts occur in the teft ventricle
and septum.

2. Most frequent site is the anterior region of left
ventricle near the apex, usually including the
anterior 2/3rd of the IV septum because of disease
of the anterior descending branch of the left coro-
nary artery.

3. Second most common site is the posterior left
ventricle along with the posterior 1/3ra of the
IV septum related.

4. Less commonly infarcts confined to the lateral
left ventricular wall occur. These are due to
diseaSe of the left circumflex branch of the
left coronary artery.

(2) Pngina pectoris

(a) Not the appropriate place to discuss clinical features.

6
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(b) Results from inadequate oxygenation of heart muscle
usually resulting from

1. Significant atherosclerosis of the coronary vessels.

2t Associated reduction in blood supply to the heart
(e.g., following heavy meal) or increase in 02
requirement by the heart (e.g. exercise).

(3) Sudden death.

(a) This may occur during the course of a myocardial
infarct.

(b) May occur in a person who has experienced anginal
attacks without a myocardial infarct.

(c) May occ r without either (a) or (b).

1. Some patients die with severe atherosclerosis
or #oronary arteries with or without an occlusbn
by Orombus, hemorrhage, etc.

2. The e patients usually die of an arrhythmia -
the inating as ventricular fibrillation.

3. Although there may be an arterial occlusion
the patient died before the myocardial infarct

. had time to develop.

(4) Myocardial fibrosis

(a) Some pat ents who never had an obvious myocardial
infarct ither clinically or pathologicallyare
found to have patchy foci of fibrosis of the myocardium.

(b) Some of he patients had anginal attacks.

(c) These pat hy foci of fibrosis represent small foci
of myocar ial necrosis with subsequent fibrosis due
to chroni progressive myocardial ischemia.

c. ASHD - arteriosclero ic heart disease - or atherosclerotic
coronary heart disea e.

This term is used for \heart disease resulting from coronary
atherosclerosis which includes such features as angina pectoris,
myocardial infarct, myocardial fibrosis, congestive heart failure,
etc.

1
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Department of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences, USAF

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

FORMS OF HEART DISEASE,(MISCELLANEOUS)

OB.JECTIVE

SG 3ALR91630-I-3a(4
March 1975

Using heart,models, identify areas of heart where diseases occur.

INTRODUCTION

An understanding of Forms of Heart Disease is essential in the diagnosis and treat-

ment of a patient. This complex pump has many areas in which problems can arise, and as

CP techs, we must be able to diagnose and treat these problems.

INFORMATION

The student will identify and categorize Forms of Heart Disease%

1. Congenital Heart DiseWse

a. There is a wide spectrum of anatomic malformations. We have already mentioned

several and gone over the physiology of congemital aortic stenosis and pulmonic stenosis.

Obstruction to left and right Ventricular outflow tracts may be at several levels and

what is really important is to realize that there is obstruction to ventricular emptying.

Further evaluation of the exact level can then be worked out with the aid of the specialized

diagnostic procedures-.

b. There are two fairly frequent forms of congenital heart disease which you are

apt to see, especially in the younger adults.
1

(1) Atrial septal defect

(a) Although the physiology of any type of ASD is the same, there are

certain features, especially
'electrocardiographically, which help distinguish them.

Physiologically, ASD iMposes a volume overload on, the right heart and pulmonary circuit

without involving the left heart. To help clarifk this, let's look at the circulatory

pathway. Blood is returned from the periphery to the right atrium in the normal fashion

through the superior and inferior venae cavae. During diastole the right ventricle

receives the blood from the right atrium and during systole, ejects that volume of blood

to the pulmonary arterial system.
The blood is then returned via the pulmonary veins to

the left atrium. At can either go through the mitral valve into the left ventricle or

it can go across the ASD into the right heart. The major determinate of flow is the

distensibility characteristic of the receiving ventricle. Since the right ventricle is

thinner and more distensible than the left ventricle, its diastolic pressure is several

mm Hg. less than that of,the left ventricle and hence, some of the left atrial blood

crosses the atrial septuM and is delivered to the right ventricle. Therefore, there is a ,

short circuit of blood which is simply going from RA to RV to PA to LA and back to the

right heart again. Now we can see that the basic physiologic effect of ASO is left to

right shunting at atrial level with consequent volume overloading of the right heart.

Another physiologic effect of ASO is that the amount of left to right shunting (always

diastolic) is exactly decreased by the same amount that venous return is increased by

inspiration. Therefore, right ventricular volume is increased but constant and P2 is

delayed but does not have respiratory
variation - fixed split of S2.

.14
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(b) The murmur of ASO has nothing to do with the defect in the atrial septum
because, as we have said, left to right shunting occurs in diastole and the murmur of ASO
is systolic and is recovered in the pulmonic trunk. Its genesis is that of "relative"
obstruction to right ventricular emptying due to the greatly increased right ventricular
volumes. The clinical signs of ASO therefbre include:

1 Fixed splitting of S2.f

2 A mid-systolic murmur across the pulmonic valve.

3 Increased force of right ventricular contractiod.due to the increasedvolume. ConsequentTY, you easily feel a right ventricular impulse at the lower left
sternal border.

4 Also, because of increased flow, the pulmonary trunk dilates and it
too is palpable, in the 2nd left intercostal space.

(c) X-ray would be expected to show an enlarged pulmonary arterial segmenl
with increased pulmonary arterial markings (shunt vascularity). The right heart may be
enlarged with crowding of the retrosternal space on lateral film.

(0) EKG may help to localize the defect but that will be discussed when
we cover EKGs next semester.

(2) Ventricular septal defect.

(a) The physiological consequences of this lesion are quite different from
ASO. The circulation is traced in the following statements. During systole blood is
ejected into the pulmonary artery and reiurns to the left atrium via the pulmonary veins.
During diastole, the left ventricle fills, but now, during the next systole, blood has
two avenues of egress from the LV - out the aorta or through the VS0 into the right
ventricle. Since the pressure in the left ventricle is higher than the right, blood
shunts across the septum (only during systole) into the right ventricle.

(b) Again, we have a short circuit, but now it involves the LA, LV, RV,
and PA but not the RA. In each of these chambers we have volume overload and may have
resultant hypertrophy. In addition, the PA now has both a pressure and volume overload,
and pulmonary vascular changes.resultant much more frequently with VS0 than with ASD.
Because the atrial septum is intact, there is no compensatory mechanism for handling
increased venous returryWith inspiration and P2 moves normally. The dligNcal signs of
VSD therefore include:

1 A holosystolic muftur at the lower left sternal border - with normal
pulmonary artery prAsures. As PA pressure increases, the murmur shortens and may become
early systolic with fixed pulmonary hypertension. The murmUr is generated across the
defect itself.

2 Normal respiratory v#riation of S2

3 Increased RV impplse and increased LV impulse - sustained left
ventricular hypertrophy. .

. 4 Pulmonary trunk may be palpable.due to dilatation with increased flow.

5 May have clinical signs of pulmonary hypertension and if RV pressure
is greater than LV,flow may be reversed (right to left) with resultant cyanosis.
(Eisenmenger reation)

2
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(c) X-ray would ag in show shunt vascularity and increasea right heart butt
in addition may show left'atrial 4rd left ventricular dilatation.

(d) EKG.may.,shilW b ventricular hypertrophy plus left atrial.hypertrqphk.
r

(e) Many.smalPySD close spontaneously as the ventricular septum grows.
Therefore, we follow children with VSDs for many years (8-12 years of.age) before sub-
jecting them to operative closure. Evidence ofvprogressive pulmonary hypertension would
lead to much earlier operation.

Summary

VS0 imposes volume and pres ure overload to the PA while only a volume overload to the
LA and LV.

Holosystolic murmur or earl systolic depending on PA pressures.

Hyperdynamic RV plus LVH, n.rmal splitting of S2.

Pulmonary hypertension lead to RVH and reversed shunting - clinical ,syanosis.

2. Pericardial Disease - befo the pericardial disease, the anatomy of the normal
pericardium is reviewed in the ollowing statements. Basically, iticonsists ortwo thin
membranes - one immediately sur ounding the epicardium - the visceral pericardium, and .

. one' surrounding the entire hear. and base of both 4reat vessels - the parietal pericardwm.
Between these two layers of pericardium there is a potential space which is lubricated by
approximately 5 cc. of straw colored pericardial fluid. In reviewing disease conditions

categories should be covered:

f the ericardium covers the gamut of infectious and auto
express' ons are quite similar with respect to the peri-
difficult to determine.the exact etiologjc agent in the
the clinical syndromOof pericarditis are quite specific

and suggest the diagnosis which can then be confirmed by some of the special diagnostic

studies. The patient is generally brought to your attention because of chest.pain.

of the pericardium several broa

"45 Inflammator diseases
immune disea;e1 eir ciinica
cardium afthdligh tt may be very
laboratory. Several features o

(1) It is a sharp, st bbing pain substernally or over the left precordium. f *

generally is localized, without radiation. It is constant but very characteristically is
made worse by lying down and so what relieved by sitting up and leaning'forward. If it

'is viral in origin; the patient may have.had the prodromata or a recent URI of viral
origin. On auscultation, there is a friction rub sounding similar to a pleural friction
rub but not having respiratory. ariation. This is caused by the two pericardfil membranes
which are inflamed, rubbing tog 'per. The rub may be sotolic, diastolic and/or presystolic -
any of the three components may te present.or all three may be heard simultanebusly.

(2) Benign viral peri arditis is the most common etiology but others such as
bacterial, fungal,.tuberculopis or Metastatic must be considered. There are usually no

immediate physiologic sequelae o the pericarditis an0 some types, associated with a

systemic illne'ts such as lupus rythematosis or uremia, carry the prognosis of the under-

lying disease. process.

. 44
b. Constrictive pericardi is is a late complication of pericarditis and may or may

not be calcific. Tuberculosis, s the prototype of constrictive pericarditis, calcifies
as the years progreSs and healin! takesplace. jight constriction of the pericardium may'
impose a great burden on the he 'dynamics of circulation because it does not allow the
normal distensibility of the car"iac chambers and intracardiac pressures rise secondary
to external compression of the h;art by the constricting pericardium. This is especielly
prominent during diastole when t e ventricles normally distend with venous return. The

clinical signs therefore include:
3
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(1) Marked increased systemic venous pressures with h.epatic engorgement, ascitis
and pedal edema.

co.

(2) Pulsus paradoxicus - fall in arterial systolic pressure with inspiration
- greater than la mm Hg.

ta-S

(3) Kussmaul's sign - inspiratory increase of the Jp and cervical veins.

(4) X-ray may be helpful in demonstrating calcium in the pericardium.

c. Pericardial effusion.may have very few clinical signs, especially if it has beer
gradual in accumulation and has not caused hemodynamic'changes by restriction of ventricular
diastolic filling. The phySical signs of perlprdial effusion are:

(1) \Quiet P;4Cordium with distant heart sounds.

(2) Marked increase in cardiac sullness, with dullnets to the right of the
sternum (Rotch's sign)

Multiple etiologies are also important to recognize when evaluating pericardial effusions
but the most frequent ones are tuberculous, viral,-neoplastic, uremic, 9r collagen
vascular in origin; Xuray is quite helpful-because the heart shadow (all water density)
is very enlarged and globulae. It is often symmetridally enlarged and water flask in
shape. Treatmentincrudes therapy of the underVing procesS and pericardial aspiration
(pericardiocentesis) if hemodynamic changes occur or for diagnostic studies. ,

d. Cardiac tamponade'is an acute medicalemengency and combines the features of
,constrictive_pericarditis and pericardial effusion. The etiology is that of sudden flu.d
-accumulation in the pericardial-space with constriction and compression of the heart
chamber - especially the ventricles. This results commonly from trauma - knife wounds,
bullet wouids ruptured aorta - with bleeding tnto the pericardium. It is also one of
the mechanismsoLsudden death in myocardial infarction secondary to ventricular rupture.

(1) Clinicci' signs are varied and the conditions surrounding the sudden vascular'
collapse tip you off to the possibility of tamponade:

(a) Clinical setting important - trauma, aortic dissection, several days
post M.I. - especially if patient is in sinus rhythm.

.,(b) Cervical vein signs may be absent. Too sudden an appearance for
systemic venous congestion.

(c) Quiet precordium with distant heart sounds.-

(d) Marked fall in arterial B.P. and quite possibly shock..

42) The therapy is two-fold, aspirate the pericardium and stop the bleeding.
By lealiing a tube in the pericardium blood cannot accumulate and although bleeding persists,
pericardiartamponade is prevented. 4

3. Myocardial Disease. PriMey myocardial d44se or myocardiopathy is a nonSpecific
term used to generate the concept that the main problem is one of mycardial dysfunction
becaspe'of intrinstc disease of heart muscle itself. It is unlike valvular heart
disease where pressure and/or volume changes impose a burden on the myocardium because
it is called upon to function at a higher level than it can sustain without failing. It

is also distinct from coronary aftery disease in which the basic problem is poor perfusion
of the myocardium because of a disease process which is extramural in nature. Primary
myocardial disease is a diffuse disease involving all four chambers of the heart in such

4



.a manner that the distensibility characteristics of the chambers are altered. There are

three broad categories pe myocardial disease falls into obstructive, congestive, and

infiltrative.
s

c>

a. Obstructive cardiomyopathy is included in the classification of primary myocard4a1
disease tecause the ventricular myocardial hypertrophy is'the initiating change responsible
for hemodynamic alterations. As previously discussed, IHSS is disproportionate septal

hypertrophy causing obstruction to left ventricular emptying. Therefore, it imposes a

pressure load on the left ventricle and all of the physiologic correlates that implies.

Because of marked septal hypertrophy, the right ventricular outflow tract may also becoke

obstructecilimposing a pressure gradient on the right ventricle, with all its physiologic

correlates (Burnheim syndrome). .

b; Congestive,cardiomyopathy implies that'because of the basic direaseprocess

involving the myocardium, the ventricular muscle has become nondistensible, compensation

via the Starling mechanism has been exceeded.and failure has ensued - usually biventriculir

failure.

(1) The physiology is that of combined ventricular failure with both pulmonary

venous 'rid systemic venous congestion. .Because of biventricular failure, there then is

a tendeirty'to peripheral venous stasis and venous disease with consequent deep vein

thrombosis and pulmonary emboli. Because the underlying process involves:all chambers,

cincluding the atria, patients are prone to atrial arrhythmias, especially atrial fi illa-

tion. With the loss of mechanical atrial contraction, stasis can develop with cdriseq nt

trial thrombi: Right atrial thrombus can lead topulmonary emboli, while left atrial

, thrombus can lead to systemic emboli.

(2) Clinical findings in patients with primary myocardial disease of the con-
gestive variety are those seen with any etiology.of biventricular failure. The diagnosis

is suggested in a patient with biventricular failure who does not have valvular heart

disease or coronary artery disease. Sometimes this is not en easy distinction, especially

seeing the patient for the first time, because.the murmurs of mitral regurgitation and/or '

tricuspid regurgitation may be present d to ventricular dilatation. One of the more

difficult differential diagnoses to make i hat between PMD and coronary artery disease

without clinical angina.

(3) The etiology of congestive myocardiopathy or primary myocardial disease

is often quite difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain. There are many specific

causes of PMD and it is most important to try and search out the inciting process so

that specific therapy can be instituted.

(4) The general therapy of congestive PMD includes rest and the usual treatments

of salt restriction, digitalis, and diuretics for CHF. If arrythmia is present, it should

be treated and anticoagulants-Used for pulmonary or systemic emboli. Sometimes the anti-

inflammatory effects of steriods are very helpful if there is an active, noninfectious,

myocarditis.

c. Infiltrative myocardiopathy causes physiologic impairment by replacing myocardial

cells with foreign substance: The common mechanism for all of there disease-causing
problems revolves around the marked loss of normal distensibility of the cardiac chambers.

In addition many of these processes involve the conduction system in such a manner as to

cause marked conduction disturbances and high degree A-V blocks. Unfortunately, most of

the infiltrative diseases are not amneiable to curative therapy but steriods are very

effective in sarcoidosis and chemotherapy may be very effective in neoplastic infiltrative

myocardiopathy. 7



. ETIOLOGIC CLASSIFICATION OF ACUTE PERICARDITIS

1. Acute idiopathic or nonspeciflc

2. Specific infections:

a. Bacterial (staphylococcal, mehingococcal, streptocoasJ, P neUmococcal,
gonococcal)

b. Fungal (histoplasmosis, actinomycesis, nocardiosis, toxoplasmosis)

c. Viral (Coxsackie B, influenza, CH6)

d. Tuberculosis

e. Miscellaneous (syphilitic gummatous pericarditis, parasitic disease, especially
Echinococcus and Cysticercus)

3. Connective Tissue Diseasagerheumaaid,disease, rheumatic fever, Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus, scleroderma, periarteritis nodosa.

4. Uremic Pericarditis

5. Primary or metastatic neoplasm including lymphoma, leukemia, melanoma

6. Post radiation pericarditis

7. Acute myocardial Infarction

8. Post myocardial infarction syndriime

9. Post thoractomy.syndrome

10. Trauma - penetrating or nonpenetrating

11. Aortic aneurysm - rupture of dissecting or nondissecting aneurysm into the pericardiac
space

,12. Drug aisociated - Hydralazine, Procaine amide, Isonizid

6
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PRIMARY MYOCARDIAL DISEASE

EtiolOgy
D

1. Idiopathic,(unknown etiology);

2. Specific etiology

a. Infectious (viral, bacterial, mycotic,-parasitic, protozoal, rickeitsial)

b. Metabolic (hyperthyroiArhypothyrbid, PheochrOmocytoma, nutritional, electrolyte

imbalance, anemia)

c. Toxic (emetine, Garbon tetrachloride, bacterial toxins, others)

d. Infiltrative (malignancy, sarcoid, hemaehromatosis, amyloidosis, glycogen7storage
disease) fl

e. Collagen diseases

f. Neuromuscular disorders progressive muscular dystrophy, glystrophia myotonia,

Friedreich's ataxia)

g. Pregnancy and-postpartum state

h. Congenital or familial myocardial disease

I. Micellaneous - endocardial fibroelastosis, endomyocardial fibrosis, alcoholic
myocardiopathy, hypertrophic muscular outflow, tract obstruction (obstructive
cardiomyopathY), hYPerSensitivity, traumatic myocardial injury

DIFFERENTIATING FEATURES OF PRIMARY MYOCARDIAL
DISEASE AND ARTERIOSCLEROTIC HEART DISEASE

'Features Primary Arterioulerotic
- Myocardial, Heart Disease

Disease

Age - Any age Over 40

Sex Equal Predominantly males

Angina pertoris Occasional Frequent

Angina pectoris without CHF Rare Frequent

EKG.infarction pattern Occasional Frequent

Infarction pattern with Rare *Frequent

normal or.slightly
enlirged heart

Leo

7



1. Rest a

TREATMENT OF PRIMARY MYOCARDIAL DISEASE

2. Usual treatment for congestive heart failure

a. Sodium restriction

b. Digitalis

c. Diureties 0

3. Treatment for arrhythmia

4. Anticoagulants for pulMonary or peripheral emboli

5. Steriods

0

8
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Departmeht "of Medicine HANDOUT 3A1R91630-1-3b
School of Health Care-Sciences, USAF

February 1976
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas 76311

CONGENITAL CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

1. The column congemAal abnormalitiel of the great arteries.

a. Patent ductus arteriosus (PDAY

(I) The ductus arteriosus is a vessel in the fetus which shunts blood from the
right side of the circulation (pulmonary artery) to the left side of the

- circulation (aorta) below the 3 great vessels of the arch.

( ) Normally, the ductui arteriosukbegietto close soon after birth andis
completely closed within a few weeks Sr months.

If the ductus is open past 3 months after birth it is know as a pateet
ductus arteriostis.

(3,)

(4) The not allows for a left to right shunt of blood.
Aorta -pulmona rterY.

Iwto

(5) Therefore, there is increased blood flow through the lungs, left atrium,
-

.and left ventricle.

(6) Thii reset-s'in increese in Sift ef the left heart,to accommodate the
increased blood-flow - volume bypertropby.

(7) The high pressure blood from the aorta reaching the low pressure'pulmonary
arterY MY lead to pulmonary hypertension.

(S) Pulionary hypertension causes hypertrophy:of the Tight ventricle -,a
pressure hypertrophy.

(9) Eve:411y. thore May be a 77411 of the (irection of shunt. from.
L R to R L

(10) At this point venous (unoxygenated) blood enters Ahe arterial $1.t.stem
causing cyanosis.

0
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b. Coarctation of the aorta

(1) Coarctation is a narrowing of the arta.

(2) The area of importance is that of the left subclavian artery origin and
the entrance of the ductus arteriosus.

(3) There are several types of coarctation:

(a) Fetal

(b) Transitional .

.(c) Adult - only type to.be discussed here.

(4) Adult coarctation

(a) The point of narrowing is just proximal, at," or just distal to the
ductus arteriosus.

(b) The.ductus arteriosus may also be patent.

(c) Increased pressure in the segment of aorta proximal to the
coarctation. There is hypotension distal to the coarctation.

(d) There is pressure hypertrophy of the left ventricle and sometimes
also left atrium.

(e) Also, collateral blood flowby miltiple anastomoses brings blood to
the lower portion of the body via intercostal arteries, internal
mammary arteries, and dorsal scapular arteries.

2. Common congenital abnormalities of the heart

a. Atrial septal defect. (ASO)

(1) At times there may be a defect or hole in the septum between the atria.

(2) There are three types of atrial septal defect related to the embryologic
development of the heart. Only one will be discussed.

2
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(3) ASD, fosse ovalis type.

(a) The shunt is left to righ4 i.e., left atrium to right atrium.
This is because pressure 01 the left atrium is higher than in the
right atrium.

(b) The right atrium and rigid ventricle show volume hypertrophy. There
is enlargement (dilation) of the tricuspid end pulmonary valves and

. the pulmonary trunk.

(c) The left atrium and left ventricle mey be smaller than normal, as
mey be the mitre) and aortic valve orifices.

(d) Reversal of flow, i.e., right to left shunting is very'uncommon.

b. Ventricular Septal Defett (VS0)

(1) Defects may occur anywhervin the interventricular septumhbut there is a
predilection for the subaortic area.

(2) Many of the defects are in the subaortic area are in the membranous portion
of the septum.

(3) Some defects are in the muscular portion of the septum.

(4) These begtn as left to right shunts.

(5) Volume hosertrophy of the right ventricle, pressure hypertrophy'of the
right atrium, volume hypertrophY of the left atrium'and left ventricle are
present.

(6) Enlargement of the pulmonic and mitrel orifices.

(7) There is frequently a reversal.of the shunt to right to left as
ventricle becomes very hypertrophic.

c. Aortic Stenosis

(1) There are three types:

(a) Vilvular

(b) Subvalvular

3
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(c) .SupravalVular

(d) Several varieties of each of these types

(2) Without considering the types or their varieties - we will consider this
affect produced by all of them.

(3) Pressure hypertrophy of the left ventricle.

d. Pulmonary stenosis

(1) Two types

(a) Valvular - most common

(b) ,Subvalvular - unconnon

(2) Pressure hypertrophy of the right ventricle.

(3) Often poststenotic dilitation of the pMlmonary trunk.

(4) Here we are of necessity only discussing a valve which through stenotic
allows enough blood flow to the left side to maintain life.

3. Common congenital anomalies of,the great vessels and heart combined.

a. Total anomalous pulmonary venous drainage

(1) Numerous forms - here we will only consider the direct form without
pulmonary venous obstruction.

(2) In this anomaly all the pulmonary veins enter the right atrium. The veins
actually enter a pouchlike structure which then enters the right atrium.

(3) There is.always_an atrial septal defect of the fosse ovalis type with a
right- to leftshdlit.

(4) Pulmonary hypertension is usually found.

(5) Pressure and -voltam hypertrophy of right atrium and right ventricle.
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. (6) Enlargement of the tricuspid and pulmonary orifices and pulmonary trunk.

(7) The left atrium is small. he left ventricle may be normal or small.

b. Transposition of the arterial trunks.

(1) There are 4 basic common forMs of transposition:

\
(a) Complete transposition

(b) Partial transposition wih pulmonary stenosis

(c) Taussig-Bing complex

(d) Tetralogy of Fallot

(2) Transposition is an anomaly in eh ch the aorta is abnormally placed with
respect to the pulmonary trunk.

(3) Only the complete tronspositiom tetralogy of Fallot will be discussed
here.

(4) Complete transposition

(4) The aorta emerges from the ri t ventricle

(b) The pulmonary trunk emerges f the left ventricle

(c) There must be and are various hunts available. VSO, ASD and patent
ductus arteriosus are the ulna

(d) An ASO if present is usually 1 ft to right

(e) PDA and VSD are variable in di ction of shunting

(f) Pressure hypertrophy of the righ atrium and right ventricle.

(g) May be volume hype^trophy of the left side.

5
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c. Tetralogy of Fallot

(1) The tetralogy is

(a) Pulmonary stenosis

.(b) Right ventricular hypertrophy

(c) Ventricular siptal defect

(d) Overriding ,aorta

(2) ,The.pulmonary stehoiis is in the ififundibulum_and may also be in the valve.

(3) The overriding aorta refers to the aorta straddling the interventricular
septum over &defect in the septum. The aorta actually emerges from both
ventricles. The pulmonary trunk emerges from both ventricles. ,The pulmon-
ary trunk emerges from the right ventricle.

(4) There are two types of complexes - a cyanotic type and an &cyanotic type.
The e types depend on the degree of pulmonic stenosis and size of the VSO.

(5) Cyanottc type

(A) Pulmonary stenosit is predoednant

(b) Pressure hypertrophi of the right atriuin and ventricle

(c) Decreased pulmonary blood ftow

(d) Smaller than usual left atrium and ventricle'

(e) A right-to-left shunt at the ventricular level

(6) Acyanotic type

(a) Pulmonary stenosis is relatively mild and the VSD nredominates

(b) A left,tofigght shunt at the'ventricular level with increased pul.
monary blood flaw and increased volume on the left side.

6
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NOTES:

00

(c) Pressure and volume hypertrophy of the right ventricle

(d) Pressure hypertrophy orthe right atrium

(e) Volume hypertrophy of left atrium
andvventricle

(f) Enlargement of mitral and aortic orifices

7
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Department of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences, USAF

. Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

BASIC ATOMIC THEORY
a

SW 3ABR90:30-I-3
June 1975

OBJECTIVES

a. Describe the structure of an atom.

b. Differentiate between a compound and a mixture.

c. Define the units of measurement of electric current.

d. Differentiate between an insulator, conductor, and semi-conductor.

e. Identify the heat, shock, and magnetic'effects of electric current.

INTRODUCTION

This Study Guide/Workbook was prepared as part of a programmed lecture. Later inthe course you will study, among other things, the interactions between atomic particleswhich result in the production of x-radiation; formation of an image on a radiographic
film; radiation protection for patients and yourself. Basic atomic theory will assist
you in understanding these and many other points.

INFORMATION

Exercise 1

1. Study the illustration below and identify the different parts of the atom.

This supersedes SW 3ABR90330-1-2, January 1974



Answer the qUestions below, True (T) or False (F).

a. The structure of the atom to identical to the polar systems.

e-
b. The4nucleus has a positive charge.

c. Electrons are loca9e:Tata,the nucleus of the atoM.
c.s

d. Electrons have a negative charge.

e. Electrons revolve.in fixed orbits around the nucleus of the atom.

f. The nucleus is made up of protons and neutronS.

g.

EXERCISE 2:

Neutrons have a positive charge.

1. Study the illustration below and fill in the maximum number of electrons that
each shell can hold,

42. Answer the questions below, True (T) or False (F).

a. The hydrogen atom consists of 1 proton and 1 efectron.

b. The second shell on an atom is,identified as the "IP shell.

c. The maximum number of electrons in the next,to the outermost shell
is 8.

d*. The outermost shell is called the valence shell.

e. The maximum number of electrons in the valence shell is 8.

132
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EXERCISE13:

1. Answer the questions below as, True (T)Cog...foise (F).

a. Unlike charges repel.

A neutral atoin has ad equal number of electrons and neutrons.

c. A positive ion has a surplus of electrons.

d. If an atom gains an electren it becomes a negative ion.

e. The number of protons in the nucleus of an atom determines its
atomic number (2).

. The number of electrons and protons determines the atomic weight or
mass (A) of an atom.

2. Study the illustration below, then answer the questions that follow.

a. Haw many electrons are in this atom?

b. Is this atom neutral?

c. What is the atomic weight (A)?

d. What is the atomic number (Z)?

e. How, many electrons are in the valence shell?

f. Is this-a negative or pcmitive ion?

a.

Whereiis most of the weight of the Atom?
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EXERCISE 4:
114

.10

.' Match eachterm in column A with the correct definition from column B.

A - Terms B - DefinitiOns

a..Element 1. Anything which occupies space and has weight.

13. Matter 2. A substAnce which is'made up of the.same kind
of atoms.

C. Atom
. 1

3. The smallest part of an element.

2. Answer the questions below, True (T) or.False, (F).

d. The bones in t'he body are NOT made up of matter.

b. All matter exists in a solid sate.

c. Liquids are a form'of matter.

d. Matter made.up from one type qf atom is called an element.

e. An element cannot be separated into different substances except by
nuclear disintegration.

EXERCISE 5:

Study the illustration below and answer the questlons, True (T) or False (F)..

Etemonts

oMPORIUM

1 °

4

PXYfiN

'O's :9® ;

'Atom Atom Atom

.4-Av
-

Is, e
vi

bso-e,-e-
.

Pg.

C)
\

Compound

v01: ;ctg:c,

a. A substance made up of one type-of atom is called an element.

b. One molecule of water is composed of
oxygen.

C.

d.

e.

f. A mixture can be separated into its

Water is an element.

2 atoms of hydrogen and one atom of

An element is a combination of different atoms.

A compound is coMtposed oCmore than

Water is an example of a compound.

one element, chemically combined.

elements by mechanical means.

h. Sugar dissolved in water is an example of a mixture.
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REVIEW

EXERCISE 6:

I. Study the illustration below and identify the different parts of the atom.

2. Study the illustration of.the atom below. Then answer the questions that follow.

The "8P".and the "7N" represent the number of protons and netons in the nucleus.

a. How many shells are there in this atom?

b. The first shell is identified as the

c. 'The second shell is identified as the

d. Which Shells are ridssibg from this atom?

e. Does the number of protons in the nucleus equal the number of orbiting
electrons?

f. Do the 7 neutrons have any effect on the electrical charge of the protons or the
electrons?

g Can the protons and neutrons be separated by-ordinary means?

h. What particle of the atom rotates around the nucleus?

i. Where is most pf the weight ,of the atorh found?

Draw the symbol for a proton.'

k. Draw the symbol for a neutron.

1. What particles are found in the nucleus?

m. What is the maximum number of electrons cbntained in the valence shell of any
atom?
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n. What is the atomic -weight of an atom containing 8 neutrons, 9 protons,
and 9 electrons?

o. What determines the atomic number of an atom?

3. Study the illustration below and answer tlie following questions, True (T) or
False (F).

0 I ; CD

0 - 0

4

a. The atomic weight of this atom is eight (8).-

b. The atom illbetrated is a positive ion.

. The "L" shell of this atom is called the valence shell.

d. The atomic number of thisatom is 15.

4. Match each term in column A with the correct definition from column B.

A - Terms

1.

B Definitions

a. Element

Matter

The number of protons in the nucleus of an
atom.

b.
Z. Anything that has weight and occupies space.

c. Compound
3. A substance composed of two or more

d. Mixture elements.

e. Molecule

"Z" number

4. The number of protons and neutrons in the ,
nucleus of an atom.

f.
5. A substance composed of two or more

, g. "A" number elements NOT 'chemically combined.

6. The smallest part of-a compound that can
be identified as that compound.

7. A substance made 'up of one type of atom.
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EXERCISE 7:

1. Answer the .questiond below, True (T) or False

a. An atom must have 5 or mote valence electrons to be considered
chemically stable.

b. An atom with an-atomic number of 2 mulit have 8 1 valence electrons in
order to be considered chemically stable.

c. An atom with 8 valence electrons is chemically stable.

d. The maximum number of valence electrons cannot exceed 8.

e. Two unstable atoms can form a stable compound if the valence el.actrons
add up to a total of 8.

2. Study the illustration below, and answer the following questions, True (T) orFalse al.
30011m + CHUMIIME ELIMOMT

a. The atoms illustrated will readily combine to form a stable compound.

b. The "M" shell of the chlorine atom is calledthb valence shell.

c. The'"L" shell of the sodium atom is called the valence shell.
t,

EXERCISE 8:

1. Answer the questions below, True (T) or False (F).
a. Loosely bound electrons can easily become free electrons.

b. An atom that has 5 electrons in th-ealence shell gives up its eh-ctronseasily.

c: If the movement of free electrons is controlled by an outside fnee, anelectric current is produced.

d. Electrons are attracted by positive polarity.

e. Art electric current is caused by a chain of ionization.

f. An electron has a positive elemental charge.

g. It takes a very large number of elemental charges to make one coulomb.

h. One elemental charge is'equal to one coulomb.

13



EXERCISE 9:

1. The definition of an electron current- ia the

a. movement of electrical force through a conducting material.

. flow of water through a pipe.

c. movement of free electrons through a conducting material.

d. electromotive force within a material.

2. When we measure electrical current, we determine the

a. strength of each electrical charge.

b. flow rate of the current.

c. charge that is carried by the electron.

d. charge remaining on the proton.

3. When we measure current, the unit charge used to determine the flow rate per
second is the

a. coulomb.

b. elemental charge.

c. electron.

d. proton.
4. The unit of measure for clirrent flow is the

a. elemental charge.

b. proton.

c. ampere.
d. electron.

5. The movement of electrons through a conducting material is the result of

a. the elemental charges.

b. a difference of potential.

c. two positively charged atoms.

d. Two negatively' charged atoms.

6. The pressure or force that causes current to flow is called

a. the elemental charge.

b. electrOmotive force:

c. electron flow.

d. a deficiency of electrons. I 38
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7 The unit of measurement for electromotive force is the
a. ampere.
b. coulomb.

C. volt.

d. ohm.

EXERCISE 10:

1. Study the table below and answer the question on the following page, True (T)or False (F).

NOTE: The outermost shell of an atom is its valence shell.

IILICTRON STRUCTURI OF ATOMS
ATOMIC

mints

.

ATOM
SAUL ATONIC

MINIM ATOM

.

SNELLt z -3 4 4 1 2 1 4 I 1 7

I Hydrogen H I
I I

50 Tin S. 2 II
I

II 4 02 Helium N. 2 51 Aatimerry Sb 2 II II 53 Lithium Li 2 52 'TN Wise Te 2 II II 64 Beryllium He 2 53 Iodine 1 2 II II 75 Boron IS 2 54 . tenon le 2 II 11 I6 Carbon C 2 55 Cesium Cs 2 II II I I7 Nitrogen N 2 56 Barium Bo 2 II II I 2I Oxypn 0 2 57 Loettmew La 2 II II 8 29 Fluorine 1 2 51 Cerium C. 2 II 19 I 210 New Ne 2
59 rwoodYmiew Pr 2 - II 20- 9 2II Sodium Na 2 1 90 WNW* NI 2 II 21 I 212 Magnesium Mg 2 2

.

61 Prometkiem- Pm 2 II 22 9 213 Aluminum AI 2 3 61 Saliarium S. 2 II 23 9 214 Silicon Si . 2 4 63 Europium Eu 2 II 24 9 215 Pliesphorma P 2 5 64 GadMiniwe Gd '2 1I 25 9, 216 Sulphur S 2 6 65 Terbium Tb 2 II 26 -I 217 Chime* CI 2 7
99 014Prosium Oy 2 II 27 I 2 'II Argon A 2 4 67 Helmium He 2 II 23 9 219 Potassium It 2 $ 1 it Er 2 II20 Caitlin Ca 2 I 2 69 Thulium Tni 2 II 30 9 221 Scandium Sc 2 9 2 70 Ytterbium Yb 2 II 31 9 222 Titanium Ti 2 10 2 71 Lutetium lu 2 II 32 9 223 Vanadium V 2 II 2 72 Hafnium HI 2 -II 32 10 224 Chromium ,Cr 2 13 1 73 Tantalum Ta 2 II 32 II 225 Manganese Mn 2 13 2 14 Tuepten W 2 II 32 12 226 Iron Fe 2 14 2 75 DPW Re 2 II 32 13 2V Cobalt C. 2 15 2 76 Oimium Os 2 II 32 14 221 Nickel Ni 2 16 2 17 Iridium 1r 2. II 32 15 229 COner Cu 2 II 1 7$ Plague,' Pt 2 II 32 16 230 Zinc in 2 It 2 79 Gold A. 2 II 32 II 131 Gallium Ga 2 II 3 10 Mercury Hs 2 II 32 II32 Germanium C. 2 1$ 4 II Thelliem TI 2 II 32 II33 AlSrliC As 2 II 5 12 LIP Pb . 2 II 32 II34 Selenium Se 2 11 6 13 . &smith Bi 2 11 32 II35 Bromine Br 2 II 7 14 Polonium Po 2 II 32 II36 Krypton Kr 2 II 4 15 Aslant* At 2 II 32 II37 Rubidium Rb 2 II I 1 ii Radon Re 2 II 32 II31 Strontium Sr 2 II I 2 Il Francium Fr 2 II 32 II 139 Yttrium Y 2 II 9 2 $I Sadism Ra 2 II 32 II. 240 tnconium ir 2 II 10 2 is Attila Ac 2 II 32 II 241 Niobium N6 2 II 12 1 "I Nom yg 2 18 32 19 242 Colytilemim Mo 2, II 13 1 91 Protactinium Pa 2 II 32 20 243 Techetnim Te 2 II 14 1 92 sigispc U 2 18 32 21 244 Ruthenium Ru 2 II 15 1 93 Neptunium Np 2 18 32 22 245 Rhodnim RI 2 II 16 1 94 Plutonium Pu 2 II 32 23 246 Palladnin 1'1 2 11 11 0 95 Americium Am 2 18 32 24 217 Silver Ag 2 II II 1 96 Curiem Cm 2 II 32 25 2IT Cadmium Cd 2 II II 2 97 Berkelium Ilk 2 II 32 26 249 Indium In 2 1$ II 3 IS Caldera. a 2 II 32 27 2
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a. Gold (atomic number 79) ii a good conductor.

b. Lead (atomic number 82) is an insulator.

c. M6lybdenum (atomic number 42) is a semiconductor.

d. Bromine (atomic number 35) is an insulator.

e. Tungsten (atomic number 74) is a better conductor than gold.

f. Carbon (atomic number 6) is a semicOnductor.

8.

EXERCISE 11:

1. The opposition to current flow in a conducting material is known as

a. resistance.

b. electromotive force.

10

Copper (atomic number 29) is a better conductor than tungsten.

c. amperes.

d. conductance.

2. The unit of measure for resistance is the

a. volt.

b. ampere.

c. watt.

d. ohm.

3. The four factors affecting the resistance of a material are the

a. type of material, applied voltage, proton movement, and heat.

b, length, chemical action, current, and insulation.

C. electromotive force, temperature, cross-sectional area, and diameter.

d. type of material, cross-sectional area, length, and temperature.

A
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4. Match each term in column A with the appropriate definition in column B.
A - Terms B - Definitions

a. Volt

Ohm

1. A unit of measurement for electromoti-re
force.

b.

Amperes
2. A unit of measurement for current flow.e.

d. Conductor
3. A unit of measurement for resistance.

e. Resistance
- 4. A path through which electrons can move.

5. Opposition to current flow.
5. Conductors are constructed from materials having

a. tightly held valence electrons.

b. a large number of atoms.

c. high resistance.

d. low resistance.

. If the conductor has a low resistance it will have a large number of
a. molecules.

b. atoms.

C. protons.

d. free electrons:

7. Materials with extremely high resistance are used as
a. insulators.

b. conductors.

C. fuses.

d. ohms.

8. Materials having very few free electrons make good

a. atoms.

b. conductors.

c. molecules.

d. insulators.
r'
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EXERCISE 12:

1. Two effects of an electron current are

a. heat and electromotive force.

resistance and shock.

c. heat and magnetism.

d. magnetism and high resistance.

2. Complete the following statements.

a. Electric light is made possible by ihe effect of an
electron current.

b. An electron current produces a around the
conductor.

c. Electrocution is caused by the effect of an
through the body.

I 2
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SUMMARY OF THE BASIC ATOMIC THEORY

Introduction. In order to discuss the fundamentals of x-ray production, interaction ot
x-rays with matter and radiation protection, we Must first discuss the structure of
matter. Many theories have been advanced but it was not until the beginning of the 19th
century that Dalton, Avogadro and Prout laid the foundation of the atomic theory of
matter. The work of Rutherford in 1911 and further development by Bohr in 1913 led
to a concept which explains the structure and behavior of the atom satisfactorily, This
concept is called the Rutherford-Bohr concept, or in short, Bohr's atomic theory.

Bohr's. Theory. In 1913, a Danish physicIst, Neils Bohr, advanced the theory that the
structure of the atom resembles that of a miniature solar system. According to this
theory, an atom consists of the central nucleils with a positive electrical charge and
tiny, negatively char ed particles, called electrons revolving around the nucleus in
fixed orbits, in muc the same way that planets revolve around the sun.

Structure Of The Atom. This includes the nucleus, proton, neutron, and electrcn.

NUCLEUS. The nucleus accounts for almost all of the weight and mass of the
atom. It furnishes the force that causes other particles to spin around the nucleus
The nucleus contains protons and neutrons.

PROTON. The43roton has a positive charge. Every atom must have at least one
proton. On the atomic model, protons are represented by the symbol 0 or

NEUTRON. Another particle found in most atoms is the neutron. It has
approximately the same mass and weight as the proton but it hae.no electrical cnarge -
it is neutral. The neutron is required to stabilize the atomic structure of the more
complex atoms.

ELECTRON. The third particle of the atom is the electron. It has a negative
electrical charge and it is represented by a circle with a minus sign 0 . The
electron revolves about the nucleus in paths called shells, or energy levels.

Simple Atoms. Two simple atoms are the hydrogen atom and the helium atom.

HYDROGEN. The structure of the hydrogen atom is very simple - it consists, of
one proton in the nucleus and one electron in orbirt around it. Since the two charges
0 0 cancel out, the atom is electrically neutral.

HELIUM. The helium atom has two pretöns and two neutrons in its f'ucleus. The
protons give the nucleus an electrical charge of + 2. Theiefore, we need a che rge of
- 2.or two electrons orbiting around the nucleus to make this a balanced neutral atom.
Since the neutrTs have no charge, they do not affect the electrical balance of this
atom.

Shells Or Energy Levels. The levels of energy surrounding the nucleus.

ELECTRONS PER SHELL. Ther is a limit to the number of ectrons that a
shell can hold. The Maximum number held by thodifferent shells a.'4.e: K - 2; L - 8;
M - 18; N - 32; 0 - 32; P - 18; Q - 8.-

13



ApDITIONAL LIMITATIONS. Regardless of how many hells a particular atom
has, the outermost shell can never exceed 8 electrons and tie next to the outermost
shell can never exceed 18 electrons.

`-1 VALENCE SHELL. The outermost shell of an atom is ailed the valence shell and
the number of electrons in this shell determines the chemicea stability and the electri-
cal characteristics of that atom.

Static tlectricity. One of the fundamental laws of 'electrici
repel and unlike charges attract. This law explains the bo
between the positively charged protons and the negatively c
Since the two particles, (electrons and protons) have unlike
drawn toward each other until the positive charge exactly
charge. This balanced condition holds the electrons in the
nucleus.

y states that like charges
d that exists in the atom
arged orbiting electrons.
charges, they will be

alances the negative
arious orbits around the.

NEUTRAL ATOM. Under normal co ons the numb4r of electrons in the orbital
shells of an atom will be the same athe
if the sum of the positivecharges is ci I
will be electrically neutral.

number of protons in the nucleus. Therefore,
to the sum of the negative charges, the atom

I

I

I

ION. If the negative and positive charges within an atorn are not equal, the atom
becomes an ion. As an x-ray technician, you are very mulch concerned with ions,
because the biological damage to the body, caused by x-raYs, is due to ionization.

NEGATIVE ION. If a neutral atom gains an electron it becomes negatively charged.
iSince it has a surplus of electrons it is a negative ion.

POSITIVE KIN. If a neutral atom looses an electron ot becomes positively charged.
Since it has more protons than electrons it is a positive ion..

Atomic Number. The number of protons or positive cha ges in the nuCleus of an atom.

Atomic Weight (Mass Number). The total number of protons and neutrons in the
nucleus of an atom.

1

i

Matter. Matter is anything that has weight and occupi s space. The three states of
matter are solid, liquid and gas. Certain types of ma ter can exist in all three states;
for example, water, ice and steam represent the sam matter in different states.

Element. Any substance that cannot be separated int different substances except by
nuclear disintegration. It is made up of only one typ of atom. The smallest part of
an element is the atom. If you would break down gold to its smallest part, you would
end up with one (1) atom of gold. i

/

Compound. A compound is a substance composed of two or more elements chemically
combined. Water is a combination of hydrogen and/oxygen atoms.

Mixture. A mixture is made up of two or more elements NOT chemically combined.
This means that the constituents of a mixture can be separated by machanical means.
A mixture of iron shavings and sand could be separated by removing the iron particles
with a magnet.

_
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Molecule. The smallest part of a compound that still can be identified aa that
particular compound. One molecule of water (H20) will consist of 2 atoms of
hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. If you reduce this molecule any further, youwould have the elements, hydrogen and oxygen.

Stable Atom. An atom is chemically stable if its valence shell is completely filled.An atom with only one shell will be stable if it contsitut two 41112) electrons while ail
other valence shells require eight (8) electrons to be stable.

Unstable Atom. If the valence shell is not completely filled, the atom is chemicallyunstable. An. atom that has its valence shell more than hail full (5 or more electrons)tends to take on additional electrons and will refuse to give thern up. If the vales ceshell is less than half full (3 or less electrons) the atom tends to give up electrt?nu.The less valence electrons there are in the valence shell, the easier it is to free them.
Chemical Combinations. Two unrtable atoms can form a stable compound if the
valence electrons add up to a total of eight (8). Sodium with one (1)'valence electronand chlorine with seven (7) valence electrons chemically combine to make the com-pound Sodium Chloride (table salt).

Electrical Characteristics.' If an orbital electron is removed from an atom, it iscalled a free electron. The valence electrons of certain metals are so loosely toundto the nucleus that a small outside force can move the electrons from the atom. Eventhe small amount of energy creeed by room temperature can cause an electron to be
3 removed from tbe atom and beazne a free electron. This free electron may moie inany direction through the metal in search of a positively charged atom.
a

ELECTRIC CURRENT. If the movement of the free electrons is controlled ..)y anexternal force we have an electric current. Since the electron has a negative chargeit will be attracted to a positive charge. Therefore, 'if we place a positive potentialon one end of a wire and a negative potential on the other end, electrons are repelled
by the negative potential and attracted to the positive potential, constituting an electriccurrent. Actually the,electrons do not move from one end of the wire to the Other end,but their effects move through a chain of ionization. .Just imagine a row of closelyspaced standing dominoes. If the first one falls, all of them will fall; therefore theeffect of falling is passed from the first domino to the last one.

ELEMENTAL CHARGE. Now that we know that free electrons can be moved frompoint to point in a conducting material, there must be a unit ofmeasurement. The'charge of one electron is called one (1) negative elementaf charge. The charge of oneproton is called one (1) positive elemental charge.
V

COULOMB. The elemental-charge is too small as a practical unit of measure-
ment. The coulomb is the unit quantity, or unit,charge. It takes 6, zao million
billion elemental charges to make one coulomb. The coulomb does not specify whether
the electrons are moving or static.

Ampere or Rate of Current Flow. The rate at which water flows through a pipe way be
expressed as a certain number of gallons per second. In the same way, a curreut of
electricity may be expressed as a certain quantity of charge flowing past a certain,
point in one second. If one coulomb of.electrons flows past a given point each second,
then we have a current of one ampere.

4
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Potential Difference. Just as there must be pressure to cause the flow of water,
there must be pressure to cause the .flow of electrons. If we connect a wire between
a point with an excessive number of electrons and another point with a deficiency of

.electrons we will have a potential difference resulting in a flow of electrons. The
greater the difference in the number of electrons, the greater the electrical pressure
and the resulting electron flow.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE (EMF). When two boaies have unequal charges, a
difference of potential exists between theme This difference of potential causes an
electron current. The force needed to move the electrons is called electromotive
force (EMF).

VOLT. The unit of measurement for EMF is the volt. When the EMF of a battery
is mentioned, it is referred to as having a certain number of volts. The same is true
of a wall plug in your house. When we measure the EMF of the plug, we say that there-are 110 volts available.

ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

Introduction. Since an electric current is dependent on moving electrons, any collision
with other electrons will tend to oppose the flow of current. In other words, when
electrons are forced through a conducting material, there is a certain amount of
opposition.

Resistance. The opposition to theflow of current is called resistance. The amount
of resistance depends on the number of valence electrons that can be detached from the
atoms and become free electronb.

INSULATOR. An atom is stable if its valence shell contains 8 electrons. Since
this atom will not readily give up any of its electrons, this material would make an
excellent electrical insulator. Suatances made of atoms with 5 to 8 valence electrons
are considered insulators. Since it would be easier to remove an electron from an
atom having 5 valence electr,ons than from one having 6, 7 or 8, the quality of.the
insulating material depends on the number of valence electrons.

CONDUCTOR. Atoms which have one valence electron readily give up this
electron. Substances made of atoms with 1 to 3 valence electrons are considered
to be conductors of electricity. The best conductors are silver and copper having
only one valence electron.

SEMICONDUCTOR. Atoms which have 4 valence electrons are neither good con-
ductors-nor good inindators. Semiconductor materials are used in solid state devices
such as transistors and silicon diodes.

OHM; The unit of measurement for resistance is the ohm. We have 1 ohm of
resistance if an EMF of 1 volt produces a current of 1 ampere.

..6
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LENGTH OF CONDUCTOR., The-longer the conducting material,' the higher the
resistance. This resistance to moving electrons depends on the number, of collisions
with other electrons and atoms. If a conductor 1 foot long has a resistance of 5 ohms,
then a contSuctor 2 feet long would have a resistance of 10 ohms.

DIAMETER OF CONDUCTOR. If the cross-section or diameter of a conauctor is
increased, the resistance of the co4ductor decreases. If a conductor 1 foot :ong and
1/4 inch in diameter has a resistance of 10 ohms, then a conductor made of ti-e same
material, 1 foot long but 1/2 inch in diameter would have a 2.5. ohm resistance. The
larger the cross-sectional area, the larger the space for the electrons to mtve and,
therefore, there will be less collisions which reduces the. resistance.

TEMPERATURE. The temperature of a conductor will affect its resistance.
Hawever, this type of resistance is of no importance to you at this time, therefore,
we will not discuss it in detail.

Effects of Current Flow. In our modern-day life, it would be rather4ifficult to get
along without electricity. Although we cannot see electricity, its effects can be felt
and seen. You will be primarily concerned with the effects of heat, shock, and
magnetism; therefore, we will limit our discussion to these areas.

HEAT EFFECT. The opposition to the movement of electrons within a material
results in the production of heat.. The heat produced by a given amount of current
depends on the resistance of the conducting material. Since there is.more opposition
whenthe resistance is high it becomes obvious that more heat is produced in a high
iesistive mate0a1 than in one having a law resistance.

FILAMENTS. The filaments of light bulbs are usually made from tungsten.
Tungsten has two valence electrons and is therefore classified as a conductor.
However, by reducing the diameter of tungsten wirt its resistance becomes relatively
high. With the proper amount of current the filament can then be heated to a white hot
condition to give off light.

.1r - ELECTRICAL FIRES. Even good conductors have some resistance: If the currentI
fa tlrough a conductor exc.eeds the maximum val9e for which it was designed it will be-,. .
43 me red-hot and cause an electrical fire. ,A

MAGNETIC EFFECT. When current flows dirough a wire, a circular magnetic
field is set up around the wire. The, directimf and strength of the magnetic field is
determined 'by the direction and strength of the current. We will discuss the impor-
tance of this magnetic field in detail in a later lesson.

SHOCK EFFECT. This very undesirable effect is caused by the passage of
current through the body or a portion of the body.' The results are burns and a para-
lizing effect on the heart and chest muscles. A current of on13/ a small fraction of an
ampere can be fatal.

4
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MUM 01 STUDY WC9B0O1S, mamma TUTS AND

Study GOidoa, WOrkbooks, Programmed,Texts and Handouts are training-
publications authorised by Air TrUning Command (ATC) for student use in
ATC courses.

The STUD* OUTDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete
the unit of instruction, or makes &alignments for you tO read in other
publications which dontain..the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WI) contains work prodedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge
acquired from using the-study guide will help yOu perform the mission,
or xercises, solve the problems, or answer questioni presented in the
workbook.

The STU* CUIDE AND-WORXDOOL (SW) contains both SG and WIS material
under one cover. The two training publications are combined when the WB
is 0,-ot:designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WB are issued
for you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) preselts'information in planned steps with
provisions for you to actively respoato each step. Tou aril given
immediate knowledge of the'correctness of each response. PTs may either
replace or ausetnt SGs and Wils.

The 1IAND (HO) contains supplementary training materials in the
form of flow charts, block diagrams, printouts, case problems; tables,
forms, charts, and similar materials.

//

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. . They
are updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used
on the job as authoritative references in preference to Regulations,
Manuals or other official pubtications,
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WORK, PCWER AND ENERGr

(MECHANICAL)

OBJECTIVES:

1. Define potential energy.

2. Define kinetic energy.

3. State the formula for work.

4. Solve for work when given values of force and distance.

5. Define mechanical power

6. Define mechanical horsepower.

7. Solve for power in terms of horsepower when giVen work and time.

Q

SUGGESTED READING TIME, 50 MINUTES



V

FormUlae for Work, Power and Energy

PART (A)

I. Work = force x distance

2. Power =
time
work

work (ft. lbs.)
3. Mechanical power -

time

4. Mechanical horsepower = 550 foot-pounds per second

6,

7
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Page 2

You should understand,by now, that as technicians, we make a point

1

of specifically defining all terms that we use. This is very.necessary,

because we use so many technical terms in explaining our work.' With a

good working knowledge of such terms as energy, work, power, emf, current.

C>
and resistance, you will be far more savvy about your work. Too, you

will want to be sure, so that you can shoot the breeze about your job.

Knowing exactly what certain words mean helps a lot.

You often hear the word "energy". But, you use energy far more

often than you hear the word. When you lift something,you use energy.

Every timeyou move, you use energy.

Energy is defined by Webster as "The capacity for doing work

and overcoming resistance."'

Is a rock sitting on the edge of a cliff a source of energy?

Yes,it is.

No,it isn't.

page 6A

me 4A

2B

YOUR ANSWER: 27 footpounds.

No, that is not correct.

The correct formula for solving how much work has been done is

this: Work = force x distance.

With this 4n mind, return to page 4B and solve for the correct answer.



YOUR ANSWER: Kinetic energy.

Not quite right. A pendulum does possess kinetic energy, but only

while it is moving. It has potential energy as it rests momentarily at

the end of its swing.

As you pull the bob to one side, you are storing potential energy

by lifting the bob against gravity. As the bob swings downward and for-

ward, the potential energy becomes kinetic. The kinetic energy released

is sufficient to carry the bob upward again on the opposite side, thus

storing up more potential energy.

Refer to figures 1 and 2 below.

Figure 1
Potential
or stored
energy.

Figure 2

As the pendulum swings,the
potential energy becOres

1 4 kinetic energy, but at point
1, A the kinetic enemy is

changed back to poten-dal
energy. As it swings oack
toward point "B", the
potential energy again be-
comes kinetic energy.

Return to page 6A and select the correct answer.

15/1
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4A

YOUR ANSWER: No,it isn't.

Wrong. A rock sitting on the edge of a cliff would have what we

call "energy of position." It is energy waiting to happen, or it is a

form of potential energy. Move one smaY1 grain of sand, and the rock

would start tumbling down the cliff, perhaps even starting an avalanche.

We have alrea4y defined energy as the capacity to do work. Flowing

water has energy because the pull of gravity has given it velocity.

Wind is a similar example. Waves and tides, too, have energy. A

motionless body has the capacity to do work; all we have to do is put

it in motion, or give it velocity.

In our example, work was done when we moved the grain of s4nd, not

very much perhaps, but enough to give the rock velocity as

down the cliff.

Now, return to page 2k and select the correct ansyer.

it tuMbled

4B

YOUR ANSWER: 800 foot-pounds.

Very good. Now, let's try another pr9blem of the same type.

A man is required to lift an 81-pound crate onto a loading dock,

which is 3 ft. high. Bow much work did.this man do?

27 foot-pounds

243 foot-pounds

as

page 2B

page 11A

155



INrrlieri - Page 5

YOUR ANSWER: Yes.

. Came, came now. Our definition of work was a force acting through

a distance. Trueoyou exerted a force on the buakheadl but chances,are

you did not move the'bulkhead through a distance or space.

Keep this in mind: To do work, you must exert a force on an objecb

and the obj4Ct mUst be moved a distance.

Now, return to page 10A and select the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: 50 foot-pdUnds.

Wrong.

Tbe formula for work is:

Work = force x distance or in short form.

W = ix d.

You must have divided to get this answer.

Return to page 7A and solve for the correct
answer.

15 b
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6A

YOUR ANSWER: Yes,it is.

Of course it is. This type of energy is known ds potential energy,

Just as'we have potential energy in an automobile battery, the energy

is stored until we put it in our

car and hook it up.

We have two types of energy

that we will discuss in this

lesson. The first is kinetic

energy, which is defined as

energy in motion. or instance,

a movini automobil running water

or current flow; th se are all good

examples of kinetic e ergy. The

other type of enerf is potential energy, which is defined as stored

energy or energy of position. Our storage battery is a good example

of stored energy. Tbe rock on the edge of the cliff would be an .

example of energy of position.

It is possible to change potential energy to kinetic energy; also,

it is possible to change kinetic energy to potential energy.

A peftdulum would be a source of what type of energy/

Ainetic. page 3k

Potential. page 8A

Both of the above. page 10A

FP



Page 7

7A

nun ANSWER: No.

Of course not. The definition said "a force acting through a

distance." If you moved that steel bulkhead, you are a lot stronger

than I had thought.

Before we get to the formula for solving the amount of work done,,

let's take a quick look at the word "force". Force is that which pro-

duces or tends to produce motion.

Note that work and force are quite different. Torcetis exerted

whenever a body,is pushed or pulled, but work done only if that

body moves.

The formula for solving how much work has been done is this:

Work = fqxce x distance and is expressed in foot-pounds.

The forcd exerted to lift an object is exactly equal to the

weight of the object. For example: If you lifted a 200-pound weight,

you wouldfhave exerted a force of 200 pounds on the weight.

Work is measured in foot-pounds, because we are multiplying

together two different quantities, distance (in feet) and force (in

pounds). Thus: feet (distance) x pounds (force) = foot-pounds.

Now, suppose that you were required to lift a 200-pound shell to

a shelf 4 feet high, how Much work would you have to do?

800 foot-pounds. page

50 foot-pounds. page 5B

I don; know. page 9A

1'5,3



Page 8

D
8A

YOUR ANSWER: Potential ener6r.

Yes, this is true, but you missed half the picture. The pendulum

possesses potential energy only as long as you are holding it to one

side.

We have defined potential energy as stored energy, or energy of

position. In the case of our pendulum, when you pull the pendulum bob

to one side, you are storing potential energy by lifting the bob

against the pull of gravity. As the bob swings downward and forward,

the potential energy becomes kinetic. The kinetic energy released is

sufficient tO carry the bob upward again on the opposite side, thus

storing up more potential energy.

Refer to figures 1 and 2 below.

Figure I
Potential-
or stored
energY.

"I-
As the pendulum swings,the
potential energy becomes
kinetic energy, but at point
"A" the kinetic energy is
changed back to potential
energy. As it swings back
toward point "B", the
.potential energy again be-
comes kinetic energy.

Return to page 6A and select the more correct answer.

5 5
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Page 9
_

YOUR ANSWER: I don't know.

My answer, to your answer, why not? We have stated the formula for

doing-iigrk. Work = force x distance and the product is expresso& tn

foot-pounds.

Now, let's take a look at our problem. You were asked, how Luch

work did you do, when you lifted a 200-pound shell to a shelf 4 feet

high? Substituting these values into our formula it now looks like this

Work = 200 x 4; in other-wordstyou exerted a 200-pound force

through a distance of four feet. Now, we should be able to return to

00'46

page 7A and select the correct answer.

41t

213

YOUR ANSWER: 300 feet.

Good. Just a little transposing of our original formula,

Work = force x distance.

Next problem. A man accomplishes 112,500 foot-pounds of,work in

moving an object 50 feet. How much did the object weighT

2250 pounds.

5,625,000 pounds.

page 11B

page 12A

160
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Page 10

10A

YOUBF.ANSUER: Both the above.

-Good. for you. You can understand that by holding the pendulum to

one side, you have stored potential energy. When you Irelease the pen-
,

dulum, Starting energy tosmove, you have energy in motion or kinetic

energy. 4

Energy has the ability.to.dc work. Energy is expended when work

is done.

So far, we have talked about the two types of energy. -Kinetic

energy, or energy in motioniand potential energy, or energy which is

stored dr at rest.

Wglcould have all the energy in the world, but unless it accamplish-

ed something for us, it would be of little value. So,in electronics,

we use the potential energy of a battery to make electrons Move. This

is kinetic energy,and with this type of kinetic energy, we can make neon

bulbs light, T. V. sets operate,and radios play. We .have energy doing

work.

This brings us to our next topic for discussion, the word "ugh"

work, and what it means to 4-in the field of electronics.

Work is defined as a force acting through a distance.

Now, with this definition firmly affixed in your mind, suppose you

pushed against a steel bulkhead with all your strength; did you do

work?
0 =t

Yes.

No.

Page 5A.

page 7A

1 ei
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Page 11

11A

YOUR ANSWER: 243 foot-pounds:

You are right.

Now, let's give him a littlemore difficult job. The man is to

move a pile of earth weighing 750 pounds. In moving this pile of earth,

the man did 225,000 foot-pounds of work. Now far did the man move the

earth?

300 feet.

168,750,000 feet.

page 9B

page 13A

11B

YOUR ANSWER: 2250 pounds.

Correct. We are getting along just fine.

SUppose you were required to move 30 chairs,which weigh 11 pounds

each, and. a desk weighing 37 pounds to the next blassroom, which ls 46

feet away. kow much work would you have to do?

15,180 foot-pounds.

1,702 foot-pounds.

16,882 foot-pounds.

page 12B

page 14A

page 16A.

1164
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12A

YOUR ANSWER: 5,625,000 pounds.
r,

Page/12

Not quite.

OUr forMula for work is: Work = force x distance. In our case we

were given the amount of work accomplished and the distance the object

was moved. It would look like this:

112,5004work) = force x 50 (distance)

We must get the "force" to stand alone in our formula. So we

divide both sides'by the dislance (50). Thus:

112.500
= force,x 50

59 1
The 50's on the right cancel and we end up with

112 500force.
50

Now, return to page 9B and solve for the correct answer.

12B

YOUR ANSWER: 15,180 foot-pounds.

You are Correct. As far as you have.gone. But yon forgot to take

the desk into consideration.

So return to page 11B and solve for the correct answer. Don't

forget the desk.

F

IL

fir

v,



Page 13

13k

YOUR ANSWER: 168,750,000 feet.

0000OP's.,

It looks like you made an errdr in your transposition of the

original work

To solve

formula.

for work,we use the formula:-

Work

In our case,ve were given the amount of wor

force exerted to.move the pile of earth. So it

225,000 (work) = 750 (force) x distanee.

We must get the-distance to stand alone in

divide both sides of the formula by 7504 Thus:

225,000
. 750 7

The 750's on the right side cancel out and

222221 =
75Q

= force x distance.

k accomplished and the

would look 1ike this:

the formula, so we

12. x distance

we end up with

aistance.

Now, return to page 11A and solve for the correct answer.

13B

YOUR ANSWER: 36,000 foot-pounds per second.

No.

Your formula selection was very poor., Or you did mot dheck the

formula page.

The formula for power again is:

Power

Now, return to page 17A and

work
time not power = Work x time.

solve for the correct answer.

16i



Page 14.

14A

YOUR ANSWER: 1,702 foot-pounds.

Partially correct. You solved for the amount of work required to

move the desk. But you completely forgot the 30 chairs.

Return to page 11B and solv.e for all the work.

14B

YOUR ANSWER: The amount of work accomplished.'

Again you are a little confused. We defined power as the time

rate for doing work.

We could, for example, pull a 2000-pound object a distance of 20
feet, which would be 2000 x 20 or 40,000 foot-pounds of work) in other
words, you accomplished 40,000 foot-pounds of work. But, if we never
considered the time it took to pull this 2000-pound object through a
distance of 20 feet, me would never know how much power we used.

Now, return to page 16A and select the correct answer.

16
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3.5A

YOUR ANSWER: Less than.

Come now, how in the world did you ever become this confUsed?

can understand how you might have 'Said that the work done by the steam

shovel is greater than that done by the man, but not less than.

Let's look at our problem again: Tb raise 1000 pounds of earth

to a height of 20 feet.

Work = force x distance = 1,000 x 20 = 20,000 foot-pounds.

So you aee both the steam shovel and the man did the same amount

of work, the only difference being that the steamIshovel did tbis work

much faster, and when we take the time factor into consideration, we

are tpoking about poer.

Let's return to page 18A and reconsider our answer.

- 15B

YOUR ANSWER: .1,780,200 foot-pounds per secpnd.

Not even a good guess.

workThe formula for power is: Power =
time

You solved for work correctly, but you forgot to consider tine,

wtich is an important factor when solving for power.

. Return to page 19A and solve for the correct answer. Don't for-

get the time.

169
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Page 16

16A

YOUR ANSWER: 16,882 foot-pounds.

Very good.

The amount of work,then,is equal to the amount of force exerted on

an object times the distance the object moved.'

While it might be a nice thing to know how much work is to be done

it is of more interest to people as to HOW FAST the work will be

accomplished. This brings in the eleMent of TIME. One man might build

a house in two months and another mami build the ssme typeof house in one

year. Both have done the same amount of WORK, but which one would you

hire? In electronics,we are always concerned with how much time it

took to do a certain.amount of work. The time rate for doing work is

called POWER. Power,then,is:

a

Me amount of work accomplished. page 14B

The rate of doing work. vage la&

16B

YOUR ANSWER: 5600 horsepower.

You' are correct, as far as you have gone. You solved for power,

but completely forgot to dtvide by the number of foot-pounds per

second in one horsepower (550).
foot-pounds per second

Horsepower hp..
550

Now, return to page 21A and solve for the correct answer.
fr

167



Page 17

17A

YOUR ANSWER: Equal to.'

Right. They both moved the same amount qf earth the same distance,

so th work done was equal.

The formula for power Once more is this:

Power
work
time

With the formula firmly in your mind, try this problem.

A steam shovel raised 5000 pounds of earth to a height of 12 feet

in 6 seconds. How much power did the steam shovel use?

36,000 foot-pounds per second. page 13B

10,000 foot-Tounds per seccmd. page 19A

17B

4

YOUR ANSWER: 22,500.ft.-lbs per sec.

My goodness, no.

Remember that mechanical power is measured in foot-pounds per sec-

ond (as we have covered it). You solved for power by dividing by minutes.

Return to page 19B and try again.



Pa e 18

18A

YOUR ANSWER: The rate of doing work.

Exactly. You have learned that the amount of work done has nothing
to.do with the time it takes to do the work. But the amount of power
depends on how fast that work can be done. The formula for work done
again is:

Work = force x distance.

Now, let's look at t145ormu1a for power, which is:

work
time

Power =

We both know that a steam shovel has a grea deal more power than
a man. Both can do the same amount of work, but the steam shovel will
do it a lot faster. For example, say that 1000 pounds of earth must
be raised 20 feet. Tbe work is:

Work = force x distance = 1000 x 20 = 20,000 foot-pounds.

Tbe steam shovel does the job in one scoop, taking two seconds.
The man does the job in twenty minutes (1200 seconds).

The steam shovel has:

ork 20 000
Power =

time
= ---2-

2
- 10,000 foot-pounds per second power.

The man has:

work 20 000
Power = = = 16.7 foot-pounds per second power.

time 1200

The work done by the steam shovel is that
done by the man.

Less than

Equal to

Greater than

page 15A

page 17A

page 2QA

1 63
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19A

YOUR ANSWER: 10,000 foot-pounds per second. . Good.

Let's look at anotheT one.

An elevator in the Empire State Building makes the ascent to the

80th flow in 50 seconds. If the height is 989 feet, what power wouli

be required in order to lift 12 persons averaging 150 pounds each to

this floor? 1,780,200 foot-pounds per second. page 15B

35,604, foot-pounds per second. page 21A

a I r

. 1
."111ONO.

0,11

401)
11000A
%VP

\ 74 a 4

Jtj

19B

YOUR ANSWER: 10 horsepower. Good, You are still with me.

An elevator in a garage can raise an automobile weighing 1500

pounds to a height of 30 feet in 2 minutes. What power is used?

0
A 41)

375 ft.-lbs. per sec. page 208

22,500 ft.-lbs. per sec. page 17B

1077.aq

§* Art- .

-4-14 k

411

a
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Page 20

2OA

YOUR AMMER: Greater than.

Maybe you didn't understand the question. So, let's start over

again. Our pro lem was to raise 1000 pounds of earth 20 feet. The

steam shovel ac4omplithed this amount of work:

Work = force x distance = 1000 x 20 = 20,000 foot-pounds.

The man accomplished this amount of work:

Work = force x distance = 1000 x 20 = 20,000 foot-pounds.

The only difference between th'Work 'of the steam shovel and that

of the man is the tine factor, and when we conSider the time rate of

work, we are then talking about Dower.

Return to page 18A and select the correct answer.

2013
4

YOUR ANSWER: 375 foot-pounds per second.

Right you are.

Power, whether electrical or mechanical, pertains to the rate at

which work is being done. Work is done whenever a force causes motion.

If a mecnanical force is used to lift or move a weight, work is done.

However, force exerted without causing motion does not do work.

Would a spring compressed between two fixed objects be doing work?

Yes.

No.

page 238

page 22A

1 7i
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21A

YOUR ANSWER: 35,604 foot pounds per second.

Right.

Tiis is a mechanical power, and as we have seen, it is measured

in foot-pounds per second, whidh is too small for practical use. In

the early days, power was generally supplied by horses, and experiments

indicated that an average horse could do 550 foot-pounds of work per

second. This led to the eRiablishment of a larger unit of measurement)

you guessed it, the horse-power (hp).

1 hp = 550 foot-pounds per second.

To solve for horsepower, we must first solve the amount of power

in foot-pounds per second, then divide by 550 foot-pounds per' secon14

the number of foot-pounds per second is one horsepower. For example,

suppose we had an electric motor that could move a 2200-pound object 2

feet in 4 seconds. Our solution would look like this:

First, work = force x distance = 2200 x 2 = 4400 ft.-lbs.

work 4400
Second, power

= time
= = 1100 ft.-lbs. per second.

foottpounds per second 1100
Third, horsepower =-

550 (foot-pounds per'second(1 hp) 550
2 h p.

Now, consider this problem.

An elevator with 6 passengers weighs 1400 pounds. How much

horsepower would be required to raise the elevator 4 feet per second?

ANSWER to the nearest whole horsepower.

10 horsepower. page 19B

5600 horsepoWer. page ).6B



Page 22

22,

well covered mechanical work, power,and energy.

to electrical power, let us review mechanical power

much we have learned.

1. The capacitrto do work or overcome resistance is

a definition of .

YOUR ANSWER: No.

Quite right.

We have pretty

Before we go on

and see just how

9

energy 2. We said that energy in motion is energy.

kinetic 3. Energy that is stored or energy of position is

energy.
No

.

potential 1k.. There are two types of energy) list them.

(a) (b) .

potentdal

kinetic

5. Energy is that which has the capacity to do work

or overcame resistance. That which produces or

tends to produce motion is a definition of

force 6. 'A force acting through a distance is the

definition of . .

work
4. Work is equal to the product of a force acting

through a .

distance

.

I

. The formula for solving haw much work we have,

done is: Work = x
.

Continue on page 23A.

1 73
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I 23A.
,

9. We found.that a leam shovel and a man could do the same

amount of work. The steam shovel is much faster,,hriw-

ever. When we consider the time rate for doing work we

are talking about

force

distance

.

powg 10. The time rate for doing work is a definition of

power U. Power is equal to divided by .

work time 12. We found that power is measured in foot-pounds per

second and a larger unit of measurement, the
,

horsepower

.

13. One horsepower is equal to g foot-pounds per

second.

--

550 14. Boyer is the time rate for doing work. The forpull for

mechanical power is: Power =

.

,

divided by

a

work + time.

a.

.

]

-...,.
THE END

.

.

.

.

23B

Yes.
,

\
compressed between two fixea objects would be exerting a

objects. But chances are the spring is not moving the 9

the force must cause motion, before work can be done.

t

.

:

,

YOUR ANSWER:
,-

'To.

A spring
\

force on the

objects, and

Now, return to page 20B and select the correct answer.

---,...--

.
. _
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REVIEW TEST FCR WORK, POWER,ANG ENERGY
0

(Mechanical)

. Write the definition of potentael energy.

,

. Write the definition of kinetic energy, I

1

. The formula for work is: work = x
.

. How many foot-pounds of work are accomplished when lifting a 75-1b.

transmitter onto a shop bench 3 eet high? ftrlbs'.

. Mechanical power is equal to divided by .

6. One mechanical horsepower is equal to ft.-lbs. per second.

7:-1 3x much mechanical power is required for an elevator to lift a
,

A

20,000-pound aircraft 10 feet in 50 'seconds?

a. foot-pounds,per second.

b. horsepower.
,

' . A certainiengine can move an 1100-pound object 2 feet in 2 seconds.

' What is the horsepower of this engine? horsepower

9. Write the definition for power.

,

. .

,

. .

,

t,
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'PURPOSE OF ST6YD GUIDES, WORKBOOKS, PROGRAMMED TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed TextOand Handouts are trainingpublications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) for student use inATC courses.

0

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need'to completethe unit of instruction, or makes assignments for you to read in otherpublicrtions which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help youachievL the learning objectives of dile unit of instruction. Knowledgeacquired from using the study guide will help you perform the mileionsor exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in theworkbook.

a The STUDY GUIDE AND WIRKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB materialunder one cover. The two training publications are combined when the WBis not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WB are issuedfor ycu to MO.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents'information in planned steps withproviuions for you to actively respondto each sfep. You are givenimmediAte knowledge of the correctness of each response. PTs nay eitherreplace or augment SGs and WBs.

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training materials in theform of flow.charts, block diagrams, printouts, case problems, tabies,forms, cherts, and similar materials.

Training pub/ications are designed for ATC course use only. Theyare updated ai necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be usedon the job es authoritative
references in preference to Regulations,Manuals or other official publications.



a ASSIGNMENT SHEET

This assignment sheet should*be used when:

You are to complete only a part of this text.

`Lour assignment within this teXt is divided info two or more
reading periods.

Your instructor will make assignments by identifying specific objectives,
text material, and review questions:

ASSIGNMENTS

OBJECTIVES
(by No.)

,

TEXT MATERIAL
(by page)

REVIEW QUESTIONS
(by No)

, . .

#

.

.

. ,

,

,

..

.
.

1 70



OBJECTIVES:

1. Define matter.

2. Define molecule.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL PHYSICS

3. Mine an atom.

4. 'Define an eleMent.

S. Define a comPound.

a

6. identify the 4 main parts of the atom and indicate the charge
of each.

7. dalculate the atomic number of an atom when given specific
conditions. 5

a

8. Figure a net charge given specified conditions.

9. Deiine valence electrons.

10. Describe electrical balance.

11. Describe the effects of electron excess and deficiency.

12. State the unit of electrical charge.

13. Define an ion.

SUGGESTED READING ,TTME 85 MINUTES

4 ,

P./
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Pagel_

This lesson is on electrical physics.' The material

programmed lesson is essential,raaterial only. If
,

the subjects taught and broaden your-knowledge, you

mammy
taught in this

you want to go deeper into
-

can do so on your own.

I
USE A FOLDED SHEET CF PAPER TO COVER 1HE ANSWER.

0

l. ,All things which have weight and occupy space are
matter.

.,,

The pencil or pen you are uriting with is classified
as

o

1

(HStter) 2. All things which have weight
-

and occupy space are
,

,

. .

(Metter) 3. A pencil or pen has and occupies-------,
so it is matter.

,
'

,

(Weight)
(Space)

I

4. The bmshest Particle of aliy
properties of that matter is

The smallest bit of glass that
glass is a glass

matter which has the
called a molecule.

can be identified as

*

(Molecule)

-

5. A water molecule is the, \N.-- bit of water'thAt-,
can be identified as water.

r,

(Smallest) 6. A drop of water is matter because it also has
occupies.___and

--..

(Weight)
(Space)

7. Molecules are made of atoms. , ,

/

OXYGEN

,
.

This picture shows a Water
molecule with 3 atoms.

This molecule has 2 hydrogen
stoma and 1 oxygen

.

Continue on Oiii*



Page 2

2J\

YOUR ANSWER: The smallest particle to which matLer.can,be b"roken down
(From P-7) is the molecule.

Wrong. ,You have been working with the basic building block of matter.

It had eleCtrons orbiting around a'nucleus. I'm sure you recall now, that

the atoELis the smallest particle to which' matter can be broken down. But

before we go any further,let's get straight what a molecule is.

Atoms combine to make molecules.. For examplesa molecule of water is

made up of 2 atoms of hydrogen and 1 atom of oxygen.

OXYGEN Pc0-
ATOM

/

HYDROGEN
ATOM

HYDROGEN
rill ATOM-

Afterthinking this overogo on to Page 4B and continue'.

2B

YOUR ANSWER: Shoeq, ships,and sealing wax,.but not'cabbages
(Flom P-4B) and kings.

You are incorrect.

Sometimes the word matter is-used to mean simple substances or things

that are not alive. But, in scientific usage, live things, animals and vege-

ta:01Es, as well as inanimate things such as shoes, shipsand sealing wax,

are all forms of matter.

Now, return to Page 1.0 and select the correct'ansu r.

a
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Page 3

(Atom) / 8. Matter made up of only one kind of atom is an element.

Gold is matter that is mode up of only one-kind of
atom, so gold is a/an

1

(Element) 9. A molecule of gold has only one kind of '
..........

(Atom) 10. A molecule'is cotposed of two or more .

(Atoms) 11, Oxygen is a gas that is composed of only one kind Of
atom.

.:11

Oxygen is classified as a/an

(irolecule,,element, atom)

(Element) 12. When two or more atoms of oxygen cotbine, a
of oxygen is formed:

k.-----

(Mblecule) 13.
-.,.

An element is composed of of only
one4kind.

(Atoms)'. 14. Ttio or more atoms combine to take a/an --.

(Molecule) 15. Matter consisting of only one kind.of atom is a/an
,

(Element) 16. The smallest part of an element is a/an.--------___r__.

(Atom) 17. TWo atoms of oxygen combine to form a/an
of oxygen.

(Mblecule) 16. When two or more elements chemically combine,(a new
substance is formed),a compound is produced.

When the two elements,Cygen and hydrogentchemigaily
combine,a/an is produced.

(Compound)

#

19. Water is a compound.

-..

Water is composed oftwo different

Continue on,Page 5

1



Page

YOUR NNSWER: No, this stretches the definition too far.
(From P-6B)

As:b.:ally, the statement that air is matter,doesn't stretch the
0

definition in the least. Gases, such as those in air, are matter just as

MUCh cs shorts and shipe and kings.

hormally, you don't notice that air is around you. In the same vay,a

fish, if it could reason, probably would have difficulty in recognizing

that water is matter. But, if you took the fish out of water, it would

know that something is missing.

When you get up very high in an airplane, you need a supply of oxygen,

becaufe the higher up you get, the lit's air there is for you to breathe.

SOmetling !es missing.

Now, leturn to Page 6B and select the correct answer.

OUR ANSWER: The smallest farticle to"which natter can be broken
(From P-7) down is the atom.%

Correct. Atoms are the basic building blocks of all natter.

Fram "Alice in Wonderland" hi:moss the quotation:

"The time has come, the Walrus said,

To talk of many things,;

Of shoes and ships and sealing wax,

Of cabbages and kings."

Which of the thingi mentioned the verse would you classify as matter?

Wes, ships,and sealing
wax, but not cabbages and
kings. TUrn to Page 2B

All of them. TUrn to Page,4

,1111M11.1.1114

I 31



Page 5

(Elements) 20. A molecule of water has 3 atoms chemically coe"-led:
2 hydrogen and a oxygen

(Atoms)
(Atoms)

0

2 . Two elements chemically coMbine to form a/an

ampaund)
,

22. Two or mare atoms combine to form a/an
,

(Mblecule) 23. A compound . formed when two or more
chemically combine.

(Elements ) 24. A molecule is made ,up of two or more .,

(Atoma)' k/ Th sumlle:t part of an element is a/an
.

(Atom) 28.. Matter that i&composed of only one kind of aton is
a/an .

(E1emen0
/

27. Mbtter that is composed of atoms of two or more
elements chemically combined is a/an

I

(Compound) 28. Mittter is..all things that-have and
occupy, .

(Weight)
(Space)

,

29. A molecule of an element contain& two or more stoma o
kinds.

(the same, different) o' -

t

(The riame) 30. A molecule of a compound contains two or more atoms
of - kinds, c.

(the samedifferent)0

(Different)

_

.

ri'031. Sugar-is a compoundcomposed.of three elements. carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen.

<,

° The smallest particle of sugar is a/an
of sugar.

,

Contipue on Page 7.

18



Page 6

6A

YCUR ANSVER: Compounds do retain the chemiCal'characteristics
(From.P-8) of the elements which are combined to produce them.

No, no. Give et some thought. We spoke of water as being a compound

consistilg of oxygen and hydrOgen. Oxygen and d.rogen are both gases in

their normal state,whereasater ith a fiquid.

Oxygen will support combustion and hydrogen will burn with a hot flame.

What will water do to a fire? We canbreathe oxygen, but can we'breathe

'water?

Noh, retlarn to Page 8 and select the correct answer. -

/

0-

611-

YOUR ANSVER: _All of them.
(Prom P!..4,13)

Yo4 are correct.

A7.1 things vhich have weiht and occupy,spiice are matter.

Can you decideNhether the air ve breathe is'matter acCording to the

above definition?

No, s stretches the definition
too ar.

Yes I air is matter.

oesn't posjess veight, so
it can't be mattdr.

s.

Page kA

.Page 8

Page 10A

1 8 5



° Page 7

( )43 le c u ) 32. Tbe smallest particle of any of the three elements
in sugmr is a/an mf that element.

(Atom) 33. The smallest particle of a compound is a/an____
of that compound.

(Molecule) 316 AmoIecule is to.a compound. as
to an element.

(Atoll) 35. An element is to a compound as an atam is to a/an

MblecUle) 36. Scientists have identified more than 100 different
elements. About 92 of these are found in nature; ten

or more can be:produced in an atomic pile. With nuclear energy, ve
change msny elements to others -- even lead to gold. Ths Only troqate is
that it costs more to make gold this way than it does to mine it fra the
earth!

Chemistry, which is concerned mainly th how elements are coMbined in
compounds, was, a well-developed science when its close relationship to
lectronics vas discovered. Many'of the basic terms in electronics come
from chemlstry.

In electronicsave are concerned with the.characteristics of the atoms, .

that make up the componentsin our electronic equipment. Why do some
lateidals sucht'as copper, silver, end gold make good conductors of elec-
tricity and other materials very-loor conductors? This'question is just
one of the reasOnsymi a5e starting out electrotics-vith a basic phytics
Xesson.4-.

)

The thsallest particie to which matter can be broken down'is the

5-

If you choose molecule,turn to Page 2A:

If you choose atommAurnto Pagele0.

rI



Page 8

YOUR ANSWER: Air is matter.
(From P-6B)

Absolutely. Air can be weighed by compressing it in a tank ouch as skin

divers use. Simply weigh the tank before and after filling it and you find

that as nore air is Pushed into the tank, the more it will weigh. Air id

matter.

Matter exists in three states, solid, liquid, and gaseous. All matter is,

made up of tiny particles called molecules. Molecules, wpen broken down into

their smallest tarts, are found to be composed of one or more kinds of atoms.

A

V

0
U

o

( ® \ k 0 /

/
I

. ./.
fIllif 1 ri,--' _.

11 SIMS13111111111111111111 ( ® "I 0 IM /CN1 0I 121111111111111
I

IplIOMIN

3(
.....`'

, d, /.
4(. i.i

1\ ci), N--09,--'e

\ /
MATTER WHIMULE ATOMS
A sUbstanOe which contains atoms of only one kind is called an element.

Oxygen, hydriige topper, gold, silver, iron, sulfur, aluminum, carbon and
-

.

uranium are son of the elements known to man.

By chemical action,we tan combine elements to form completely'new stib-

tances,called compounds.. Water is a compound. Water is cdiposed of the

elements hydrogen and oxygen,which are both gases in their normal state. Rust

is another compound. It is produced when iron and oxygen combine.

Compounds retain the chemical characteristics of the elemento,

which are cotbined to produce them.

Do Page 6A

Do,not Page lOB

.A

a



Page 9

1. MaLter is all things that have and

(Weight ,
occupy space)

------. ___,

2.

q

The smallesi bit of glass that can be identified as
glass is a glass ;molecule.

A water molecule is the of water

_

,bit

that can be identified as water.

(Ugliest) 3. A drop *of water can be continuously divided into
smaller and smaller parts until the smallest'
identifiable 13it of water left is a water

I

(Molecule) 4. Volecules are made'of atoms.
0

This picture shows a water molecule
with 3 atoms. OXYGEN

Ibis moleeule has 2 hydrogen atoms
and 1 oxygen /.

(Atom) 5. Atoms have two parts, nue us and one or more
electrons.

.

These parts make up an atom, Ast as atoms make
up a .

1

I

(Molecule) 6.

_

In thecenter of an -atom is the nucleus (pronounced%
NEW-klee-ua). /r

.

)

,

0\4
The arrow.points tethe .

_.

(Nucleus) 7. A molecule is made

(Atoms) 8. Matter composed of only one type of atom is
an/a 0

AP

(Element)

.

I

9. Matter comp4ed of two or More different atoms
chemicalli,COMbined.is a/an

Continue on Page 11.
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1QA

YOUR ANSWER: Air doesn't possess weight, so it can't be matter.
(From. P-6B)

You are incorrect.

Air does have weight, and it--ean be weighed. The barometer, besides

beinc used by weather forecasters, can be used to measure altitude by

measurIng the weight of air.

The earth is surrounded by a. layer of air many miles deep. On a

mountain, there is less air above you to be weighed.than is above you'when

you are at the seashore. This differencepin the amount of air can be

weighed by a barometer. Fro& that measure, it is also possible to est3mite

your.altituAe.

Now, return to Page 6B and select the correct answer.

lOB

YOUR ANSWER: Compounds'do not retain the chemical characteristics
(From P-8) of the elements which are combined to produce them.

You are correct.

%

The comp6und water, for example, will not burn; but the gases which are

L_
chemiCally coebined to makePup water will. We can'breathe oxygen, but can

we breathe water?

The chemists' name for the smallest part of an element that retains the

chemical properties of the original element is "atom': The atom is the-

smallest particle of an element which can enter into chemical coMbination.

Now.turn to the top of Page 9 and continue.\--Do not forget to cover

your answers before you write z2ur answer.

0,



Page 11

Compound ) 10. Electrons 0 are particles that travel in rings

around the nucleus.

Which number labels the electron ring

of this atom? ( )

I 0
2 st.

3 0
( 3 )

.-

11. The nucleus of an atom two kinds of

particles called 'protons and neutrons 0

Label<the parts of this atom's nucleus.
. ..---7-
/

_ 0
I

'N
f.

,
.. .....0

(1, Neutron
2. Proton)

4

12. The symbol for an.electron is
The sylbol for a proton is
The syMbol for a neutron is n.
LlbeI these symbols.

,

0 ,

a)

(E)

E) PrOto

g) Elect;

5) Neutron

13. Several atoms may make up a .

.

(Molecule)-

Ti

14. The nucleus of an atom contains twO-kinds of/Particles.

The nucleus is made oflelectrons and protons/protons
and neutrons/electrons and neutrons).

,

(Protons mid
neutrons)

,o.

15.

\

Atoms have two parts, 0
a and one \<..-

.

. 0
.

or more

Continue on Page 13.

j



Page 12

12A

YOUR ANSWER: False
(From P-16B)

"721,31=MIMMIMIIMMMWM7.11.MM ...leaCOW 4.1,111=2

No. No. We have just said that eadh elem.:ant has an Atomic Number that

corresponds to the. nutber of protons in one of its atoms. ,All elements have

different atomic nutbers. It has also been stated that the normal atom of

alielements is electrically balanced. So each must have a different amount

of electrons -- right.

Think this overand go back to page 16A and continue.

123

YOUR ANSWER: Ten protons.
(Proin P-21)

Right. For the normal atom to be electrically balanced, it must have

the same timber of protons as ithas electrons.

T)

The slmplest of all atoms as far as the

5
nuaber of protons and electrons are concerned 6 N
is hydrogen. The normal hydrogen atom contains

one proton and one electron.

Every elemebt is assigned at atomic number. This number is the number

at protons tilt. atom has. Hydrogen has 1 )c.on,so an atomic number of 1.

Copper with its 29 protons is assigned an atomic number of 29.

In addition to electrons and Protons, all atons,except the hydrogenoitom,

have other particles called neutrons. They are electrically neutral-and-thus

have no effect on electrons. They add weight but they do not change chemical

ar eectrical qualities.

If an element has an Lac number of 17, how many electrons would, this

atom have in its balanced state?

Not enough thfornintlon.

17 electront

PLwe 14,

Page



Pa e 1

(Nucleus
electrons)

1 . Traveling around the nucleus are particles called
electrons.

. /
This picture shows 0
traveling in a ring around the

.

(Electrons)
( Nucleus)

17. The nucleus of an atom is formed of protonc,and
.

%

Neutrons) 18. The electrons form rings around the
(nucleus/proton/molecule/atom).

(Nucleus)

_

19. The nucleus of an atom contains both
neutrons and protons.

In this nucleus,how many protons
and neutrons are there? (01\1(k\s.,,
( )neutrons

( )protons
NUCLEUS ,

,

(4)
(5)

(Electrons)

20.

21.

In an atom, the rings around the nucleus contain
, .

q

II

The nudleus of ao atom contains
and - . .

.../

(Protons)
KNeutrons)

22. A proton has a positive electric charge. The
+ sign-standi for the positive charge.

Which of these represents a proton?
_

A B C D

. 1.

9

I

Continue.on Page.15.

011.

1 9



Page 14

14A

YOUR ANSWER: Not enough information is given to tell how many electrons an(From P-12B) element with an atomic number of 17 would have.

You are incorrect.

Yes, there is enough information given to determine how many electrons

this element would have.

We said the element was electrioally balanced,so we know there are as

many electrons as protons. The atomic number is determined:by the number of

protons an atom has.'

Now,-return to Fsge 12B oarid. try once more.

110

YOUR ANSWER) Ten neutrOns.
From P.21)

Perhaps you are confusing protons and neutrons. Protons are the particles

,with positive electrical charges. Neutróns are those paiticles with a

neutral charge -- neutron, neutrar. d

Whet we said was not that the number of neutrons eqUals-the number of

electrons, but that the number of protons in the normal atom equals the number

of electrons.

The number of neutrons in some atoms is equal to the nutber of protons

or'electrons, but in other atoms, the number of neut-;6s may 1:4 either more

or less. SO, if we are told the nutber of electrons in an atom, we cannot

tell how many neutrons it has.

Now, return to Page 21 and try again.



Page 15

(D) ' 3. Drawa picture of an atom.
,

Show 2 electrons (i) in the
ring nucleus and ,

2 protons and 2 neutrons
(E) in the nucleus.

I:1

24. An electron has a negative electrid charge:
The - sign stands for the negative charge.

Which of these represents an electron?

0 0 0 e .4

A B C D

/ AO\
I OX0 1
SAW i

CI d-e

(C) 25. In rings around the nucleus are particles cal-ed

;

(Electrons ) 26.

,

If a particle has + charges and - charges, the
net charge is the algebraic slum of the charges.

1 ,4
1 A

If a particle has 3 ( -+ ) charges and 5 ( - )

charges, the net charge is ( +3 ) + ( -5 ) x,( ).

-2 )

_ .

27. Protons have a electric charge.

% The Otbol'for'this kind of charge is ( ).
-.

Positive)
(-0

28. What is the net charge on theie particles?

A GI GI 11111 11111

(A +1
B +2
C -2

-1
,

29. Plrotont and neutrons make up the of an
atom.

Continue on Page 17.

19-1
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Page 16

16A

YOUR ANSWER: 17 electrons.
(From P-12B)

You are,correct.
O

:-\Since we said this element was electrically balanced,we know there are
,

as many electrons as protonii The atomic number gave us the number of

protons inthis element.
.s7N

Of the 100 or so elements thatare known today,each has an atomic number.

Example:

Element Atomic Number
i

Element Atomic Number

Hydrogen 1 Krypton , 36
Helium 2 Silver 47
Carbon 6 Gold 79
Oxygen 8 Uranium - 92
Copper 29 Mendelevium 101

A'Jompletd chart of the elements can be found in most chemistry and

physics books.

.

Each of the 100 or so elements that have been ldentified has ita own

distinctive atom.

False Page 12A

True Page 18

YOUR APSWER: Five protons and five -neutrons.
(From P-21)

Nc.. The principle behind this question is in the following statement:

In the normal atom, the number of.protons
equals the number of electrons.

This says nothing about neutrons. Some normal atoms have more neutrons

than protons, some have the same number, and some have fewer. Simply know-
,

ing the number of protons or electrons tells us nothing about the number of

neutroLs.

Vow, return to Page 21 and select the correct answer.

195



Page 3.7

(Nucleus ) 30.

.......mm.r.,..
.

A neutral charge means a net charge of zero.
WhiO of these bas a neutral charge?

e '90 ® 0
A B C D E

.

...---
(C)

-- .

L_

11, The net charge on an atom is the
algeitraic sum of the charges of l' ....V.,
the protons and the chmrges of
the electrons. . °

i . s,\N ..

What in the net charge of this 0 d,/
1 -W

..4111111......__-_----

( 1 )

.

32.

:D.

_. ,.... .......ww.M.

In the ring Lrsond the nucleus
...---....

of this atom is one......-----

*I

0 /
,

-

(Electron)

________

xame.. Charm. amboligE:t°11#

Proton Positive )
Neutron Nputrn1 0 )

Electron Negative (

,

( + )
( - )

,..

.

31i.

.
This picture shows tw9 positivelY 0
charged protons and ohe neutron
in the.:............;_of the atom.

,

.

(Nucleus) 35. Neutrons have a ( ) electric charge.

Electrons have a ( ) electric charge.
,

_

Continue on Page 19



Page 18

YOUR ANSWER: True, each of the 100 or so elements that have been identified
(Prom P-16A) has its own distinctive atom.

You aq* right.

The atomic riumber tills us how many protons the ato& of an element has.

The normal atom is electrically'balanced-- so for ea6h proton, one electron.

Since we have Spoken of electrons being in orbit, it is only natural to

commie the atom to our solar system. However, such comparisons are mis-
,

leading. The solar system looks like this:
4 4

SOLAR,SYSTEM
ATOM

All the orbiting Planetp are in approximately the sande plane. In an

atom, the electronsjdo not lie in one plane but move within spileresat

different distanCes from the nucleus. These spheres are like the layers of
:

an onion. In fact, we sometimes call them layers.4, But, most commonly,,r

callthe path in which an electrOn moves a shell.

In the drawing of the atom above,eacti

electron hAlts oWn orbit. But here the

electrons are grouped into 2 separate shells.

The same atom will normally be drawn like this:

Which of the statements below is true?

The electrons in one shell can all
have the same orbit.

The electrons in one shell can alk.
have individual orbits.

44"

Page 20

Page 22

197



Page 19

( 0 )

".

36. Electrons travel around the nucleus
in paths called orbits.

There are 2 electrons in the.

nearest the nucleus and 4 electrons
in the farthest from the 1

1

nucleus. \ Ash

, .
NW

c

(Orbit)
(Orbit)

37. The electrons that ring the nuCleus have ( ) charge.
Prptons in the nucleus have a ( ) cha*e.
Neutrons in the nucleus have a 4*barge. .

--.

( - )

( + )

( Neutral
or

Z ero)

.
,

.

38:

.

Which of these pairs will have a net charge of 0?

6( ).
i

)

.

A , B C D .

11 0 0
..41

0, 39. Traveling around the nucleus are small particles
called

'
',

(1.1ectrons) 40. The has a negativ charge. 0

N 0
(Electron)

.

41. A positively charged particle found only in the
nucleus of an atam is called a

.....,,i'

,

. .

(Proton ) . 42. A molecule is made up of two or more

(AtoMs)

,

./

43. Draw an atom with two electramsAD 0 two protons\
\ \

CI 2 and one neutron 'la . (Draw at bottom of

,

.COntinue on Page,

193
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YOUR ANSWER: The electrona in one shell-6an all have the same orbit.
(From P-18)

No, let's

Electrons

p.

00 over it once again.

orbit around the nucleus in spheres at different distances

6q:ye,04
11,

%
.4.*44

ELECTRON

SPHERE .

When you see or draw a pictu

into Fhells as in Figure A below.

own o7bit within the shell it as

FIGURE A-<. +8

. from the nucleus. The,electrons are

grouped into shells accordancto the

size of the,sphere the Orbiting

elecirons make.

of an atom,the electrons aregrouPed

Bui remetber each electron can have its

grouped,as;shown, in Figure B below.

/

II

I
/

Return to Page 18 and select thecorrect afiswer.

FIGURE B

1 9 s



Page 21

(3. the same
number of protons
as electrons)

44. "A neutral atom is one that has
1. an equal nUmber of.protons and neutrons,
2. more electrons than protons.
3. the same number of protpii as electrons.

45.', The smallest-part of an element is a/an .

(atm)

N
/

1

I

I

1 1 /

\ ../

\.)K HYDROGEN

46. Here are diagrams of the atoms of four, different
,

elements. The - signAncticates-the negative charge
of an electrOn. ',-,The +-sign indiCates the_positive

. ,

charge of a proton, '

/d,1
.,

1 C.:(
\

I

" 5:5

HELIUM CARBON

"new.

`..`

/

OXYGEN

These are normal atoms. That means that the electrical charges ie the

LD.

atoms are balanced. Tbe number bf protonskexactly equals the number of

electrons in all atoms in their norMal stite...Therefore, the negatiVe charges

of the electrons exactly balance the sitive charges on the protons. That

is why a normal atom is described an'electrically balanced. Hote that the

preaelee of neutrons has no,effeCt,because neutrons Me themselves electri-

cally neutral

The normal atom of the element neon has ten electrons.

What particles can we be sure of finding in its nucleus?

Ten protons.

Ten, neutrons.

Five Protons and
five neutrons.

Page 12B

Page 14B

Pae_16B
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YOUR ANSWER: The electrons intone shell are all in individual orbits.
om P-18)

k)

Right you are. Very good.

Each shell, according to it6 distance from:the nucleus, can be composed
4

\of a maximum nuMber of electrons. Beginning wit4the innermost shell and

working outward,the shells are lettered,starting with K and running

sequentially to Q in the most compléx elements. Starting with the innermost

shell. K,the maximumnumbersof electrons in each shell are 2, 8, 18, 32, 32)

18, 8, 2.

Now when the outermost shell of any atom has 8 electrons,the shell is

complete. In cl.-mistry,the elements that have 8 electrons in lhe ouiermost

shell of their atoms will not coMhine readily with other elemen and these

elements are classified as chemically inert. Tbere ateonly 6 of these

elements found in ne.ture: Helium, Neon, Argon, Kryton, Radon, and Xenon.

In electronics, the, outermost. shell i shell 'are interested in.

I .

It is the number of electrons in this shell that will deteimine,if a material

is a good conductor of electricity or a poor one.

The outermost shell is called the Valence Shell and the electrons in the

Valence Shell are called Valence Electrons.

Now continue

VAI.ENCE SHELL

1 Pr, 1

. ,

, i'\ \ Wsj 01

,.. /,
\ .. .

.r.=0a

VALENCE ELECTRONS

ow.

at the top of Page 23.
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Paie .23

I

.

1. i neutral atom is one that has

,,

1. an equal number of protons and neutrons.
2. more electrons thhn protons.
3. the same number of protons as electrons.

(3. the same
number'of protons
as electrons.)

..

2. Draw a nucleus with two electros in orbit around it.
P

f \.
t

.

. .

. .
s

.

%
\Yr

MEN. MO.

.

3.

.

'

The outermost shell is called the VALENCE shell or
, ring.

. . . .,
How many electrons are in the CD .,

valence shell of this atom? /

/ , f 1 Asp 1

1

VP
,

tk

(3) 4. The shell is called the valence .

)shell.
,

(Outermost)
,

5. The electrons in the valence's,hell or valence ring are
ca1led VALMCE ELECTRONS. _

Valence electrons are locat4d. in the shell.

_

1

(Valence) .

,

6. electrons ari located in the valence
shell of an atom. ,.

. ..,

(Valence)

e47-

4.-.

7. If a NEUTRAL atom has 4 protons
l
it rmust also haveJOk.

k

Continue on Page 25.
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Page 24

YOUR ANSWER: Yes.
(From P-31)

You are correct.

The single valence electrdh of silver and gold, as well.as of copperois

easily jarred loose. It is the avalXability of this electron that makes

copper so important in electronics. Silver is used, too, and occasionally

gold, but cost prohibits their being used as widely as copPer.

You have been told that the normal atom is electrically balanced because

it contains an equal number of protons and electrons.

When an atom gains or loses an electron, it becomes electrically

charged, because it is no longer in electrical balance. The-atom that has

been unbalanced by the gain or loss of an electron is called an ion of that

atom. Ions elearly,can be positinor negative, depending 8n whether they

have a shortage or surplus of electrons.

Here are diagrans of chlorine/atoms.

other is an ionized chlorine atom.

--g -0-/
'44 \I ;

.\

A

One is'a normal chlorine atom; the.

A is the ion and it is poSitively charged.

H iq the ion =kilt is negatively charged.

(

Page 26A

Page 28

20



. Page 25

4 electronp . If an atomphas 2 protons an 2 electrons, it is a '.

atom.
,

-
,

(Neutral)

,

9. Sometimes the valence electrons are Called free
electrons,

.

Free electrons are found in the shell.

I

(Valence or
outermost)

. ,.

10. An atomwIth more protons than electrons has more
positive than chargee.,

(Negative ),

.

.

,

11. In this picture of a,charged.atoM, r
.

there are ( ).protons and (. )
/ 1

electron(s).
/ .\-,,\ A
/,, .....N

Therefore, the atom has a I V 0 1v\,q 1

charges
...

.00.......

''

(2) (1)
(Positi4e)

12. electrons are i,n the outermost
shell, ring, or orbits.

,

(Valence or
free)

.

. .

l Which of these pairs will have a net charge.of -2?
4 4

(...)

B

,
D

0/ \O d 451) CD 420
4

(E)

.

.

,zimmumccrns.dzatslarcr--__.-----7._

14. The nucleus of the atom is made of neutrons an
protons. The neutrons have a 0 chargep.the
protons have a + charge. .0.'

,

.Threfore, the net charge of a nucleus is (

17

- trszna:srerssii.
Continue on Plum 27:'

a

2
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it;ge 26

26 ti.

YOUR ANSWER: A is the ion and it is positively charged.
(From P-24)

You are incorreet.

An ion is an atom that is electrically unbalanced. It has either a

negal,ive or a positive charge. And that means 4t has either a surplus or a

deficiency of electrons. It has gained or lost an electron for some reason.

YoUr counting can't be accurate.

illustration A theri are equal nutbers

means that A is not an illustration

rg0
sCX)4( )))

)a Cf/fi

A

If yOu look again,you will find that in

of electrons

of an ion.

A is the iaoh and it is positively charged.

and protons. And that

Page 26A (At top)

B is the ion and it is negatively charged. Page 28

26B

YOUR ANSWER: One negative charge each.
(Filom P-28)

This answer is correct as far as it goes. It tells us that-the chailge

is negatives but iteesn't tell us anything about the size of the charge.

As you know, the charge of an electron is the smallest negative charge known.

There is a special name that indicates this size of charge.

Now, return to Page 28 and select the more complete answer.

2o3



Page 2'1

(+) 15. Electrons travel around the nucleus in .paths
called .

(Orbits)

a

16. Electrons in orbits near the nucleus are called
"bound" electrons. 1

Particle A is a electron.
Is B a bound electron?
(Yes/No)..

01.
O... ..I..

)\'
,/

(Bound)

(1:o)

17. The three particles of the atom you have studied
are called and, 1

(Electrons,
protons,
neutrons)

(Any order)

-18. This atom has a (+ / - / 0) charge.
4,... -... .

. , /

//

+ ) 19. Only those electrons in the outermost orbit
around the nucleus are called
or valence electrons.

(Free) 20. All elections of an atom except those in the
outermost orbit are electrons.

(Bound) 21. An atom that has a + charge must have.more
than .

Continue on Page 29.
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Page 28

YOUR ANSWER: B is the ion and it is negatively charged.
(Pram P-26A)

Yta are correct.

Flgure B.bas one more eledtrbn than is needed to balance the protons in

the nucleus. , Therefore, it has a negative charge. If iak had one less

electron than is needed to balance the protons, it would have had a positive

chirge.

A proton and a neutron.are about the same size and weight, *but each is

only ore-third the size of an electron. This means thit protons and

neutr)ns, which make up the nucleus, are much denser than electrons.

t's like cdMparing a bowling ball to a circus balloon.

Ihe electron is the smallest negative charge known. It has exactly the

same strength of charge as a proton, but, of course, a proton and an electron

have oppow.te charges. We say the dhargesof an electron and a proton are

equal and opposite. These charges are referred to as elemental charges.

What charges do electrons have?

One negMtive charge. Page 26B

One negative elemental charge each. Page 32B

ar

11.

20 7



Page 29

(Protons)
(Electron!)

22. All the + charges pf an atom are found in the
of the atom.

,

INucleu;)

.

,

.

23. This atom has a charge.
.

.

...

//
/ /' N A

(11) i SID: %

\ N.s, #/ 1

.-

Negative

,

2s. An atca which does not have an equal nuibeeof protons
and electrons is an ion.

.

An unbalanced atom is an .

I n) 25. An atomibrith more electrons than protons is a negative
ion and an atom with more protons than electronb is a
positive .

(I

)

26.. An atoa with more electrons than protons has a
charge and is a ion.

.

(Negative
Negative)

27. An electron has a charge.
'

Negative

.

26. An, atom with the same nuMber of electrons and protons
has a charge.

(Neutral or
Zero)

29. The valence electrons are in the shell.

(Outermost or
Valende)

3 . Matter is all things that'haver and

I,

Continue at top Of Page 31.,
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Page 30

To summarize this set:

1. Matter is anythtng which has weight and Occupies,spae.

2. MOlecuie
a. smallest part of a compound.
b. consist3of 2 or more atoms chemically coMbined.

Atom
a. smallest part of an element.
b. consistsof electrons in orbit around a nucleus.

(1) Electrons have a negative charge.
(2) The nucleus consiAgof protons and neutrons.

(a) Protons have a positive charge.
(b) NeUtrons have no charge.

. Elements
a. are materials that consist of only one type of atoms.
b. Over 100 elements have been identified.

Compounds
consist of 2 or more elements chemically combined.

a

. The atomic nulber assigned to an element is the nuMber of protons in an
individual atom.

Thc net charge of an atom is the algebraic sum of the protons and
electrond.in that atom.

. Valence electrons are the electrons in the oUtermost orbit.

. An atom is normally electrically balanced because it has an equal number

of protons and electrons.

10. If an'atom loses or gains an electron,it becomes a charged atom.

a. A charged atom,is called an ion.
b. An excess of electrons results in a negative charge; an atom in this

condition is called a negative io

c. A deficiency of electrons results in a positive charge; AD atom in
this condition is called a positive ion.

11. Tr* cOuloab
a unit of electrical charge. 18

1. a specific number of electrons or protons (6.28 x 10 to be exact).

The End.

Go to page 35.

2 o



Page 3.1

31. An ion is a charged
(O:iciTlp space)

(atom) 32. An atom with a - charge has more_ than

(electron
protons)

33. An atom with more electrons than protons is a
ion,

negative

negative

. An electron.has a charge.

35. This is a diagram of a copper atom. It has
electrons and 35 neutrons.

VALENCE
c, ELECTRON

Note that there is only one electroA in the outer shell. Tbis sbell is

called the valence shell.

Tile valence shell determines the electrical characteristics of un atom.

Electron flow through a copper wire, or any electrical conductor, can take

A'
place because the last shell of each oS the'conductois atoms is not complete

and the movement of electrons from.one atom to another is possible.

The eleclron'S in the valence shell are called valence electrons. The

copper atom has one valence electron. The atoms of gold and silver also have

one valence electron each.

Are the electrical characteristics of gold and silver similar to those

of copper?

Yes..

No

Page 24

Page 32A
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Page 32

32A

YOUR ANSWER: No.
(From P-31)

Why not? It is the availability of valence electrons that determines

how atome act electrically. Thus,different atoms with the same number of
*

valence electrons will behave electrically in much tie sale way.

Now return to Page 31 and select the correct answer.

32R

YOUR ANSWER; One negative.elemental-Charge for each electron.
(From P-28)

You are correct.

There's one negative elemental charge an each and every electron; one

positive elemental charge on each and every proton.

This elemental charge is too small for practical use. It's so small

that if the electricity used in your hoiM

your electric bill wou34 be covered with

electricity you used.

FGr practical purposes, the size of an eleCtrical charge is measured in

units called coulombs. Coulombs are named after a Frenchman who was among

were measured in elenental charges,

numbers just to tell how much

the fix-it to try to measure the strength of electrical charg s. 14There are

li
6,280,000,000,000,000,000 elemental charges in one couloMb. f kou were to

rewrite this nuMber in powers of tens, which you will learn about later, it

18
.

would be 6.28 x 10 (tells us the decimal point was moved to the left 18

places.) From now on,when you are asked "What the pfactical unit of electrical

charge is?"-- it is one couloMb or 6.28 x 1018 elemental charges.
,

Co to the top of page 33 and continue.

21



Palie. 33'

.. The practical. unit of electrical charge is the
.

coulomb)

,

2. /fte charge on an electron is a/an
elemental charge.

%

i

negative ..
.

.

The charge on a proton-is aelezsental
charge.

t

positive . 6A28 x 10 elemental chargesare one
-

coulomb) 5. The practical unit of electrical charge is the
.

coulomb 6. The atom that has 6 electrons and 5 protons is a
negative

r

i n
r

;

7. The smallest part of an element is a

atom

s
.

. The smallest part of a compound is a/an

molecule) 9. An atom that has 2 electrons and 5 protons,ia a
.

%

(positive iori) 10. A compound is composed of two or more
_chemically combined. t

,

elements
.-N

0

_.

11. Draw an atom with 3 protons, 2 neutrons, and 4
electrons (The first shell can have only 2 electrons
in it.)

*

I
4,

4'

*I

Continue on nage 34 at the top.
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Page 34

,
.. .. ......

k v_T.I.L.i.' i\ a.
, 0N

-... ....-

12. Which of these pairs will have a net charge of -6?
( . )

0 CO 411) 0121)

C D . E

(D) 13. TV° or more atoms may coMbine to form a .

(Molecule ) 14. 1. A proton has a ( ) charge.
2. A neutrcahas a charge. \\,
3. An electron has a ( ) charge.
4: Tbe nucleus of an atom has a charge.

(1. ( 4- )

2. neutral or zero
3- ( - )
4. positive)

15.

.,I

,

The smel1e0 physical particle into which matter can
be divided is called a/an .

.

(Atos) - , 16.

.

Free electrons are in the
hsell of an atom. .

.

Other electrons in the atom are called
electrons.

,

(Outermost or
valence)
Boand)

17. Molecules can be broken down into .

a

,

(Atcms ) 18. The outermost shell is calledithe sheli.

(Valence) 19. The normal hydrOgen atom,which has 1 proton and 1
electron,has a net charge of

Zero .

---.......,

OCTtinue on Page 30.
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REVIEW TEST FOR ELECTRICAL PHYSICS

1. Natter is defined as alllhings that have and

. Me smallest particle of water that still retains the characteristics
of water is a/an water.

Matter which con4ists of only one type of atom is the definition
a/an

Compounds are forted when 2 or more are chemically
Tebined.

Ilse Figure A below to answer questions 5 through U.

re
,r

0 / \
I / \

It0
°..

5. HAW many protons are in the atoea ( ) Label them P.
4

6. How many electrons are in he atom? ( Label them E.

7 .The charge of an electron is

8. The nucleus has a charge.

9 The net chargeof te atom is ( ).

10. The neutron has a (positive/neiative/neutral) charge.

I NEUTRONS

U. How many valence electrons are shown in Figure A above?

35

"T?
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12. ,A silicon atom has 14 electrons, 14 protons, and 12 neutrons; what
will its atamic_numberbe?_ ( )

13. Me outer shell oftan atom is the shell.

14. An atom in a state of electrical balance has a net charge of

15. Which electrons would be the easiest to clisp1ace`t-

9
a. Negative electrons.'
b. Bound electrons.
C. Vhlence electrons.
d. Neutrons.

16. WhiCh of the following atoms is in a stste of.electrical balance'.

dO
OM ift 4 . ... ....oe .....,,_

40 , ...it el %

to II i I, 11
% % /I % 1 0 01%........e .... ... e.....". ,.

.......

A 8 C
17.- A mama atom which has lost one electron has m.

Charge.

18. If an atom gains two electona, it will have a
Charge.

39. ,The unit of electrical Charge is the

20. An ion is a/an tbalanced/unbalancedineutrgi) atam.
#,

36

2
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, WORKBOOKS, PROGRAMMID,TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and. Handouts 4re traininkpublications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) for stud nt use inATC covrses.

v The kUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the i7firmatiOn you need ti completethe unit of instruction, or makes assignments for you-to read in otherpublications which contain the required information.
'

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedure* designed to help youachieve the learning objective% of the unit of instru tion. Fnowledgeacquired from using the study guide will help you perf rm the missions,or exercises, solve the problems,sor answer questions presented in theworkbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WE materialunder on, cover. The two training publicatiohs are combined when the WBis um: d signed for you to write in, or when both SG and WB are issuedfor yo to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents information in planned steps with.provisions for you to actively respond to each step. You are given /immediatcknowladge of the correctness of each response. .PTs may eitherreplace or augment SGe and,W3s.

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training materiels in theform of flow charts, block diagrams, printouts, case problemsi tabies,
formsq charts, and similar materials.

Training publications are designed for ATC course u e only... Theyere updatid as necessary for training purposes, but are to brinedon tits job as authoritative'references
in preference to 4 gulations,Manuals or other officfal publications.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET 17
This assignment sheet should .1:ce used when: 4.

You are to complete Jonly a iiaxt of...this text.-

Your assignment within this text is divided into two or more
reading periods.

Your instructor wilt mp.ke assignments in identifying specific objectives,
text materiel, and 'review questions.

OBJECTIVES
(by No)

ASSIGNMENTS

TEXT MATERIAL
(by Page) 411I

r-
REVIEW QUESTIONS

(by .No)

21.6
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O

MATTER

OBJECTIVES

1. Write the definition of matter.

2. List the three states of matter.

3. Identify the states of matter from a given list of diagrams which
show the transfer of each state of matter from one container to
another.

4. Match the terms volume, mass, universal attraction, weight,
density, inertia, porosity, impenetrability with a list of
statements 4escribing these terms.

5. Draw the "Magic Circle" for weight, volume, and density; and
write tht formula for finding:
a. weight
b. volume
c. density

6. Match the terms element, compound, molecule, and atom with a
list of statements describing these terms.

SUGGESTED READING TINE 57 MINUTES

2 15



1. The earth and the planets or anything that can be

found on or in them, take up space and have weight

(a vacuum does not have weight).

These things are called matter.

Matter is anything that has weight and occupies

SPACE

,

2. The pencil you are writing with has weight and

occupies space. The pencil, therefore, is

considered .

MATTER

.

-'4 3. You are surrounded by matter. The air you breathe,

the food you eat, your own,body are all matter.

These things and anything that has weight and

occupies vace are called
4 t)

MATTER 4. The definition of matter is anything

,

and .

that
,

HAS WEIGHT

OCCUPIES SPACE

,

5. What is the definition of matter?

(

mi

:

A*
CONTINUE ON PAGE 3

22o



(From page 6A)
2A'

You will be embarrassed when you return to page 6A and look at the dia-

gram you said represents a solid. Go back now and think about your.

choice. YOU will find that it aoes not have the properties of a solid.

Choose the correct one and continue the program.

(From pages 4A or 68)
2B

Good. You know how liquids react and look when transferred from one con-

tainer to another. Gases will react in a certaip way,too. They willq

assume the shape and the volume of a new container, as shown by helitnin

being tilown into a balloon. A set of diagrams showing the transfer oi

gas from one container to another would look like:

If your answer is: Turn to page:

a

TO

TO

4B

6A ,

22i
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ANYTHING THAT
HAS WEIGHT AND
OCCUPIES SPACE.

6. Matter exists as a solid% It also exists as a

gas and aliquid.

The three states in which matter exists are

and
.

SOLID.
LIQUID
GAS

7. Water, blood, and gasoline are liquids. Steel,

t.ioddpand ice are solids. Oxygen, CO2, and water

i

vapor are gases. Gases, solids, and liquids

are the three: of .

STATES
MATTER .

,

8. What are the three states of matter?

1.
.

..

2.

3.

-
SOLID
LIQUID.
GAS

,

.

9. Each state of matter behaves differently when .

moved from one,container to another. When the

gal from a can of "Spare Tire" is released into a

tire, it occupies the vOlume and assumes the shape

of the tire. If milk is poured from a iap.ant bottle

into a quart pan, will the liquid assume the shape

and the volume of the pan?

If your answer is: Turn to page:

Yes 4A

No 6B

.

.

3
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(From page ;frame 9)
4A

Incorrect. It does not assume the volume of the pan. If you pour the

milk (1 pint) into the pan (1 quart), will it fill the pan? Of course

,Aot, but it will assume the shape. This is the way liquids react in the

transfer process. They assume the shape but NOT the VOLUME. The trans-

fer of liquid shown as a diagram would look like:

If your answer ds: Turn to page:

TO

TO

2B

8A

(From page 2B)
4B

Gas will take up,the entire space and assume the shape of the new ciin-

tainer when transferred. Return to page 2B and look at the diagrams;

see which set of diagrams representsa gas and then turn to the'correct

answer page.

11)



10. You are not reading what you should be! If you

had followed instructions,you wouldn't be reading

this frame. Return to frame 9 and continue the

program.

ANSWER TO 20A

Was DV

Daw W
V

W L
"ri

(Prom page 20A )

11. An ELEMENT is a substance that cannot be reduced

to simpler substances by chemical means. Gold,

oxygen, and platinum cannot be reduced to

simpler substances by means
,

because they are
.

CHEMICAL

ELEMENTS

aie12. A substance that cannot be broken doWn into a

.t. simpler substance by chemical means is called.
,

a/an

ELEMENT

,

.

0

.

.13. Elements are ihe basic substances that are com-

bined to form the many things that we know as

com.ounds. Water and sugar are examples nf &inv.

pounds because they are a combination of two or

more elements. An element cannot be reduced to a,

by

chemical means, and a/an

is made up of two or more elements.

.

1 ;

CONTINUE pN PAGE 7
.



(From page 2B)
6A

Right. You have shown that you know a gas will take the size and shape

of a new container if transferred. So far, you know what liquids and

gases do when they are transferred from one container to another.

Solids react entirely differently.They. assume NEITHER the shape nor the

volume of the new container. Move a block of wood from a small box to

the back of a truck. It does not change in shape or volume. Shown as a

diagram, transfer of solids would look like:

If your answer is: Turn to page:

11111111111111111

to

11111111 2A

10B

(From page 30frame 9)
6B

Very good.. As you have shown, liqulds assume the shape of a new container

but not the volume (unless the two volumes are the same). This.can be

shown in a diagram, which might look like:

If your answer is: Turn to page:

to

2B

13B
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srmpult
SUBSTANCE

COMPOUND

14. There are martyr common things that are elements

Or compounds. illydrogen, iron, aluminum, carbon,

end tin are all examples of

because it has been found that they cannot be

brOken down Or changed into something simpler

(by chemical means).

ELEMENTS 15.-_ Some comppn examples of compounds are earth,

wood, paper, salt, and air. In order to be

classed as a compound, the substance must have

at least elements.

.-('
TWO (2) 16. Plastic,.cotton. and air can all be reduced to a

material or substance that is simpler Or different,

since they aie made up of several different ele-

-) ments. They are known as

COMPOUNDS 17. Natter is made up Of very small particles called

atoms and molecules. These two small particles

are different,since it take. 2 or more atoms to

) make a molecule. Another way to say it is-- an .

atom coMbined with another atom or atoms makes

a/an

CONTINUE ON PAGE 9

7
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From page 4A)
8A

Wrong. The diagram shows that the 14quid is assuming the shape and the

volume. Liquids will assume the shape and the volume ONLY when the two

containers have the same volume . This, pf course, is not characteristic

of liquids. Go to page 4A and choose the diagrams showing the transfer

f liquid from one container to another.

(From page 10B)
8B

ANSWERS TO PAGE 10B - - a. L, b. S,.c. G

Identify the state of matter in the diagrams below that show the transfer

of matter from one container to another. The shaded area represents

matter. Fill in the blank between each set of diagrams, using a G for

gas, L for liquid, and S for solid.

a.

b.

e.

( .1

e,

f.

HIM

±urn to page 10A

8

eft,



(Prom frame 17, Page 7)

18. An atom is the smallest particle of an element

that can carbine with other atoms to form moles

cules. A molecUle is the'smallest part of a.

substance that will have all the Saracteristics

of that substance. The smillest part of Water

that still haa all the properties of water is

a/an

19. A. molecule will have all theproperties of asubs

stance. The particles that make up the molecules

and do not necessarily have any of the properties

of the subsiance are called

20. Remember that a/an does not have to

have any of thecproPerties of the substance of

which it is a part., The smallest particle of a

substance that does have all the properties of

it.is a/an

CONTINUE ON PAGE 1LA

9
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(prom page 8B)
10A

ANSWERS TO PAGE 8B - - a. S, b. L, c. S, d. G, e. L, f. G.

There are several general properties which all matter fias in common.

These are: volume, maas, universal attraction, weight, density, inertia,

porosity, and impenetrability. Would steel have the same general proper-
.

ties as wood?

If your answer is:

Yes

Turn to page:

14B

12A

(From page 6A)
10B

RIGHT. As a quick review-- liquids assume the shape but.not the volume;

gas will take both the new shape and volume; a solid will not change

either its shape or its volume. All these transfers from container to'

f.container can be shown by diagrams.

Identify the states of matter in the diagrams below. Use G for gas, L

for liquid, and S for solid.

a.

C.

b.

Turn to page 8B

10
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(From Otge,90frame 20)
, 11A

ANSWERS TO FRAME 20 - - atom, molecule

v,

Identify each statement below as a'description of either an element, com-
,

pound molecule, or atom. Write the name in thevrovided blank.

a. Something that.is made up of several different elements.

b. A small particle that when combined with other particles of

similar size makes a molecule.

c. This cannot be reduced to a iimpler substance by chemical

means.

d. The smallest part of a substance that retains all the properties
0

of that substance.

TURN TO PAGE. 14C

(From page 15A)
11B

A

Very good. Apparently you know how tO use the magic circle. Any one

of the three properties is just as easy to find. Turn to page 17A to

Oheck your understanding of the magic circle.

(From page 13A)
11C

Xour answer, water, is incorreet. Remember that density is the weight

per unit volume of matter. The density f mercury is ,850 pounds per

cubic foot, whereas fresh water has a density of 62.5 pounds per cubic

foot. In other words, a unit volume,of mercury (in this case,a cubic

fon) weighs more than a unit volume of water; consequently, mercury is

denser than water Now return tospage 13A and select .the correct answer.

11
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(From page 10A)
12A

Your answer, no, is incorrect. We said that there were several general

properties which all matter has in common. Even though steel and water

are different states of matter, they are still matter; and, therefore,

have the same general properties. Return to page 10A and select -the

correct answer.

(From page 14B)
12B

You're right, very good. All matter occupies space; therefore
,

it has
8.

volume. The next general property we will cover is mass. Th measure

of the quantity of matter in a body is called ists mass. The mass of a

given body is constant. it does not vary. As an example of mass,

consider a sponge. It contains a definite measurable amount of mass.

Whether we squeeze, stretch, or soak the ailonge inkwater, the mais will

not change, even though the size and shape may be alteied. The amount of

sponge will remain unchanged. qn other words the mass of the sponge

will remain constant.

If you Squeeze a rubber balloyou are also decreasing its mass.

If your answer is:,

True

False

Turn to,page:

18D

14A

12
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(From page 16A)
13A

Weight is the attractive force of the earth for a body.

The next general property of matter we will cover is density. Density

is the weight of a unit volume of matter'. Iron is denser than'wood.

This means that one cubic foot of iron weighs mbre than One cubic foot of

wood. The more matter (mas*s) there is in a given volume of a substance,

the denser that material is. Shown below are some examples of densaies.
a

DENSITIES
LIM /CU. FT.

IRON MAPLE
705 475 45

CORK
15

BALSA
7.5

WhiCh would be denser, ater or mercuryl

your answer is: Turn to page:

water 11C

mercury 2c8

(From page 6B)

1.13,

Wrong. The diagram shows t at the liquid is assuming the shape and the

volume. Liquids will assum the shape and the volume ONLY when the two

containers have the same vol me. This, of course, is not characteristic

of liquids. Go back to page 6B and choose the c9rrect answer.



ammo

(From page 12B)
14A

You selected false, and you're right. Always remember that the mass of
a given body is constant. The next general property of matter we will
cover is universal attraction. All matter attracts all other matter.
This fact was first stated by Sir Isaac Newton, and it is known a"s New-
ton's.law of universal gravitatioq. As an example, the earth is bound .

to the sun by the mutual attractidn of the matter contained in the sun
and the earth. Would unrversal.attraction have anything to do with
why we are bound to the earth?

If your answer is:

Yes

No

Turn to page:

16A

193

(From page 10A)
I4B

,You are absolutely right. We said that the general properties of matter

were common to all matter.
-

Let's now-discuss each one of the general properties of matterlstarting
with 731ume.
If matter occupies space, as we found it does, it must have length, width,

and height. In other words, volume is the measure of the amount of space

which matter occupies.
Does gas have volume?

If your answer is: Turn to page:

Yes 12B

'No 153

(From page 11A)
14C

ANSWERS TO PAGE 11A: a. Compound b. Atom c.-Element d. Molecule

This completes the program on matter. Review the obiectives before taking

the self-test.

14



(From page 161)
15A

No. You can only put the other two values to the ri ht of the = sign.

qFP 'W DV

Thus W=VD. The formula was derived like this---

As you notice in the circle, the V and the D are side by side. heyare also side by side when they are substituted in the formula. If youwant to find the volume or the density, then your formula will:change.What is the formula for finding volume?
.

If your answer is: Turn to page:

W = DV
17B

V = WD
19A

V =
11B

(From page 14B)
15B

Wrong, think again. Doesn't the air, which is a gasr occupy a ceftainamount of space in a balloon? The CO2 in a life raft occupies a
certain amount of space,.doesn't it? The voluMe of gas is determined bythe size of the container in which it is contained and.thii quantity of'volume is measured in cubic units., such as cubic inches, cubic feet, etc:Now return to page 14B and select the correct answer.

(From page 18A or 18C)
15C

Wrong. The formula for finding volume is not V = WD. The magic circle

has the W OVER the D. It would become V = 4
D.

Turn to page 17A and continue the program.

15
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II
(From page 14A)

16A

You're tfight. We are attracted to the earth, as is the earth attracted
to us, by universal attraction (gravitation). Of course, the farther
away from the earth's surface a body is,the less gravitational attraction
there will be on that body.
Now, let's move on to the next general property of matter --- weight.
The attraction of the earth for a body acts as a 'purron that body. We
may say that the earth exerts an attractive force on the body. The
measure of the attractive force of the earth for a body is called the
weight of the body. As an example, if you weigh 145 pounds, the mass of
your body and the mass of the earth mutually attract each other with a
force of 145 pounds. Therefore, weight is the

Turn to page 13A

(From'page 19C)
168

Answers from page 19C. -- 1 - G, 2 - E, 3 - F, 4 - A. 5 - B, 6 - C,
7 - D, 8 - H.

Now let me introduce you to the "Magic Circle."

W= Weight
V= Volume
D= Density

Thereis nothing magic about it, but it does make memory work a little
easier. With it,we can find any ONE of three characteristics of matter
(volume, density,or weight). You must know two in order to find the
third. To do this, take the one you,wish to find from the circle and
place the letter to the left of the = sign. Then place the other two,
just as they appear in the circle, to the right of the = sign. For
instance, if you wish to find the weight of an object, take the W out
of the circle, put an = sign after it, and plaCe the remaining two known
values after the = sign like this:

If your answer is: Turn to page:

W =
VD

W =DV

15A

18A

18C

16
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(From page 113, 15C, 18A, 18C, or 19A)
17A

Right! You should be ready for a test in writing formulas and the magiccircle. If you don't feel you can derive a formula from the magic circle,
return to page 16C and go through the frames on the magic circle again;
otherwise, draw the magic circle and write the formula for findingdensity.

Magic Circle
Formula

Turn to page 18B for answer

(From page 15A)
173

w = Dir is the formula for finding weight,not volume. The unknown must go
to the left of the = sign; so, for finding volume, the V goes to the left
(V=). Return to page 15A aneselect the correct formula as you get it
from the magic circle.

(From page 22A)
17C

Yes, wuter will seep through a cement block foundation unless the blocka
are waterproofed because of the porous nature of cement.
The last general-property of matter we will cover is impenetrability.
No two objects can occupy the same space at the same time because all
matter is impenetrable. A nail driven into a board does not penetrate
the wood, but pushes the fibers aside. The drawing shown below illus-

. trates the impenetrability of matter. Explain why.

CONTINUE ON PAGE 22B

17
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(Prom page 16B)
18A

Very good. As you have indicated by your formula, the W is taken from
the magic circle and placed to the left of the = sign. The V and the D
are side by side. This, of course, neans volume times density = weight.
If you were going to find the volume of an object, the formula would be:

If'your answer is: Turn to page:
4

15CV = WD

V 17A

(From page 17A)
18B

ANSWERS TO PAGE 17A: and D=
V

Turn to page 20A
.Aur

(From page 16B)
18C

VNo. W= is not correct. If you take t,e W from the magic circle,

to find weight you will have this ---.

The, V and the D are side by side. It is also the; way in'the formula.
141=Dir means weight equals volume times density.

If you want to find the volume of an object, you substitute from the
magic circle and have this formula:

If your answer is:

V= WD

V D

Turn to page:

15C

17A

(From page 12B)
18D

Wrong. Remember,
it does not vary.
change its volume
answer.

we said that the mass-of a given body is constant;
By squeezing the rubber ball, all we have done is

. Now return to page 12B and select the correct

18 237
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(From page 15A)
19A

Draw a magic circle ... Now look at the W and the D.Are they side by side as you indicated in your formula? As you have
noticed by now, the W is OVER the D with a line between them. The
problem asked for the formula for finding volume. As you take the
letters from the magic circle, they will fall right into their proper
places and look like this:

Vas III

Turn to page 17A and continue the program.

(From page 14A)
19B

Yotir answer, no, is incorrect. Remember, universal attraction meansthat all matter attracts all other matter.- Therefore, we are bound tothe earth's surface by a certain force because of the attraction between
our bodies and the earth's sutface.
Now return to page 14A and select the correct answer.

(From page 220'
19C

Match the terms

I. Weight

2. Volume

3. Mass

4. Universal
attraction

5. Density

6. Inertia

ith the statements.

7. Porosity

8. Impenetrability

A.-All matter attracts all other matter

B. The weight of a unit volume of matter

C. Matter lacks the abAlity to either start.or
stop itself.

D. All matter is granular (space between parti-
.cies).

E. The measure of the amount of space which
matter occupies

F. The measure of the quantity of matter in a
body. It is constant.

G. The measure of the attractive force of the
earth for a body

H. No two objects can occupy the same place at
the same time.

CONTINUE ON PAGE 16B

19
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(From page 183)
20A

Draw the magic circle for weight, density,and volume, and write the for-
mulas for finding weight, density,and volume. ,tv

Magic Circle here: Fornulas here:

Turn to page 5, frame 11

(From'page 13A)
20B

Very good. Mercury is denser than water. Remember, we said that density.
is the weight of a unit volume of matter. The density of water (fresh)
is 62.5 pounds per cubic foot, whereas the density of mercury is
approximately 850 pounds'per cubic foot.
The next general property of,matter we will cover is inertia. According
to_Newton's law of inertia, a body continues in its state of rest, or
uniform motion, unless an unbalanced force acts on it. Iniother words,
-matter lacks the ability to either start or stop itself. .Some examples
of inertia are-- the inability to stop a speeding car when the brakes
fail and the inability of an aircraft to make.a carrier landing without
arresting gear; In the sketch shown below, the inertia Of the coin
(inability to start itself) allows us to flick the card from under it,
.and the-coin drops directly intoWthe glass.

I. 2.

Would inertia ever be a factor on your body if you were_a passen er rid-
ing in an automobile? Yes/No

Give an example.

Turn to page 21A

/q3



(From page 206)
,21A

Yes,it would. An example might be as follows: if you were a passenger

riding in a car traveling at 60 miles per hour and the car stopped

suddenly, what would be the actiOn of your body if you were not wearing

seat belts? ,According to the law of inertia a body in motion continues

in motion unless acted upon by an outside force. Therefore, your body

would be thrown forward ant:h?tigh the windshield. If the car acceler-

ated suddenly, the a ti

l

of your body would be being thrown against the

%aback of the seat. Th are both examples of inertia.

Porosity is the next general p perty of matter we will cover. All

matter is granular, that is, it has pace or pores between the particles.

The amount of space between the partic s depends upon the structure of

the material. In the sketch shown be w, notice that when a pint of

water and a iiint.of alcohol are mixedothey do not equal a quart of the

mixture.

WATER ALCOHOL MI XTURE

This would suggest that the alcohol partially fills the spaces between

the particles of water.

CONTINUE ON-PAGE 22A

21
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(From page 21A)
22A

To/i4ustrate the point more clearly, look at the illustration below.

COARSE
GRAVEL

SAND

itActotopc#601

V,24..pcOr
L0020.041
V:Z4V4.4'1aV
Ve'gMlits,rb,..

COARSE GRAVEL
AND SAND

well-Ci two similar containers, one filled with gravel and one filled
with sand, and if both of these containers were emptied into a larger
one, the container vith the sand and gravel mixture would not be com-
pletely full,because the sand would.fill the spaces between the gravel.
Could water seep through the cement foundation of a house? Yes/No

Why?

Contilue on page 17C

(From page 17C)
22B

Impenetrability of matter is shown in the illustration because the water
level rises. The object being lowered into the water takes some of the
water's space,which indicates that no two objects can occupy the same
place at the same time.

Continue on page I9C

22
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SELF-TEST

MATTER

1. Write the definition of matter.

2. List the three states of matter.

1.

2.

3.

3. Identify the state of matter by wkiting a G for gas, S for solid,
and L for liquid in the spaces provided between each set of diagrams,
showing the transfer,of states of matter from container number 1 to
container number 2. The lined area represents the space occupied by
matter. A

CONTMNER NO. I CONTAINER NO.2

a,,

e.

f.

4

[k]

23
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Mater the terms volume, mass, universal attraction, weight, density,
inertia, porosity, and impenetrability with the list of statements
describing these terms.

I. Weight

2. Volume

3. Mass

4. Universal
attraction

5. Density

6. Inertia

7. Porosity

8. Impenetrability

A. ll matter attracts all other matter.

B. The weight of a unit volume of matter.

C. Matter lacks the ability to either
start or stop itself.

D. All matter is granular (space between
particles).

E. The measure of the amount of s ace ,
which matter occupiei.

F. The measure of the quantity,6f matter
in a body. It is constan

G. The measure of the attractive force of
the earth for a body.

H. No two objects can occupy the same
place at the same time.

5. Draw the "I4agic Circle" for weight, volume, and density, and write
Elie correct formula for finding each of them.

Weight ----- Draw the magic circlethere

Volume ----

Densiity

6. Identify each of the following phrases or statements as an.element,
compound, molecule, or atom. Place the corrett name in the space

provided below the statement.

a. Matter that contains several different elements.

b. The smallest particle of an element that can combine with

other particles to form molecules.

c. Water, trees, dirt, and snow are all examples al

4

24
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d. Gold, hydrogen, and mercury cannot be redUced to a simpler sub-
stance by chemical means57-TEESi are known as

e. A substance thatwis broken down to the smal"1est particle possible
and still retains all the properties of that substance is a/an

f. Each particle that combines with other particles to form a mole-
cule is called a/an

4.0T

g. Matter that cannot be reduced to a simpler Substance by chemical
means is known as a/an

-

25
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The STUDY G DE AND WORKBOOK (SW) cmotains both SG and MB material
under one cover. The two training publications-are combined when the WB
-is not designed Zor you to write in, or when bqth SG and,WB are -issued
for,you to kee

The P OGRANNED TEXT (PT) presents information in,planned steps withprovisions or you to actively reepond to each step. You ire given
immediate nowledge of the correctness of each response. PTs may either
replade augment SGe and WBs..

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training materials in thefors f flow charts, block diagrams§ printouts, case problems, teblee,
fo s charts, and siPilar materials.

PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, WOXEOOKS, PROGNANNED, TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

//

Study Guides; Workbooksdprogrammed Texts and Handouts are training
publications authorized by Air/Training Command (ATC) for student uee inATC courses. / .

The sTuDy 0IDE (SG) resents the inf,rpition you need to completei(

.

the unit of instruction, or makes Assignments for you to read in other
publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB)/contains wotk procedures designed-to fielp you
achieve the.learning ob)actives of the unit of instruction. 'Knowledge
acquired fradusing the' study guide will help you perform the missioni
or exercises, solve tbe problems, or answer questions presented in the
workbook. . /

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. They
re updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used

, on the job as authoritative references in preference to Regulations,
/ Nanuals,or other official publications.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET

This assignment sheet should be used when:

40 You are to complete only a part of this text.

40 Your assignment within this text is divided into two or more
reading periods.

Your instructor will make assignments by identifying specific objectives,
text material, and review questions.

ASS I GN I.EN TS

OBJECTIVES
(by No)

TEXT MATERIAL
(by page and/or frame)

REVIEW qUESTIONS
(by No)

.

.

4

2 4



OBJECTIVES

1. Write the definition of matter.

2. Define a molecule.

3. State the composition of a molecule.

4. Define an atom.

5. List the three parts of an atom and state which parts form the

nucleus.

6. Write the name of the particle that has a positive (4.) electrical
charge and forms part of the nucleus of an atom.

7. Write the name of the particle that has no electrical charge (N)
and forms.part of the nucleus of an atom.

8. Write tne name" of particle found in an atom that has a negative

(-) electrical'charge.

9. Define a neutral atom.

10. Define a positively charged atom.

11. Given sketches of atoms, select.the atom(s) having a positive charge.

12. Briefly define a negatively charged atom.

13. Given sketches of atoms, select the atom(s) having a negative charge.

14. State briefly how the atomic number of an atom is determined.

15. Given sketches of atoms, determine the atomic number of each.

16. State briefly how the atomic weight (mass) of an atom is determined.

17. Given sketches of atoms, determine the atomic weight (mass) of each.

18. Define static electricity.

19. Explain briefly in writing how static electricity is produced.

20. List at least one (1) example of how static electricity is produced.

21. Write the law of charges that apply to static electricity.

2 4
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22. List at least two (2) hazards of static
to aviation.

23. List at least three (3) devices used in
hazards of static electricity.

electiricty that apply

aviation to reduce the

SUGGESTED READING TIME 106 MINUTES

2 4
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INTRODUCTION

Are you aware that sound, heat, light, electricityland radio waves are

really different from water, air, wood, glass, metalsoand stone? Sound,

heat, light, etc., are forms of energy, whereas water, air, wood, etc., are

composed of matter. When reduced to its simplest terms, our whole

physical universe is made up of just two things, energy and matter.

During this lesson on Atomic Structure and Static Electricity,we Shall

explore a little of both these subjects.

c'

Start program on.next page
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Pagel

i

,

1. Anything that occupies space and has weight is

referred to as matter.

The pencil you are writing with and the paper you
,

are writing on are classified as .

matter 2. Matter, besides being in solid form such as your

pencil, may also be in.either liquid or gas form.

Therefore, the air you breathe and the water you

drink are also classified as .

, matter

,

3. Matterstherefore, may be found in ree forms, which

are , , and

solids,
liquids,
gases

4. The chair you are sitting on is an example of

matterAathe solid form.

The ocean is an example (pi' matter in the

form.

liquid
1

.

,

5. Therefore, anything around us is an example of

matter in one form or anotherobecause it all

occupies space and hasyeight. Consequently, we

say that matter is anything that occupies

and has .

space.

weight

i

6. The definition of matter is:

1

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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Pa e 2

Anything that
occupies space
and has weight.

,

7.

/

If we could take some matter, any matter, and break

it down to the smallest particle we possibly could,

and when we had this very small particle it was

still the same substance that we started with we

would then have a molecule. Therefore, the very

smallest bit of glass that can still be identified

as glass is a glass .

molecule 8. The smallest particle of any matter that still

contains all the properties of tha.c, matter is a

molecule.

The smallest bit of water that can be identified as

water, is a water .

molecule 9.
1

Define a molecule:

The smallest
particle Of any
matter that
still contains
all the
properties of
that matter.

10.
.2,

Molecules are com osed of smaller partiles linked

\

to:ether. These smaller particles are known as

atoms. For example, we already know that the

smallest bit of water that contains all the

properties of water is a molecule. But if we were

to break down this molecule of water (11,0),we would

no longer have water, but instead we would have two

atoms of hydrogen (HO and one atom of oxygen (0).

Therefore, molecules are two or more

linked together.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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atoms U. If two or more atoms linked together form a

molecule, then we could say that a molecule is

composed of two or more linked

together.

atoms 12. Molecules,therefore, are composed of two or more

atoms together.

linked 1 . Molecules are composed of:

Two or more
atoms linked
togelper.

,

14.

4

All matter can be clas ified as either an element

or a compound.

As you have learned previously, an element is matter

that cannot be broken down to any simpler sub-

stance. Some examples of eleMents are: gold, iron,

hydrogen, oxygen.
(s.7.

Compounds such as salt, Sugar, paper, water are

substances fOrmed by a combination of elements.

(NO RESPONSE REQUIRED)

0

15. We said tilat water, which is a compound, is com-

posed of hydrogen and oxygen. Hydrogen and oxygen

are the elements which have combined to make the

compound of water (H2O). Sugar, which is a com-

pound, is composed of the elements of carbon,'
4

hydrogen,and oxygen. In this case, carbon,

hydrogenland oxygen are the which

combine to form the of sugar.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE



Apge 4

elenents

compound

16. If we were to take any of these elements, of whiCh

there are presently over 100 known, and tried to

break them down chemically, it would meet with

failure. As an example, no matter what is done to
)

the element of carbon, you get nothing but carbon

from it. The reason that carbon cannot be chemi-.

cally reduced to a simpler substance is that

carbon is an .

element

, c,

.

17. The smallest particle of any of th.se elements is

known as an atom.

An atom is the smallest particle of an element that

can combine with other atoms to form molecules.

Onemolecule of water (S20),thentwould be composed
.

of three ,
0 two hydrogen,and one oxygen,

atoms 18. An atom is defined as:

The smallest
particle of an.
element that
can combine with
other atoms to
form molecules.

19. All atom's are composed of a number' of parts. The

core or centermost part is knOwn as the nucleus.

The nucleus of an atom may be compared to the sun

in our solar system around which planets revolve.

The nucleus.also accounts for-almost all the weight

(mass) of an atom. In the sketch below, notice the
4--

resemblance of an atom to our solar system. )

ATOMIC

SZSTEM STRUCTURE
QSOLAR0 SUN NUCLEUS

0
The core or innermost part of an atom is the

cr

....

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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nucleus

Pa e,

20. The nucleus Of an atom contains two of the tiree

main parts of the atom.

proton and the neutron.

The two particles found in the nucleus of an atom

These two parts are the

are the and the

proton

neutron

21. The third part of the atom is the electron. The

electron revolves or orbits around the nucleus, as

shown in the sketch below.

NUCLEUS

ELECTRONS

The part of the atom whi orbits around the

nucleus is the

electron 22:,' The parts of the atom that form the nucleus are the

and and the

part which revolves around the nucleus is the

proton

neutron

electron

23. List the three parts of an atom.

1.

2.

3.

The nucleus is composed of the

and

efr

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE.,)
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Pa e 6
....

1. Proton 24. The proton, which is one of the particles found

2. Neutron in the nucleus, makes up part of the weight or

a. Electron mass of an atom.

proton

,

The proton, which makes up part of the weight or

neutron mass of an atom, is found in the .

nucleus 25. The number of protons found in the nucleus uGually

depends on the type of material in question. As an
_

example, gold has 79 protons in the nucleus.whereas

carbon has only. 6. As you can see.by theSe figures,

the weight of an element is partly'determined by the

protons, gold being heavier than crbon.
,

One of the particles found in the nucleus of an

atom that makes up part of the weight or mass is

the .

.si

proton 26. The proton has a positive electrical charge;
.

the symbol used for the proton is (4.).

Below is an example of how the symbol for the

proton is used when sketching an atom.
. ,

4+

1.-;-'

d

+4,

The 'proton is the particle found within the nucleus

of an atom that has a electrical

charge and the symbol is .

L---
.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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27. The particle found within the nucleus of,an atom,

that has a positive (+) electrical charge is the.

proton 28. The neutron is the other particle found in the

nucleus of an atom. The neutron, along with the

proton, formsalmost all the weight or mass of an

atom. Almost all the weight of an atom is found

in the , which is made up of

protons and

nucleus

neutrons

29. The neutron is ele rically neutral. It has

neither a positive or a negative electrical

charge and the s ol for the neutron is.N.

Shown'below is ./example of how the symbol for

7-- the neutrons would be used when sketching an atom.

NEUTRONS

The neutrbn is the particle found within the

nucleus of an atom that is electrically

and the symbol is

257
CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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neutral

N

,

,
.

/9

30. The name of the particle that has.no electrical

i

charge (N) and is found in the nucleus of an atom

is the . .

,

neutron

.

,

31. The third part of an atom is the electron.

Electrons are the particles that are in orbit

around the-nucleus. The following sketch shows how

.

the electrons might look in.relation to the rest of

the atom:

ELECTRONS .--,..4v. NUCLEUS

.

,

The part of the atom that orbits or revolves

Q
around the nucleus iethe .

electron

.

32. Earlier we said that almost all the weight of am atom

was found in the nucleus. The weight of an electron:

ia relation to ihe rest ofthe atom, is insignifi-

cant. In reality, an electron weighs about 1/1845

as =Oh as a proton.
< .

The weight of an is insignifi-

cant in relation to the overall weight of an atom.

y

_

CONTINUE og NEXT PAGE
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election

,

.

.

33.

,--

Electrons have a negative electrical charge;

the symbol for the electron is ( -). Shown below id
al

an example of how the symbol for the electron would

be used when sketching an atom.
,

N

L, ELECTRONS0lr

C
.

.
.

The electron is the part of an atot that orbits or

revolves around the nucleus. It has a

electrical charge/ the symbol being

,

negative

( -)

34. The name of the part of an atom that has a negative

electrical charge is the .

electron 35. Up to this point, we have been talking about the
individual parts ef an atom. Now let's combine all
these parts and see how an atom really looks. In
the sketchdof an atom shown below, note the
location of the various parts.

,

-A.

,.

-

,

-

Remember that the proton (+) and the neutron (N)
form the nucleus of an atom and the electrons (-)
are in orbit or revolving around the nucleus. In
the space provided, draw a picture of an atom having
five (5) protons, four (4) neutrons,and five (5)
electrons. -

..

,

.

.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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36. The orbits that the electrons make around the

nucleus are referred to as shells. _There may be

'any nUmber of these shells, up to seven (7)', each

shell having a number of electrons orbiting in it.

Below is an example. The atom shOwn is one of

nitrogen. Notice this atom-has two (2) shells, .

the outer one having five (5) electrons and the'

inner one having twci (2) electrons.

The paths in which the electrons" orbit are referred

to:as t

114

shells 37. As we already know,an atom may have a number of

shells with a nuMber of electrons orbiting in each

shell, bui under ndrmal conditions,the number of

electrons found in an atom will be the same as the

number of protons. II" other'words, normally, there

is one electron for each proton. In the sketch

shown43elow, assuming conditions are normal, there

should be how many electrons in orbit? (Circle

correct answer.)

a. 8 b. 16

47

CONTINUE ON NEXT.PAGE°
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. 8

. -

.

,

.

.

,

.

38.

.

Even though
p
under normal conditions, there should be

one electron for each proton, this does not have any

influence on the number of neutrons in the nucleus.

In some atoms,there may be the same number of

neutrons as there are protons, while in other atoms,

there may be more neutrons than protons. Some

examples of this are: Nitrogen 7 protons (4-) and 7
,.

neutrons (N), and gold 79 protons aand 118

neutrons (N). ,

Even though there may be more or less neutrons than

there are protons in an atom, under normal con-

ditions there should be one

for each

,

electron

proton

,

,

39. Since the proton H is a positively charged

.particle and the electron (-) is a negatively
,.,

charged
/
particle, the atom under normal conditions

should be electrically neutral. Atoms,then, under

normal conditions,are said to be electrically

,

neutral

,

,

4 . The reason that under normal cofiditions atoms are

said to be electrically neutral is that there are

the same number of protons as electrons and the

positive electrical charges of the protons balanCe

out the negative electrical charges of the'electrons.

Therefore,a neutral atom is one that has the same

numbeiof as

are

2 6

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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protons

electrons

41. A neutral atom is one that

has the same
number of
protons as
electrons.

42. Now that we know what a neutral atom is, let's talk

about a positively charged atom. A positively

charged atom is one having a deficiency (fewer) of

electrons. If an atom has fewer electrons than

protons,it would be charged.

positively 43. Atoms having a positive charge are the result of an

atoM losing one or More of'the orbiting electrons.

In some atoms, the electrons that are in the shell

farthest from the nucleus are very loosely bound to

the nucleus and,therefore, are comparatively free

to move from atom to atom. The electrons that move

from atom to atom are called free electrons. Elec-

trons that move comparatively easily from atom to atom

are

free electrons 44. Because these free electrons are able

to move from atom to atom, we find then that it is

possible to have an atom that is deficient in elec-

trons. In other wordsif we had a neutral atom, and

it lost one or more of its electrons; then the atom

would be deficient in electrona or it would have

fewer electrons than protons.

An al.om having a deficiency of electrons is one that

4;las ele rons than protons.

CONTINUE ON)NEXT PAGE
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fewer 45.

.

Now we already know that protons have a positive

electrical charge and electrons have a negative

electrical charge. If we had a nedtral atom (one
u

having the same number of protons as electrons) and

it lost one or more of its orbiting electrons, then

the result would be an atom having a deficiency of

electrons, or fewer electrons than protons, which

in turn would result in a positively charged atom.

Therefore, a positively charged atom is one having

a deficiency of .

electrons 46. Write the definition of a positively charged atom.

An atom having
a deficiency of
electrons.

a

,

t5-

,

i

47. Keep in mind,now,that a positively charged atom is
one having a deficiency of electrelps. Shown below
is a sketch of what a positively charged atom might
look like.

CD CD%

I j1.

. .

..

..,

o
Notice there are six (6) protons in the nucleus, but
only five (5) electrons in orbit. This,then, is a
positively charged atom, because it has a deficiency
of electrons. In the space provided below, draw and
label a positively charged atom.

..,E4

0.

.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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48. From the sketches shOwn below, select the atom(s)

having a positive electrical charge.

OR

EQUIVALENT

A

A & C 49. Up tc this point,we have been talking about neutral

atoms and positively charged atoths; now let's find

out what a negatively charged atom is. A negatively

charged atom is one having an excess of electrons

(more electrons than protons). If an atom d more

electrons than protons,it would be

charged.

negatively 50. Earlier we talked about free electrons moving from

atom to atom. Well, if one or more free electrons

moved to an atom that was neutral, in other words,

one having the same number of pr tons as electrons,

the result would be an'atom having an excess of

electrons, or more electrons than protons. If a

free electron moved to an-already neutral atom, the

result mould be'an atom with an of

electrons.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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excess
0

51. Therefore, if an atom has an excess of electrons

(electrons being negatively charged), the result

would be an atom having more negatively charged

electrons than positively Charged protons, and in

turn the entire atom would have a negative charge.

If an atom:has more electrons than protons, it is'

Qsaid to be charged.

negatively
.

52. Define a negatively Charged atom.

An atom.having
an excess of
electrons.

*,

53. Rememberonow, that a negatively Charged atom is one

having-an excess.of electrons. Shown below is a

sketch of what a negatively charged atom might look

like.

CD

010-

.,...:w

CD

Notice there are five (5) protons in the nucleus,

but there are six (6) electrons in orbit. This,then,

is a negatively charged atomtbecause there is an

excess of electrons.

In the space provided, draw and label.a negatively

charged atom.
,

6

CONTINUE ON PAGE
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I.

54. From the sketches shown below, select the atom(s)

having a negative electrical charge.

B &C 55. All elements are listed under what is called the

"Periodic Table of Elements". This is an orderly

Iarrangement of all t e elements in ascending atomic

number. This is what we are going to talk about

now. The atomic'number of an atom is determined by

the number of protons found in t4g.nucleus. Know-

ing the number of protons in the nucleus of an atom

will give us the atomic

number 56. Each element has an atomic number, which we said can

be determined by the number of protons in the'

nucleus. In the carbon atomrfor example,there are

six (6) protons. Therefore, the atomic number of

.carbon is six (6).

To determine the atomic number of an element,we can

count the number of in the

0. nucleus.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 266
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protons 57. State briefly how the atomic number of an atom is
determined.

ay counting
number of
protons int.he
nucleus.

58. Knowing the number of protons in the nucieu,tiwrip

will give us the abanic nomber of 4n atom. The.

atomic nuober of the atom shown below vould be:

(Circle correct answer.)

a. 8

b. 12

C. 24

d . 2

. 12 59. Determine the atomic number of each of the atoms
shown below.

4

A

Atomic Number Atomic Number

Cy7TIMJE ON NEXT PAGE
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A. 26

B. 13

v

60.

.

Along with the' fact that the elements are listed by

their atomic number, they are also listed in the

"Periodic Table of the Elements" by their atomic

weight or mass. To determine the atomic weight

(mass) of an elementsall that is necesSary is to

count the total number of particles (protons and

neutrons) found in the nucleus.

Counting the total number of particles (proton. and

neutrons) found in the nucleus of an atom will

determine the atomic .

weight (mass)

i

61.

.

For example: The copper atom has 29 protons'and ,

35 neutrons contained withih the nucleus. To

determine the atomic weight of copper,we simply add

the number of protons to the number of neutrons to

obtain the total number of particles in the nucleus.

The atomic weight (mass) of copper,thenswould be 64.

To determine the atomic weight (mass) of an element,

we must count the total number of

found in the nucleus.

particles
(protons,
neutrons)

62. The atomic' weight of an atom is determined by:

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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Counting total
number of
particles in
the nucleus.

63. If the atomic weight (mass) of an atom is

determined by finding the total number-of particles

found in the nucleus, the atomie weight of the

atom shown belcd. would be:

"221
Page 19

a. 26

b. 30

c. 14

d. 56

i. 56 64. From the sketches of atoms shOwn below, determinf2

the atomic weight (mass) of each.

A

Atomic Weight

1

Atomic Weight

26

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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A. 108

B. 201

65.

.........,

Now that we have covered the portion of the program
;

that applies to atomic structure*, let's find out

what atomic structure has to do with electricity.

No response required.

/'

/

f

66.

t
,

In the remaining portion of this program,we will be

learning abol)t the most ba5,i.c type of electricity,

which is static electricity (electricity at rest).

The next portion of this program is about

static
electricity

.

,

67.

.

,

The Occurrence of static electricity or electrifi-

cation can be observed in a number of ways. Yo,,

sometimes experience an annoying shock when you

touCh the door handle of an automobile after sliding

over plastic seat covers. You may feel a shock

after walking across a wool carpet and touching a

metal door knob or other metal object. The slight

---,

crackling sound that is heard when dry hair is

.

brushed and a tendency of sheets of paper to resist

separàtion.are other examples of the occurrence of

electricity. Static electricity or electrification

is the, process of producing an electric charge on an.

object.. The object is said to be charged with

electri ity. Because this charge is confined to the

object, t is-gait-to be an electrostatic charge.

Thus,sta ic'electricity is electricity at rest. No

response quired.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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,

68. The word "static" means not moving or at rest.

Therefore, static electricity means electricity at
I;

rest 69. Electricity that does not move ,is known as

. .

static
electricity

70. Static electricity is

electricity
at rest.

.

71. Static electricity is produced by friction. The

friction of one object passing across another object

will produce

static
electricity

(

72. Rubbing glass rod across a piece'of silk will

cause friction between the glass and the silk.

This will produce
. ,

static
electricity

73. To produce static electricitypyodhave to have

between two or more objects.

friction

j -

74. gow is static electricity produced?

,
By friction
between two
c- more objects.

,

.

75. We have already learned that friction etween glass

and silk would produce static electr city. Also,

the air passing over the skin of a, aircraft will

produce

.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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76. List one example of how static electricity is

produced.

Rubbing glass
across silk,
Air passing
over an air-
craft or
equivalent.

77.
,

Static electricity, even though it is at rest, will."

have some kind of a charge. This charge will either

,be positive or negative, depending on the amount of

electrons. The charge will depend on the amount of
,

electrons 78. If our object is positively charged,it will have a

deficiency of electrons. Which of the two objects

below is positively charged?

SILK
....-

i

-h k

GLASS ROD___

glass rod 79. If two objects are positively charged,they will

repel or push each other away. This is the first
w

law of charges. Like charges will

repel 8 . The first law of charges is:

4

$

-

-----

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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Like charges
repel

81. The second type of charge is the negative charge.
.0

An objedt is said to have a,negative charge if there

is an excess of electrons. If an object has an

excess of electrons.vit is charged.

negatively 82. Whichf the two objects below has a negative

charge? . a

..i. .4. sai(

GLASS RODINIIIM IMMO 4111

The silk

,

8 .. The second law ok charges is': Unlike dhirges

attract. If jou had two objects, one negatively

charged and the other positively charged, what would

happen?

f*-1-e-41

Jr,

They would
attract each
other.

84. The r7econd law of dharges is:

. .

.

..

2 :J.

CTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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Unl.Ore charges
attract.

,

85. Usually,these two laws are written as one. This

is: Like charges repel, unlike charge6 attract.

Write the law of charges that apply io static -

electricity.

,k

-

Like charges
repel, unlike
aarges attract.

.

86.

.

We already know that if two objects are charged, one

positive and the other negative, these dbjects will

attract each other. When these two objects are

brought togetherthe charges wlittry to equalize

,--

out. When this happensythere will be a small spark
L,

.

.between the two objects. This spark is the hazard

of .

static
electricity

87.

..

Static electricity,.although of no practical value

in aviation,kis always present as a thazard. Static

electricity around aircraft is always a .

hazard

it

88. The'small spark that is the hazard of static elec-.

tricity could,and'sometimes does,cause fires. The

greatest hazard of static electricity around air-

craft is .

fire
,

,

89. Fire,of course,is the gieatest hazard of static

electricity. Static electricity will also cause

radio interference and it could also shobk you.

The three hazards of static electricity are:
.

) d

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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fire, shock,
and radio
interference.

J

_
,

90. Now that we know what the hazards of static elec-
. ,

tricity are, and, we also know that static elec-
,

tricity is of no practical value to us, we must now

learn how to guard against static electricity. No

response reqUired.

.

,

91. There are several!devices used.to reduce

of'static eledtricity. The first is the

wire. The first device we axe going to learn

the hazards

grounding

about

.is the
.,

. .

grounding wire
_

.

92. A grounding wire is a conductor used to'connect an

object to the earth to eliminate static dharges..

'the chain hanging off the back of 4 gasoline truck

0 is an example of a .

,,.

grotinding wire ,

,

,

,

.. . .

.

. .

93. .A grounding wire is used to connect airplanes
.

TUel trucks to the earth'during refueling.

drawing 4n thih frame,there are four (4)
..

wires being used. Which of the labeled lines
..

represent grounding wires?
.

HOSE

and

In the

grounding
.,

,

NN\
E , \

. MB.

. \

atigillellik
..!Fmmvo

AROUND
. ..

. 4 ,

..

-'p...,

.

,

2,73
o
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A, B, Cp & D 94., List the device used to connect an object to the

earth.

grounding wire 95.

ilk

The next device used to connebt an aircraft to the

ground is the static conductor tire. The device,

that grounds the aircraft during landings is the

2

static conductor
tire

96. The static conductor tire is a tire with powdered

carbon mixed in, with the rubber. The carbon is what

grounds the airplane. A tire with carbo in it is

called a 1t

static conductor
tire

.

97. List the two devices used to reduce the hazards of

static electricity that we have covered So far.

and

.

. ,

Grounding wire

Static conductor
tire

.

98. The next device is the bonding wire; A bonding wire
,

is a conductor that is used to connect parts of a

plane that are normally insulated from each other.

To connect a part to an,aircraft so no buildup 6f

charges would occur, a,

would be used.

bonding wire

-

99.

,

Usuallylradios are installed in aircraft on rubber
... 0

.

mounts.. The 'rubber mount.insulates the radio from

the aircraft. This is one case where a

would be used.

...,.

co Ipug ON NEXT PAGE
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bonding wire

,

100. List the devices used to connect parts of a plane ,

that are insulated from each Other.

. .
. ,

_

bonding wire

.,

)1,
.

101. The last device is the statid dischar:er. The

static- disdharger is a rubbercovered cotton wick

impregnated with graphite. A cotton wick that is

impregnated with graphite and covered with rubber

a ..is

static
discharger

.

102. The static discharger is attached to the trailing

edge of wings, rudders, and elevators. There are

as many as necessary installed on an aircraft. The

device inStalled on the trailing edge oe an aircraft

wing is a .

static
'discharger

103. The static discharger has a sharp point on the end

and this gives the excess electrons a path to flow

off the aircraft. To permit a rapid discharge of

electrons,the

.
.

has a sharp point on the end.

,

static
discharger

-

104. The main purpose of a static discharger is to elimi

nate the static charge that iS built up during

flight. To eliminate the charge on an aircraft

during flight,a

is used.

.

A

277
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105. List the device used to eliminate static charges on

t

an aircraft during flight.

.
.

.

.

static
discharger

i
0.

a

Now, let's reviell all we have covered on atomic

structure,am4 atatic electticity.

106e Anything that occupies space and has weight is

referred to as .
.

matter 107.
b ,

Matter may be found in three (3) forms and these

are
) , and

solids,
liquids,
gases ,

108. Matter,then,is anything that space

and has

occupies

'weight

109. .The smallest particle of any matter that still
s

contains all the properties of that matter is a

molecule 110. The.smallest bit,of water that can be identified as

water is a water

rolecule 111. Therefore, a molecule is the

particle of any matter th& still contains all the

of that matter.

,

smalle.::t

pnTertie

p

ll:'. Mole-uieL; are.(:omposed,of smaller partiles linked

tocet.ner. The2e omaller Tiarti.;:le:; aro known as

. .

CCITTINUE ON NE4. PAGE
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atoms 113. Two or more atoms linked together will compose a
0

7

molecule 114 Molecules,therefere,are composed of two or more

atoms together.

linked

&

11 .

.

The smallest particle of any element is known as an

.

atom 11 . Therefore,an atam is the smallest particle of an

element that can combine with other atoms to form

molecules

,

117. An atom is composed of three (3) parts,which are the

-4,.. , y and .

proton , ,

neutron
electron

118. The two particles found in the nucleus of an atam

are the and the

proton

neutron

119.

fr-

The name of the particle found,in the nucleus of an'
,

0

ttom that has a positive electrical charge is the

,.

..

proton 120. The proton has a positive electrical charge and is

found in the of an atom.

nucleus' 121. The name of the particle found in the nucleus of an

40
atom that is electrically neutral is the

4,4
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neutron
,

122. The neutron has no electrical charge and it is

found in the
52(

of an atom.

%
,

t

nucleus 123. Thename of the particle that has a negative elec-
.

/r
trical charge a,pd is in orbit around the nucleut.;

of an atom is,i6le .

N

electron

.

124. The.electron has a negative electrical charge and is

99.ndvin around the nucleus of an atom.
,

orbit 125. An atom having the same number of protons as elec-
e

trons is said to be a atom.
, ,

neutral

.

/ -

126. A neutral atom is one having the same number of

as .

protons

electrons,

127. An atom having a deficiency of electrons is said to

be a charged atom.
.

positively la. A positively charged atom is offe having
.

electrons than protons.
.

fewer or less

..

129. An atom having an excess ofeplectrons is said to be

a rsj charged atom.
,

negatively 130. 4 negatively charged atom is one having

electrons than protonS.

..

more

A

.

A131. In we counted the number of protons in the nucleus

of an atom,this would give us the atomic .

/

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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number 132. Therefore, the atomic 'number of an atom can be

determined by'counting the number of

in the nucleus.
. ..,

protons 133. By counting the total number of particles found in

the nucleus of an atom, this would give us the ,-

1
atomic .

..

c,

weight

,

134. Therefore, the atomic weight of an atom is

a f

determined by counting .

i,

in the nucleus.,found

q

all or total
number of
particles

,

-

135. Statirelectricity is electricity at

,

.
-

I

rest 136. Static electricity is produced by
-

friction

41.

137. List one example of how static electricity is

produced.
.

, .

Rubbing a glass
rod with silk or
equivalent.

1.

138. Write the law of-aarges that apply to static
' b

.electricity.

. ,

Like charges
repel, unlike.
charges attrat.

139. List the hazards of static electricity ardUnd'air-
i

craft. .

0

.

- ,

r

281
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Fire, shock,
'and radio
interference.

140. list the devices used to reduce the hazards of

static electricity around aircraft.

Grounaing wire,
bonding wire,
static dis-
charger, static
conductor tire
(any order)

141. This is the end of your lesson on Atomic Structure

and Static Electricity,If there -is anything you

did not understand, refer-back to the page or pages.

covering'that subject. Finally,return to the

objectives on pages ii and iii, ana ityou think44

4oll can do what they require of you, then you are

ready for the Self-Test.

1,6

'42

'CONTINUE ON NEXT,PAGE
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ATOMIC STRUCTURE
AND

STATIC ELECTRICITY

SELF-TEST

1. Write the definition of matter..

0 A molecule is defined as:

3. State the composition of a molecule.

4 Ilrite the definition of an atom.

5, The three parts of an atom arei

1.

2.

3.

The nucleus is Composed of4which parts?

. The name of the particlesthat forms part of the nucleus of an atom
and has a positive electrical charge (+) is the

,7. 'Write the name of the particle that forms part of the nucleus of an
atom and has no electrical charge (N).

4.

8. The name of the particle found in an atoth that has a negative
electrfCal charge (-) is

9. Briefly define a neutral atom.
4

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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10. A positively charged atom is one defined as:

11. F...om the sketches of atoms shown below, select the'atom(c) which have

a positive ele.:trical charge.

A

Write your selection(s) here.

12. The definition of a negatively charged atom is:

13. F:.cm the sketches or atoms shown below, select t
a negative electrical charge.

A

Write your selection(s) here.

atom(s) which have

14: State briefly how the atomic number of an atom-is determined.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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ches of atoms shown below, determine the-atomic number

. State briefly how the atomic weight (mass) of an atom is te_ ned.
A

From the sketches of atoms shown below, determine the atomic weight
(mass) of each.



18, Define static electricity.

19. Explain briefly, in writing, how static electricity is produced.

20. List at lfast one example of how static electricity is produced.

21. Write the law of charges that apply to static electricity.

22.. List at least two hazards of static electricity that apply to

aviation.

23. List at least three devices used in aviation to reduce the hazards

of-static electricity.

A

A

41%
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, WORKBOOKS', PROGRAMED TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study Guiees, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts are training
publications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) for.student use'in
ATC cotiises.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to compLete
the unit Ofinstruction, or makes assignments for you to read ia other .

publicationi which contain'the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. KnoWledge
acquired from using the study guide will help yam perform the missions
or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the
workbook.

- The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WS materiel,
under one cover. The two training publications are combined when the WE
is not designed for you, zo write.in, or whin both SG and WB are issued
for you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents information in plunked step* with
provisions for,you to actively respond to each step. You are gives
immediate knowledge of the correctness of each respoese. Pre may either
replace or augment SGs and WBs.

1

The HANDOUi, (HO) contains supplementary traiaiss materials in ths_L
form of flow charts, block diagrams, printouts, case problems, tables,
forms, charts, and similar materials.

_ t
$ .

.
.

Training publications are deiigned for'ATO course use wkly. The7
are updaied as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used
on the job. as authoritative references in preference to Regulations, -

Manuals or other official Publications.'
.

.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET

This assignment sheet should be used when:

You are to complete only a part of this text.

411 Your assignment within this text is divided into two or more
reading periods.

4.

Your instructor will make asignments by identifying specific objectives,
text material, and review questions.

OBJECTIVES
(by No)

TEXT MATERIAL
(bY linee and/or frame)

- REVIE14 QUESTIONS
(by No)

,

q. .

.

,

,

1
.

,--

,

.

,

.

k $

(

t.

.

4

r

*
13

4

0
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WORK
2

POWER AND ENERGY
k

(Electrical)

OBjECTIVES:
0

1. State the basic formula for electrical pOwer.

2. State the unit of measurement for electrical power.

3. State the relationship of horsepower to watts.

4. Given Selected values of Iroltage, current andOr resistance,

solve for electrical power in watts and horsepower.

3. Define efficiency.

6. Given power in and power out, solve for the efficiency of a
motor.

./

FORMULAE FOR WORK, POWER, AND ENFRGY

1. Electrical power = volts x amperes

2. Electrical horsepower - 746,watts

P=ExI

4. P = I
2
R

E
2

3. P =
R

6

ut
6. Efficiency

outnx
100

input

SUGGESTED READING TIME 60 MINUTES

ii
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Page 1

Whenever an-dleetric current tlows through a resistance, heat.is

generated. Heat is a form of enerGy and, since energy cannot be crea,ted

the heat must be produced by a conversion of energy from the electric

energy to the form of heats energy.
\

The soldering iron with which you havebeen working conveits

electrical energy to heat energy. In this case,we *use the heat energy
k

to do work. The lights in this'roomevonvert electrical eriemy to

light energy. A motor converts electrical enc.,,y io mechanical energy.

And a generator converts mechanical energy to electrical energy.

In our study of mechanical work, powerand energy,we learned-that

?

,power is the time rate of doing work'or consuming energy.

The formula for solving the amount of power used is:_

work
Tower =

t e
page 3A

Power = work.x time. page 5B

tt

c

1B

YOUR ANSWER: The wattthensis the time rate for-doing electrical,work.

Yes, this is true. But this answer is not thd most c i rrect

answer.

Return to page 3k and select the answer that tells a more complete

story than this one does:



Parze 2

2A

YOUR ANSWER: Watt,

Quite right.

( When we say that 746 watts equal one horsepower, we mean tnat the

power consumed by an electrical device may be expressed in equivalent

horsepower.

For example: Consider "the.powerconsumed by a large motor that

draws 125 ampTs from a 600-volt circuit.

P = E x I = 600 x 125 = 75,000 watts.

This may be expressed in equivalent hor4power as

75P00Natts
746 (watts in 1 VW

1 is 3 AMPS

011.11111111110

= 1001.2 hp*

E a I2Volts RI4

How much powet is consumed in the circuit above?

36 watts. page 4A

12 watts, page 6B

.1"

1Nc

2,4 7



3A

YOUR ANSWER: Power

Right .

work
time

Page. 3

The unit of electrical power is,the WATT, named after James-Ttiatt.
.

One watt of power equals the,work done in one second by one volt of
7

potential difference in moving one Coulomb of charge. Since one coulomb

per second is an ampere, power in watts equals the proluct of amperes

times volts. Tbus:

Power in watts = volti x amperes

or

P =ExI
Where-P is power in watts, B is voltage and I is the intensity of

current flow.

.The watt then is:

the'time rate for doing,electrical work.. page 1B

.the time rate for consuming electrical ene gy, page 6A

both the,above. page 5A
N\

I

3B

YOUR ANSWER: 400 watts.

Our answer to your answer. ,How come?

You have alrea.dy solved a similar proiolem, using the formula

P,= E x I, or you couldn't have gotten to the preceding page. Once

0 more, P = E x I, NOT P = IR.

With the formulaP=ExIfirmly in your mind return to page 4A

and solve for the correct answer.

2 9
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Page L.

YOUR ANSWER: 36 watts.

Very good. 'P =ExIand don't you forget it.

. 0 4
( Let's try another one.

How much power is consumed in the circuit?

page 7A25 watts.

100 watts. page'3B

a 200

4B

YOUR ANSWER: P =

Right you are.

andP = E x I. = 12.R.

1 E2

P =

Now, solve thia problem.

A certain circuit consumes 600 watts of power from a 200-volt

source.

What is the current flow in the circuit?

3 amperes. pace 8B

120,000 amperes. page 10A

0.

4t7
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Page

YOUR ANSWER: Both the above.

Very good.

Electrical power is -he time.rate a which charge is forced to move

by voltage This is why the power in watts is equal to the product of

volts and amperes. Thus, the basic power formula is P = E x I.

For example, when a 6-volt battery produces 2 amps.in a circuit,

the battery is producing 12 watts of power.

The voltage states the amount of work per unit of charge, and the

current includes the time rdte at which the charge is moved.

,There is a furtlier example Of the relationship'betWeen electrical

power and mechanical power in the fact that

746 watts = 1 horsepower = 550 ft.-lbs. per second.
A

'The unit for the amount of power consumed in a circuit is the

watt, page

volt. sis6A8A

4

5B

YOUR ANSWER: POwer = vork x time.

Come, come now.

Power is thetilie rate for doing work or consuming energy.

When we talk about the rate of something, we are going to divide

that "spmething" by time. For example: If You drov, 200 miles in

5 hours, you would have to divide 200 by 5 tofind out how many miles-

per-houx= you were travelling. There are any other such "rates",

such as miles-per-gallon, gallons-per-minute, or in our case,. salary-

per-month. These are all "rates", same quantity per unit of time.

Return now to page lk and seleq;, the,corre4 answer.

2 9
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Page 6

6A

YOUR ANSWER: The watt,then,is the time Tepte for Consuming electrical
energy.

You are Correct,,as far as you have gone. But you seem to have

forgotten one very important ppint. Before energy can be consumed,

.work must be done.

Now, go back to page 31k and select the moreCbrrect answer.

6B

YOUR ANSWER: ..12 watts.

No.

The formula for power is P E X I,NOT P I x R.

Once more, electrical power is the time rate at which Charge is

forced to move.by voltage. This is why the power in watts is equal to

the product of volts and amperes. The basic power formula is P = E x I.

Let 's return to page a and, so the orrect answer,

6c

Yom ANSWER: 100 watts.

Wrong.

With the formula written right on the problem page, you still

won't use it. Come on now, let's get down to the business atvhand.

P = E x I,not P = IR.- Get this formula straight in your mind) you will

be using it fo; a long time to come.

Now, let's go back to'page 7A and solve the problem correctly.

2 9 (r,*



7A

YOUR ANSWER: 25 watts. .

Right. P is still equal to E x I.

What is the power consumption in the circuit?

10, watts.

100 watts.

page 9A

page 6c

Page 7
vaimmoissur

2
YOUR ANSWER: P a E x I.

Well, at least you remembered the badic power formula. fo

But you were asked, which formula you would use-to solve for

power, if voltage and resistance of the circuit wire known.

, We just gave you the formula on the preceding page: P

Here is an explanation as to

in our basic,power formula.
E

for ",I" in the basic power

how we arrive at this formula. PaExI

I a in Ohm's law. We can SUbstitute
E2

law, thus, PaExit-or.P

Now, 6 back to page 9A and select the correct answer.

4.

2 9 .
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Page 8

8A

YOUR ANSWER: Volt.

You are not correct.
#

Earlier in your studies of baSic electricity, you were told that

the "vOlt" is a unit of electrom9&;e force. Now suppose you pushed

against the wall, surely you are applying a pressure, but unless you

,

moved the wall, you could not do wotk; thus, no work, no time_rate

for doing work. The same is true of an electrical plug in the wall.

We know that there is approxfinately 110 volts available there, no

volts of electromotive force-Feady and able to do e3ectrical work,

but unless we use this voltage to'make current flow9 no electrical

work can be done; thus, no power can be consumed.

Return to page SA and'select the correct answer.

8B

YOUR ANSWER: 3 amperes.

Very good. Zust a little transposition of our basic power law

. -

P E x I. I = E- and E = y

T=ExI P = I2R
'EP=

A certain soldekingoygn_offers 200 ohms ef resistance to 3 amperes

of current flOw. The power used,then4is P = I2R = 3 x 3 x 200 = 9 x 200

=.1800 watts.

Bbw much power is consumed by a circuit that has .5 ampere of

current flowtng through a resistance of 500 ohms?

, 125 watts.

250 watts.

page 11A

page 13A



9A

YOUR ANSWER: 10 watts.
.1

Good. YoU are remembering that P = E x I-in our basic pbwer law.

Aen eurrent flows in a resistance, heat is prbduced. The heat

energy is evidence that power is_Used in producing current in a resist-.

Flee. The powerts generated by the source of applied voltage and con- -

Sumed in theeresistance in the form,of heat.

It is converlient,then,to,have a.power formula to express power in

watts in terms of resistance.

For current:

For voitade:.

P = I2R
E2

P

P=ExI =.6 x 2 = 12 watts

P46
-I I, 0.

I2R = 4 x 3 ='12 watts
2,

3.0. E2Es6v 3
P = 36 = 12 watts

R

te

#
If *YOU knew the voltage mid resistance in a circuit) whieh formula

would you use to solve for power:

page 1443

page 7B

211

YOUR ANSWER :

Again, we

750 wat&

answer your answer with, not quite.-

The formula again is P = 12R, not P = IR) you forgot to square I

in your solution.

-Go back to page 11A and try again.

a

3 u u



Page 10

10A

YOUR AMMER: 120,000 amperes. \

(-Holy Mackerel there. What Size conductor do you suppose we would

have to kiave, to carry thi amount of current?
4_

This is just a little transpOsition of our basic:power formula. .We

were given a power consumption of 600 watts from'a 200-volt 4ource and

asked to solve for current (I). O. K.;let's see how'itt done.

1. Correct formula: P = E x I.

2. 600 2oo x 1.

3. Divide:both sides by 200 thus,

600 :200

200
. x I. The 200's on the right side cancel each other,

600
and we have I

= 200

Return:to page 4B and try again.

4

10B

YOUR,ANSWER:. E = I.x R.

Oh come on,now. 411 through this lesson,we have been dealing

directly with Ple basic pdwer formula. And whe we ask you to identify

,the power formula, you give us E = IR,which is Ohm's law.

'LeVS get serious aboa this business and pay attention to what

r".."
'.''you are reading.

Return to page 16k and seleet the correct answer.



Page 11

11A

YOUR ANSWER: 125 watts.

Right.

Remember, P = E x I;

"
E
2

R

Now much power,is consumed ini6e above circuitT,'

375 watts.

750 watts.,

page 14A

page 9B

133

YOUR ANSWER: 'Both the above.

Very good.

We said earlier that 746 watts vas equal to one horsepower. Now,

let's solve a problem using equivalent horsepower.

In a certain circuit,we have a voltage source of 373 volts

supplying 4 amperes of current. How much power is 'consumed by the

circuit'in (a) watts and (b) horsepower.

(a) 1492 watts.

(sh) 2 horsepower.
A

4 (a) 93.25 watts.

(b) .11 horsepower.

page 17A

page 12B



Page 12

12A

YOUR ANSWER: (A) P = 50,000 watts. (B) P = 1,000,000 watts.

Wrong. But let's see why you are wrong.

First, you did not use the correct formula. With voltage and
E2

resistance khown, we use the formula P = . Not P = which you

_used in both problems.

Problem (A)

Problem (B)s.

E
2

P =

P = 50 x V366

2500
P =

1000

2
E

100
P 100 x

10,000

10,000a -
10,000

?

Complete these problelmal then continue on page I6A.

12B

YOUR ANSWER: (a) 93.25 watts. (b) .11 horsepower.

You are not correct.

=IN

First of all, P = E x I, not P

You have solved for horsepower correctly, however; let's try again.

1. P=ExI
2. P = 373 x 4 = ? watts

watts
3. HP = ? hp.

746 (watts/hp) 21

After solving this problem correctlylcontinue on page 17A.

V



Page 13

1,21

, YOUR ANSWER: 250 watts.

Not quite.

Again, the values given here, current flow at .5 ampere through a
)

resistance of 500 ohms.

Let's see how we solve this proplen.

-1. Use the correct formula: P a I2R.

2. P .5.x .5 x 500

3. P a .254x 500

4. P m ?

We.arrive at the formula P a I2.B by using Ohm's law once again.

P E x I'in our basic power law. E IR in Ohm's law. Substituting

IR for E in our power formulalwe get P IR x I ot P a I2R.

Return to page 8B and solve for the correct answer.

0,11
2..E

YOUR ANSWER: Ohms.

True. But you seem to be forgetting that heat is generated when

current flows through a resistance. Beat being energy, it must have

been created, in this case by the conversion of electrical ener&to

heat energy. How much heat the resistor can consume before it Will Char

or crack depends a lot on its phisical size, especially With the carbon

resistor; the larger it is, the more beat it can absorb ana give utc. SO

not only do we have to know the ohmic value, but we must also know,,how
#

much current and voltage it will handlelsince P a E x I.

With this in mind,continue on page 18A.

r7
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Page 14

14A

YOUR ABSWEB: 375 watts.

VerY good. P E x I. P I2R. P a E
2

( Solve for P in the following circuits:

(A)

Ea 50 V

(B)

(A) P = 2.5 watts.

(B) P 1 watt.

(A) Pe7 50,000 watts. .

(B)4411000',000 watts.

R 101000 IL

page 16A

page 12A

3 05



Page 15

YOUR ANSWER: Watts.

You are partiA1,Y correct.' But you selm to forget the unit of

.measurement for all opposition to current flow.

Resistors are devices whidh offer a specified_amoutt of opposition

tO current flow.

Don't forget that residtors are rated nOt only in watts, but also

in their ohmic value.

Continue on pdge I8A.

1

15B a

YOUR ANSWER: 128.7 Per cent.

4You have erred in two ways.

First, you, were told that no machine is ever 100 per ceht efficient.

Second, you didn't pay any attention to the formula for efficiency.

Once more, the formula_for efficiencys

Efficiency =.
out t

x 100.

Now, let's solve the prob em. We have a 1-hp motor which requires

960 watts input power:

=1. Efficiency altELA x 100.
input

(watts/hp).
2. Put 1.n known values. Efficiency =

_Efficiency = per cent.

After solving this.problem correctlyicontinue on page alik.
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Page 16

'4r

YOUR ANSWER: (A) P = 2.5 watts.

(B) P = 1 watt.

Right you are.

Electrical-lamps aid

devices that are rated in

dicates the rate at which the device converts'-electrical energy (power)

into another form of energy, such aslight and heat.

For exwmple, a 100-watt lamp will produce a brighter light than a

75-watt lamp, because it converts more electrical energy into light

energy.

Electric soldering irons are of various wattage ratings, with the

high wattage irons changing more electrical energy to heat energy than

those of low wattage ratings.

Rather thah indicate a device's ability to do work, its wattage

rating may indicate the device's opeFating limit. These power limits

generally are given as the maximum or minimum safe voltages anci currents

to which a device maybe subjected. However, in cases where a deiice

is not limited to any specific operating voltage, its limits are given

directly th watts.

The basic power formula is:

= E x I.

E = I x R.

soldering irons are e3901.p1es of electrical

watts. The wattage rating of a device in-.

vzi

page 18A

'page 10B



Page 17

1 2-2YOUR ANSWER: (a)
(b)

You are correct.

Remeiber a1vey5

Let's review

1.
.

/r-
1492 watts.
2 horsepower.. %

9
:

l'to use thi formula provided, and you can't go wrong.

ourOrudy of electrical power.

Tbe unit' for power consumed In a circuit is the .

._

watt 2. Tbe basic power formula is'P al x .
,

P 22ExI 3. P =ExIis the basic formula for

power . With current and resistance loiown in avcircuit, power

consumption can be found by using the formula P = -

,

P Is I5 5.

0
)

With voltage and resistance known in a circuit, power

consumption can be'found by using the formula °

P = .
,

S.

+ R% 6. One horsepower i's equal tc? watts.
,

7. 746 watts is equal to one .

ohorsepower 8. Power is the rate for consuming energy.

time 9. Power il the product of voi,tage and 7

and its unit is the

,

current

watt

10. The power formula can bwritten in several separate

forms. Underline the form in Which it eannotVhe written.
E2 0

a. P = EI. b. P =R c. P = IR. 'd. P = I-R.
_

P = IR

5 ,

Continue on e 19A
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Page 18

18A

-^"R ANSWER: P = E x I.

That is correct. P=ExIand don't-you forget,it.

A resistor is an example of a device'whase limit is given directly

in watts. It may be used in circuits with widely different voltages,

Upending on the desired current. However, the resistor has a, maximum

current limitation for each voltage applied to it. The product of the

resistor's voltage and current must not exceed a certiin wattage.

Thus, resistors are rated in watts, in adcation to their ohTic

resistance va;ue. Regstors of the same resistance value are available

in different wattage values. Carbon resistors, for example, are commonly

made in wattaRp ratings.of 1/3, 1/2, .11 and 2 watts. The larger the

phyiical size of a carbon resistor, the higher its wattage rating, since

a larger amount of material will absorb and give up heat more easily.

Resistors are rated in

watts. page 15A

ohms. 'page 13B

both the above.page liB

18B

Here are the correa answers.

a. 67.8 per cent.

b. 3300 watts.

c. 4.42 horsepower.

If :),:ar answersAo not agree, turn to page 23A for correct
solution.

If your answers do agree, turn to page 25A and continue.-

1S'
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Page 19

2.21

We have one more item.to learn before we come to the end of this

lesson. That item is efficiency.

All machines lose-some power by heat and friction. If theY

they would be 100 per Cent efficient and the output would be equal to

the input. For instance, suppose a one-horsepower motor only required

746 watts to operate at its rated horsepower. We know that one horse-

power is equal to 746 watts, so the output would equal the input and

the maor would be 100 per cent efficient. But NO machine is ever 100

per cent efficient.

To find out just how efficient an electrical device is, we use

this formula:

Eificiency
output (watts)

x 100.
input (watts)

Let us suppose we have a 10-horsepower motor connected to a 400-

volt source at 20 amps. The output-then is 10 x 746 (watts ia one hp)

or 7460 watts. The inPut is P = E x I = 400 x 20 = 8,000 watts. Now,

let's see'how efficient this motor is.
-A

Efficiency =
output

x 100,
input

rounded off 93.3 per(eent.-

Now you try one.'

.9325 x 100 = 93.25 per cent,or

What is the efficiency of a 1-horsepower mqtor that requires an

input of 960 watts?

77.7 per cent. page 2411A

128.7 per cent. page 15B

310



Page 20

20A

YOUR ANSWER: 77.7 per Ant.

Correct. We had an input of 960 watts and an output of one horse-

power. We were told that one horsepower is equal to 746 wattsjour

prbblem looks like this:
eP

output
Efficiency = x 100

input
0.777 x 100 or 77.7 per cent.

The balance of power222.3 per ceA.vis lost as heat or friction.

Heat and Friction Losses

(uonrr) 96413vs\- 100per cnt
In the figure above are pictured the p8-wer and the power losses.

If you follow the arrows through this picture, you will find the input

power is eletrical power. fEtp.lits up in the motori-going.in two

directions. The losses in the form of heat are radiated upward and the

output in the form of mechanical power is delivered to the shaft.

Now consider thii problem. We have a 5-horpepower raptor that

draws 20 amperes from a 200-volt circuit; what is the efficiency of

this motor?

22.3 per cent of power

Delivered
Power
746 w.

77.7 percent
(output)

\
93,25 per cent.

107.23 per cent.

5

page 22A

page 24A

3
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Page 21 n

234%

YOUR ANSWER: 373 watts. 4

Wrong. But 6 not despair) we will go over the problem with you.

Tbe problem again was to sblve for-the' input power of a 4-hp. motor

operating,at 80 per c9nt efficiency.

1. Use the correct formula; Efficiency =
output
input

x 100.

x 746 (atts/hp x 100.
2. Plug in.lalown 1ms. 80 -

4 w
input

3. Multiply both sides bi'"input": Thus,

4 x 746 x 100
80 x ampu-6 = x input.

input"

4. "input" on right side cancel out and we have

80 x input 4 x 746 x 100.

5. Divide both sides by 80.

861 x inRitt 4 x 746 x 1004thus,
-80 80

input
4 x 746 x 100

=
80

watts.

Complete the problem, then continue on page 26k.

3 .L >
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*Page 22

22A

YOUR ANSWER: 93.25.per cent.

You sere correct./

0

Now let's see how we could solve for the inpt power, if the

efficiency and output were known.

First, we will use the correct formulas

= allantx 160.
. Efficiency'

Now suppose that we had a 5-horsepower motor operating at 74.6per

cent efficiency.

1. Put into formula known values:

746 5 x 746 x 100
input

2. MUltiply both sides of the equation by_"input":

5 x 746 x 100
InPut x 74.6

Input
x input

Then, we have

Input.x 74.6 = 3730 x 100 . 373,000

Input = 371ef = 51006.watts

Nint you solve one.

4-horsepower motpt operates at 84).) Per cent efficiency; what is

the input power?
4

3730 watts. rage

373 wattt. page 21A



Page 23.

23A
c?

This is how the-problem should have been solved to obtain file

A,

correct answer:
,

* outputtatts
x 100.-1. Eificiency -

input wattsi
*

2. output = 3(hp) x 746 (watts/hp) = 2238 watts.

3. input power = E x I = 220 x 15 = 3300 watts.

2238
4% efficienc; = J75-00_x 100 = .678 x 100 = 67.8 per, cent.

5. To solve for equivalent horsepogir, simply divide the

input power (in watts) by 746 (watts per hp).

Thus:

33100

Now, continu on page 25A.

\der4
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Page 24

24A

YOUR ANSWER: 107.23 per cent.

We can't very well go along with your answer, since we already

hive told: you that machine is ever 100 per cent efficient.

Our problem is to solve for the efficiency of a'.5-hp. motor

drawing 20 amperes

i.

2.

3.

4

5.

from a 200-volt circuit. O. K., let's solve it.

P = E x I.

.P,= 200 x'20 . 4,000 watts.

Ef ficiency 221211 x 100.
= ' input

.5 x 746 (watts hP)Erficiency =
- 4,000 watts

Efficiency =

:c 100.

per Cent.

After you solve pis problem correctlyscontinue on page.2244

a
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1.

.

In our study of electrical power, we found that

the unit of measurement for electrical.power is

the . ..

watt 2. The time rate for consuming energy is .

power 3. The basic power formula is P = x .

P =ExI
f

4. If current and power in a circuit were knownam

could solve for voltage by using the formula E =

.

P
E = y

,

In a circuit where voltage and power are known, you

could solVe for current by using the formula I =
P.

We have two formulas with which to express power

in watts in terms of resistance; they are:

for current,P
)

for voltagesP = .

current. P=I2R
E2

.voltage. PIT-

7. Write the three formulas ror power.

P = P = P =

P =ExI
P =,I2R

E
2

_

P =
R

8. The ratio of power output to power input is

called .

.

,
C

efficiency 9.
1

fficiency is the ratio of power to .

output

input

10. The formula used to sOlve forjefficiency is,

efficiency = ' t

x 100, and is expressed in percentages.
.,

Continue On page 27A
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Page

26A

YOUR ANSWER: 3730 watts.

Very good.

just don't forget to use the correct formula. lbe correct formula'

will depend on the known factor's. By knowing the basic formula,

plugging in the known values a little-transposing,and you are in

business.

Let's solve another problon.

220 v
GENERATOR

AMMETER

3 hp
MOTOR

(a) What is the efficiencY of the 3-hp. motor in the abo4e

drawing? per cent.

(b) What is the input power in watts? watts.

(0) What is the input power in equivalent-horsepower? hp

TUrn to iiagà 18B for correct answer.



Pace 27

27A

11.

,

,

Wi-ite the formula for efficiency.

.

output

input
0

efficiency =

output

12.
)

.Writd the definition of efficiency.

x 100
input

Efficiency is
the ratio of

, power output
to power
input.

)

13. Write the definition of.electrical power. '

.

,

.

POwer is the
time rate for
consuming
energy.

14. This completes our study of electrical work,

power,and energy. In other words,this is the

/

D.

4

.

d

.

-

,

f

J

,

3 )
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REVIEW TEST ?OR WORKI POWER,AND ENERGY

(Electrical)

1. The basic formula for electrical power is: P =

2. The unit of measurement for electrical power is.the

3. One electrical horsepoWer is equal to watts.

4. In the figure below, how much power,is consumed by the circuit?

Ea28 v

watts.

5. In the figure below, how much power is consumed by the circuit?

watts.

R
1

i!1500.11.

In the figure below, how much power is consumed by the circuit?

E*20 v R *160011

3 1

watts.



Page 29

7. A certain generator supplies 373 volt '. to a load which is operating

at 4 amperes. What is the power consumed by the load in (a) watts,

-
and (b) in equivalent horsepower?

(a). watts

(b) horsepower

.8. The ratio of power output to power input is called

9. Write the L.mula'for per cent of efficiency.

10. What is the efficiency of the motor in the following ciredit?

EallOv

1:er cent:

j

I hp

A TC..1114.... AIM 'MX. -7311301

3 2
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ENERGY, OHM'S LAW, AND BASIC CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVES:

a

1. Identify statements pertaining to energy as either true or. false.

2. List the .three basic requirements for a simple circuit.

3. Given illustrations of elecirical symbols, label the components
depicted.

4. Select the correct definition of Ohm's Law.

5. Identify Ohm's Law expressed as a eathematical foruiula.

6. Calculate current and voltage of a simple circuit.

7. Select true statements regarding a DC series circuit.

8. Select the correct fprunla for determining current and resistance.

9. Compute total resistance and current for a DC series circuit.

10. Select true statements regarding a parallel circuit.

11. Compute current, voltage and resistance for a parallel circuit.

12. Select the definition of a series-parallel circuit.

13. Draw a series-parallel circuit and label voliage, resistance, and
Current. 4 90

14. Select the correct unit of measure for electric power consumed;

15. Compute the current through each branch A a circuit, and total
current, and the power consumed in watts.

INTRODUCTION:

This Student Study Guide/Workbook was prepared as part of a programmed
lecture. As a Cardiopulmonary Laboratory Technician you will not be
required to repair electriCal circuits; however, a baeic concept of
electrical circuits and Ohm's Law will be an essential building block for
later instruction pertaining to lab equipment and electrical Orotection.

INSTRUCTIONS:.

7-
Do not respond in the SSG/WB until directed by the instructor. Aftmr
each exercise you will be given the correct answers, Use the questiins
and thre summary as a review of the lesson.

:o

1
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EXERCISE 1:

Label the following statements pertaining to energy 'as True or False.

a. Potential energy is energy in motion.

b. Energy can be neither created nor destroyed.

c. A match represents potential energy.

d. Electrons flowing within a conductor represent kinetic energy.

e. Eriergy cannot be converted to different forms.

f. A bunting match represents thermal energy.

g. Electrons will only flow from negative to positive.

-s4

h. Current flow is limited by the use of
c

resistive devices.

"i. An' increase 4n circuit resistance will result in an increase in
current flow.

j

EnRCISE 2:

Current will flow when -two(differently charged bodies are connected
by a conductor.

1. List the three basic requirements a basic or simple circuit.

a.

b.

c.

2. In the illustration below, (1) repreients a lamp and (2) represents a three-
cell battery. Draw the 'symbols for these two electrical components 7,elow.

(1) LAMP

(2) THREETCELL BATTERY

2

32
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EXERCISE 3:

Study the illustration below. Write the name of each component reilvessmt0 by the

symbols next to the corresponding letter:
41/4 4

A.

B.

B.

P.

C. C.

, D.

EXERCISE 4:

1. Study the illustration below. Write the name of each symbol beside.the

correspondins number:

A.

B.

C .

E.

P.

D. H

- 325



4
2% Energy at resr is considered to be

a. kinetic energy.

b. potential energy.

3. Energy in mition is considered to be
ota

a. kinetic energy.

b. potential energy. °

,4. Lisc the three basic requirements for a simple circuit.

a.

b.

5. Complete the following chart:°

a

TITLE

LAMP

I 1 11' N
4

r

. 0 4

,

.----

,--,

FUSE
.

0 _

,

.

,
. VOLTMETER

.

t

---7--0/ CO.---1L
,

,-....-

,

GROUND

,
.

.

CONNECTING WIRES

,

/

-

. FIXED RESISTOR

32),)



6. Draw a simple circuit diagram co taining any six (6) of the components

listed below:

a. 2 cell battery g. connecting wires

b.. fuse h. crossed-over wires

c. lamp i. fixed resistor

d. sttch J. rheostat

e. ground *k. Ammeter

f. Ohmmeter **I. Voltmeter

ICCA

t .

*An AMMETER.must be connected in series with the load. (This will bej explained

later in the course.)

**A VOLTMETER should be connected across the load or betWeen load and ground.

(This will also be explained later in the course.) .

6



EXERCISE.5: A

1. Wbich of the following is not a form of Ohm's Law?
-

a. I 7 ER

b. E 7

c. R 7 .44

d. I 7

2. If E and / of a circuit are known, can be determined. (Select
one.)

a. voltage

b. current 0

C. resistance

d. potential difference

3. If a circuit contains 25 ohms pf resistance with 50 volts applied, the
current will be

a. 20 amps.

b. .5 amps.

c. 2 amps.

d. 1250 amps.

Study the illustration and complete the following statement:

4. l'be voltage in this circuit i4

a. 1 2/3 volts.

b. 15 volts.

c. .6 volts.

d. 8 /volts.

7



5. The formula used to solve the preceedins problem is-

a.

b. Ras

C.

4. none of the above.

EXERCISE 6;

1. The most basic electrical circuit is the

a. parallel circuit. a

b. series circuit.

c. series-parallel circuit.

The relationship that exiits between current, voltage,and resistance,is
stated in

a. Kirchoff's Law.

b. Lenz Law.

c. Ohm's-Law.

3. List the three basic requirements for a series circuit.

a.

b.

c.

4. Select the statement below that is true. Circle the Correct letter.

a. Voltage is the same at all points in a series circuit.,

b. Current is.the sae at all points in a series circuit.

c. Resistance is the same-it all points in a Aeries circuit.

325
8
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I. 5. Which formula correctly expresses the fact that current is the same at all
points in a series circuit?

a. It = II x 12 x 13

b. It m Il +hi. 13

C. It = If 12 13

d. 1t1l1213
e

6. Determine the total resistance of this series circuit:

1

.+

30 V

The total resistance is

a. 5 ohms.

b. 8 ohms.

c. 12 ohms.

d. 20 ohms:

R2=8 i

Study the illustration below then answer questions 7, 8, 9 and 10.

50 V

7. What is the total resistance of this series circuit?

8. What'ois the total current of.this series circuit?

33u
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9. If the voltage remains constant and the total resistance is doubled, what

is the new current?

10. If Ole voltage remains constant and the total resistance is cut in half,

what is the new curriltitt?

11. If the voltage remains constant in a series circuit and the resistance is
,reduced to one-half its original value, the current will

a. remain the same.

b. increase to double its original value.

c. decrease to one-half its original value.

12. If the voltage is reduCed to one-half its original value in a series
circuit and the resistance remains constant, the current will

a. remain the same.

b. increase to double its original value.

p. decrease to one-half its original value.

EXERCISE 7:

1. Study. the illustration below and compute the yoltage drops.

D B o A o
R4 R3 R2 R.1

40.n. 30.n. 20.n.

200 V

b. ER2

10

a

c . E3 a

d. ER4 .

33i
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2., Study the illustration below and determine the following: total resistance,
total current, and voltage drops across all three resistors.

R2
AAA,

lilt
150V
.\

RI = 3041. R
2

= 60.0.

Total Resistance: Rt a RI + R2 + R3

Rt =

EtTotal Current: It = a
nt

It mi

Voltage Drops: E s IR

ER1

ED
's2

a

332
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EXERCISE 8:

1. Row many possible paths for current flow are there in a series DC circuit?

a. One c. Three

b. Two d. Four

2. Thi three basic components for any circuit are

a. power source, load and switch.

b. power source, conductor and wire.

c. power source, load and wire.

4. power source, fuse and load.

3. In a DC series circuit, the total current is equal to

a. all the currents at various points added together.

b. the current et any point in the circuit.

c. the total resistance divided by the total voltage.
4

d. none of the above.

4. To find the total resistance in a DC series circuit, you would

a. add all the resistances.

b. rake the difference between the largest and smallest resistor.

c. divide the total current by the total voltage.

d. multiply the total current by the total voltage.

. /f the voltage in a series DC circuit is-doubled. and the resistance is
held constant, the current will

a. double. c. be the same.

b. be one-half. d. decrease.

6. /f the voltage in a series DC circuit remains constant and resistance
increases, the current must

a. decrease. c. double.

b. increase. d. reduce one-half.

12



7. What form of Ohm'a Law is used to find tha voltage drop across a resiszor?

a. I s c. E IR

b.

8. The larger the value of a resistor in a DC series circuit, the
the voltage drop across that resistor.

a. smaller c. less

b. larger d. none of the above

9. If a series DC circuit contains four resistors of 5, 10, 20, and 100 oLms
value, what is the total resistance of the circuit?

a. 95 ohms c. 135 ohms

b. 35 ohms d. 150 ohms

10. An important thing 6 rememberabout voltage dividers is to start at
and add the to the tap off point

used.

a. ground - resistive values

b. ground - voltage drops

c. ground - ap1ied voltage

d. ground - re etence point

EXERCISE 9:

1. Study the illustration below and calculate the total resistance of this
circuit.

11 *MN.

R3=?
E =165 V

-momR1 =?

Rt =

41=15 ampst

13



2. Study.the illustration below and calculate the total resistance, applied
voltage, and voltage drop across each resistor.

..MMINII01/4,

= .n.. 1= 2 a R2 =6n_

R3=41

WV.

Reiliasu
WVv

a. Rt a RI + R2 + R5 + R4 + R5

. Rt

b. Et ItRt

Et

c. ERI IIR1 ER2 12R2 ER3 a 13R3 ER4 I4R4 ER5 I

ER1 1M ER2 ER
3

ER4

5

3. If 10 amperes of current are flowing toward a point in a series DC circuit,
how much current is flowing away from that point?

a. 1 amp c. 5'amps

b. 10 amps d. 20 amps

4. The voltage drop across a resistor can be determined by multiplying the
current by

a. the applied latage.

l-
b. the ohmic value of the

resistor.

5. The sum of the voltage drops in a

a. the total resistance.

b. the total current.

14

c. .total resistance of the circuit.

d. total voltage of the circuit.

series circuit is equal to

c. the applied voltage.

d. none of the above.
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6: A series DC circuit contains three resistors. The applied voltage, the
current, and the values of two resistors are known. How.cam-the value oi the
unknown resistance be determined?

a. By dividing the current into the voltage.

b. Sy dividing the current into the voltage, and subtracting the total
of the known two resistors from it.

c. By-multiplying the vUrrent by the voltage.,

d. By multiplying the current by the vs(itkage, and subtracting the total
of the two known resistors from it.

7. The equation for finding to esistance in a series DC circuit is

a. Rt = RI - R2 - R3

b. Rt = RI X R X.

c Rt =R1 +R2 -R3 +

d. R
t = R 1 + R2 + R

3 +.

8. The correct form of Ohm's Law for finding current is

b. IER

33

d
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT - RESISTANCE

LIKE RESISTANCE METHOD

L.
1241. 12.fl.

.r

Rt --N-

12Rt
3

Rt a 4 ohms
a

OHM'S LieMETHOD

1
E..24v

4 .n.
.I1 E /2 °I --ERI R2

. 24 , 24
-fr '2'4'4--

11114 amps I2a6 amps

Rt 3 ohms

--

E24v

-T

PRODUCT/SUM METHOD
RI X R2 12 X 4

12 Jr1.

d 1
4 J16

RI +.R2

Rt

12+4

-24-

Rt... 3 ohms

RECIPROCAL METHOD

L
-Ea24v

I

3.n.. 6 1%

/0

Rt RI R2 R3 Ili 12 4

1 .14,14,1

Rt W 3 6

eRt or 1

1 3 + 4 + 2

EXERCISE 10:

1. The voltage across any resistor in a paraIlel circuit is equal to

a. the total current.

b. the applied voltage.

c. the total resistance.

d. 4none of the above.

16
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2. The current through the various branches of a parallel circuit are equ41
when

a. the voltage drops are the same.

b. the resistors are,the same eize.

e. only two resistors are used. '1

d. more than two resistors are used.

3. A formula that cannot-Se used for finding total resistance in a para11.11
circuit is

a. Rt rt
't

RI x R2

+ R2:

1c. Rtill+ +
RI R2 R3

d. R
t R

4. When two 50 ohm resisters are connected in:parallel, the equivalent
resistance is.\

A
a. 100 ohms.

b. 50 ohms.

c. 25 ohms.

d. 5 ohms.

5. When a 10 ohm, 2g ohm, and 30 ohm resistors are connected in parallel,
the equivalent resistance is

a. more than 30 ohms.

b. less than 10 ohms.

c. less than 30 but more than 10 ohms.

d. 20 ohms.

EXERCISE 11:

1. The definition of a series-parallel circuit is a circuit containing a group
of

a. resistors connected in series with other resistors.

b. series resistors conn4ted in series with other resistors.

c. parallel reenters connected in series with other resistors.

d. resistors connected in parallel with other resistors.

1,
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2. Study the illustration below and complete the following:

RI 504.

a. Draw an equivalent series circuit.

b. Determine the total resistance of t.his circuit.

c. Determine the total current of this circuit.

EXERCISE 12:

Study the diagram below. Determine the total resistance, total current, the

power consumed in watts, the ampere rating of F1, and the minimum wattage ratings

of Resistor 1 and Resistor 2. After you have determined these lams, answer the

question that follows:

11011111M

R1= 25.n.

AAA.

R2 254

Rt s W s

It s Fl

Wattage rating of R1 , R2

What would happen if a 1 ampere fuse Was instakled in this circuit?

4

18
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ESERCISE 13:

Study the illustration-ber-Tym7--Piit B represents a schematic diagram of the
pictorial drawing in Part A.

A.

100v 111=100 R2=10116
R3=15011.

Re50

B.

Compute the following values:

What would happen if all these devices were plugged into an extension cord
rated at 10 amps?

EXERCISE 14:

YOu have a generator rated at 3,500 watts at 110 volts. From this gmlerator you
need to operate a 30 MA, 90 KVP x-ray machine which requires 30 amps at 110 volts.

Can this x-ray machine be safely used wirh this generator?

3 4 0
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-1.1

REVIEW TEST

l. Identify each stateMent below as tither true or-false.
V-

a. Potential energy is energy in motion.

b. Energy can neither be created 71 destroyed.

c. A match represents potentiaLenergy.

d. Electrons flowing wiEhin a conductor represent kinetic'energy.

e. Energy cannot be converted to different forms.

f. A burning match represents thermal energy.

2. List the basic requirements for a simple circuit.

a.

b.

c.

3. Write in the name of the electrical componenttepicted:

SYMBOL COMPONENT

-4 I I I-

Gr>

20
341
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k
4. Ohm". Lew is defined aell ..(select pue)

a. Resistance variei directly with the current and inVersely with thVoItsge.

b. Voltage varies directly with the resistance and directly with the current..

c. Current varies directly with thi/voltage and inversely with the resistance.

d. None of the above.

5. Which of the following is not a form of Ohm's Law?

=

b. I = ER

c. E = IR

cif I = E

6. Complete the following statements:

a. If dcircuit contains 30 ohms of resistance with 60 volts applied, thecurrent will be

(1) 30 amps.

(2) .5 amps.

(3) 2 imps.

(4) 1800 amps.

b. If the circuit has 4 amps of current and 25 ohms of reatstance, the
applied voltage is

(1) 100 volts.

(2) 21 volts.

(3) 50 volts.

(4) 6.25 volts.

7. Check (0) the true statements.

-0

a. Current is the same at all points in a series circuit.

b. Total resistance in a series circuit is equal to the sum of the
separate resistances.

c. Voltage drops in a series circuit must add up to and equal &a
applied voltage.

'

34a
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8. Study the illustration below and compute the total resistance and the b3tal
current of this circuit.

III
50V

a. It

b. It

1=1011..

Ah--10

R2

9. Select the correct equation for computing the following values in a series
circuit.

a. Total resistance

b. Total current

(1) Rt RI - R2 - R3 -

(2) /t II + 12 + R3 +

(3) It II 12 13

(4) Rt RI + R2 +R3 +

10. Complete the following by selecting the correct statement:

a. A parallelcircuit is a circuit in which

(1) Two or more deviees are connected across different voltage sources.

(2) A group of parialel resistors are connected in series with other
resistors.

(3) Two or more devices are connected across the same voltage source.

,

b. In a parallel circuit, the voltage across any branch is equal to

(1) the applied voltage.

(2) thrtotal resistance,

(3) the total current.

(4) none of the above.

343
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c. The currents through the various branches of a parallel circuit are Lhe
same when

,(1) more than two resistorsvare used.

(2) only two resistors are used.

(3) the voltage drops are different.

(4) the resistors are the same.

11. Study the diagram below, then solve forthe unknown voltages, currents, ardresistances.

E t R
1T- 48V 24.n.

E
1

v.

E2 '

E3 '

Et ' 48V

12. Tbe definition of a series-parallel circuit is & group of

a. resistors connected in serie& with other resistors.

b. parallel resistors connected in series with other resistors.

c. series resistors connected in series with other resistors.

d. resistors connected in parallel with other resistors.

13. Study the diagram below and draw an equivalent series circuit. Compute :hevalues of Et, Rt, and It

90 -V ' R3=40.n.

= 20.n.

=1,1Armi
iR2= 20.n.

RA

40-n.



EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT:

Et

It

14. Theriatit of measure for electrical power is the

a. volt.

b. watt.

c. ampere.

d. ohm.

15. Study the diagram below and compute the following values: Ii, 12, 13, 14,

It, and W.

100

24

L. R1 R2 R3 R4

10n. 150in. 50.n.I 00n.

I
.

Ii =

12

13 =
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SUMMARY

ENERGY, OHM'S LAW, SIC CIRCUITS

iikergy exists in two states, potential or netic. Potential energy is energy
at rest while kinetic energy is energy in mot . Energy can neither be created
nor destroyed;ihowlever, its form can_be chanid to acccomplish a specific job. Jor
example, electrons at rest are potential e rgy; when placed in motlon they becomn
kinetic energy, and as they move through a conductor or resistiVe device, their
energy may be converted to hest, light or magnetic force.

An electrical circuit is any closed Loop in which electrons may flow and finallyreturn to their starting position without passing the same point twice.

Schematic symbols and abbreviations are used instead of pictorial circuits.
This makes it possible to convey much more information in leas space.

Ohm's Law states that the current flowing in a circuit is directly proportional
to the applied voltage and inversely proportional to the resistance. Ohm's Law may
be stated mathematically in the following forms:

E as IR

R

Almost any direct-current circuit can be solved by ipplying one or more of
these basic formulas.

Before applying Ohm's Law, you must always convert given values to volts,
amperes and ohms.

It must be remembered that current varies inversely with resistance; that is,
if the resistance is increased without changing the voltage, the current will
decrease a proportionate amount. Doubling resistance reduces current one-half.
Also, it must be remembered that current varies directly as the applied voltage;
that is, if the voltage is increased and the resistance not changed, the current will
increaae a proportionate amount. Doubling the applied voltage doubles the currsnt.
Finally, the voltage drop across a resistence is proportionate to the product of thecurrent and the resistance. That is, if either the resistance or the current is
increased and the other remains constant, the voltage drop will increase proportion-
ately. Doubling resistance, with the current remaining constant, or doubling the
current, with the resistance remaining constant, doubles the voltage drop. Doublingboth current and resistance makes,the voltage drop four times as much.

In a series circuit the same current passes through each device to complete its
path from the negative to the positive terminal. In a parallel circuit all current
does not flow through each device. The current divides to follow two or more paths.
A series-parallel circuit is a combinetion of series and parallel circuits.

Tbe voltage drop between two points is the potential difference required to
force the current between the two points. Voltage drops across resistances are, called IR drops, since they are computed from Ohm's Law formula, E LR. In a
simple series circuit, the sum of the voltage drops in the external circuit is equalto the applied voltage.

25



When the internal.resistance of the source is inbluded in the calculations, the
sum of the voltage drops around the entire circuit is equal to the EMF of the source.
In a series circuit the effective or total resistance is equal to the sum of the
individual resistances, or to the voltage divided by the current.

In a parallel circuit the same voltage'is applied to each parallel branch, the
total current is equal to the sum of the currents ln the individual branches, and
the effective or total resistance of the parallel branches is equal to the voltage
applied to the branches divided by the total current through the branches.

Parallel resistances may be combined to obtain the effective resistance by
the LIRE METHOD, OHM'S LAW, the PRODUCT/SUM ME1HOD, or the RECIPROCAL METHOD.

Any circuit may be reduced to an equivalent series circuit.

The sum of the currents arriving at any point in a circuit is equal to the sum
of the currents leaving that point.

The unit of measurement for electric power consumed, or the rate at which work
is produced, is the WATT. The alphabetical symbol for power is the letter P and
is expressed in watts. Power or Wattage equals the voltage tmultiplied by the
current. (W E x I).
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Part I - Exercises

Exercise 1:

1. List the three types of magnets.

a.

b.

C.

2. Magnetism is defined as

. a. a force which makes i possible for a magnet to force .lkctrons throulth a
conductor.

b. a force which attracts iron, steel, or other magnetic substances.

c. a force which makes it
through a conductor.

d. none of the.above.

ssible for a magnet to resist the flow of electrons

4

3. Any magnet made of hard steel would be a magnet; a magnet made
of soft Axon would be a magnet.

4. Magnets that lose their magnetism rapidly are called

5. Any magnet thit holds its magnetism for a long time is called a
magnet, and it is said to have high

Exercise 2:

l Which of the following statements is true concerning magnetic forces?

a. Like magnetic poles attract each other and unlike poles repel each
other.

b. Like magnetic poles repel math other and unlike poles attract oath
other.

c. Both like and unlike magnetic poles repel each other.

A

1



2. the force exiring between the poles, as indicated by the, ary9krs; would be that, of

a. attraction,

b. repulsion.

3. The force exerted between the two magnets as indicated by the arrows wo ild be
that of

a. repulsion.

b. attraction.

1.

4. Which of the arrangements below would haste the greateiit combined magnetic
strength?

1§FTirs N N S S
A

IN SIN SJN SIN SI

2
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Exercise 3:

1. The spacCsurrounding a magnet and the area occupied by the magnet is
considered the

....
a. residual magnetism.

b. inducing magnet.

c. magnetic field.

d. reluctancy field.

2. The number of lines of force per unit area in a magnetic field is referred to as
the of that magnetic field.

a. magnetic induction

b. residual magnetism

c. flux density

d. retentivity

3. The flux density in a magnetic field will
is increased.

a. increase

b. decrease

4. The magnetic force is greater at the poles of a magnet than in the middle?therefore,
the flux will be more at the poles of the magnet.

5. As the distance from the surface of the magnet increases, the magnetic force
becomes

when magnetic field

a. stronger.

b. weaker.

3
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Exercise 4:

1. The direction of the magnetic lines of force in the external magnetic field is from
the

a. South pole to the North pole.

b. North pole to the South pole.

2. The direction of the magnetic lines of force on the inside of a magnet is from the

a. South pole to the North pole.

b. North pole to the South pole.

3. Because of their mutual repelling chiracteristics, lines of force in a magnetic
riejd never one another:

4. Study " illustration below and answer the questions that follow.

a. The force which causes the flux lines to stretch out and away from each other
in the magnetic field is the

b. The force which causes the flux lines to come close together at the South pole
is the



Exercise 5:

I. Substances which are strongly attracted by a magnet are called
stubstances.

2. Which of the followirig materials would make the best permanent magnet?

a. Iron

b. Steel

c. Silver

d. Nickel

3. ,Identify the magnetic and nonmagnetic substances below by placing the letter "M"
beside the magnetic substances or the letters "NM" beside the nonmagnetic substances.

v: Wood g. Cobalt

4. Iron p h. Manganese

c. Glass I. Gold

d. Steel, j. Silver

e. Stone k. Nickel -

f. Copper

4. In an unmagnetized iron bar, theiciagnetic molecules are arranged so that their
individual magnetic strength

a. adds

b. substracts

c. cancels

d. does not exist

f.f.7
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Exercise 6:

I. A material in which the mole,cules change direction quite easily will halie
(1) permeability and (2) retentivity.

(1)

(2)

,2. Retentivity and residual magnetism are obviously related to each other, since
is the ability of a magnet to hold magnetism, while is the actual

magnetism which the magnet retains.

3. Because of its high retentivity, you would expect steel to have a

4. Match each term in column A with the correct definition from column B.

- Terms B - Definitions

a. Permeability 1. The magnetism which a magnet can
hold.

b. Magnetic induction
2. The process by which artificia'

c.. Retentivity magnets are made.

, d. Residual magnetism 3. The ease with which a materia.1 can
be magnetized.

e. Reluctance
4. The ability of a material to hold
magnetism.

5. The opposition of a substance to
become magnetized.

5. Air has a relatively low permeability. The permeability of air indicates

a. the eale with which it can be magnetized.

b. the ease with which it will conduct magnetic lines of force.

c. both a and b.

6. Magnetic lines of force can travel through

a. magnetic substances only.

b. air and magnetic substances only.

c. eveiy known substance.

6
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1. Current flow produces a

a. North and South pole

b. magnetic field

c. residual magnetism

2. When the current through a wire increases, the magnetic field around the wire
becomes

around a conductor.

a. larger.,

b. smaller.

3. What determines the direction of the lines of force around a cur --Aarrying
conductor9

4. To create a North and a South pole using a conductor, form the conductor into
a

5. The lines of force around a coil form a magnetic field which is similar to the
magnetic field of a bar magnet. Study the illustration below and determine whether
A or B is the North pole of the illustrated coil.

7
3--0J
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Exercise 8:

1. List thgthree main factors that determine the strength of the magnetic field ofa coil.

a.

b.

c .

2. When an iron core is inserted into a coil, the magnetic strength of the coiZ. is

a. unchanged.

b. increased slightly.

c. decreased slightly.

d. greatly increased.

3. Ampere-turns per inch is the unit of measurement for

4. Magnetomotive force is equal to the current (in amperes) in the coil multi!Jlied by
the

5. If the magnetomotive force in each of the coils below is the same, the magnetic
strength of coil will be much greater.

a. A

b. B

111111=11111111IV V
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Exercise 9:

1. A current carrying coil whose length is greater than its diameter id known as

an electromagnet.

b. a choke coil.

c. a relaY.

d. solenoid coil.

2. The-core of an electromagnet should be constructed of a material that has

a. high reluctance.

b. high retentivity.

c. high permeability.

3. Which of the following devices utilizes the "centering effect" of an iron core within
a current carrying coil?

a. Magnetic circuit breaker

b. Electromagnetic lock

c. Solenoid switch

d. All of the above

9
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PART II - SUMARY

MAGNETISM

Magnetic fi?rce is an invisible force that exists in the space surrounding a magnet
and is capable of atttacting iron, steel, or other magnetic substances.

TYPES OF MAGNETS

There are three types of magnets - natural, artificial, and electromagnetic.

Natural Magnets. Magnets in the natural state.
Magnetite (Lodestone)
Very limited practical use because their magnetic force is irregul;ir

and weak.
Artificial Mafinets. Metals artifically magnetized.

Cheap - easy to produce. Used extensively in electrical equipment.
Temporary and Permanent Magnets.

Temporary Magnets - a magnet that loses magnetism as soon as it
is separated from the magnetic field.

Permanent Magnets - a magnet that retains magnetism afte.2 being
separated from the inducing magnetism.

Electromagnets. Electrcmagnets depend upon electric current for their magnetic
energy, they are temporary magnets.

Magnetic Poles and Their Characteristics. Most magnets are able to att-act
materials at certain points on their surfaces. These points are the POLES where the
magnetic force is concentrated. The poles are usually referred to as the NORTH and
SOUTH pole and are represented by the letters "N" and "S" respectively.

One characteristic of magnets can be remembered by thivimple law: LIKE
MAGNETIC POLES REPEL EACH OTHER; UNLIKE POLES ATTRACT EACH OTHER.

00
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If 2 or more magnets are allowed to come together, with the North pole of one next
to the South pole of the other, they act as one large magnet. Their magnetic strength
will concentrate at the outer poles and is greater than one of the magnets alone.

MAGNETIC FIELDS

Magnetic force exists in.the, space surrounding a magnet and is capable of acting
upon other magnets or magnetic substances. It is not necessary for an object to be in
direct contact with a magnet in order to be influenced by it, however, the force is
always stronger close to the magnet.

The magnetic field includes the area surrounding the magnet and the aria
occupied by the magnet.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD
a

The magnetic field is made up of lines of force or flux lines. The direction of the
lines of force in the external magnetic field is from the North to the South pole; inside
the magnet, the direction of the lines of force is from the South to the North pole.

Forces Acting on the Flux Lines
Re pul s ion. Lines of force in the magnetic field exert their energy in

the same direction, therefore, lines of force in the same magnetic field will repel each
other.

Because of this mutual repelling force, they never gross one another, and tend to
remain as far apart as possible. This causes the magnetic field around a magnet to
expand and spread out to cover a wider area.



Attraction. Lines of force, in addition to repelling each other, are
attracted io the South pole;-because of the attraction, they take the shortest route from
theNerrh Lo the South pole.

Those oppobing forces account for the pattern they form around a magnet.
Flux Density. When the strength of a magnet is increased, the number of lines ef

force will also increase. This increased number causes the lines of force in the
magnet e field to be pushed closer together.. Therefore, as the magnetic strength
ititreas. s. the field expands and becomes more dense. ,

Due increased density of the flux lines, the magnetic force becomes stronger as
you move t yard the poles of the magnet.

The strength of the magnetic field is measured in terms of flux density. Flux
density refers to the number of lines of force within a specific area in the magnetic
'field. and is expressed as lines of force per square inch or per square centimeter.

Magnetic and Nonmagnetic Materials. Only certain substances can be attracted by
a magnet or become magnetized, these are called magnetic substances. They consist,
for the most part, of iron and its various alloys such as steel. Cobalt, nickel, and
manganese are to a lesser degree magnetic.

Relatively few substances are magnetic. Most substances such as wood, glass,
stone, gold, silver, and copper are nonmagnetic.

Magnetic Induction. The process of magnetizing a piece of metal by bringing it
into contact with a magnet is termed magnetic induction.

Retentivity and Residual Magnetism. The ability of a magnetic material to ret.tin
magnetism is called retentivity. The magnetism retained by a substance after its
removal from the magnetizing force is called residual magnetism. Temporary
magnets have little residual magnetism, while permanent magnets have a large amount.

Reluctance and Permeability. Highly retentive substances are not readily
magnetized, their molecules are difficult to rearrange.

The term that refers to the opposition of a substance to become magnet&ed is
reluctance. A material having high retentivity will also have high reluctan

A substance in which the molecules change direction readily will be sy to
magnetize. The term which refers to the ease with which a material can be magnthzed
is permeability.

The terms permeability,and reluctance are opposites. A substance having a high
permeability will have a low reluctance. For example, soft iron is easily magnetized,
therefore, soft iron has high permeability and low reluctance.

Magnetic Shielding
. Permeability, in'addition to referring to the ease with which a substance

may be magnetized, is a measure of how readily it will conduct lines of magnetic force.
A substance which can be magnetized easily can also readily conduct lines of force. For
example, soft iron will conduct lines of force much more readily than air. Therefore,
if this highly permeable material is placed within a magnetic the lines of force
take the path of least resistance and are redirected. This prin iple is utilized to shiekl
equipment from a magnetic field.

ELECTROMAGNETISM

Magnetism and electricity depend upon each other; when current flows through a
wire, a magnetic field'exists around that wire.,

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD AROUND A CURRENT-CARRYING
CONDUCTOR

1. Forms concentric circles around the conductor.

36u



2. Behaves as if under tension. Each line of force around the conductor acts like
an elastic band. When current increases, more lines of force are produced, because
the); repel each other, the lines of force stretch farther away from the conductor. As
current flow decreases, the lines collapse back toward the conductor.

3. Exist along the full length of the conductor.

4. Form at right angles to the conductor.

Magnetic Field Around a Straight Conductor. The magnetic field around a
...

straight conductor does not have a North or South pole. The lines are in circles
rather than from North pole to the South pole. .

The direction current flows thr u h a conductor determines the,direction of the
magnetic field around it. Therefor , lthough the magnetic field around a straight
conductor has no North or South pole it does have direction.

Magnetic Field Around a Coil.

When a conductor is bent into a loop, or coil, each line of force passes through the
inside of the loop, then circles the outside of the loop to complete its path. In so doing,
a North pole is created on one end of the coil and a South pole of the other. The
direction of the lines of force around a coil of wire, therefore, are the same as that
around a bar magnet.

Polarity of a Coil.

When the conductor is wound into a coil of many loops, orcturns, the magnetic
fields around the loops combine to form one large magnetic field. The magnetic polbs
are formed at the ends of the coil.

The direction of the current flow through the coil determines which end is the
North pole and which is the South or the polarity of the coil.

13
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coil.

Factors Affecting the Magnetic Strength of a Coil.
There are several factors that affect the strength of the magnetic field around a

1. Number of Turns Per Inch.

The relationship between magnetic strength and turns in a coil can be summed upas follows: The greater the number of turns per inch in a coil, the greater itsmagnetic strength will be.

Z. Current.

If current through a coil increa'ses, the strength of the magnetic field increases;if current decreases, the magnetic strength decreases. The magnetic force of a coilis dependent on the turns per in-ch and the current through the coil, this is called .magnetomotive force. The unit of measurement for magnetomotive force is the am.)ereturn per inch, and is equal to the current (in amperes) multiplied by the number ofrturns per inch.

3. Core Material.

Another factor that affects the strtngth of the magnetic field around a coil is thepermeability of the core material. The type of core material determines its ability toconduct or concentrate lines of force. Iron, for example, being more permeable thanair will concentrate the lines of force within the iron, and add its Magnetic strergth tothat of the coil.

14
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ELECTROMAGNETS

A current-eaxrying coil which has a fixed iron core is called an electromagnet.
An electromagnet usually has a soft iron core. A core with high permeability (low
retentivity) is important because when the coil is de-energized, it must lose its
magnetism quickly. Electromagnets are temporary magnets which loose their
magnetism as soon as current flow to the cóills cut off.

Electromagnets are used extensively in the construction of switching devices for
electronic circuitry.

I.
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MASTEN'S TEST

TABLE I

/0-4P

HANDOUT 3ALR91630-1-7c

March 1975

STANDARD NUMBER OF ASCENTS FOR MALES

(Steps should be doubled for double Msster's)

Weight

(lbs) ...de in Years .

.

-
5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44

-
45-49 50-54

4

55-59 60-64 65-69

... - .

40-49 35 36
,

50-59 33 35 32

60-69 31 33 31

70-79 28 32 30

8049 26 30 29 29 29 28 27 Zi 26 25 25 24 23
90-99 24 29 28 28 28 27 27- .2i 25 25 24 23 22
100-109 22 27 27 28 28 27 26- 25 25 24 23 21 22
L10-119 20 26 26 27 27 26 25 25 24 23 23 22 21
120-129 18 24 25 26 27 26 25 24 23 23 . 22 21 20
130-139 16 23 24 25 26 25 24 23 23 22 21 20 20
140-149 21- 23 24 25 24 24 23 22 21 20 20 19
150-159 20 22 24 25 24 23 22 21 20 20 19 18
160-169 18 21 23 24 23 22 22 21 20 19 18 18
170-179 20 22 23 23 22 21 23 19 18 18 17
180-189 19 21 23 22 21 20 19. 19 18 17 16
190-199 18 20 22 21 .21 20 19 18 17 16 15
200-209 1.9 21 . 21 20 18 17 16 16 15
210-219 16 21 20 19

.19

18. 17 17 16 15 .14c''

220-229,,-- 17 20 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 ' 13
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TAiLE II

STANDARD NUMER OF ASCENTS FOR 'MMUS

Weight

(1bse Age in Years

5,9 10-14 15-19-224 25-2913o-34135-39-4o-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-44
,

65-69

40-49 35 35 35

50759 32 33 32

60-69 31 32 30

70-79 28 30 2')

.

0

80-69 26 28 28 28 2G 27 26 24 23- 22 21 21 ..!J

90-99 24 27 26 27 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 20 li
100-109 22 25 25 26 26 25 24 23 22 21 10 19 1,:.

110-119 20 23 23 25 25 24 23 22 21 20 1.) 18 ie

12j-129 18 22 22 24 24 23 22 21 20 19 19 1e 1i

130-139 16 20 za 23 23 22 21 go 19 19 18 17 /...,

140-149 18 11; 22 22 21 '1°20 19 '19 18 li 16 16

15J-159 17 17 21 20 20 19 19 19 17 16 14
160-169 15 16 23 19 19 18 18 17 16 16 15 14

170-179 13 14 19 18 18 17 17 16 16 15 14 13
180-18) 13 18 17 17 17 16 16 15 14 14 13
190-199 12 17 16 16 16 15 15 14 13 13 12
203-209 16 15 15 15 14 14 13 13 12 11

216-219 15 14 14 14 13 13 13 12 11 il
220-229 14 13 13 13 13 12 1' 11 11 ,10

, .
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, WORKBOOKS, PROGRAMMED TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts are tratning
publications authoriied by Air Training Command (ATC) for student use inATC courses. 0

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the inflrmation you need to complete
the unit of instruction, or Makes assignments for you to read in other
publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WE) contains work procedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge
acquired from using the study guide witl help you perform the missions
or exercises, solve the problems, or angnfer questions presented in the
workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB material
under one cover. The two training publications are combined when the WE
is not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WE are issued
for you co keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) pre ents information in planned steps with
provisions for you to actively respo to each step. You are giyen
immediate knowledge of the correctness of each response. PTs may either
replace or augment 3Ga and WBs.

The EMMA (HO) contains supplementary training materials in the
form of flow charte, block diagrams, printouts, case problems, tables,
fores-rCharts, and similar materials..

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. They
are,updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used
on the job as authoritative references in preference to Regulations,
Maluals or other official publications.
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DECIMALS

1. A decimal is a number that represents a Traction with a denomi-...

nator that is a power of ten.

2. a. (30.04 thirty and four hundredths)

b. (.379 Uhree hundrea seventy-nine thousandths)

c. (1.46 one and forty-six hundredths)

d. (90.001 ninety and one thousandths)

3.

4.

a. 9.75

a. .3

b. 12.3

b. .8

c. 7.123

c. .75

d. .0073

d. 2.5

5. a. 1 b. 2 c. 21

4 10 200 20

6. a. .6 b. 13.85 c. .057 d. 1.6001

7. a. 25:886 b. 180.553 c. 19.3925

8. a. 10.18 b. .6298 c. 446.37

9. a. .3093 b. .00284 c. .32012

'10. a. 20 qt. .001 c. 5

I.



INSTRUCTIONS

DECIMALS

This is a programmed lesson on DECINALS. It is pot a test as one

might think, but an easy-way to leaAl at your awn rate of speed.

The two types of prograiiming used in this lesson are: a

na. Linear-- Information, *small amounts, will be presented in

sequence. You will advance from frame to frame,using a provided

cardboard to cover upcoming frames. Do not look ahead at answers.

IF YO!; MAKh AN ERhOR, strike out the incorrect answer and correct

it.

b. Branching-- The information given in these franes will be greater

and you will be given a list of possible answers. Directions to

turn ,to a page for each answer will be found next to the answers.

FOLLOJ THESE DIRECTIONS. Circle the answer you think is correct.

If yOU have selected an incorrect answer, put an X through the

incorrect response and circle another answer.

READ ALL INFORMATION CAREFULLY. Be sure you understand what is said

before you attempt an answer.

If you wish, you may turn back to any part of the program to clarify

Some vague point.

Jhile working problems in the program if you are instructed to

SHOJ ALL WORK, you must work in the program. Otherwise,you may do

the work EITHER on scratch paper oe in the program.

U.

365

Continue to page iii



a

1. Write,in his own words, the definition a a-decimal.

2. Dewnstrate ability to read decimals by natchihIg numerical

decimals with the appropriate word decimals.

3. Write the numerical form pf given word decimals.

4. Change given fractions to decimals.

5. Change given decimals to feactions. Reduce the fractions to

lowest terns.

6. Round off given decimals,

7. Add given decimals.

8. Subtract given decimals.

9. Multiply given decimals.

10. Divide given decimals.

I SUGGESTED READING TIME-- 62 MINUTES I

NAME CLASS

cb.

3 6

Continue to page 1.
,



. The definition of a decimal is: A number that

. represents a fraction with a denominator ii,hat is

a power of ten. The definition of a decimal is:

,

a number that
represents a
fraCtion With a
denominator that
is a pader of ten

.

2. 4Being a power of ten simply means that you can

divide ten into.the,number evenly. Tlie fraction

_4.7.No has a denominator of one hundred and
.
of course,

ten will divide evenly into it. We knOw that.100

is a power of .

10 of. ten 3. All decimals represent fractions and in every case

the denominator is a 'power'of ten. The decimal,
,

1
.1, represents the fraction To The denominator

is a of . .
.

power

ten

4. The definitioriof a decital is: A number that

represents a fraction with a , that is

a of

S.

denominator

powqr

ten

,

.

''-""-...,

4A. Key,words oft Thelp you remember hard to learn *P

definitions. In the definition of DECIMAL, the

words to remember as keys are: FRACTION,

\

DENOMINATOR, and POWER OF TEN.

. Write the key words that will help you remember
. _

the definition of decimal. .

.

and .A, .
4 ,

1

7i

COntinue to page.2...

sige2,



fraction

denominator

power of ten

5. A aecimal is a number that represents a

with a that is

.

fraction -

denominator .

'a power of tea

6.

o

Write, in your own words, the definition of a decimal,

.

a number that
represents a
fraction with
a denominator
that is a power
of ten (or a rea-
sonable facsimile).

7.

in

Each digit in a decimal has a place value and is
read in a certain way. The plsces are As follows:

.

,, 345 .\
Thousandths Ten Thousandths Hundred Thousandths

place, the 5 is in the hundred thousandths
*

the place

Tenths. thuidredths

The 3 is ii2the thousandths

place and the 1 is

tenths

.

8. As you probably have nOticed, the places to the

right of the decimal point all end in "ths." In

the decimal 2.46, the 6 is in the

place.
.

hundredths

,

.

9.

C

-

,

A decimal is read like this: (Exanple)

35.3,62-- "Thirty-five AND three hundred

sixty-two thousandTHS".
.

The 2 in this decimal is in the
. ,

.,
place. .4 °

2

3

Continue to page 3.



tousandtbs 10. WHen there is a whole nuraber and a decimal, the

decimal point is read "AND". For example: 6.02 is.

read "six AND two.hundredths".

ahen there is only a decimal (no whole number),

it is read without using the word, "and". For

example: .06 is read "six hundreths".

How would "thirty-three THOUSAMAES" be 'Written

as a decimal?

.033 U. REMIBER-- When you are reading decimals, the

decimal point is read "and" except when there

is NO whole number: For example: .5 is tead

"five tenths". 3.22 is read "three AND twenty-two

hundredths".

Match the decimal in column A with the correc

word decimal in column Boplacing the correct

letter by the word decimal.

A

a. 4.3

b. .006

c. 25.01

Six hundreds

Twenty-five and one
hundredth

Six hundredthS

FOur and three tenths

Twenty-five and one
tenth

Six thousandths

Continue to page 5.



Very good! YOU should be ready fox- a more difficult problem, so

let's do this one:

Change 22!to a decimal.
23

If your answer is: *Go to page:

.0052 6A

.52 -8B

4

4B

Wrong!! You add only the number of zeros that there are digits

in the decimal. There is.only one digit in the decimal .7, so there

will be only one.zero in the fraction. The decimal .679 has three

digits.so the denominator will have three zeros and look like:

If your answer is: Go to page:

679/1000 16A

679/000' 8C

3.74



a. 4.3
(four and
three tenths)

b. .006
(six thousand-
ths)

c. 25.01

(twenty-five
and one hun-
dredth)

12. Now, match coluln A with column' B in the same
Manner.

A

a. .25

b. .002

C. 20.05 °

d. 1.222

Two hundredths

One and two hundred
twenty-two thousandths

Twenty-five hundredths

Two thousandths

Twenty and five
hundredths

Twenty-five hundred

One and two hundred
twenty-two thousands,

a. .2 (tWent:v-.

five hun-
dredths)

b. .002 (two
thousandths)

.c. 20.05
(twenty and
five hundred-
ths)

d. 1.222 (one
and two hun-
dred twenty
two thou-
sandths)

NOTE:
Be certain the
word decimal
eftds with "thsu.

tt)

13. When writing a decimal, FIRST and MOST BUORTANT,

determine the "plac;" value (thousandths, tenths

etc.). This will give you tlw number of." digits

-you need to the right 9f the decimal point. For

1:cample: twenty-two\thousandths will reouire

three digits because it is to the thousandths

place, It frould be written: .022

Five and five tenths would be written: 5.5

(Remember, with.a whole number, the decimal point

is read AND.)

How would twenty-five and fourkithousaNdths be

3 7

ntinue to page 7.



6A
ulrong. You set your division up incorrectly. The problem should have

been set uke this: 23/17753
,

Return to page 4A and do the division again and place the decimal
cs

point in the right position; then select the ight answer and ),(:) to the

page indicated.

6B
.

3/4 is not corr ct. .75=3/4.p Return to page 10 and work the

problem again. Then sel t the correct answer and continue with the

program. 0

1

6C

You have wpisplaceu the dtcimal point. The decimal point ALWAYS

,r7oes to the extreme right of the dividend. EXAVIPIE: /15. not /1.2,

12 -from Return to ,page 8B; rework the problem and continue with the

,
program.

.

,

6D
Your division is right, but it is unnecessary to put the 0 at the end

_

o
of.the decimal. Turn to'page 4A and continue the program.
ez:L

.5

0

.
iiik. %

1

. .

,

6
.47

376



s.

25.004

.

-

14. Tilirteen and four tenths would.appear as 13.4
o

Nine and forty-four hundredths appear as:
,

..1

.

9.44 15. Four ten thousandths 1 oks like .

,

.0004 / 16. Write the.numericalform of twenty-nine thousandths.

.029

I

/ .

q,

.

.

.

..

-

A

_

17.

,

,

g
Write the numerical form of each of.the following

word decimals.

a. Sixty-five hundredths
.. -

/ .

b. Sixtk and ninety-seven thousandth6
. .

,.

,
. OP

c. Three hundred and four tenths ----4-'

. Seventy-five ten thousandths - . .

1.,

e. Fifty-eight and-tixty-six hundredths

o

f. Forty-nine thousandths
8

k

i
*

.v

.

.

/ -

r

.
.

7

3 ?

Continue to page 9.



8A

11'45
.imu is correct for the first step, but each fraction must be in its

lowest terms. 5 divides into 45 and 1000-- thus it can -be reduced.

Co bank to.page 16kand reduce,the fraction; choose the correct

answer:pond go to the page indicated.

8B

.52 is correct. You have been changing proper fractions to decimals,

so now let's change an IMPROPER FRACTION to a decimal. It is done in

the.sdme manner,,but NOW the answer 11 include a whole numbler.

115-1")3
For example: .f changed to a decimal is 2/3.0. J. As you can see, an

2

1 0
1 0

improper fraction will becomeba whole number and a decimal (1.5).

Change 1127.to a dedimal.

If your answer-is: GO to page:

I 6C

1.7 18-A

8C

You have the 3 zeros but what happened to the The decimal .679

is read "six hundred seventynine thousandths; so the denominator

becomes11000. Retlurn to page 4B and select the correct answ,r.

3 7S



a. .65
b. 60.097
C. 300.4
d. .0075
e. 58.66

. .049

18. All fractions can be changed to a decimal by
dividing the numerator by the denoininator. The
decimal may be carried out as many places as the
problem indicates. Example: 2 to a decimal is

8
.875

8/1:555- BAONC.1 INTO :111..26:

a. Divide the numerator (7) by the
denuminator (8).

b. Place the decimal point to the right
of the numerator.

c. Aad zeros to the right of the decimal
point as needed.

d. Place a decimal'point in the quotient
DIRZ,CTLY over the decimal point in
the division bracket.

e. Carry the quotient out as far as
necessary.

IChange to a decimal.

If your answer is:

2.0

.5

5.0

Go to page:

. 168

4A

18C

\

If ou arreading this paragraph, then Vou are not following directions.
,

From ii:re on, you must follow the directions given in each frame

V:HY iteturn to the fraMe above and follow the direetions

riveil there.
0

9

3 7
)



ANSWM5 TO PAGE 18A: a. .8 b. 5.2 c. .8 d. l.
a

You have learned how to change a fraction to a decimal, so let's change

a decimal into a fraction. The FIRST thing to do is to make the digits

of the decimal the NUMERATOR OF THE FRACTION. The denominator of the

fractionoyill have a one (1) followed by the same number of zeros as

there are digits in the decimal. For expple the decilal .27 becomes

the fraction 100. Notice how the digits 27 becoffe the numerator and

tk denominator begins with a 1 and two zeros follow. There were two

digits in the decimal, thus there are two zeros in the denominator.

Change .7 to a fraction.

b
4

.If your answer is:

100

10

4

Go to page

4B

16A

6B

-

410

3 4/



4;

0

As you h e done on this problem, make sure that aiay fraction

you are working with is in its lowest terms. Change the following

uecimals to fractIons. Remember, REDUCE each to its lowest terms.

If you still are not certain of just how to change decimals to frac

tions, go back to page 10 and rapidly review.

Change these to fractions:

'a. .7000--

b. '.0C9--

c. .7--

d. .2--

Turn to pagp 12 for answers.

N'Nk:You neglected the decimal point. You 'st place decimal points
,

.

DIRECTLY UNDER EA3143 OTHER. The sum will have the decimal point

carried right down into it from Ehe column being added. Return to

page 17A and do the problem again. Remember to put tbe decimal ints

under ea4ch other. EKM4PLE: 18.6
.015

2056.11
+ 1.1

2075.825

40'

-

OS



ANSWERS TO PAGE

Continue_your

11A: a...1_ b. 9 c. 2 d. 1

..

10 1000 4 5

lesson in frame 19 below.

.

.

19. In many cases, a large_cumbersome decimal is not

necessary. In those cases where a smaller decimal

c will do, you may ROUND OFF the decimal. To make

a large dvimal smaller and easier to use without

losing a great deal ok accuracy, you will
. .

the large decimal.

0

round off

,

,

..

0

20. Rounding off involves THREE steps. The FIRST TWO

are:

a. Determine the PLACE you want to round off to.

.

(Tenths, hundredths, etc.)

b. Look FIRST at the number (digit) DIRECTLY to

the right of that place.

Example: .176

To round to hundredths: First look at the

number to the right of the hundredths place.

In this case2it is a 6.

The FIWIT number that you will look at when

roundirig .265 to TENTHS is .

(number)
A

,o-

,--

12

38,2

Coiltinue to page 13.



.21. You have the decimal .27364, and you want to
round it off to tenths. What number would you
look at first? (Circle your choice.)

a. 2

b. 7

c . 3

d. 6

e. 4

22. The THIRD STEP is:

If the number to the right of the place you are

rounding off is 5 OR MORE, you ADD (+1) one.to

the place and drop the remainder of numbers.

For examplg:. .176

This decimal rounded to tenths becomes .2
because the number to the rifjht of the tenths
place (7) is 5 or greater. Also note 6Lat the
ahd 6 were-drIpped.

Round .0074 to tIle nearest HUNDRED111. (Circle your
answer.)

a. .01

b. .007

C. .1

d. .08

23. When the number to the rip,ht is LESS THEN 5,

leavethe place value as is and DROP THE REMAINDER

OF THE NUMBERS.

Round the decimal .7848 to hundredths.
(Circle your answer.)

47
a. .78 b. .79 c, .785 d. .7800

13' . %Continue to page 14.



.
.78 24. REMEMBER:

a. FIRST, look at the number to the right of

,
the place you are rounding off.

b. If the number is 5 or more, add 1 to the plape.

c. If less then 5, do not add anything.

d. Always drop the remainder of dir,its to the

right of the rounded off place.

Round these decirals to the indicated places:

Tenths: .408062

Hundredths: .408062

Thousandths: .4

Ten Thousandths: .408062

Hundred Thousandths: 408062
,

.4

.41 $

.408

.4081 .

.40806

25. Round-off the following decimals:

To Hundredths: To Tenths:

. 41.1145-- .6419--

,
.985097

To Ten ThouSandths: .

.29826--

1.11181--

384

Continue to page 15.

\



S.

Hundredths

41.11
.99

Tenths.
.6

Ten Thousandths
.2983

1.1118

A

26..11 you are NOT having trouble with rounding off,

proceed to frame 27. If you are and your trouble

is mainly knowing the "places", turn to page 2,

frame.7, and review. If you do not understand

how to round off,,. review or ,raise your hand for

aqsistance.

When you have corrected your trouble, continue

to frame 27.
* NO .ftespoNsE REQUIRED. *

27. Hound off each of the following decimals to

the indicated place.

PTo the nearest teinth: To the nearest hundredth:

a. 4329 c. .10909--

b. d. 8.3434--

,To the nearest thousandth:

e. .2551--

f. 5.9738--

To the nearest ten thousalidth:

g. 7.777774--

h, .000891--

To the nearest hundred ti!ousanuth:

4

i. .0980653--

j. 3.000051--

a

Turn to pare 17A for answers.

V

383



16A
Very good. The next thing to remember is: Make wire the fraction

is in its lowest terms. For eiample, changing the decimal .5 to a

fraction, it first becomes 5 Is this in the lowest terms possible?

1

Of course,the answee iq no. In its lowest terms,it would be,,2 .

Always check the Fraction and be sure it is in its lowest terms.

Try this one now. Change .045 to a fraction.

If your answer is: Go :to page:

2 11A

200

45.
8A

1000

21B

16B
In ord.(r to change a ftaction to a decimal, you divide the nUmerator

1
by the denominator. You did not do this. In the case of 7 , the

.denominator (2) is divided into the numerator (1) like this:

2575
1 0

1
"i changed to a decimal is therefore .5 . ALL fractions are changed

to decimals in,the same manner.

Change i to a decimal.

If your answer is:

.750

.75

Go to page:

6D

4A

_

3 86



17A ANSWERS TO PACE 15 EWE 27:

a. .3 b. .1 c. .11 d. 8.34 e.

g. 7.7778 h. .0009 i. .09807 J. 3.00005

yoa will now learn the Last four objectives-- How to OD, SUeTWACT,

MuLrIPLY,ANO DIVIDE decinals. Continue below.

Adding decimals4s much the same as simple whols.number addition.

4 ..,

e difference is -that there is a decimal point to keep in
-,

The decimals are put in a column and decimal points are under decimal

points (see example). The decimal point is brought down EXAMPLE:

to the sum and the addition is carried on just as rt is in

who e nuAber addition.

Add these decimals. 33.79 +.97 + 2.2 =

If your answer is: Go to page:

36.96_ 19A

3498 118

6.3
.01

22.22
28.53

178

Urang.

divisor.

The nualper to the right of the division sign is always the

;064 + 3.2 (3.2 is the divisor, not .064J

Return to page 26 and select the correct answer.

17

I



18A

RI,ght. If you want to,review before you do the proLltms below,

return to page 9, flume 18, read the rulesoand then come back and solve

A

the problems. If you think you are ready,now, then cLanEe each of the

fractions belowto decimals.

a.

5

b. 2

Turn to page 10 to check ansuers and continve fro:i: there.

41.

188

No. Move the decimal point in the dividend the same number of places

0

the divisor. ExamOle 3.2/.064 because 32 . /F.V. .as you did

Return to ge 26 and select the correct Answer.

led

You set up your problem incorrectly and had the decimal in/the

wrong place. This is what you should have set up for your division:

2/176 . Return to page'9, frame 18, and determine the correct answer.

Then turn to the correct answerpage.

P.

18

3



110

,

3

1%

Right. The main thing to remember is tokeep the decimal points

lined up,under each other. Now let's subtract'decimals. The rules

are the same as they are in the subtraction of whole numbers. Just

as in the addition of.decimals, the decimal points must be lined

up under each other. You must also remed6er that the smaller of

the numbers must go under the larger.
,

Solve this problem: 729.75308 - .0077=
%

If your answer'is: Go to page:

729.75231 20B

729.474538 22

ANSWERS TOTAGE 24A: a. 64.42 b. .825 If your answers are not
correct, make the corrections and continue below.

Now let's divide decimal% The most important factor is.that the

divisor must be "made" a whole number lefore division is started.

This is done by moving the decimal in the divisor all the way to the

right.

Ex: .25/---- becomes 25 Then move the decimal in the

dividend the same number of places to the right. Ex: .25/17E5

becomes 25./TE5. Move the decimal point in the following

division pxyblem and so lve .

3.3/77-7

Turn to page 24B.

19

3 S



20A

Right. REMEMBER: The,divisor is to the right of the dIVision sign.

Solve these problems and show your work. 1

a. 4.9 +.007= b. 1179 + 13.1- c. .02925+ 2.25=

WORN HERE - 7

a. b. c.

.Go to page 23B fot answers.'.

20B

gemember when you were told that decimal points must ro uncle decimdl

points? Well, the error you made was because of the decimal placement.

A good way to remember the decimAi points is pup them on the paper

:first (in a column) and then put the numbers down. Also rememberr-
to put the decimal in the answer DIRECTLY under those in the column.

Go back to paT,e 19A and do the problem again.

%

20C

.Mo: DO NOT ADD,an extra zero on the right of any answer. If you need

zeros to ,make your digit count correct, they must go to the left of

the answers. For example: .2 x .002 will equal .0004, bot .4000.

tieturn to page 23A and select the correct anSwer.

At.

390
71,



ca

<7

Your decimal point should have been placed like this:

3.217
x .471

3217
22519-

12366
1.515207

If you had it any place else, return to page 22 and read the rules
again.

If you did it correctly, do the foll;rirlg problems by placing the

decimal points correctly in the product.

a. .005 b. 22.222
x 3.28, x .11

- 280 22222
70 22222

105 244442
11480 .

4

<Me

Turn to page 23A.
4

233

There are more than two digits in the decimal .045. Zero IS a digit.

That makes three digits in this decimal. You should use the same

number of zerqs,as there are digits and make the denominator 1000.

Return to page 16A and select the correct answer.

e

39i
21

1.
Gre

,



IRight. Youiare now ready for multiplication.

just as whole numbers arq, except Z011 have a

the

two

final answer (product

Decibels are multiplied

decirjai point to put in

DISREGARD the decimal point in the first

steps. A sample problen is
)

PROBLEM: .15 x 1.10 mu

r"

broken intosteps to clarify the process.

a. Place the lar8er number OVER the smaller: E:14 1.10 °e,N
3C .15.

1.10
x .15 P

550
110
1650

8. Count the nui,-ber of digits to the right of the decimallvints in
the factors of the problem. ,Ebs. 1.10 and .15= 4 digits to the
fright in this case,

lb. Multiply just as you do in whole numbers. .Ex.
.

d. Count off 4 places FROWTHE RIGHT in the PiOttJT, and place*
decimal point: Ex. .1650 (pi:oduct of this problem)

%

Another example: 3.1 x 10.21 '(wduld be set up and solved like this
ff

_10.21

1021,

300
31.651 product

'Place the DECIMAL POINT in the product of this problem:

3.217
x .471

3217
22519

12868

fr Turn to page 21A.

9

22
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,

3 7

23A

ANSWERS TO PAGE 21A: - a. .011480 or. . Ong b. 2.1111/1/19

T.A3t.ts try another to make, sure that ybu have the decimal point

placement down pat. Solve this one: .55 x .003 =

If your answer is:

.01650

.00165

23B

f

24A

4

AMWERS TO PAGE 20A: a. IN b. 90 t,

8o1ve these problems:
0

a 289.0038 + .992763 =

c.. .42 x 3.7 =

IAMC ON ,SCRATCH PAPER.

(SHOW ANSWERS.)

b. r3928 - .02867 =

d. 4.32 + .0036 =

TUrn to page 25,

.23

393 (4#



a

3

24A
Very good. Care mpSt be taken with your arithnetic. lt is always

a ood idea to CHECK your multiplication and addition. Thin is where

mos of the errors are made, with a few being made on the placement

of the decimal pointil

Let's try two more. After completing them, check your arithmetic

and decimal placement.

a. 332.1x .2 = b. .55 x 1:5

cIT

TURN TO PAGE 19B.

1

-24B '

3.3/W. becomei 33e/tpr6 by moving the decimal poikt one place.

When the divisor 15 a whole number and the'diladend is a decimsa,

rrr

such as 33/747-you do not move the decimal point. Simply place the

decimal point up in the quotient directly over the decimal point in

the dividend; then divide. For example: 275/3.4747-

Solve this: 26/77-

The agewer to the problem above is:

a. 3

b. .3

c. .03

-rt

(Circle your ansliger.)

Turn to page 26.,

394 a
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ANSWERS TO PAGE 23B

a. 289.003800
bs. 439280

+ .992763 - .02867,
289.996563 .36413

C. .42

-294
126

1.554

1200
d. 36/14517-L

72
_2a

If you missed°ank of these problems, go to the part of the program

that teaches that type of problem and read the rules again. THEN

correct your error. The pages that teach 'each function are listed

below.

ADDtTION. (Page 17A)

SUBTRACTICN (Page 19A)

MULTIPLICATION Page 22)

DIVISION (Pages. 9B & 26)

\

This completes your lesson in decimals. Working partial numbers is-

easier'when you use decimals rather than fractions, so this lesson

is verg important.

A Self-Test begins on'Pege 27.

25

39 5.
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26/77 solved is: 26/6
,

If the divideud IS a whole number, Ex: 1.32127, add 'zeros and move

the decimal point. Ex: 1..32/Y5755 When the decimal has been moved

as appropriate, theh place 4 decimal point in the quotient directly

over the poinn the dividend, Ex: -;t5/7371755 and solve..

.04

&ample: 2t2/711716

,

4 P

NOTICE HOW THE QUOTIENT IS .04 AND NCT .4. THIS IS BECAUSE 25 GOES INTO

10 ZERO TIMES, AND.INTO 100 FOUR TIMES.

Solve the problem below:

.064+3.211

If your answer is:

50.

1060.200.

.2

3.2/0064

.02

3.2/7a

4

1
Note: + is the sign for division,

and the number on the right
wiz always the divisor.

f

a

Go to page:

, 17B

18B

20A

26
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SWF-TEST

DECIMALS

.
Write,in your adn words, the definition of a decimal.

-7

2. Match the numerical decimals in Column A with the appropriate

word decimals in Column B. Place the letter frog Column A in
-

.the blank next to the correct word'decimal in Cblumn B.

A

a. 3(4.04

b. .379

C.

d. 90.001

One hundred forty-six

0

Three hundred seventy-nine
thousandths

Thirty and four hundredths

Ninety-one thousands

Three hundred seventy-nine
thousand

One and forty-six hundredths

Thirty-four hundredths

Ninety and one thousandths

Write the numerical fonm of the following word decimals:

a. Nine and seventy-five hundredths

b. Twelve ayathree tenths

c. 'Steven and onethundred twenty-three thousandths

d. SeVenty-three ten thousandths

27
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4. Change the fractions below to decimals.

a. 2 -
10

b. A
5

C. a=
4

d.

2

Change the decimals below tO fractions. REDUCE TO DDWEST TERMS.

a. .25 C. .105 d.

b. -.9 d.

Round off the following decimals as directed.

NEAREST TENTH:

a. .6354 -

NEAREST HUNDREDMi:.,

b. 13.8467 -

Add the following decimals:

NEAREST THOUSANDTH:

c. .05671 -

NEAREST TEN THOUSANDTH:

d. 1.60006 -

a. 9.37 15.756 .76 =.

b. 69.333 + .12 + 111.1

c. .0055 + 7.02 + 12.367

p

211
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8. Subtract the following decimale:

a. 13.14 2.96 =

b. .7068 .077 =

c. 447.3 .93 c.

Kultiply the following decimals:

a. .03 x 10.31 =

b. .71 x .004 =

c. 1.51x .212 =

10. Divide the following decimals:

a'. .08 + .004 gm

'b. .00344 + 3.44

c. .04 + .08 =

-END.

Answers to the Self.Test are found on page i in the
front of the text. 4
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Departmont of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences
Sheppard AFB, Texas

CARDIOVASCULAR DRUGS

Drn

/0-4.
JP& /

SG 1ALP9109-1-6e--
Auclu.A 1973

LANOXIN, TM

DIGOXIN

Digitalizing doze:

2.0-3.0 mg. orally

1.0-2.0 mg. I.V.

1

Congeativa heart failure

control ventticular

rate in atrial flutter
fibrillation

MI6, A-V Conduction disturb-
ance
nausea, vomiting, yellow vision

and other CNS symptoms.

DIGITOXIN Digitalizing Same as digoxin but

1.0-200 ma. orally slower action and

prolonged effect

Same as digoxin;itoxicity

more prolonged.

-

XYLOCAINE, TM

LIDOCAINE

70-100 mg. I.V. x 3; Ventricular arrhythmias

1.0-4.0 mg/min.

I.V. drip. /

Seizures, A-V block

_

PRONESTYL, TM

PROCAINE AMIDE

0.5 Gm. q 6h orally; Atrial and ventricular

100 mg. arrhythmias.
,

Hypotension, iarrhea, intra-
ventricular conduction delay
ventricular arrhythmiaa, skin
rash, systemic lupus
er thematosis.

QUINIDINE 0.2-0.4 Gm q 4h 'Atrial ard ventricular

prally
10o mg. I,V. 0. 5 min. arrhythmias

5.

GI symptoms, tinnitus, fever
syncope, thromboeytopenia,
hypotension, intraventricular
cond9e1.lon &day, wentricutsr
arrhythmias.

This SG supersedes SHO 3ALR91630, dated July 1972

1
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EDECRIN, TM
ETHACRYNIC ACID

25-50 mg. I.V.
5O-400 mg. orally
divided doses

Acute pulmonary edema;
congestive heart failure

,
.

Potassium depletion; alkalosis;
excess diuresis; acute gout;
thrombocytopenia

Potassium depletion; alkalosis;
excess diuresis.

LASIX, TM.

OVROSEMIDE

10-20 mg. I.V.;
nrally

,

Same as ethacrynic acid

li

GLUCAGON 2.5 mg. I.V. :Shock:
6

acute heart failure
Nausea

ARAMINE, TM
METARAMINOL

50-200 mg./L;
give 2-3 ccamin
I.V.
,

Shock

.

Use body's own catecholamines,
so may need increasing dose;
ventricular arrhythmias;.
knricassivaNisoprassar rasponaa
persists 20-60 min. P

. . ..

LEVOPHED, TM

NOREPINEPHRINE

___.
a

. ........ ..

1-4 ampules (4-16
mg. Levophed base)
lier liter, 20-30

drops Per min.

.

Shock

.

Cutaneous necrosis (treat with
Regitine); reductdion of blood
volume. ventricular arrhythmias.

WYATIINE, TM

pOREPINEPHRINE

1000 mg./L; give \Shock

1-3-cc/min.
CNS stimulation.

,

HEPARIN
,5000-15000 units 1Decrease
10,000-20,000,
units subcutane-
ouslv

blood clotting
tendency, prevent thrombi
and emboli; control dose
with clotting time.

Bleeding. Antidote: protamine

sulfate or fresh blood.

COUMADIN, TM
PANWARFIN, TM

.1

30-60 mg. initialiy
initially, 2-10 mg
ctly .

. ,

Same as heparin. Control
dose with prothrombin
time

A' C

Bleeding. Amtidote: Vitamin K

.

(Mephyton, TM).

2
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DILANTIN, TM

DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN

rc,

25Cmg., 4riluted in
,

5 Cc. solution, I.V.
sloWiy over 5 min.,
100 mg q.i.d. orally

.
,

%

Arrhythmias due to digitalis
toxicity. Prophylactically
prior to cardioversion.

Local thrombophlebitis'
k

/

Respiratory Arrest.

INDERAL, TM ,i:

PROPRANOLOL
.

10-S0

1-10

given

tig. q 6 h orilliy;

mg. q 4-6 h I:V.,

1 Mgamin..

Angina, atrial) and
..

ventricular4arrhythmias

I,

Heart failure, shock

asthma, A-V block

ISUPREL, TM
.

ISOPROTERgNOL

0.2 1.0 mg..in 500 cc Bradycardia, 30 A-V

I.V, drip; 10 ragt, Block.
cp

sub ingual

Tachycardia, ventric-

ulararrhythmias,
%

myocardial necrosis.

ATROPINE
I

1.04.2.0 mg. I.V. Sinus bradycardia, A-V

0

blbck
,

kay slow-ventricular
rate in 2° A-V:block,
glaucoma, urinary
retention, delerium,
fever.

EPINEPHRINE
.

,

1.0 mg. (1 cc. Ventricular fibril/ation
when to response tole.

1,1000) I.V. precordial shock

Tachycardia, ventric-
ular Arrhythmias

% .

'SODIUM

BICARBONATE, 57.

e

50 cc. initiall;, Correction of.acidosis
repeated every 5 due to circulatory
of circulatoky arrest or shock.
arrest.

,

i

Local thrombophlebitis

1

3
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- ASSIGNMEWF SHEET

This assignment she* should be used when.

You are to complete only a part of this te;ct.

Yotir assignment within this text is drv,yied

into two or mo,re reading-operiods.

Your instructor will make assignments by identifying specific objectives, text
material, and review questions.

41,
ASSIGNMENTS

OBJECTIVES
(by No)

TEXT MATERIAL
(by page and/or frame)

REVIEW QUESTIONS
(by No)

'

,

a

1 0

,

,

0
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Page 1 351
What is a GRAPH?

.

graph

1. A GRAPH is a pictorial representation of the relationship

a.

between two or more quantities. A pictorial representation

betweentwo or more quantities is a

2. *Basically, allgraphs fall into two types: (a) those retwe-

..

senting a LINEAR function and (b) those rbpresenting a

NONLINEAR function'. A straight line is the gmph of a

function.

linear 7-3\ A curved line is the graph of a

function.

nonlinear 4. The-sine wave is a graph of a nonlinear iunction; it forms

a line.

curved 5. What is the difference between the graph of a linear function

and the graph of a nonlinear lunction?

turn to Page 2 and continue.
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page 2
-

THE ANSWER

A linear graph is a STRAIGHT line; a nonl,ffear graph is a cufved line.

To graph Ohm's Law (I lin the set of cOotdinate lines below, we mark
0

voltage values on the horizontal llne (see and current alue.6 On the vertical

line (see I t )." ,MovIng'horizontally, each vertical line.repres ,nts 10 vOlts.

Moving vertically, each horizontal line represents 1 milliamp. By holding the

resistance ronstant'at a given value, we can find the resulting current,value for any.

applied voltage between 0 and 100v. Any pair of voltage and current values can be

represented by a point marked on the graph. (Example: 4 ma and 40 volts. ) This

point i8 found by moving across the graph paper on the line representing 4 ma of6_

current, and up on the line representing 40 volts (see pt. A). Where the two lines

cross, mark the point. Repeat this procedure with other values of E and I until you

hay& marked several points. Then connect the points together:with a line. This line
is the graph.

10 MA

6 MA

6 MA

4 MA

2MA

20V 40V 60V 60V IOOV

Continue on page 3A 41)-5-7"
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On the set of coordinate lines in Figure 3B, Olot the values of curreptand
a

voltage given .in the table, Figure 3A.. (This table was made using Ohm's Law with.

a eonstadi 10k II:resistor. )
4 I

'
i

100 V 10MA q

50 V 5MA

,20V 2MA

10V IMA

Figure 3A.

IOMA

8MA

_ISMA

.4MA

2MA

0

=.1 I"

-

20V 40V (10V 80y 100y 120V

Figure 38.

After you have plotted the 4 points, connect them to complete your graph.

What type of graph is this?

Linear.

Nonlinear.

3B

YOUR ANSWER:- Linear
(From P-4)

Turn to page 4.

Turn page 5.

Friend, you^were a little hasty; your answer is wrong.

We are using the power.formula. I2R) in this problem. Since the current is

squared, the graph cannOt be a linear one. Go back to page 4 and plot the points

correctly. If your graph is still a straight line, see your instructor for help.

a

4 i



Page 4

YOUR ANSWER: Linear
(From P-3A or P-5)

1. Right you are. For a

quick check, compare your

graph with Figure 4A.

Now, let's hold the

resistance constant, and see

'what happens to the power as

the current is chaaged. On

the set of coordinates in

Figure 4B, 'plot the pairs of

values listed in the table

below. (R = 5k11. )

1

,

P

0 MA 0 W
1 MA 5 W

:2 Mk 20 W

3MA 45 W

4MA BO W

10 MA

8 MA

6 MA

4 MA

2 MA

0

100W

SOW

60W

40W

20W

0

20V 40V 60V BOV 100V
Figure 4A.

4

1 MA 2MA 3MA 4MA 5MA BMA

Figure 4B.

After plotting the 5 points, connect them together to form a graph.

What type of graph is this?

Linear. Turn to page-3B.

Nonlinear. Turn to page 6.

411
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Page 5

YOUR ANSWER. Nonlinear
(From P-3A)

You're wrong on this answer. Your graph should be a straight line. Let's go

over the procedure a little slower and find the mistake.

Here's the table again. Each pair of voltage and current values can be repre-

sented by a point on the graph.

E 1

1001/ . 10MA

50V . 5MA

20V 2MA
10 V 1MA

10 MA

8 MA

6 MA

4MA

2MA

0

miInymmi.rmulxaryil.

d

AIL

zov 401/ GOV 80V 100V

Go up hevertical line representing 100v, and across the horizontal line

representing 10ma (this procedure is shciwn by arrows on the graph,above). Where

the two lines meet, mark a point. Repeat this operation for each pair of values

listed in the table; then connect the points together. The resultant graph is a straight
line. It is a graph.

linear/nonlinear

Continue at the top of page 4.
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Page,6

YOUR ANSWER: Non linear
(From P-4)

You're right again.

However, check.your graph

against this correct graph

to make sure we agree.

100W

80W

60W

40W

20W

0

P.-

11.

I MA 2MA 3MA 4MA 5MA 6MA

Let's talk about vectors.

1. A VECTOR can be defined as a strLight line that indicates' both

magnitude and direction of a quantity. The straight line below has

a certain lefigth and is pointing in a certain direction..

This line is a

vector 2. A vector indicates both MAGNITUDE and DIRECTION of a quantity.

The length of the line`indicates the of the

quantity.

magnitude 3. The arrowhead indicates the of the quantity.

direction 4. A vector is a line that indicates both

straight

magnitude

direCtion

of a quantity.

Continue on page 7.

4



5. Define a vector.

THE ANSWER: A vector is a straight line that indicates both magnitude and
direction of a quantity.

Vectors must be used with a known reference. By using coordinate lines, sucii

as we used previously, we can establish a known reference for our vectors. Actually,

the graphs that we have constructed so far have been plotted on only 1/4th of a coordi-

nate system, as shown by the area filled in with grid lines in Figure 7A. A complete

coordinate system consists of two perpendicular lines that cross each ottler at a

point called the zero point. (Check Figure 7A. ) The/ze; point is also called the

POINT OF ORIGIN. All vectors we will use will start from this point. The horizon-

tal and vertical lines that pass through this point of origin are known as the "X" and

"Y" AXES. Both the X and Y axes are divided at the zero point into positive and

negative values. The horizontal line is the X axis. All values to the RIGHT of the

zero pobit are POSITIVE ( ); all values to the LEFT are NEGATIVE ( ). The

vertical line is the Y axis. All values above the zero point are positive, while values

below are negative. Figure 7B shows the labeling of the two axes in the coordinate

system.

0

POINT OF ORIGIN

Figure 7A.

+Y +4
+ 3
+ 2
+ I

-4 -3 -2 -1 +I 12 +3+4
+ X

-2
- 3

-Y 4

Figure 7B.

continue on the top of page 8.
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Page 8

1. The horizontal line passing through the point of origin is
,

labeled the

X axis

,

2. The values on the X axis to the RIGHT of tile zero point

are I
.

positive ( - ) 3. The values on the X axis to the LEFT of the zerr point

are I

negatiye ( ) 4. The vertical line passing through the zero point is labeled

the .

Y axis 5. Values on the Y axis BELOW the zero point are

,

* negative ( ) 6. Values on the Y axis ABOVE the zero point are

positive ( + )

,

7.

\

Label the "X" and "Y"
-,

following coordinate

.

axes and the polarity of each on the

lines:

,

..

Jr, .

_

4 15

3 49(4

4



Page 9

-x

Figure OA.

+ y

It

+ X

+ X

I ft

-Y
Figure 9B.

Iv

Figure 9C.

Check you; labeling with Figure 9A.

By crossing the X and Y axes at the

zero point, the entire coordinate

system is divided ilto 4 equal parts,

called QUADRANTS. These quadrants

are numbered with Roman numerals,

beginning with the quadrant to the right

of the Y axis and above the +X axis,

n The numerals increase in a counter-

clockwise direction (See Figure 9B).

Some graphs use- only one quadrant,

while others use two, threeNr all

four quadrants.

Vectors always start from the point

of origin. Their angle, used to denote

vector direction, is measured

COUNTERCLOCKWISE starting from

the +X axis. Angles between 00 and

90° âe in first quadrant (I). Angles

between 90%, and 180° fall into the

$,second quadrant (II). The third quad-

rant (III) includes -angles betweeni800
I X arid 270°. The fourth and final quad-

rant (IV) completes the circle and

includes angles between 270° and 360°

(see Figure 9C).
No response required.

Continue on the top of page 10.
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Pt re 10

To draw a vedor correctly, the end of the vector th t

gives direction must have an drawn

on it.
. _

The angle which denotes th direction of the vector is

measured frhm the axy.to the vector.

_

The number of degrees in the angle is measured

from the IX a.xis.
(clockwise/counterclockwigel

. A vector having a direMion.of 2200 is in the

'quadrant.

third or UI 6. A vector having a direction of 1200 is in the

quadrant.

second or If 7 Label the 4 quadiants formed by the following

coordinate lines:
+ y

+ X

Continue on page 11.
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I I

III I IV

magnit ode

direction

resultant

1-8

Continue on page 12.

v

8. Vectors are straight lines that indicate both

and of a quantity'.
- -

ff Two or more vectors can be added together and become a

single vecter, called the RESULTANT vector.. If vectom

are parallettO each other, they can be added algebraically.

For, example, if you have two vectors, a F3 and a 14, both

On the X axis, their sum 1-7 is called the

vector.

10. All vectors start from the point of oriain. When they are on

the sameaxis, or are parallel to each other, the resultant

vector equals the ALGEBRAIC sum of the vectors. Graphi-

cally, the vectors look like this: Two vectors on the same

axis: Their resultant vector:
+Y

X
+ 5

+ 3
Y

X
1110-1-

Xf

The value of the resultant vector is on the X axis.

11. The valties of vectors pointing in' the SAME direction are

ADDED together to give the magnitude of the resultant

vector. The %/blues of vectors pointing in ih OPPOSITE

direction are subtracted from each other to give the magni-

tude of the resultant veetor. When subtracting, the resultant

vector has the sign of the larger vector.



Page 12

No answer
required

12. . Two 'vectors on the same axis: The resultant vector:
+y + y

x

+2

3

Y

)5

Y

The magnitude of the resultant vector is _

the X axis.

13. Two vectors on the same axis:

4 2
X

011

The resultant vector:

The magnitude of the resultant vector is

the ax

011

14. In electronic problems, you will often solve for the

resultant of three vectors. Two of The vectors will be on

the Y axis; the third vector on the X axis. For example,

to combine the 3 vectors below, we first solve for the

resultant of the tWo vectors on the Y axis.

+6

X

+ Y

+5 + x

The resultant vector on the Y axis is

Continue on page 13.



P'aze 13

'Next, we solve for the resultant of the x and y vectors. When

two vectors are at right angles ,(along the X and Y aXes), we

'cannot simply add the two vectors algebraically; we must add them vectorially. Ts)

add them, the vectors are drawn and solv.ed as sides of an equivalent right. triangle.

Before, we do some actual vectorial addition, let's review a few facts about the right

triangle. rif.rure 13A shows a vector diagram and its equivalent right triangle.

+Y

Vectbr Diagram
Figure 13A.

horizontal side

Right Triangle

vertical
side

A triangle has three sides. The horizontal side of the right triangle is equivalent

to.the x' vector (the vector drawn on the X ("xis). Make a small x by the correct vector

in the vector diagram above. The vertical side of the right triangle is equivalent

to the y vector (the vector drawn on the Y axis). Make a small y by the correct

vector in the vector diagrarnabove. The third side of the rightlriangle is the

longest side; it is opposite the 900 angle. This side is called tile HYPOTENUSE

(pronounced hi pOt'n Fels). In a vector diagram, the r vector (the resultant vector)

is equivalent to the hyjiotenuse of the right triangle. Write the word, HYPOTENUSE,

by the correct side of the right triangle above; then, make a small r by thes,correct

vector in the vector diagram..

Turn to page 14 and continue.



. Page 14

, Did

%

Y

you label the right triangle and vector diagrim like the ones below?
/

+ Y

...9e
,,,otel%

'on v

1

vertical
side

,

to

(Cover

Vector Diagram

the answersk)

1.

-

horizontal side

Right Triangle

,
o

The vertical side of the right triangle is equivalent

the vector.

y 2. The horizontal side of the right triangle is
..

to the vector,

equivalent

x 3.
_

,
The side of the right triangle opposite the

called?the

90° angle is

hypotenuse 4. The hypotenuse is equivalent to the vector.

r (resultant)
.

5.
-

In addition to having three sides, all triangles have three
iangles. The sum of these three angles is always 180°. In

a right triangle, since one angle is 900, the sum of-the

other two angles must equal .

, 900

I.

6. If one of these two angles (other than the 900#ang1e)

equals 300, the third angle equais

Continue on page 15.
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Page 15

600 An easy way to solve for both the sides and angles of a right triangle

is toitge trigonomqry.. To the extent we .use it, "trig", as it is sometimes called,

is not complicated.

Either of the two imiknown angles in a right triangle can be found by (1) dividing

one known side by the other known side; then (2) looking up their quotient (answer)

in a Table of Natural Functions. In this Table, angles (in degrees) are kisted

,

oppbsite the Function values.

NOTE: For your convenience in 'solving trig problems, the last page of
this program,has a Table of Natural Functions. Take a quick
glance at it noW; then continue on this page.

The angle that we use in solving trigonometry problems is the angle formed

by the hypotenuse and the horizontal side (see Figure 15A). This'angle is Theta

(pronounced the ta). Its symbol is Et. The symbol means "angle theta."

A

horizontal side

Figure 15A.

We will use three trigonometric functions in this program: the sine, the cosine,

and the tangent. These functions are abbreviated sin, cos, and tan respectively.
'4

19.

Continue on page 16.
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Page 16

1. As we said, one of the trighnctions we use is the SINE

function. The sine function is the ratio of the opposite

si,le to the hypotenuse: This means that the sine e"

equals the opposite side divided by the hypotenuse.

side t,t
opposite

Complete the following formula: sin 8 =

sin 0 opp
Fir)

w
2. The sine function is the ratio of the opposite side to the

hypotenuse. This ratio remains the same as long as

the angle does not change. Solve for the sin .0 in

each.of the two triangles below.

sin 9 = sin 92 =

15

Continue on page 171 423

3 74,
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Both
sin 0 = . 500

Solution:

sin 0
ffifY

sin 81 = 20

sin 82 ='15

sin 01 = .51

sin 82 = . 5

Page 1?

3. To find the number of degrees in the A9,.. , you must turn

to trig tables (Table of Natural Functions) on the last
/

page of the programa /It shows that the sin 1 F . 5000/
NOTE: The sine function is never greater than one.

Now, go down the first SIN collumn to .5000 at the
1

bottom of the/Page.' The sizeiof the angle is fourid.,

opposite tI1é .5000 in the DEG! column.

DEG.

29. 0

29. 5

30. 0

When sin 9 = . 5000, La

SIN.

4848

c. 4924

5000

= 30. 00 . Another trig function we use is the COSINE function.

The 'eOsine function is the ratio of the adjacent side to

the hypotenuse. Stated another Way, the cosine 0

equals the adjacent side divided by the hypotenuse. .

side adjacent to

Complete the following formula: Cos 0 =

Continue on page 18. .
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Page 18

cos 8 adi 5. The cosine function is the ratio of the adjacent side of

the hypotenuse. This ratio remains the same as long as

the angle does not change. Solve for the-cos El in the

following triangle:

50

cos =
1

a

25

cos 02 =

cos 81 = .500

cos 82 = .500

6. To find the number of degrees in 1ø. again use the

trig tables on the last page. We find that 'cos 9 = .5

(the cosine function is never greater than one). This

time go down the column marked COS until the cosine

value is found. Opposite this-value, in the column marked

"DEG," you will find the number of degrees in Al.

When cos 0 = .5000, /JI =

Continue on page 19.

ir
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Page 19 v

- 60°

DEG SIN COS

59.0 .8572 .5150
59.5 .8616 .5075
6 .0 .8660 .5 00

tan 9 opp
adj

. The third trig function we use is the TANGENT

function. The tangent function is the ratio of the

opposite side to the adjacent side. Stated

another way, the tangent 0 equals the opposite

side divided by the adjacent side.

side
opposite

Le

side adjacent to Le

Complete the following formula: tan it =

. The tangent function is the ratitkof the opposite

side to the adjacent side. This ratio also does

not change as long as the angle does not change.

Solve for the tan 9 in the following triangle:

20

tan 01
=

20

S..

tan 02 =

e Continue on page 20.
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Page 20

tan 01 = 1.000

tan 02 = 1.000

9. To find the number of drees in LEL

turn again to the trig tab es. Tan 0

is 1.000. (NOTE: An angle less than

450 always has a tangent function less

than 1; an angle greater than 450 always

has a tangent function greater than 1. )

This time go down the column marked TAN

until the tangent value is found. Opposite

this value, in the column marked "DEG, "

you will,find the number of degrees in L62

When tan & = 1.000, Lft =

45°

Solution:

DEG SIN COS TAN

44.0 . 6947 . 7193 .9657
44.5. . 7009 .7133 .9827
45.0 . 7071 . 7133 1.000

10. Trying to memorize formulas such as the

trig functions can be difficult. However,

you are required to know them. As a

memory "crutch, " here is a little saying

that you may use to help you remember.

them:

"Oscar Had A Heap Of Apples"

Take the under-

lined capital let-

ters, and group

them vertically as

in Fig. 20A. Each

(Opposite) 0 =
(Hypotenuse) H
(Adjacent) A
(Hypotenuse)H

(Opposite) 0 =
(Adjacent) r

Figure 20A

ratio is equal to a trig function. The functions are listed in the order

in which you learned them. Complete Fig 20A by writing the correct

function in each blank.

Continue on page 21.

_
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Page 21 siti
Figure 20A

0 sin 0

11. Remember:

"Oscar Had A Heap Of Apples"

, Complete these formulas:

Sin 0 =
,

Cos 0 =

Tan 0 =

Ft

A cos 0
il

0 = tan 04
A

sin 0 = 0
,

il

cos 0 = A
H

tan 0 - 0
A.

12. As we previously

for the sides In

mentioned,

a right triangle.

VERTICAL

( SIDE OPP.

i

we substitute veCtors

For example:
+y

*X
or on s e

(side adj. / 9 )
Right Triangr

The angle 9 in a right triangle

horizontal side and the hypotenuse.

are used as sides, the angle

vector and the

,

Vector Diagrath

is formed by the

When vectors .

9 is formed by the

vectoi.

x

r

13. The side opposite

the

LQin a triangle is represented by

vector.
d

y 14.. The adjacent side of L3 in the

by the vector.

triangle is represented

x , 15. In a right triangle

hypotenuse represents

having vectors for the sides, the

the yeetor.

Continue on page 22.
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16. Each tinie you work a trig problem, remember

the saying:

scar ad eap pples"

Page 22

1" or
resultant

Complete these formulas:

0 = 0

A

= 0

0, H. A. H. 17. When working trig problems in this program, we

0. A. want you to round off all numbers to 3 figures, and

sin, cos, tan find angles to the nearest 1/20.

On the vector diagram below, we are given the

values for the y vector and the r vector. How many

degrees are in LO_? (In'sert answer in blank below.)

Hint: When the opposite side and the hypotenuse are

given, we use the sine function.

2 5

+ y

Use function forMula: sin 0 0 or

Substitute in values: sin 0 =

Solve problem: sin 0 =

Use trig tables: LEI =

C.ntthue on page 23.
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Page 23

sin 0 = 25
50

On 0 = .5

Lg. , 300

16. This time, .we are given values for the x vector

and the r vector, and are asked to solve for. AL

When the adjacent side and the hypotenuse are given,

we use the COSINE function.

Solve for Lt: (Remember, find angles to die nearest

1/2°. )

+ Y

+X
94

Use function formula: cos 0 = x or A

%t Substitute in values: cos 0 =

Solve problem: cos 0 =

Use trig tables: =

cos 0 = 94
170-

cos 9 .94

= 20°

19. Write the three commonly used trig functions and

the formula for each:

0 =

0 =

0 =

Continue on page 24.
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sin 0 = 2122.
hyp

cos 8 = adj
hyp

tan 0 = o

53.7

20. On the vector diagram below, we are given values

for the y vector and the x vector and asked to solve

for a, When the opposite side and the adjacent sit%

are given, we use the TANGENT function.

NOTE: These vectors are in the IV quadrant and

are treated in the same manner, as vectors

in the firit quadrant. In both quadrants,

the angle 0 is the angle between the x

vector and the r vector, and the y vector

is the opposite side.

Solve for L02.

54.3 + X

tos

Use functicin formula: tan 0 =

Substitute in values: tan 0 =

Solve problem: tan 0 =

Use trig tables: L. =

tan 0 = 53.7

tan 0 = 637

= 32. 5°

21. Solve for LI Which function formula do we use?

Continue on page 25.
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sin 0

= 65..5°

22. So far, we have solved for the angle e by knowing 2

sides and using the 3 trig functions. As you will find,

it is just as easy to solve for the unknown sides of a

right triangle when the angle 0 ,and one side are known

Here is the procedure to follow:

1. Look the problem over to see what is given and

wh t you are asked to._find.

. Choose the function formula (sin cos, or tan

formula) that uses both the given values and the

unknown value you are asked to find.

3. Transpose the formula so the unknown value can

be found.

4. Using the trig tables, solve for the unknown value.

No response
required

23.

+V

To solve for r, when the and y vector are given,

we would use the function formula:

sin 0 =

Transpose for r: r =

Continue on page 26.
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r = y
sin 9

24.. What is the value of r?

40
r a P

300 + X

Use formula: sin 9 y.

Transposed formula: r = y
sine

Substitute in values: r =
sin 30

-Use trig tables: G = 40
73-

=

r -= 80 25. Solve for a. Which function formula do we use?

+Y

0 +x
25

cos .9 = x

IL = 60°

26. To solve for r when the La and the x vector are given,

use the function formula: cos .9 = x

Transpose formula: r

= X

cos 9
27. Solve for the r vector.

+

24.5° t X

Use formula: cos B = x

Transposed formula: r = x

SubstitUte in values: r =

Use trig tables: r =

Solve for r:

r = 200 Turn to page 28.

= 7.43 Turn to page 29,,



This is the way the completed sine wave should look.

0 210 240 270 300 330

Figure 27A.
We have not assigned a magnitude to the y vect plotted on the graph in

Fig'.\27A; however, if the "Y" axis were marked off 'n nits, such as in volts,

a magnitude (value4 of the "y" vector could be found/at ai point along the sine

wave in Fig 27A.
100

80
60

4 0

Vigure 27B.
lo-

20
0
20
40

SO

SO

100

Compare positions 0
27B with points 0

1111=5=0,
11011101

I lik
30 SO . 150$0 210 240 270 300 330

Figure 27C.

, 0 , and° of the rotating vector in Fig.
and 0 on the corresponding sine wave in Fig.27C

Notice that the angle used fot\trig solutions is always less than 900, and that
this angle is formed by the X axis (x vector) and the rotating vector.

Point No. 1 at 450 meftsurgs approximately = 71 volts.

Point No. 2 ak1500 (sin 300) measures = 50 volts.
Point No. 3 at 2850 (sin 750) measures approximately - 97 volts, You

would get these same values by solving for "y" using trigonometry.

You have completed the program on "Generation of a Sine Wave". Look at
the objectives on the front page again, to ensure that you understand them.

Then check with your instructor..
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Page 28

._ YOUR ANSWER:
(from P-26 and 2-29)

4

,

40.1
,

r =

Right

28.

200

,

you are. Continue with frame 28.

Solve for k Which function formula do we use?

tO +X _

Y

/

a .

tan 9 = y
x

la = 76. 00

29. ( To solve

use the

, The transposed

for x when the L. and the r vector are given,

function formula: cos 9 = x

Tformula is: x =

x = cos 4 r

/

,

30. Solve for the x vector. ,

The fundtion formula to use is:

cos 19 = x .

. i
,

Transposed formula: x = cos 9 r

..
,

A 40b
+ X

x =

Turn to page 30 and continue.
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Page 29
fm'

YOUR ANSWER : r = 7.43
(From P-26)

Don't turn back for the other answer! You are wrong. Let's see why.

Here's the problem again. Solve for the r vector.

1.Y

162

Use function formtaa: cos 0 = x

Transposed fosmula: r = X

COS a-

o Substitute in values: r = 182
cts

Now, the cos 24 50 IS NOT the same as the L2L50. The cos 24.50 is a

decim0 value foun4in the trig tables. g

For each angle of 9, there are 3 function values: sin, cos, and tan. The

value you use depends on the function formula you are solving.

Let's try three quick problems. (Cover the ans ers in the margin.)

1. sin, 24.59 =

.4147 or .415 2. tan 24. 5 =

.4557 or .456 3. cos 24. 50 =

.9100 or .910 4. Complete the originajproblern.

-

=

182
cos 24. b _

Turn to page 28 for your answer and continue.



Page 30

x = 76. 6

,

At this point in the program, you may have become confused

by all the formulas. There are actually only 3 function formulas

to use. These you must know:

sin, 0 = opp or 0 or y
"FYIT

cos 0 = adj or A or x
hyp

tan 9 = v- or 0 or
--aar

Don't try to memorize all the variations of the formulae. As can be seen, there

are only 4 values used in the formulas:

it opposite side, adjacent side, and hypotenuse.

w3.9°

adjacent side

Every function formula involves the Le_ d 2 of ihe 3 sidesy Now, which is

pposite
ide

the correct formula to use in solving a given roblem?

We choose the function formula that us s the given values and the unknown

value that we want to find.

We transpose this formula-go-the ziownvalue is bx itself on one side of the

equation. Then we are rea4 to solve fok the unknown value.
,

If you aren't sure how to choose Oe correct function formula, consider thie!"

First, determine which side yon/ are NOT interested in; namely, the side

which is not given and which you are not asked to find.

Now, ignore the two formulas that contain this side. The remaining formula

is the one to use. Transpose this formula and solve as before.

Continue on page 31, frame 31.
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31.. Solve for "ir" (round ofi to 3 figures)./ I

Which function formula do we use?

32. To solve for x wtth a and the y vector function

formula is:
tan 0 = y

The transposed formula: x =

33. Solve for the x vector.

Use the function formula: tan 0 =. y

Transposed formula: x = y

X =

34. Solve for "r."

Continue on page 32.

164 4,EX

35

Y

438

Function formula:

r =



cOs

3?

200

sin 0 r

y r 25.8

35. Tci solve for y when the /.9.. and the r vector ;ire u.iven,

use the function formula: sin 0 y

The transposed formula is:

6
36. Solve for .the "y" vector.

Use the function formula: sin 0 y

Transposed'formula: y sin 0 . r

37. Solve for "x."

Function formula:

cos x0

28. 2

38. To solve for the "y" vector when 18 and the x vector

are given, use the function formula:

The transposed formula is:

tan 0 y

Continue on page 33; 43J
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39. Solve for the "y" vector.

Function formula: tan

Page 33 1

40. Solve for the x vector.

Function formula:

41. Solve for the y vector.

Continue on page 34.

Function formula:

Y

44u
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sin

23 0
govi

C,

42. Solve for the y vector.

2 0 4 X

3 50

Function formula:

tan 9 = y

y = 14.0

The trig functions are used to solve for unknown values

in right triangles. Given any two sides, /11 can be

found. Given LA and any one side, the other two sides

can be found.

We will now show you how to draw the graph of a sine function, commonly

called a sine curve, or a sine wave. When a resultant vector is rotated COUNTER-

CLOCKWISE from 00 through 3600 (4 quadrants), the opposite side (y vector)

increases from zero to maximuth positive magnitude in the first quadrant;

decreases from maximum positive magnitude to zero in the second quadrant;

increases to maximum negative magnitude in the third quadrant; and, finally,

decreases ba:ck to 0 magnitude in the fourth quadrant. This variation in the y

vector can easily be seen by plotting the magnitudes of the y vector above or

below the X axis for each-agree of rotation of the resultant vector.

Continue on page 35.
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Figures 35A and 35B are sets of coordinate lines. Figure 35A shows the

four quadrants and a rotating vector, and Figure 358 shows an X axis marked.off

in degrees. Now," on Figure 35A, notice the varying magnitude (height) orthe

arrowhead above the 'X axis. This height represents the magnitude of the y vector.

For each 15° rotation of the resultant vector in a counterclockwise direction, plot

a point above or below the corresponding degrees on the X axis of Figure 35B. We

have already plotted the first 4 points. You are to plot the other points through one

complete cycle (00 throuch 360°) then connect them together to form a curve.
+ Y

900
12e 00

150°

Ise

2Icr 33CP

240) 300°

11111111INIMMIIIIIMIIMEMEMEN
111111.411111110M1111111111111111111111111

HhIuIuIIIIuuIIHhIHhuI
33030 60 90 120 ISO 'ISO 210 240 270 300

+X

360

I=

r igure 35A. Figure 35B.
This curve is a sine wave; it represents the change in magnitude of the

sine function during one complete cycle.

Turn back to page 27 and compare your sine wave against the sine wave on

that page.

IV
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TABLE OF NATURAL FUNCTIONS

DEG. SIN. COS: TAN. DEG. SIN. COS. TAN.

.5 .0087 1.0000 .0087 23.0 .3907 .9205 .4245
1.0 .0175 .9998 .0175 23.5 .3987 .9171 .4348
1.5 .0262 .9997 .0262 24.0 .4067 .9135 .4452
2.0 .0349 .9994 .0349 24.5 .4147 .9100 .4557
2.5 .0436 .9990 .0437 25.0 .4226 .9063 .4663
3.0 .0523 .9986 .0524 25. .4 .9 26 .4170
3.5 .0610 .9981 .0612 26.0 .4384 .8988 .4877
4.0 .0698 .9976 .0699 26.5 .4462 .8949 4986
4.5 .0785 .9969 .0787 27.0 .4540 .8910 f.5095
5.0 .0872 .9962 .0875 27.5 .4617 .8870 1.5206
5.5 .0958 .9954 .0963 28.0 .4695 .8829 .5317
6.0 .1045 'N .9945 .1051 28.5 .4772 .8788 .5430
6.5 .1132 .9936 .1139 29.0 .4848 .8746 .5543
7.0 .1219 .9925. .1224 29.5 .4924 .8704 .5658
7.5 .1305 .9914 .1317 30.0 .5000 .8660 .5774
8.0 .1392 .9903 .1405 30.5 .5075 .8616 .5890
8.5 .1478 .9890 .1495 31.0 .5150 .8572 .6009
9.0 -1564 .9877 .1584 31.5 .5225 .8526 .6128
9.5 .1650 .9863 .1673 32.0 .5299 .8480 .6249

10.0 .1736 .9848 .1763 32.5 .5373 .8434 .6371
10.5 . 822 .9833 .1853 33.0 .5446 .8387 .6494
11.0 .1908 .9816 .1944 33.5 .5519 .8339 .6619
11.5 .1994 .9799 .2035 34.0 .5592 .8290 .6745
12.0 .2079 .9781 .2126 34.5 .5664 .8241 .6873
12.5 .2164 .9763 .2217 35.0 .5736 .8192 .7002
13.0 .2250 .9744 .2309 35.5 .5807 .8141 .7133
13.5 .2334 .9724 .2401 36.0 .5878 .8090 .7265
14.0 .2419 .9703 .2493 36.5 .5948 .8039 .7400
14.5 .2504 .9681 .2586 37.0 .6018 .7986 .7536
15.0 .2588 .9659 .2679 37.5 .6088 .7934 .7673
15.5 .2672 .9636 .2773 38.0 .6157 .7880 .7813
16.0 .2756 .9613 .2867 38.5 .6225 .7826 .7954
16.5 .2840 .9588 .2962 39.0 .7771 .8098
17.0 .2924 .9563 .3057 39.5 .6361 .7716 .8243
17.5 .3007 .9537 .3153 40.0 ..6428 .7660 .8391
18.0 .3090 .9511 .3249 40.5 .6494 .7604 .8541
18.5 .3173 .9483 .3346 41.0 .6561 .7547 .8693
19.0 .3256 .9455 .3443 41.5 .6626 .7490 .8847
19.5 .3330, .9426 .3541 42.0 .6691 .7431 .9004
20.0 .3420 .9397 .3640 42.5 .6756 .7373 .9163
203 .3502 .9367 .3739 43.0 .6820 .7314 .9325
21.0 .3584 .9336 .3839 43.5 .6884 .7254 .9490
21.5 .3665 .9304 .3939 44.0 .6947 .7193 .9657
22.0 .3746 .9272 .4040 44.5 .7009 .7133 .9827
22.5 .3827 .9239 .4142 45.0 .7071 .7071 1.0000



TABLE OF NATURAL FUNCTIONS

DEG. SIN. COS. TAN. DEG. SIN.

Page 37

COS. TAN.

45. 5 1 . 7133 .7009 1. 0176 68.0 .9272 .3746 2.4751

46. 0 . 7193 . 6947 1. 0355 68. 5 :9304 . 3665 2. 5386

46. 5 . 7254 . 6884 1. 0538 69.0 .9336 .3584 2. 6051

47. 0 . 73114 . 6820 1.0724 69. 5 .9367 .3502 2. 6746

47. 5 . 7373 . 6756 1. 0913 70.0 .9397 . 3420 2. 7475

48. 0 . 7431 . 6691 1. 1106 . .9 . 8 . 9

48. 5 . 7490 . 6626 1.1303 71.0 .9455 .3256 2.9042

49. 0 . 7547 . 6561 1.1504 71. 5 .9483 .3173 2.9887

49. 5 . 7604 . 6494 1.1708 72.0 .9511 .3090 3. 0777

50. 0 . 7660 . 6428 1. 1918 72. 5 . 9537 .3007 3. 1716

50. 5 . 7716 . 6361 1. 2131 73.0 .9563 . 2924 3. 2709

51. 0 . 7771 . 6293 1.2349 73. 5 .9588 . 2840 - 3. 3759

51. 5 . 7826 . 6225 1. 2572 74.0 . 9613 . 2756 3. 4874

52. 0 . 7880 . 6157 1.2799 74. 5 .9636 . 2672 3. 6059

52. 5 . 7934 . 6088 1.3032 75. 0 .9659 . 2588 3. 7321

53. 0 . 7986 . 6018 1. 3270 . .96 1 . 2 3.8667

53. 5 . 8039 . 5948 1.3514 76. 0 .9703 . 2419 4. 0108

54. 0 . 8090 . 5878 1,3764 76. 5 .9724 . 2334 4. 1653

54. 5 . 8141 . 5807 1. 4019 77. 0 .9744 .2250 4.3315

55. 0 . 8192 . 5736 1.4281 77. 5 .9763 . 2164 4. 5107

55. 5 . 8241 . 5664 1.4550 78. 0 .9781 . 2079 4. 7046

56. 0 . 8290 . 5592 1. 4826 78. 5 .9799 . 1994 4.9152

56. 5 . 8339 . 5519 1. 5108 79. 0 .9816 . 1908 5. 1446

57. 0 . 8387 . 5446 1; 5399 79. 5 .9833 .1822 5. 3955

57. 5 . 8434 . 5373 1. 5697 80.0 .9848 . 1736 5. 6713

58. 0 .8480 . 5299 1, 6003
. .

58. 5 ' . 8526 . 5225 1. 6319 81. 0 . 9877 . 1564 6. 3138

59. 0 . 8572 . 5150 1. 6643 ,,. 81. 5 .9890 .1478 6, 6912

59. 5 . 8616 . 5075 1. 6977 82. 0 .9903 . 1392 7. 1154

60. 0 . 8660 . 5000 1.7321 . 82. 5 .9914 1305 7. 5958

60. 5 . 8704 . 4924 1.7675 83. 0 .9925 . 1219 8. 1443

61. 0 . 8746 . 4848 1.8040 83. 5 .9936 . 1132 8. 7769

61. 5 . 8788 . 4772 1. 8418 84. 0 .9945 . 1045 9. 5144

62. 0 . 8829 . 4695 1. 8807 84. 5 . 9954 . 0958 10. 39

62. 5 . 8870 . 4617 1.9210 85. 0 . 9962 . 0872 11. 43

63. 0 . 8910 . 4540 1.9626 . .99 9 . r 8 2. 7

63. 5 .8949 . 4462 2. 0057 86.0 .9976 . 0698 14. 30

64. 0 . 8988 .4384 2.0503 86. 5 .9981 . 0610 16.35

64. 5 .9026 . 4305 2. 0965 87.0 . 9986 . 0523 19. 08

65. 0 .9063 . 4226 2.1445 87. 5 .9990 .0436 22.90

65. 5 . 9100 . 4147 2.1943 88.0 .9994 . 0349 28. 64

66. 0. .9135 . 4067 2.2460 88. 5 .9997 . 0262 38. 19 /
66. 5 .9171 .3987 2.2998 89. 0 . 9998 . 0175 57. 29

67. 0 . 9205 . 3907 2.3559 Ci9. 5 1.0000 . 0087 114. 6

67. 5 .9239 . 3827 2.4142 90. 0 1.0000 . 0000 INF. .
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REVIEW TEST

1. State, in writing, the difference between the graph of a linear function and the
. graph Of nongnear function.

2. On the following line graph, prof the values of current and power given in the
chart; then, connect the points to show th ppropriate graph.

,
,

0 W

1 AM 10 W

22.5 W
2MA 40 W

2.5MA 62.5 W
3MA 90 W

3. Write the definition of a vector:

1 00*

60W

40W

2011

10111111111111111111111111
LIMIR1111111111111111111
laill1111111111111111111111111111
Ell11111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111

ENEMMEMEM
111111111111111111=11111111111
IM111111111111111111111111
111111111111101111111111111
OM 0.5 1MA 1.5 2141A 23 3MA

4. Label the "X" and "Y" axes and the polarity of each axis on the following
coordinate lines:

5. On the preceding coordinate lines, label the 4 quadrants formed by the
axes.

A
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6. List the 3 most commonly used trigonometric functions and the formulalo
solve for each function.

a. 0 =

7 .

8.

9.

b. 0 =

C. 0 =

GD4.)
02

a0.
0

Using trigonometry, solve the following problems for the unknown vectors
and angles as required. (Keep the numbers rounded off to 3 figures; solve
angles to nearest 1/20. ) (Show your work on this per. )

20

ty

+Y

40.5

31

150

+ X

100

1- X

Le =

4 4 6

3 7



6-

c
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14.

15. 4 X

16. At each 15° of rotation, take the amplitude of the sine function from the

rotating vector graph and plot it on the graph with the "X" axis marked off

in degrees; then, draw a sine wave by connecting the plotted points.

150

180

21 0 330

120 60

240 300
270

11111111111111111MEMMIMIII

IIIIIuIIIIIuhuuIIIIIuIu11111111M111111.111.111111111111111MIN

30 60 90 120 150 210 270 330

D
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ANSWERS TO REVIEW TEST

1. graph is a pictorial representation of related numerical facts.

2.

10 Station
wagons

15 -1965 Half-
ton Trucks

3. 100%

90

80
70

60 '
50

40

30

20

10
0

5 New Pali-ton
trucks

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY

4. b. h. A.

d.g. B.
c.e. C.
a. f. D.

20 Four-
seda

150

140

130

120
M 115.0
P 1,10

100

86. ?2
80

70

6057.5
50

50

122211'="
.--;11MIV01.0

75
KNOTS

oor

1 00
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET

This assi.gnment sheet should be used when:

You are to complete only a part of this text.

Your assignment within this text is divided into two or more
reading periods.

, Your instructor will make assignmemts by identifying specific objectives,
Text material, and review questions.

ASSIGNMENTS

OBJECTIVES
(by No.)

-

TEXT MATERIAL
(by page and/or frame)

. ,

REVIEW QUESTIONS,
'(by No.)

..

.

,

... .

, ,

'
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GRAPHS

OBJECTIVES:

V rite the definition of a graph..

Construct a circle graph from a given problem.
(3 out of 4 computations must be correct.)

Copstruct'a bar graph from a given problem.
(4 parts out of 5 must be correct.)

Identify from a given list the definitions of horizontal axis, vertical axis, point' of
origin, and resultant, as they apply to line graphs.
(3 ,out of 4 must be correct.)

ft
Construct a line graph from a given problem. (3 out of the 3 computations mustbe correct. (The related coordinates and the resultant must also be drawn.)

Turn to page 1 and commence the progiam.

4

3

J.



_

,

1.
..

The definition of a graph is: A PICTORIAL REPRESEN-

TATION OF RELATED NUMERICAL FACTS.

In any sentence or statement referring to the use of

graphs, you would automatically know the definition

of the term graphs is:

A ptctorial repre-
sentation of re-

2. In simpler terms, A graph shows us a picture of cer-

lated numerical
facts.

tain RELATED numerical facts. BAR GRAPH

Example: RAINFALL 5 ...
IF 4

INCHES 3-
2 -
--

JAN PER MAR APR

The above shows us that the first 4 months of the year

, had a certain amount of rainfall. These are related

facts in that they all pertain to a specific year and

concern rainfall. .

As we have therefore said: A graph

repreSentation of numaiical

is a pictorial

facts.

related 3. A graph always gives us a picture of related

numerical.facts; we can see the comparison of one
,

numerical fact to another.

Example: CIRCLE
GRAPH

. lip
The above shows us that a group of 100 people were

divided into four equal parts of 25 persons eaCh.

It gives us a picture of related

'
,

_facts.

1



numerical

s

4. A graph is a pictorial representation of related

numerical facts. Remember, RELATED numerical

facts. We can't show a relationship between the ocean

and the Moon. .The facts must be related, such as having

a total of 100 people divided into four groups. A graph,

therefore, is a pictorial representation of

related nu meri-
cal facts.

5. hi your own words, write the definition of a graph.

A pictorial repre-
sentation of re-
lated numerical
facts.

6. A circle graph is used when we wish to show how

certain items or parts are related to a WHOLE/

situation.

Therefore, in almost all cases, we would use g.-Zircle

graph to show how certain items or parts are related

to a situation. (
whole'

.

7. Example: .

..

There are 24 mechanics assigned to a Squadron.
41

,..'-
Six are reading TO's, 12 are performing inspections,

four are assigned to.a special job, and two are on leave.

In the above example, the WHOLE situation or total

is represented by the mechanics.

24

I

.

,

8.

'

%

The 6 men reading TOs, the 12 performing inspections,

the 4 assigned to a special task, and th3 2 onleave are

all considered as of the whole situation.,

z

g
..,

.

.
..

.
I

2

45,1



24
parts

9. We've determined that the 24 mechanics are the whole
situation, and the 6, 12, 4, and 2 are the parts of
the whole situation. We can now represent these
parts as fractions, which would be: ---

24 24 24 24
-J

6 12.......
24 24

o

4 2

24 24

'

10. ro determine the angles to be used

circle graph, we multiply each of these

by 360°, cancelling where applicable.

whole ,circle.)
1 90
ii 360° 1 3$0° 1

in constructing a

fractions

(360° = a

90° 900 ox = = 90
1 1

below? (Use

)

,.

Example: x-- - x
Z4 1 4 1

4 1
la

What are the angles for the fractions

provided scratch paper to work
12 360° ..

-
1

problems.

1

,
24 1

4 360 0x =
24 1

.

2 360ox -
24 1

180°
600
300

'

,

/

--...

IL All 4 angles; therefore, ace:
We can now draw a circle graph,
to show the parts of the whole.
equal 900; the twelve men performing

90
0

using
The

a. special
300.

90 0

oo o
180 60, and 30 .

the above angles
Lts men reading TOs

inspection equal
job equal 60o;180o; the four men assigned to

and the two men on leave equal

Example: Me

The above graph would be labeled
number of MEN and their JOBS.
correctly.

fr.

with the appropriate
Label each portion

.,

3
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It INSPECTING

Nice

a
LEAVE

4
SPECIAL JOG

A

90° KADIN
TO'S

L.411.
as ,_

12. Remember, vv,.. us; a circle graph, when we want to show

how certain items or parts are related to a whole

situation.

The first step was to determine the whole situation.

In this case, the 24 mechanics were the

situation.

whole 13. The second step was to determi,ne the parts of the whole.

In this case, the 6, 12, 4, and 2 men were considered

as the .

parts of the
whole

14. The third step was to write these parts (6, 12, 4, and 2

men) of the' whole and tile whole amount (24 men) each

as a fraction.

These individual fractions were:

6/24, 12/24

4/24, 2/24

i,

15. The fourth step was to multiply each of these fractions

by 3600. This was to determine the angles to Le used'

in constructing the circle graph.

Example: 6/24 x 360°/1

The 'other three fractions set up for multiplication

were:

. ..

4

15 6'

`="4



12/24 x 300/1
4/24 x 3o0/1

2/24 x 360/1

le. After multiplying each fraction by 360 , we obtained the

answers 900, 1800, el)°, and 300 respectively,

After all the computations had been made we proceeded

to construct a circle graph. The information to be used

was: 4 men equaled te; 12 men equaled 1800; e men

equaled 90°; aiid the 2 men on leave equaled 30°.

4 special jobs

Complete the above circle graph, draw in the

segments indicating the amount of degrees, and laLel

each segment correctly. (The angles do not have to

be drawn exactly; the number of degrees written in

each segment must be correct.)

12

Inspecting

4 on
Special
job

2 on Leave 6
Reading
TOs

17. An easy way to prove that your computations are correct

is add all the sectors together; the sum should equal a

full circle or 360°.

Example: 1800
60°
90°

+ 30°
360

Therefore, as an added measure of proof, we would go

ahead and add all the sectors together and the sum total

should equal

a

4 5



loO° 18. Construct a circle graph, using the information below.

(The angles do not have to be drawn exactly; the number

of degrees written in each segment must be correct.)

Be sure to label each portion correctly with the number

of hours and the block, etc.

There are a total of 60 hours in a certain course. 25

hours are spent in Block I, 15 hours in Block II, 12 hours

in Block III, and 8 hours of TESTING.

TESTING
8 HOURS

BLOCK
III

12 HRS.1

BLOCK

25 HRS.

B LOCK
II

15 FIRS.

19. We've learned thus far that a circle graph is used to

show how certain items or facts are related to a whole
.00

situation. A bar graph differs in that it is used to show-
a series of related facts.

Example: 1

Therefore, whenever you see a bar graph, you know

that it is showing a of related

facts.

Sc

a

45c,

voq



series 20. In construction

by the DIFFERENT

Example:

In the above example,

than Band C, and

different

of a bar

LENGTHS

graph, we show comparison

OF THE BARS.

.

that A is greater

than C by the

.

A

IMMIMM

we know

B is greater

lengths of the
bars

o

21. In constructing

be of equal widths.

Example:

4

Rars A, B, Ci and

a bar graph, all the bars should

o

11

.

I
,

A II CD

D are of equal

wIdths

a

22. The following data

graph: The upper

altitudes obtained

of this year as being

respectively.
a

Example:

The four months

Aid the bars should

can be represented

air lab reports

during the first

20, 23, 25,

{

IlIII

by a bar

the maximum

four months

and 28 kilometers

\

bottom of the graph,

widths.

.11rAEA
NON

go across

be

NIA
P

N

the

of

7

45J



equal 23. The altitude in kilometers is labeled in the "vertical,"

using any scale.

ten. )

Example:

(In thiS case, we used an interval of

30

20
MAX.
ALT. 10
KMS: 1111

F M A
A E AI
N B RR

In the consfaruction of this particular bar graph,

the altitude in kilometers is labeled in the

and the bars are df

vertical
equal widths

24. Combining these two bits of information (the 4

months and the kilometers) we can now construct

our bar graph. In Jdnuary, the maximum height was

20 kilometers. This is shown on the graph below.

Example: M 40
A
X.

30
A

T. 20-

M. 10
S.

JAN FEB MARAPR

Complete the graph, showing a maximum altitude for

February of 23 kms; March 25 krns; and April 28 kms.

8

1



Answer to Prarne 24

.

.

M 40
A
X.

30
A
L
1. 20

K
10-*

M
S.

0 JAN FEB MAR APR

25. In constructing bar graphs,
scale desired for showing
etc., and these are usually
the :

remember we can us- any
altitude, amount), pe, centage,

shown on the grap in
We also want to rerrmber
of

that
.the bars themselves are

vertical
equal widths

,

26. Sheppard Air
coming out
from the following
were from the
50% of the time;
40% okjhe time;

Force Base is concerned with all winds
of the Northeast. Construct a bar graph

information: 'In January, the winds
Northeast 75% of theAime; in February,

in March, 60% of the time; in April,
and in May, 20T of the time..

/i

/

......

..

I I I f I 1 I I I I.
_

_.
.till! !III( 1

,

9

46i



Answer to Frame 26:

f

100%
90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

I 1 I TI I I I

111

1

-
--I I I

I I-

=01

mml

=1

IlI.
m

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY

27. In construction of a LINE GRAPH, there are four parts

we must become familiar with: the "horizontal axis,"

the "vertical axis," the "point of origin," and the

"resultant."
vertical axis resultant

Example:

oint of oriin

horizontal axis
The four parts of a line graph we must have a basic

knowledge of are the

and the

10

462;



horizontal axis
vertical axis
point of origin
resultant
(in any order)

-

0

28. Horizontal axis

_

"X" axis or abscissa (independefit variable)

The horizonttal axis which is shown above is commonly

toreferred to as the "X" axis or abscissaiab-sis'-a).

On any line graph you see, you would know that the

horizontal axis is also known as"the
k

or .

"X" axis or
abscissa

.

c .

.

29. Example: Horizontal axis '
axis or abscissa (independent variable)

,
The "X" axis or abscissa is also known as the

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, which means that in the

construction of a line graph, any facts or numbers

placed along this line are completely independent of

a y other facts or numbers.

Thu far we've learned that the horizontal axis, on a

line gr ph, can also be called the

axis or , or an
.

variable. All four names are interchangeable and all

apply to the same line.

i..x,,
abscissa
independent

1

.

30.
.
In constructing a line graph, the "X" axis, the

abscissa, and the independent variable are al

interchangeable with theterm

axis.

,

.

11



horizontal 31. The horizontal axis, "X" axis, abscissa, and

independent variable are all interchangeable terms

which could be applied to which of the lines below?

(Circle the correct answer.)

a. b. c.

b. 32, Example:
"Y" axis or ordinate
(dependent variable)

vertical axis

The vertical axis which is shown above is commonly

referred to as the "Y" axis, or ordinate.

On any line graph you see, you would know that the

vertical axis is also known as the

or

12



"Y" axis or
ordinate

.

133.

.

I.
Example:

.

vertical
The "Y" axis or

DEPENDENT VARIABLE,

conAruction of

placed along this

or numbers within

Thus far, we've

line graph can also

, or

"Y" axis or ordinate
(dependent variable)

axis
ordinate is also known as

which nieans that,

a line graph, any facts or

line are dependent 9 other

the graph.

learned that the vertical axis

be.called the axis

.

.

the

in the

numbers

facts

on a

or

C

............,..,,-_-_

a variable. All

to thefour names are interchangeable and all apply

same line.

urg
ordinate
dependent

,

,

34. In constructing a

ordinate, and the

interchangeable

line graph, the "Y" axis, the

dependent variable are all

with the term axis.

vertical

,

35. The vertical axis,

variable are all

applied.to which

correct answer.)

a. b.

"Y" axis, ordinate, and

interchangeable terms which

of the hnes below? (Circle

dependent

could be

the

. ,

-

c.

13



C. 36. Match the definitions in Column 13 to the correct term

in Column A.

Column A Colurnn 13

A.

13

Horizontal
axis
Vertical
axis

a.
b.
c,
d.
e.
f.

."Y" axis
Ordinate
Abscissa
Dependent variable
Independent variable
"X" axis

37. Example:

Point of
origin

Vertical axis, "Y" axis, ordinate,
dependent variable

Horizontal axis, "X" axis,
abscissa, independent variable

Thus far, we've discussed the horizontal axis and

the vertical axis. Where these two lines meet is

called the POINT OF ORIGIN.

On any line graph, the point where the horizontal

axis and the vertical axis meet is known as the

point of origin 38. Example:
Point of

f

On all line graphs, points that are up and to the

right of the point of origin are called positive

forces.

On all line graphs, any and all points that are up

and to the right of the point of origin aie called

14
t



fit

ZP.'

positive
forces

.

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

39. Example:
Point of
origin

.

,

1\14i1\\ \
1.9 I'M \ \\

.

1

On all line graphs, points

the left,of the point of origin

* negative-forces.

On all line grapFts, anyand

down and to the left of the

called

0

that are down and to

are called

all points that are

point of origin are

and all poihts

.

,

that are up and to the right of the point of origin
5 a

are called

,
negative forces
positive forces

40. We've thus far said that an

positive forces are up and

and all negative forces are

to

a line graph, all,
.

the

down and to the
o

right
left

.

, , ,

.

.

'

.. .,

.

.

41. EXample:
Point of
origin

\ N \

forces,
A \ \ \ \

\
.

Negative\
\\ forces

. . . \
In a line graph, these positive

negative forces all act toward

^In othei words, the point of

sor zero.

In a'line graph, therefore,

8 ofoutiy'on the

,
.i,

forces and these

the point of origin.-

origin is a null point

.

ail forces act simultapp-

.---,--.point
15

46r

P.,

Q.



origin 42. In a line graph, we've said the horizontal axis is

also known as the axis, the

or the variable.

The vertical axis is known as the axis, the

or the yariable.

"X" abscissa
independent
"Y" ordinate
dependent

43. We've also said on a line graph all points that are

up and to the right of the point of origin are

called and all points

that are down and to the left of the point of origin

are caped

positive forces
negattve forces

point of
origin

44. Also, all these forces act simultaneously on the

45. Match the definitions in Colurnn B to the correct

terms in Column A.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

..;

A. Horizontal a. Ordinate
axis b. X and Y axis intersect

_ __B. Vertical c. "r.,' axis
axis d. Abscissa

--C Point of e. Positive forces act
Originc, on the

f. "X" axis
g. Dependent variable

. h. Negative forces act
on the

i. Independent variable
j. All forces act sirnul-

taneously on the

16

b



GA)

d. f. i. A
a. c B

C

46. The fourth term we must learn concerning line

graphs is the RESULTANT.

The resultant is a linear function or a straight

line connecting all related coordinates on a

line graph.

60

40

20

coordinates resultant In the line graph to,

the relatedo coordinates
20 & 40, 30 & 60, are
the left,,the 10 & 20,

of this graph. They
are all connected by a
straight line which is

0 a linear function of
10 20 30 the coordinates.

On a line graph, the linear ftuiction or straight

line connecting all related coordinates-of the

graph is called the

resultant 47. The 'resultant is therefdre known as a linear

tion or straight line...)

Example: p.s_idependent Resultant
variable (linear func-

tion or
straight line)

Independent variable

On any line graph, when you see the line labeled as

the resultant, we know that it is a

or a

,6

i 7

4 6 la

4FIc



linear functibn
straight line

48. The resultant must always be a straight line. It

proves that the related coordinates have been

plotted correctly. If the resultant has a bend or

a kink inoit, that point on the line graph has been

plotted incorrectly.

To prove that the line graph is accurate, the

resultant must always be a

straight line We could also say that the resultant is a line

which connects all related coordinates on a line

graph.

Example:

40

20

0

The 10 & 20, 20 & 40,
etc., are the related
coordinates on this
particular line graph.

e,

On a line graph, therefore, the 'resultant is a line

which connects all

and this resultant must always be a

)0
1- 8

470



related
cuordinates

straight line

.411

50. Remember, the resultant is also known as a linear

function or 'straight line, and it connects related

coordinates on a.line graph.

Whenever you see the term resultant as it is

applied to line graphs, you know that it can be

called a Or

0
, and that it connects

on a line graph.

linear function

straight line

related
coo rdinates

51. Match the definitions in Column B to those terms

which apply to it in Column A.

COLUMN A

B.

A. Horizontal
axis
Vertical
axis

C. Point of
Origin

D. Resultant

a.
b.

C.

d.
C.
1.

g.
h.

COLUMN B

"Y" axis or ordinate
Positive and negative
forces act on the
Linear function or a
straight line
"X" axis or abscissa-41
Dependent variable
Ltne connecting relat-
ed coordinates
Independent variable
here X and Y aicis
vintersect.

A - cl. g.
B - a. e.
C - b. h.
D - c. f.

-/

52. A line graph is used when we wish to show a set of

related facts.

Example:
46.0

lj
34.5
23.0
11.5

0
10 20 4'30

KNOTS
Whenever you see a line graph,

40

you know that it is

showing a

1 9
1

,`)



ea

set of related
facts

53. Since most mathematical equations are statements of

"related facts," we could set up a line graph that

would represent these matkematical equations.

The formula for converting Fahrenheit to Celsius is

a mathematical eqj1tion and it can be set up as a

line graph bec use it is a statement of

related facts 54. The first step in constructing a line .graph is to

number of "X" axis, which is the independent

variable.

Example: NOTE: As we've already learned.,
the independent variable is set
up first because the numbers or

. facts on this line can be spaced
independently of any other infor-
mation on the.graph. Either of
the temperature scales could have

o 10 20 30° been placed along this axis.
' CELSIUS

"X"
independent
variable

100
A 90

80
70

R 60
t. 50

40
N 30
H 20

10

55. The second step is to number the TY" axis or dependent

variable.

Example:

0 10 20
CELSIUS

In constructing this line graph, the second step is to

30

NOTE: Using ready-made graphs
as we've done fiere simplifies
the process of spacing the
numbers. If we were to start
from scratch, we would first
have to- compute, the coordinates
of theotwo scales to get the
proper spacing for the "Y" axis
which is dependent upon the "X"
axis.

number the axis or

.11

20



ttyti
dependent
variable

5b.

.

To compute the related coordinates of the line

graph, we must how use the formula for converting

Celsiud to Fahrenheit, which is F = (C x 1.8) + 32.
,

.3

, .
The formula for converting Celsius to Fahrenheit is

This formula is used to compute

the of this particular

211

.
line graph. l-

e

r = (C x 1 . 8 )
related
coordinates

+ 32 57. Using the formula F = (C x 1.8) + 32, find the
111

equivalent Fahrenheit value of 10° Celsius.
I

I

The steps would be as follows:

(1,

F = (10 x 1.8) + 32
= (18) + 32 This step simply involves re-moving

F = 18 + 32 the parentheses.- F =,- 50 o.C.
.

Thus, 100 Celsius is equal to 500 Fahrenheit. These

,

,.
two values are the related coordinates to be drawn on,

the line graph.
,

Find the equivalent Fahrenheit value of 200 Celsius.

-
,

F = ( x 1.8) + 32
F = ( ) + 32
F 7- +

'2 ,-Remove the parentheses.
, F = %.

..-...

s

ZO 58.
,

Using the formula F = (C x 1.8 + 32), find the
(36)
36
F = 68°

equivalent Fahrenheit value of 30° Celsius.
a

,

Tr
- .

'Answer ,.

,

21

4, '70



59. We've deteAnined that 10° C. equals 50

equals 68° F., and 30° C. equals 86° F. These are

the related coordinates used for drawing the resultant.

Remember, th4 resultant pro;res whether we've corn-

puted the coordinates correctly.

have been plotted on the graph below.

A 100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

E 10
0

0 10 CELSUig
3O

Draw the coordinates -on the above graph for

20°C. equas 68° F. and 30° C. equals 86° F.

F 4100
A 90

80
70
60
50
40

E° 30
20
10

0

Example:

100
A 90

80
70
60
50

H 40
30
20

T 10
0

CELSIUS
10 20

CELSIUS 4.

Draw the resultant or linear function of

the related coordinates on the above graph.



9' 100

A
90
80

H 70
R 66
E 5-0

N 40
30

61. As you have already learned, the resultant

must be a straight line. If it isn't, the 6o-

ordinates on the line graph are plotted incor-

rectly.
0

When constructing line graphs, the plotted re-
-0

sultant muSt be a

-
I-
I

I
i
I.

H W
E I 0
I 0

As you
sultant
vertical
which of

o
0 C.

I I

I 1

30

re-

F.,

0 10 20
CELSIUSLan see, zne

crosses the
axis at 320
course equals

straight line

i

0

62. The first step in cOnstructing a line graph was
v

to place the facts or numbers (in this case,

the Celsius temperatures) along the horizontal

axis, which is the axis or

10,

,

variable.

rs

.Ix,,
inth.pendent

.

63, The second step was to place the second set of

facts or numbers (Fahrenheit temperatures)

along the vertical axis or ____axis, which is

the variable.

dependent
':::

. .

5

.
5-

. .

14

,

64.

.

The third step w5T.-:. to determine the equivalent
\

Fahrenheit teTriperature for each Celsius tempera--
,

,

ture to obtain the related coordinates, using a
-.

given formula, which as we said is a methema-
/ .

. , 5 Ilttical equation. As we've thus far said, the third

step is to obtainphe related

.

,

using a given formula which is a

.

.

?3

P

a



coordinates
mathematical
equat ion

straight line

t,5 'rhe fourth step is to prove the related eo-

ordinates are accurate by drawing the resultant,

and we said this resultant must be a,

Using the formula: MPH = 1.15 x KNOTS, construct a line graph converting

KNOTS to 'MPH, ranging from 0 to 60 knots, at 20-knot intervals, i.e., 0,
5

20, 40, and 60 knots. DRAW IN RELATED COORDINATES and the RESULrANT.
80

70

50

P 40

30

20

10

0

/
11 ,
Nwimmi,

20 40
KNOTS

80
70

60
50

40
30

20

IC

ANSWER
4

-

-

p.-

11

14

,

00 40 40

KNOTS

60

4

20
4 7

4

4
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a

REVIEW TEST

ow.

1. W rite the, definition of a graph.

2. Construct a circle graph using the following information: The motor pool has a

total of 50 taxies. 15 are 19b5 half-ton trucks; 5 are new half-ton trucks; 20 are

four-.door sedans, and 10 are station wagons. Indicate in each portion of the oraol-

the type of taxi it represents and the amount of the angle.in degrees. (The angles

drawn do not have tio be exact; the number of degrees indicated should b exact.)

Be sure to label each sector.
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3. Construct a bar graph using the following information: During the first 6 months

of 1964, the accuracy of the surface observations was as follows: January 94%,

kebruary 73%, March 89%, April 92%, and May 98%.

I I I I I I I I I I

r;

4. Match the definitions in Column B to those terms which apply to it in Column A.

COLUMN A COLUMN E

A. Horizontal axis

B. Vertical axis

Point of origin

D. Resultant

4

a. Linear function or a straight line
b. "X" axis or abscissa
c. Positive and negative forces

act on the
d. "Y" axis or ordinate
e. Where the X and Y axis intersect
f. Line connecting related, coordin,fis
g. Dependent variable
h. Independent var iable
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5. Using the formula: MPH z: 1.5 x KNOTS, construct a line graph converting

KNOTS to MPH, ranging from 50 to 100 knots, at 25-knot intervals, i.e..

50, 75, and 100 knots.
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Answers to Review Test are on page i;
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Introductban to Cardiology
mankammummufi DRUGS

1. Quinidine

a. Action

(1) Myocardial depressant

(a) Depresses excitability, cooductiWa, speedo, and contrac-

1 .Decreases automaticity t myocardial tissue (theproperti of automatic rhythmic activity of the ties's, indepewdent ofinnervation.)

-"2 Prolongs the refractoriness of atrial and ventricular
myocardimm (prolongs the peried after a contractioe during vhich the heartwill not respond to another stimulus). Has little effect ow normal pace-maker.

h. Uses
C)

(1) Primarily: Atrial sirrhytheiss

(a). Atrial Fibrillation

(b) Atrial Flutter 4 09

(2) Alto used to treat.prenature coetrections, atrial and pedal
tachycardia, mid ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation.

c. Dosage

(1) Oral - Loading Dose: 400 ng.

Maintenance: 200 mg. 4. 4 hours

, (i). Sffective in about 2 hours

(2) 1.11. - Same as oral, and effects develop ir about the sameperiod of tine.

(3) I.V. - Hazardous
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d. Side Effects

(1). Cardiac (Cardiotoxic)

(a) Cver-depressiOn of atrioventricular conduction.

1 Creation of A-V bloek.

2 Intraventricular conduction delay.

(2) Extra-Cardiac

(a) Chinchonism

1 Anorexia (loss of
rhea, vertigo, tinnitus, headache, and

(b) Has the potential to
rhage in pacients receiving Coumadin.

appetite), nausea, vomiting, diarr
visual disturbance.

produce hypoprothrombimmmic hamar.

e. Contra-Indications

(1) Conduction defects; especially complete heart block.

(2) Conditions in which conversion of atrial fibrillation to
N.S.R. may result in 'embolism.

\\(3) Due to Quinidine's action on the refractory period, conduc
iion, and automaticity, P.V.C.'s, ventricular tachycardia, aed ventricular'
fibrillation can occur-.

U. Procainamide (Pronestyl)

a. Action

(1) Myocardial depressant

(a)' Similar to Quinidine's

.'b. Uses

(1) Ventricular arrhythmias -
tachycardia..

(2) May be used for auricular
as Quinidine.

2

action.

frequent P.V.C.4, and ventricular

fibbrillation but not as effective
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C. Dosage

(1) Oral

(a) 500-1,000'mg. q. 4 6 hours

(b) Effective in about 21hours

(2) I.M.

(a) Dosage-same as oral

h) Effective in i - 1 hour

1/1.V.

(a) 200 - 500 mi. (up to 1 (s.) at a rats not exceeding50-75 mg. per

0

(b) I.V., may cause hypotsusiou.

1 Blood pressure related to iefusie..rate.

2 I= and blood preisur
sseeitories required.

d. Side Effects

(1) Cardiac

(a) Toxicity similar to Quisidiee.

(2) Extra-cardisc

(a) Anorexia, N &V, chills, fever vied drug rashes.

(b) Agranulbcytosis, lupus-like illness.

(c) LV., - hypotension.

II/. Lidocanine (Bylocaine)

Action

(1) Myocardial Depressant

(a) Depresses ventricular exitability.

(b) Little effect on sino-atrial aode.

3
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b. Ventricular ArrhyttiMias

4f3-

0

(1) Drug of choice in Rx of P.V.C.'s and vontricalar tachycardia. .

(2) Effective for suppression of ventricular arrhythmia* related
to cardiac surgery,,cardiac catheterization, nyocardial infarction, ead
digitalis intAmication.

'A(3) Has noebeen'found to be real,effectiva on suprevestricular
arrhythmias.

c. Dosage

(1) I.V. *^P

(a) Bolus - r -2 mg. per kilogralSf body weight (usually
50-100 mg.)

1 ,Effective within 45 samba to 3 minute* and ie.
szlissipated within 4-15 minutes
/

disturbance.

(b) Continuous infusion

I Should follow bolus.st a Ate to provost rhythm

2 Over,200 ug. per hour locreales riga of aids offsets.

d. Side Effects.

(1) CardiacC)

(a) -Over-Aepression of myocUrdial

(2) Extra-cardiac

(a) Therapeutic dose.

l Drowsiness or "lightheadadnes*."

2 Numbness, confusion, disorientation, and muscular
twitching.

3 All side eftects disappear Mithia 1320 MilladS whoa
I.V. medication is stoppe0.

(b) Large doses

1 Seizures Grand Nal and. Petite Mil.
->

4
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2 C.N.S. circulatry, and respiratory depression anadeath.

f. Contra-Indications

(1) the presence of heertblock vith A V diasociatton.

.(2) Slow Modal or idioventric46r pacemaker.

IV Diphenylhydantoin (Oilantin)

a. Actions

(1) Decreases myOcardial excitability.
,

(a) Thought to increase AV'cemiuctioa.'

(b) Depreeses ventricular eutemaiicity.

b. Uses

(1) Ventricular arrhythmias.
#

(2) Especially useful in-digitaliviiimduced atrial tachycardiaand also digitalis-induCed ventricular arrhythmtas.

c. Dosage °

(1) Oral - 200 - 400 mg per day im divided doses.

(2) I.V. not exceed 5 mg per kg. body weight over 5-15minutes in dilute selution (100-250 mg.)

d. Side Effects
,4)

(1) Cardiac (I.V.,)

(a) Bradycardia

(b) Hypotension

(2) Extra-cardiac4 A

(a) Nervousness, ataxia, tremor, visual disturbance, skin
rashes, thrombophlebitis at infde.on Site, and respiratory arrest.

(b) Oral administration on a loecterm basis_can cause
r--hyperplasia of the gums.

5
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e. Contra.:-Indications

(1) -.Severe bradycardia.

,(2) High degree'of A-V block.

(3) Use cautiously with patients with seriously impaired cardiac
functidn, significant acidoiis, and impaired liver tuncties.

?! a

V. Propranolol Hydrochloride'f(Inderal)

a. Action

(1) . Beta - Adrenergic Blocker
. . ,..

(a) Blocks the effects of sympethomimetic amines:
It slows heart rate, decreases force of COMItostiO!

(negative inotropic effect). Decreases AV conduction.
:

(2) Antiarrhythmic property: maybs.eQuinidinelike prepikty
unrelated to Beta-Adrenergic. loikade.

S. Uses

1.(1) TaChyarrhythmias of Digitalis intesicatios.

Nome to atrial flutter re ilbeillagios(2) Reduce ventricula

(3) PAT, and sin4 tachycardia and extrasystele.

-(4) Effectiveness in ventricular rhythms is controversial.

(5) Being investigated for treatment of angina pectoris.

° (a) Reduce hyocardial oxygen demands by blocking the
increase in cardiac contractility and heart rate pioduced by sympathetic
stimulitrnA.

(b) This resultant xeduction.inalocardial contractility
could lead to cardiac enlargement and increase myocardial oxygen reguire
ments.

C. Dosage

(1) Orally
0

(a)r Preferred

1 10-30 mg. T.I.D. or Q.I.D.

6,
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f.

so

(2) I.V.

(a) Need Continuous monitoring.

1-3 mg. at 1 mg. pas minute ,k

d. Side EfFecte

(1) Cardiac

(a) Heart block And sinus bradycardia.

(2) Extra-Cardiac

(a) Nausea, vomiting, lightheadednesiq mild diarrhea,
constipation and mental deression.

e. Contra-Indications

(1) Congeitive heart failure unless tbs failure is secondary to
a tachyarrhythmai treatable with Propranolol.

(2) Bronchial.asthina.

(3) Cardiogenic shOck.

(4) Uae with caution in patients onsceptible to hypoglycania
Since Inderal may prevent the appearance of premonitory sigma and symptomsof acute hypOglycamia.

VI. Potassium

a. Actien

(1) Along with Sodium, it is responsible foit myocardial electro-
mechanical activity.

-

(a) Myocardial fiber poteni144-44rdepandent on K/Na- ration
normally,1:35) in the resting cell and on the iatracellular-to extra-
cellular gradient of these ions.

(b) Major effect of K- is on tbo resting membrane potential
(repolarizition).

(2), Decroasei ihe rate of simmtanssus depolarisation in allj,
,pacemaker fibers.

(a) Ectopic pacenakers,are Oven mere sensitive than the
s-A nOile to this effect.

7



Uses

(1) Axrhythriliss related to K+ depletion (3 eig./L).

(a) Diuretic th aPy

(b) Loss with prolonged vnimiting sad diarrhea.

(c) Digitalis intoxication.

(2) Ectopic rhythms

(a) Supraventricular and ventricular rhythm mei boots.

c Signs and symptoms of hypOkalemia

4
(1). Cardiac

(a) Lowering of thot.T-wave (slews repetarisalLes

(b) Development of a U wave..

(c) Slight widening of QES (slows iterelarisatien).

(d) Increase in myocardial irritability.

(2) Extra-cardiac.

(a) General symptoms a electrolyte 44114041014,0,

1 Vague weakness.

2 Apathy.

'3 Mental confusion.

'4 Anorexia, nausea, and vassalage

5 Hypotension.

(b) Specific signs of hypokalmmia.

1. Marked muscle weakniss.
,a

2 Abdominal distention du to iatestiael stony.

a

(3), Serum Potassium levels.

Alir EKG sians usually evident at potassium levels less think

8
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d. Dosage

(1) Oral

(a) Tablet or liquid

(b) Usually 0.5-14 Gm. T.L.D. or Q.I.D.

(c) Use cautiously in presence of renal insuffiaency.

(4) I.V.

(a)- Should NEM be g ven as a direct injection.

(b) 40 =Sq. dissolved in 5004,000 cc's ofkilucose solution
given over a Period of at leaat 1-2 ,hiqurs.

1 Rapid potassium ihfusioe produces br ycardia and /
myocardial depression; a potentially lethal combination.

VII. Insuproterenol (Isuprel)

a. Action

(1) Sympathomimetic Amine
4

(a) Acts on Beta nerve recePROCs.

Rao a positive inotrepoicaffect increases the
force of-myocardiar contiactility.

2. Increases heart rate

a Stipulates S-A node,Aioteases conduction through
A-V node, and increases ectopic,activity.

3 Causes vssodilation of cataamry aud systemic blood
vessels.

b. Uses

(1) .Cardiogenic Shock

(a) Increases cardiac qutput.

I May result in an incr.ase is blood pressure.

9
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A
:2. May further reduce blood pressure by vasaiilatiom

and further reduce perfusion of brain al heart.,

(2) Heait,block N

(a) Increases the rate of-ndflol ead ventri6'4ar pacemakers,

(3) Narked sinus bradyciidia

(a) Stimulates ate S.A node.

n. Dosage

(1) I.V.

(a) 1 mg. in 500 cc of glucose solution.

1 Give slowly with rate cemtrollo4accerdimg to
response or occurrenceof undersfrable cardiac affects.

a.

(2) Subcutaneous

(a) 0.2 mg. q. 3 hours.

(3) Sublingual

Side Effects

(1) Cardiac"(Cardiotoxic)

(a) Increases myocatdial irritability.

1 Developmilit of ventricular tachycardlia asd vostricutar
fibrillation.

2 Palpitaiion.

(b) Precordial distress - anginal typo

(2) Extra-cardiac.
"V

(a) Nervousness, tremor.

4 (b) Nausea and vomiting.

(c) -Headache, dizziness, weakness.
%

(d) Flushing of skin.

10 '
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VIII. :Atropine

m. Action

\....._..7.

sr?

(1) Cholinergic blocking agent.

(a) Blocks carolise'vactions of ths.vegus neKve.

1 'This allows the sympathetic nervous system to gain
8 .contrdl o0er the S-A node.

2 Since vagaberjare distributed to atrial tissueu
and to both the S-A node sod A.V node, rate of $abil mode increases and
A-V 'conduction is increased.

b. Macs

(1) Severe sinus bradycardia

(a) When bradycardia du to increased vagal actions.

(2) Occasiomally 10 - 2° A-V block '

,(a) When block due to increasad.vagal actions.,

(b) Occasionally, slay aggravavate 2. A.vi block.

I Maas sinus impalses ulit arrtve at the already
depressed A.4 pada.

I

(3) Amtiarrhythmic properties prebelay indirect."

(a) Intreesed rate of normal pacemaker decreases ectopic
activity.

Dosage

(1) I.V.

( ) Single, rapid injection9Of 0.5 ug. to 2.0 mg q 4-6
hours.

(2) 1.
vZ:1

- 2.0 us. q. 44 beers.

d. Side Of to

(1) Induic s urinary retention.

11



0 (a) EspeciallY.in elderly males with prostatie hypertrophy.
-

(2). Can precipitate acute glaucoma.
4

(3) Dryness of mouth and skin.

. (4) Dilation of the pupil and_Paralysis of accommodation.

IX. Cardiac Glycosides ("Digitalis")

s. Action

(1) PostiveAnotropic action

(a) Increase the force of myocardial ceetractility4

(2) Action

(a)- Stimulates the vague servo te slew beset rote.
,

'(h) Improvement of myocardial centracties add efficiency
of circulation also,coutributes to cardiac slowing.

(3) Decreases Oanductivity.
0.

O. Uses -.1. Supraveutricular arritytbmias

(a) Atrial fibrillation and atriii fleeter.

1 Decreaaeo respOusivemess ef LV made t tbelbeccese
of atrial stimuli

A Decreases ventricular rate.

2 Increases force of vemtrionlar cestraitiema.
; k

3 Mmproves myocardial oxygosattsa thus fregeentkir
converts-arrhythmia to sinns rhytter.

(b) Paroxysmal atrial tachycardia.

(2) Congeittive heart failure

(a) More effective in low output ceesestive beast failure
such as that accompanying myocardial infamies. .

c. types and Dosages

(1) Ouabain
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(a) Clinically effectiv in 5101imutos.

(b) Parenteral only.

(c) Digitalisation. dos.: 0.5 mg.

(2) Deslanoside (Cedilanid04)

.(a) Onset of action in 20..30 mimutes.

(b) Typical efMtiveness in 14 hours.

(c) Oral I.V., or I.M.

(d) Digitalization Dose: dial )6.5.01mg. - 10.0 mg.

g - 1.6 mg.

(e) Maintenance Dose: 0.5 mg. to 2. mg.

(3) Digoxin

(a) Onset in less than 30 mimutits.

(b) Typical effectiveness it 14 to 3 hours.
4

(c) Oral, 1.V., or I.M.

(d) Digitalization Dose: Oral 1.0 mg. - 4 mg.

I.V. .75wg 1.0 mg.

Maintenance Dose: .25 mg. to 1.0 mg.

(e) Half tima for urinary excretionis 46 hours.

(4) Digitoxin

(a) Speed of action about 1 hour

(b) Orat, I.V.

( ) Digitalization Dose: 1.0 nig. - 1.5 mg.

Maintenance: .05 mg. to 2.0 mg.

(d) .Half-ttme for urinary excretion i49 days.

(5) Whole leaf Digitalis

13



(a) Otal

(b) Digitalization Dose: 1.0 Gm. 1.6 CM.

Msintenance Dose: 0.1 Cie. daily

(6) Gitalin (Gitaligin)
%

(a) Oral

(b) Digitalization Dose: 4.0 COSS.

Maintenance Dose: .25 img. 1.0.ms.

d. Side Effects

(I) Cardiac

,(a) -Cardiotoxic

1 Increased myocardial irritability.

a. Frequent PVC's (often accustom' as bigmmisp).

b Any rapid rate arrhythmia with ANA black.

1 Paroxysmal atrial tachycardia with nosh Isalmost pathonomonic.

2 Varying degrees of SA asd AP? block aged imteavsatris-uIar conduction defects.

(b) Therapeutic doses.

I Decreased heart rate.

2 Prolongation of the PA interval.

3 Increases incidence of arrhythmais which occur whencardioversion used on digitalized patient.

-a Lowers threshold of noavnlnerahla period.whanthe countershock is applied and ventricular
fibrillatios can be produced.

(2) Extra-cardiad

(a) Anorexia, nausea, vomiting asd diarrhea.

1 Due to direct irritant enact om gastrointastimalmucosa and a central nervous system action on the mastic aid, possibiy,

14
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vagal center.

(b) Confusionc drowfiness and occasionally a peculiar yellowvision.

e.. Treatment of Side Motets and ToxicitY.

(1) Discontinue Digitalis.

(2) AdMinistration of potassium if hypokalemic.

(3) Administration of Atropine for slot/ rate.

(4) Chelation of calcium by use ok A (ithylena-Dianinetetrab
acetic'Acid).

(5). Antiarrhythmic agents.

(a) Dilantin

(b) Inderal

.f. Contra-Indications

(1) Digitalis toxicity.

(2) Incomplete heart block.

0
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STUDY CHIDE /WORKBOOK 3ALR9163U-II-1PREPARL /...!.,THE MAN

Department of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciencee

Cardiopulmonary Laboratory Specialist

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOCY OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

July 1973

SHEPPARD AIR FORCE BASE, TEXAS

Designed For ATC Course Use

DO NOT USE ON THE JOD
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PURPOSE OF STUDY.GUIDES, WORKBOOKS, PROCRAMMZO EXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts art trainingpublications authorized by Air Training'Command CATC) for student use inATC courses

\

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) prevents the information yU need to completethe unit of instruction, or wakes assignmen*s,,for you t# read in other
publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) conteins'work procedures designed to help youachieve the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledgeacquired from using the study guide will help you perform the misslona
or exercises, solve the problems, or enswer questions presented in theworkbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and-WB materialunder one cover. The two training publications are combined when the WBis not.designed for you to write in, or when bpth SG and WE are issuedfor you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents information in ptanned steps withproviaions for you to actively respond to each step. You are given
immediate knowledge of the correctness of each response. PTs may eitherreplace or augment SGs and WBs.

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary, training materials in theform of flow charts, block diagrams, printouts, case probliks, tables,forms, -cbarts, and similar. materials.

Training publicat ons are designed for ATC course use only. Theyare updated as necessa for tiaining purposes, but are NOT to be usedon the job as authoritative
references in preference io Regulations,'Manuals or other official publications.

4
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Department of Medicine
Clinical Medicine Training Branch
Sheppard Air Force Base

OBJECTIVES:

SW 3ALR91630 -II -1

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

July 1973 t

1. Match structures which comprise the fiye thoracic borders with .

their anatomical location.

2. Label the muscles of respiration.

3. Match re4iratoiy organs or structures with their function.

4. Label the major structures of a lung.

5. Complete statements pertaining to the physiology of respiration.

INTRODUCTION:

4

Several structures are known collectively as the respiiatory system.
This study guide is designed to familiarize you with the various struc-
tures.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. All essential material is lncluded in the. summary; therefore,
additional notes should not be necessary.

2.- While the instructor is explaining the various organs oc
respiration, label the diagrams as indic4ted.

3. When directed by the instructor, complete eaal exercise.

4. Keep th's study guide/workbook for future reference.

1
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La641 thejollowin9 illus,tratiop.as it is AiscusseA.

figure 1

2
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' Label the following illustration as it ie discussed

Jr

Figure 2
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Label the following illustrations as they are discussed.
sj

o's

4.

ANTERIOR LATERAL'

SO

SUPERIOR

5o,

Figure 3
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Label the Following illustration as it is discussed
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Label tile following illustrati'on as- it, is discussed

A
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EXERCISE A.

1. Match each thoracic border in column with its anatnmical location from column B.

Pldce the 'correct number in the blank. .

A - Theracic Border

a. Diaphragm

b. Fiist ribs
- 0

c. Sternum

'd. Body of Ribs

e. Vertebrae and Poste'rior

ribs.

B - Anatomical Location
f,

1. Posterior

2. J.,ateral

Inferior

4. Anterioi%

5. Superior

(

2. :Study the illusti-ation below, then identify the area indicated. Write the correct

name-for each area or strUcture in the corresnondino blank.

a. b.

Figure 7

8

5 01
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EXEKISE B.

1. Match-the respiratory organ(or Wucture'in columm A with its defin)tion from

column B. lace the correct number in the blank.

_Orkin/Structure

___A. Ep glotiis *-

Pha 4

c. Cilia

d. Septum

e. Nasopha ynx

f. Cricoid

q. Thyroid c, rtilage

- Definitioe

1. Divides the nasal cavity.

2. Located posterior to tqe,mouth,

extending down to the level of

the hyoid boneo

3. A slit-like structure which

seals off the air pasTeway.

4. Most inferior cartilageof the-

h. Glottis larynx.

Oral pharyt4 5. 7Filters the air as it passes

I. Larynx through the nasal cavity.

k. Laryngeal pharynx 6. Lies below the upper edge of the

epiglottis - opens iAto the

larynx and esophagus.

7. A flap-like structure - seals off

the air passageway when swal)owing

food.

506

9

8. May be used as a radiographic

landmark - lies at the level of

C-4.

9. Lies behind the nose and above

the level of the.soft palate

contains the opening for the

eustachian tubes.

10. The "voice box".

11. The throat.



2. Study the illustration belosl, thefi identify the area indicated. Write the correct

name for'each area or structurevin the corresoondin4 blank.

a

jA

**?*

. lk.

eV.

ftvsS
-....- ....7.--- -......-- _....,L-N ,e.,.7,'....... --,. Or ,,..." .116,.. 1 ' ef.....,... ,.......

%. --,1,-...sj 4
. _

Figure 8

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.
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3. Study the illustrations below, then ioentify the area indicated. Write the 'correct

name for each area or structure in the corresponding blank.

?

4:

a.

5

Figure 9

11

.C.

d.



EXERCISE/ C.

1. Match each structure in column.A with its'descripton or definition from column B.

Place the correct number in the blank.

A - Structure

a. Hilum

b. Trachea

-.1717g.-- Right lung

d. Bronchioles

e. Alveolar sacs

f. Secondary bronchi

Right primary bronchus

Left lung

g.

h.

B Destripton/Definition

1. Has two lobes.

2. Has three lobes.

3. The functional units of lungs.

4 Made of "C" shaped

cartilaginous rings.

5. An opening on the medial

surface of the lungs.

6. Carries air into the lobes

of the lungs.

7. Controls the amount of air

which enters the alveolar

sacs.

. More vertical and larger in

diameter than the left

primary bronchuS.

z7to o



2. Study the i 1 lustrati on belcm, then *.tdenti fy the area indicated. Wri te the correct

name for each area or structure in the corresoonding blank.

A11.

a.

b.

c.

A

Figure.10

13

d.

e.
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3. Study the illustration below, then identify the area indicated. Write the correct

name for each area or structure in the corresponding blank.

r.,

Figure 11

a. b.

14

c.

511



EXERCISE D.

1. Study the illustration below, then identify the arra indicated. Write the correct

naw for the area nr structure in the corresoondino blank.

,<5

a.

a

Figure 12

15
c,

5

e.

f.

9.
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2. Complete the following statements.,

4
The exchange of gases across a semi7permeable meMbrane from an area ofiligh

concentration is called

b. Internal respiration is the exchange of gases between the

and

c. External respiration is the exchange of gases between the

and

d. The.double walled membrane which surrounds the lungs is called the

f'meMbrane.

e. The greater the amount of in the blood the faster and

harder an individual breathes.

16
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'SUMMARY

THORACIC CAVITY - Houses the respiratory system and protects the resoiratory and cardio-

vascular organs Such as the lungs, heart, great blood vessels, 'etc.

BOUNDARIES OF THE THORACIC'CAVITY

Superiorly - first rib

Inferiorly - diaphragm

Anteriorly - sternum

Posteriorly - vertebrae and posterior ribs

Laterally - ribs

MUSCLES OF THE THORAX

DIAPHRAGM - When this,dome-shaped muscle contracts, it flattens out, increasing

the capacity of the lungs. The diaphragm is innervated (adtivated)

by the phrenic nerye.

INTERCOSTALS - There are j s of these muscles, the internal and the external,

which lie bebteen the ribs and aid in respiration. The intercos-

tals are criss-crossed, with one set running in and down, and the

other out and'up. They expand the chest by lifting the thorax and

are innervated by the 12 pairs of dorsal nerves which come off the

thoracic region of the spinal cord.

TOP91,RAPIIICAL MUSCLLS - There are three muscles which may he activated during

respiration. Recduse they do not initiate respiration,

they are referred to as topographical.

1. PECTORALIS MAJOR (BREAST MUSCLE) - a large fan-shaped muscle which is

attached to the humerus.

2. PECTORALIS MINOR - lies directly beneath the pectoralis major.

3. SERRATUS ANTERIOR - lies on the lateral aspect of the chest.

17
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E -.In the nasal cavity, which is the point of origin of the respiratory system, the

inspired air is warmed, filtered, and moistened.

SEPTUM - Divides the nasal cavity. It is lined with a highly vascular mucouS
x

membrane that secretes a thick, viscous fluid. °

CILIA - Fine hairs in the nasal Cavity which filter the air.

PARANASAL SINUSES - Located within the skull. They communicate directly with the nasal

cavity and help to warm and moisten the inspired air.

PHARYNX (THROAT) - Air moves from the nose down into the pharynx. It is divided into

three parts.

NASOPHARYNX - Lies behind the nose and above the level of the soft palate. It

contains the openings for the Eustachian tubes which connect the

middle ears with the throat.

ORAL PHARYNX 70Portion of the pharynx locateh behind the mouth and extends down

to the level of the hyoid bone. -The,palatine tonsils are found

in this area.

LARYNGEAL PHARYNX - Lies below the t;pper edge Of the epiglottis and opens into

the larynx and esophagus.

LARYNX (VoIcE Box) 7 Made up of nine cartilages.

EPIGLOTTIS - A flap-like structure which seals off the air passageway while

swallowing food.

GLOTTIS - A slit-like structure which is located deep in the larynx. fSeals off'

the air passagelay when a person holds his breath.

18



THYROID CARTILAGE'- A shje14-shaped cartilage,with a "V" at the top wh40 can he

palpated. This largest cartilage of the larynx can be used is

a landmark in radiographic posttioning since it lies at

approximately the level of C-4.

CRICOID - The most inferior cartilage of the larynx located about one-half inch

below the thyroid'cartilage. 'The cricothyroid foramen is located

between the cricoid and thyroid cartilages. It can be used as a site

of fnjection for a bronchogram.

TRACHEA (WINDPIPE) - Locatedrjust below the larynx and is about five inches long. It,is

made up of C-shaped clartilages which open posteriorly, allowing for

expansion when food is swallowed. The trachea bifurcates when it

reaches the lungs.

f.3

LUNGS - The right lung has three lobes and the left lung his too lobes. The lungs are

cone-shaped and ai birth they are normally pink in color.

a

HILUM - Opening at which ill the tubes and vessels enter the lung.

APEX (ILEURAL APICES) - The top of a lung.
a

BASE,- The lowest part of a lung.

PRIMARY BRONCHI - Through the left and right primary bronchi air enters the lungs.

Foreign bodies are more likely to enter the right primary brbn-

chus because it is larger and more vertical than the left.

SECONDARY BRONCHI - Take the inspired air into the lobes of the lungs.

19
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TERTIARY (THI ) BRIACHI - Passag which take the inspiredikr into the seg-

ments of lobes. Respiratory structures from the

rachea to,the tertiary bronchi are made up'of a carti -

lage or ca tilagenous rings designed to keep them from

collapsing and blocking the airway.

BRONCHIOLES - Air passes from the tertiary bronchi down into the bronchioles-

which are made up of smooth muscle, not cartilage. They are made

of muscle because by contracting or expanding, they control the

amount of air which enters and leaves the alveolar sacs.

ALVEOLAR SACS - Areprouo of alveoli which jme the functional udits of the lungs

where the actual exchange of gases takes place between the lungs

and the blood streaM. A single alveoli is one cell.thick and

microscopic in size.

PLEURAL MEMBRANE - Covers the lungs and thoracic cage and secretes a thin, watery fluid

to lubricate the lungs. It is made up of three major structurts.

PARIETAL PLEURA - Lines the thoracic cage and and functions as a seal to keep air

out of the thoracic Cavity. If the parietal pleura were to be

punctured, the lungs would collapse.

VISCERAL PLEURA - Surrounds the lungs themselves and functions to keep air

within them.

PLEURAL CAVITY - Is the potential space between the parietal and visceral pleurae

, and contains a thin, watery fluid which lubricates the lungs.

The fluid lubricates the pleurae to diminish friction.

20
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1RUPIRATOMSYSIEM - Function is to supply cells ith oxygen and carry off carbon

dioxide.

0

RESPIRATION - This term may be used to describe.all the physiological activities con-.
*

cerned with the consumption of oxygen and the release of carbon dioxide.

INSPIRATION -.Comuonly called inhalation and is the phase of respiration when air.

enters the respiratory system, Inspiration is controlled by the brain,

specifically the medulla oblongata, and by the amount of carbon

dioxide (CO2) in the blood stream.

EXPIRATION - Phase of respiration, allo controlred by the brain, where the lungs are

deflated and CO2 is expired from the body.

EXTERNAL RESPIRATION - Refers to the exchange of gases between the alveolar sacs and

the capillaries. The CO2 goes to the alveolar sacs whije the
,

02 enters the blpod stream. This process'is called diffusion.

DIFFUSION - Process by which the exchange of gases lakes place through a semi-

permeable menbrane. It is the equalization of gases as they move

from an area of higher concentration to an area of lower conceatra-

tion.

INTERNAL RESPIRATION - Refers to the exchange of gases between the body tissues and

the capillaries. The CO2 goes to the cOpillaries and the 02:

to the body cells. This is also accomplished through

diffusion.

5 1.
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Department of Medicine
School of Health Care Science4
Sheppard Air Force Base, Taxa*

*PULMONARY MEDICINE

SW 3ALR91630-II-1C(4)

August 1973

Gas Exchange and Transportation

1. Explain uniform and.non-uniform alveolar ventilation. .(See p. 60-65
Of The Lung by Conroe, et al).

a. Uniform ventilation.

=m

b. Non-Unifork ventilatien.

4$1

2. List four causes of uneven ventilation.

a. Regional changes An elasticity.

b. Regional obstruction(partial).
R

c. Regional check valves.

51.3
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d. Regional disturbances in expansion.

0

3. Delineate the effects of hypoventilation of the whole lung and uneven,
ventilation of parts of the lung.

a. Hypoventilation of whole lung.

b. Uneven venttlation to parts of it.

c. Prolongs induction period for inhalation anesthesia.

4. Explain what ventilation blood flows are andlthe five different
categotles of ratios.

Va ,alvelor ventilation (1/Min)

--q= pulmonary capillary blood flow (L/Min)

a. General.

520
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b. Types of categories.

(1) Uniform ventilation - uniform blood flow.

(Z) Uniform ventilation - nal-uniform blood flov.
a

(3) Non-uniform ventilation - uniform blood flow.

(4) Mon-uniform ventilation - non-uniform blood flaw, uncompensated.

(3) Non-uniform ventilation - non-uniform blood flow, compensated.

3
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5. Define diffusion and list the factors determining diffUsion of 0 and

CO1 in the 1ing.

a. Definition.

b. factors.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

52
4
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6. Describe the mechanism by which 02 and CO1 are exchanged between the
lungs and the blood.

7. Describe how 02 and CO2 transported W the blood.

a. Oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve.

,b. Blood oxygen saturation factors.

(1) p02

(2) pH

(3) TeMperature

(4) Type of Hemoglobin (Hb)

c. Diffusion of CO
z

5
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Blood
diffuses Oi + Hb 0

2
Hb in RECs
,

02

CO2 diffuses

RBC CELL

ThCO2 in Mes

8. Describe the mechanism by which 02 and CO2 are exchanged by the blood
and tissues. (Student will study drawing above copied fro= blackboard).

9. ,State the normal valuos for blood hemoglobin.

14-17 gm% - males
12-15 gm% - females

10. List the physiologic values for major respiratory gases in alveolar
air, venous blood and arterial blood.

a. Symbols.

524
6



b. Venous blood.

c. Alveolar air.

SUMMARY: Uniform ventilation in the lunge insures complete and thorough
resupply of oxygen plus adequate removal of carbon dioxide. Non-uniform
or uneven ventilation can lead to hypoxemia and respiratory acidosisar

/4111,

In addition to good lung ventilation, proper blood flow is required to
insure the blood is oxygenated and CO2 is removed. A foul up in blood
flow can also cause hypoxia andacidosis.

Diffusion is important because it is the prinary mechanism allowing
exchange and transport of CO2 and 02. Proper diffusion is dependent on
pressure gradients, solubility, area, distance traveled, molecular weight
of the diffusing gas, temperature of the fluid through which the gas
diffuses amd the nature of the membrane through which the gas diffuses.

Oxygen is primarily
blood cell. The amo
temperature, the pH an
as H2CO3 in the RBCs and
of both 02 or CO2 is the

ted in combination.with hemoglobin in the red
gen in the blood can be altered by p02,

e of hemoglobin. CO2 is primarily transported
the plasma. Tte major factor, allowing diffusion
pressure gradient.

5 2



Department of Medicine
School 0 Health Care Sciences, USAF (ATC)
Sheppird Air Force Base, Texas

PULMONARY MEDICINE
CONTROL OF RESPIRATION

Handout 3ALR91630 -II -Ica),

June 1973

1. Define respiration and explain the function of the human respiratory
system.

2. Delineate the parts of the human body involved in the control of respi-
-ration.

Designed For ATC Course Use

DO NOT USE ON THE JOB
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3. List and explain the functions of the pneunetaxic: center, the apneustic
center, main respiratory center, and peripheral chemorecepters.

2
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4. Oifferentiat the responses of the perip versus the centralheral
eptors in response to changes CO2, and 02.chenorec

47q

Explain how the Pering-Breuer reflexes work to effect breathing.

523
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6. Define and explain the following types of breathing: Impnea, hypopnea,
hyperpnea, bradypnea, tachypnea, Blots, Cheyne-Stokes, apnea, and apneustic.

/-

j.
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Department of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences
Sheppard APR, Texas

STIR"? GUIDE/NOTOMOOK 1ALR91610-II1c
. July 1071

Pulmonary Medicine
HYPERBARIC AND HYPORARIC-PHYSIOLnry

1. Explain the significance of barometric pressure to the h man body in
a hypobaric and hyperbaric condition.

ALT (M') PRESS (mmHg) DEPTH (1lt) ATA-

100 8 Surface 1

63 47 33 2

50 87 66 3

18 380 99 4

10 523 132 5

SL 760 165 6

4

e

1 ft. ef sea water =11.445 nsig or 23 mmHg

1 psig =-51.7 mmHg

Supersedes SHO 3A1.1191630-11-1, June 1073
..g

Depigned for ATC Course Ilse
Do Not Use On the Job
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2. Explain why supplementary oxygen is needed ahove tn,ono feet altitude.
,

3. Specify the principles of,how oxygen is supplied to aviators at
altitude. .

4
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4. Delineate the principles of Oxygen High Pressure Therapy (OUP).

if

5
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5. Explain how the Goodman Treatment Tables are used to treat specific
disease entities.

NO,

5-`r
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, SUMMARY

//

OoT bodies are the result of Years of development in evolutiOn under n

pressure of 14 P5I. As a result, it doesn't take much of a barometric
PreSsure change to reach the limits of our adaptive powers. Olen oregsure
is decreased on our bodies, this is called the hypobaric condition; when
pressure is Increased above normal, this is called the hyperharic con-,
dition.

As man ascends to altitude breathing air, the atmqspheiic preSstire
decreases and so does the partial pressure of,oxygen.i At 10,(110 feet
a safe minimum ip reached in which the alveolar partial pressute of
oxygen is 601mmilg giving 87% blood oxygen saturation. To keep this blood
oxygen saturation, oxygen regulatort supply increasing condentrations of

with positive pressure.' Above 50,000 feet, pressure suits areus .

oxygen as,altitudejncreases. Above 40,000 feet, 110toxygen is

, .

The majority of the oxygen our body, tissues is transported by the hemo-
globin of the red blood cells. Very little oxygen is carried in the
plasma; however, under hyperbaric conditions 7.3 volumes percent of oxygen
cma be carried per atmosphere of increased pressure. Resides increasing
the total amount of oxygen in the blood, hyperharic.therapy (01P) can
increase the diffusion distance of oXvgen around canillartes if there is
good blood perfusion of tissues.

The Goodman-treatment TableS are used to ireat patients in:hypeearic
chambers for such cOnditions as decompression sickness, gas gangrene,
carbon monoxide poisOning, air embolisms, emOhysema, open heart surgery,
and cancer (enhances radiation therapy).

v 5
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Department of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY - PART I

1. List the muscles important in ventilation

a. Quiet inspiration

(1) Scaleni

(2) Posterior serrati

(3) Diaphragm

t. Deep inspiration

(1) Sternomastoid

(2) All of above

c. Deep expiration - muscles of abdominal wall

d. Intercostal muscles

2. Function of ventilation muscles

a. Diaphragm - contracts, increasing depth of pleural cavity.

b. Scaleni and posterior serrati - contract and elevate ribs,
increasing diameter of pleural cavity.

c. Sternomastoid - contracts, elevates sternum, and increases
diameter of pleural cavity;

d. Abdominal muscles - pull ribs down,-decreasing diameter, and
force diaphragm up.

/L) (42

SG 3ALR91630-II-lc(1)
'August 1973

e. Intercostal muscles - maintain rib spacing and transmit forces.

This SG supersedes SHO 3ALR91730 XII, dated May. 1972

DESIGNED FOR ATC COURSE USE
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3. Pleural cavity function

a. Volume increases and pressure faLls.

b. Subatmospheric at all times.

c. Pleural cavity abosrbs fluid or gas.

4.. Inspiration

a. Muscles contract.

b. Volume increases.

c. Pressure falls.

d. Lungs expand in response to falling pressursi.

e. Alveolar volume increases.

f. Pressure falls below atmospheric, and air rushes in.

5. Expiration reverses this.

6. Parameters of pulmonary function.

a. Tidal volume, volume of a normal breath. (500cc.)

(1) 350cc goes to alveoli.

(2) 150cc ventilates regions where no gas exchange occurs, thus
this 150cc is called dead space.

b. Inspiratory reserve volume (3000cc). Additional volume inhaled
after a normal breath.

c. Expiratory reserve volume (1100cc). Additional volume exhaled
after a normal breath.

d. Residual.volume (1200cc). Amount which can't be forced out of lungs.

e. Vital capacitY (4600cc). Total gas exchanged in one maximal breath.

2
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f. Functional residual capacity. Sum of residual volume and expiratory

reserve volume.

Volume increase
g. Compliance -

Pressure change

lungs)

(1) Measure "stiffness" of lungs. (How difficult it is to inflate

(2) Two components -
t
lungs and chest wall.

h. Airway resistance
C>

Atmospheric Pressure - Alveolar PressureResistance -
Flow Rate

(1) FEV1 = Forced Expiratory Volume

Amount of vital capacity
exhaled in one second

X 100 = FEV1
Vital capacity

(2) Percent of the vital capacity exhaled in one second.

(3) Measures resistance: 70% or greater is normal.

Maximum breathing capacity - maximum amount of air a patient can
exchange per minute.

150-170 L/minute = normal

1P

7. Energy cost of breathing

a. Work = pressure change X volume change.

b. Work a measure of energy expenditure:

(1) Expanding chest wall.

(2) Expanding Lungs.

(3) Moving air against frictiOntal resistance.

c. Any disease effecting above factors may increase work of breathing.

(1) Stiff chest wall in arthritis.

3
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(2) Pulmonary edema/fibrosis.
e..

(3) Bronchitis or other factors obstructing airways by narrowing
airways.

8. List the components of the CNS respiratory system.

a. Medullary respiratory center.

(1) Floor of 4th ventricle.

(2) Mixture of inspiratory and expiratory neurons.
11,

(a) Inspiratory tonically active.

(b) Expiratory - excited by peripheral nervous system.

(3) Alternate activity of expiratory and inspiratory neurons
sets basic rhythmicity of breathing.

(4) Vagal sensory afferents inhibit the inspiratory netdons.

.(a) When lungs are stretched, scretch receptors fire and
inhibit inspiratory neurons.

(b) Termed Herring-Breuer reflex.

(5) Pneumotaxic center inhibits inspiratory neurons.

9. Describe humoral regulation

a. Chemosensitive regions in brainstem respond to increased hydrogen
ion by increasing the rate and depth of ventilation.

b. Carotid, aortic bodies respond to falls in p02, increases in pCO2
or falls in pH by stimulating the medullary respiratory center to increase
the rate and depth of ventilation.

c. Medulla mechanism of response to CO2.

(1) CO2 crosses blood brain barrier.

(2) Hydrogen,and bicarbonate DO NOT.

4
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(3) C4rbonic anhydrase in brain converts CO2 to hydrogen ion and
bicarbonate ion.

(4) This increased hydrogen ion concentration then stimulates the
medullary chemoreceptors to increase the rate and depth of ventilation.

5
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Department.of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences, USAF
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY - PART II

OBJECTIVES

/0-14)

STUDY GUIDE 3ALR91630-II-la(2)
February 1975

Using a segmental, lung, student will identify the physiology of the lungs and
respiratory system. '

INTRODUCTION

An understanding of respiratory physiology is essential in the diagnosis and treat-
ment of lung disorders.

INFORMATION

1. Describe the anatomy of the pleural cavity

a. Definition - the pleural cavities are the cavities in which the lungs reSt.

(1) Right pleural cavity contains the right lung:

(2) Left pleural cavity contains the left lung.

b. Effectively "airtight," the pressure inside is subatmospheric.

(1) Isolated from outside air.

(2) Separated from air inside the lungs.

c. Line by parietal pleura.

(1) Thin membrane composed of one layer of flattened mesothelial cells, and
connective tissue.

(2) Pair sensitive nerve endings are present.

d. Boundaries

(1) Floor is funned by the dome-shaped diaphragm.

(2) Roof is formed by skin and connective tissue.

(3) Posterior is formed by ribs and vertebrae.

(4) Anterior is formed by sternum and ribs.

(a) Sternum composed of manubrium and sternum proper.

(b) Hinge joint between manubrium and sternum which moves inducing breathing.

(5) Medial borders formed by the mediastinum.

(6) 'Lateral borders formed by ribs.

This supersedes SG 3ALR91630-11-1b, August 1973

Designed For ATC Course Use
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2. Describe the construction of the lungs.

a. Composed of alveoli mainly.

(1) Plastic, stretch, and shrink

(2) Thin, a single cell layer thick.

(3) Surrounded by capillaries.

(4) Lined by a thin fluid layer, otfierwige they are dry.

b. Alveoli are in contact with the atmosphere, throu a system of tubes.

(1) Through,a network of bronchioles, brOtichi, tr hea, larynx, nose, and mouth.

(2) NOT in c ntinuity with the pleural civity.

c. iGas exchange etween the lungs and the blOo urs in the functional unit called

the respiratory lobule. It is composed of the following:

(1) Respirator bronchioles - walls 'contain a few alveoli.

(2) Alveol ucts - walls lined by alveoli.

(3)

(4) Terminal bronchiole - note that no gas exchange occurs in this structure.

d. Nerves

(1) Elements of the sympathetic nervous system reach the lungs.

(2) No pain fibers innervate lung parenchyma or visceral pleura.

e. Divided into lobes - three right, tWo left.

f. Covered by visceral pleura.

(1) Identical to pariental pleura except it has no pain fibers.

(2) Visceral and parietal pleura are continuous with one another at the hilum

of the lungs. The space between the visceral and parietal pleura is termed the pleural

or intrapieural space.

Alveolar sacs -
4 regions into which many alveoli empty.

5 4
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Department of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences, USAF
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

GAS LAWS

OBJECTIVES

SW 3ALR91630-II-5
April 1(175

a. Using slide rule and calculator, student will solve problems in the lungs by using
gas laws.

b. Student will use pertinent laws for particular lung problems.

INTRODUCTION

A basic understanding of Gas Laws is essential to the operation of a pulmonary lab.
The solving of these problems is most bften the &Terence in good and poor treatment of
patients witNlung problems.

INFORMATION

1. Define barometric pressure and explain how it is produced and measured.

2. Explain what is meant by partial pressure.

3. Define the term temperature and be able to express it in degrees absolute, degrees
fahrenheit, and degrees centigrade (Celsius).

This supersedes SW 3ALR91630-11-4, July 73
5 4 3
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4. Without,reference, convert the temperature from one scale to another using the fahren-
heit, centigrade, and Kelvin scales.

5. Without reference, explain what Avagadro's Law and Number are and how they apply to
gases.

41,

Element or Compound Symbol At.Wt.
0.

Formula Molec Wt.

Oxygen

e

Carbon

Carbon Dioxide

, .

Nitrogen

e

Deli=
_

.

6. Wfthout neference, define Dalton's Law and apply it to problems dealing with respiration.

we
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7. Without reference, define Boyle's Law and apply it to problems in respiration.

8. Without reference, define Henry's Law and Graham's Law then apply these laws to
respiratory diffusion.

a. Definitions

b. Solubility coefficient.

SCs for major gases (solubility.in water at 37* C.' d 760 mmHq.)

Nitrogen (N2) - 0.012

Oxygen (02) - 0.024
/

Hydrogen (H2) - 0.016

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) - n.592

Carbon Monoxide (CO) - 0.018

c. Comparing the diffusing capacity,of one qa to another.

d. Clinjcal relevancy.

54",)
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9. Without reference, define Charles' Law and apply it to problems in respiration.

10. Without reference, define Gay-Lussac's Law and apply it in solving a problem.

11. Without reference, solve a problem using a combination of Charles' Law, Gai-Lussa 's
Law, and Boyle's Law.

12. Without reference, define ATPS, BTPS, and STPD; then solve a problem requiring con-Q
version of a given volume under specified conditions to ATPS, BTPS, and STPD.

a. ATPS - ambient lemperature and,pressure saturated with water vapor.

b. BTPS - body temperature and pressure saturated with water vapor.

c. STPD - standard temperature and presSure dry (n C, 760 mmHg.)

X 273 X PB - PH20VSTPD = V1
11273 760

.5 4 4
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13. Gas Laws Problems

a. Convert 98.6° F. to centigrade.

b. Convert your answer in question 1 to A°.
G'A

c. Convert 70° F. into A°.

d. Convert 10° C. to F°.

e. Given the following information in the-table, fill in the missing information.

Element or Compound Symbols Atomic Wt. Formula iolecular Wt.

Water

Carbon Monoxide:

Methane

Nitrous Oxide

f. Calculate the densities of 1 mole of the following mexture of gases at STP:

95% 02 + 5% H20 = gms/L

100% 02 = gms/L

95% 02 + 5% CO2 = gms/L

g. In a gas cylinder, the pressure reads 2200psig., This cylinder contains a 95% 0
and 5% CO2 mixture. What is the P02 and the PCO27

5 ,

5
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h. A patient has just exhaled into a spiremeter. After exhalation, the 4bAnue of
volume in the spirometer is 4.0 liters. The temperature of the gas Under the bell is
25° C. and is saturated with water vapor. The temPerature of the body is 37° C. and sat-
urated with water vapor. Barometric pressure is 750 mmHg. (pH90 at 25° C. is 24 mmHq;
pHe at 37° C. is 47 mmHg). Correct the volume in the bell to BTPS.-

-

i. Three (3) liters of exhalation was collected in a spirometer at 30° C. (pH20
30 mmHg) and 755 mmHg. Correct the volume to ATPS, pTPS, and sTpo.

14. Gas Law Vormlas

a. Daltoes Law m PT P1 + P2 + P3 '

V1 P2
b. Boyles Law ..--- V1P1 . V2P2

V2 P1

V2 V1 .21_
f,2

m (C. X 1.8) + 32

(11° 32) X 0.556

'X or °A + 273

6

fl
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Q

Department of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences, USAF
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

BASIC MATHEMATICS - FRACTIONS

OBJECTIVES

I. Define a fraction.

PT 3ALR91630-11-5c-(1)
April 1975

2. Identify the two parts of a given fraction and explain what each part.shaws.

3. Identify proper fractions, improper fractions, and mixed numbers from a given list.

4. Change a given listsof improper fractions to mixesfnumbers and mixed numbers to im-
proper fractions.

5. Reduce a list of fractions to their lowest terms.

6. Solve problems in addition and subtraction of fractions. Answers muabe,in lowest
terms.

7. Solve problems in multiplication of fractions, cancelling where applicable. Answers

4
must be in lowest terms.

8. Solve problems in division of fractions, cancelling where applicable. Answers must
be in lowest terms.

NAME

CLASS

INTRODUCTION

In Pulmonary Medicine the solving of Gas Laws is often quite complex. By learning
fractions, the complex problems are made easier.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. This is not,a test. This is a learning situation. In this Programmed Lesson on frac-
tions, you will be learning at your own speed.

2. Two types of programming are used in this lesson:

a. LINEAR - In this portion, you will go from frame to frame using a provided
cardboard to cover upcoming frames and answers. In-each frame, you are given information

and then a question to answer or a problem to solve. Your answer can be checked at the ,

bottom of each question. 'Teeking" is not an advantage. If you make an error, strike ouer
your incorrect answer, reread the frame, and write the correct answer.

b. SCRAMBLED - In this portion, you will be given problems to solve and asked to
select the answer from a list of answers. Circle the answer you'choose and go to the
page as your answer directs. Follow directions closely. If you select an incorrect
answer, do not erase, but put an "X", through the circle. Rework the problem again and

circle another answer.
4

3. RgAD ALL INFORMATION CAREFULLY. BE SURE YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT IS SAID BEFORE YOU TRY TO

ANSWER THE QUESTION. If you wish, you may turn back in the program for review at any time.

ibis supersedes PT 3A1R91630-I-5u(1), July 1973

55i



INFORMATION

50 3

1. A action is a part of a whole. 3/4 is a fraction and therefore is a part of a

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / I / / / / / / / / / I.

whole

2. Part of a whole is the definition of a

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

fraction

3. The definition of a fraction is stated as: of a

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
part whole

4. Define a fraction.

/ / / 11 / / / 11 11 II/ / II/ I. II/ / /
part of a whole

5. Fractions have two parts - a numerator (above the line) and a denominator (below the

line).

Examp e:
3 : due in =o'r

2
In the fraction 7 , the number below the line is the and the number

2 above the line is the

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
denominator
numerator

2 11

6. All fractions have denominators and numerators. In the fractions and j, he 3

and 12 are and the 2 and 11 are

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
denominators

4

numerators

2
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3A

Wrong! 12 x 3 = 36, but you must now do step 2. Add this product (36) to the numerator;
retain the denomdnator to get the improper fraction. Go back to page , Frame , and select an
select another answer.

38

Nopel You will still have to go to lower terms. You reduod by dividing two into the
numerator and denominator but you must now find a number tefurther reduce 21/27 and
then you'll have it. Return to page 7F1 select the other answer, and continue.

3C

2/5 is the correct answer.

Now try another problem. 3/8 - 2/3 =

If your answer is: Go to page:

1/4 9E

4 or 4/1 13C

9/16 13F

3D

Wrong! Multiplication and addition are correct but you msut place this sum over the
denominator of the fraction. Return to page 12, Frame 29 , and select another answer.

3E

Right! Now try this. Reduce 14/56 to its lowest term.

If your answer is: Go to page:

1/4 58

7/28 5D

3F

No! You forgot to obiain the reciprocal of the divisor (invert the divisor),.before you
multiplied. Go back to page 12, frame 29; review the procedure again, then rewotk the
problem from frame again and select the correct answer.

3



7. The denominator tells how many equal parts the whole has been divided into. In the
fraction& the denominator indicates the whole has been divided into equal parts.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

10

8. Under the figures below, write the number that would be used as the denominator of
a fraction:

a. b. c. d.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

a. 4

b. 2

c. 3

d. 4

9. In the fraction below, circle the denominator gid explain what it indicates.

ibe

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
16 denominator Tells (indicates) how many parts the whole has been divided into.

10. The numerator (number above the line) of fraction shows "how many parts of the
whole are being considered." In the fractioni the numerator indicates that parts
of the whole are being considered and the den inator indicates that the wholeTh i? divided
into equal parts.

/ / / / / / / / / H / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

2

3

13
11. In the fraction In the number of parts being considered is and the part
of the fraction that tells us this is called the

13

numerator
4:7

4

a
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SA

Correct. Now change 15 1/5 to an improper fraction.

If your answer is: Go to page:

76/5 SC

75/5 5E

58

Good! You might have started with dividing by two (2) and doing several steps, but 14
divides into 14 and 56 evenly. To reduce an improper fraction such as 8/4 or 9/5, you
simply divide the denominator into the numerator. Reduce 9/5 into its lowest terms.

If your answer is: Go to page:

9/5 5F

1 4/5 7B

5C

Right! 76/5 is correct. You can check your answers by changing the improper frac,tion
back to the mdxed number. Change 7 1/4 to an improper fraction and check your ansWer.

7 1/4'.
(improper fraction) (mixed number)

Go to page 14, frame 30, check your angrier and continue.from there.

5D

You reduced - but not to the lowest terms. Return to page 3E and find the number that
will reduce the 7/28 and then you'll have the correct answer that will allow you to
continue.

SE

Wrong! You forgot. to add the numerator to the product of the whole number tklmes the
denominator.- If you now see your error, go back to page 5A and select the otkher answer

and follow directions. If you need the rule again, return to page 12, Frame 8, and start

again from there.

5F

No. . . To reduce an improper fraction, you simply change it to a whole number or to a
whole number and a fraction (mixed number) by dividing the numerator by the denominator.

Now go back to page 5B and reduce propely.

SG

Negative. You have simply added numerators, retained highest denominator, and reduced.

You must change to equivalent fraCtions. Reread rule on.page 16, Frame 39, and rework

problem from page 18, Frame 43, again.
5



12. The number of parts being considered is indicated by the of a fraction.

/ / / / / / / I / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

numerator

13. Under the figures below, write the fractions. The number of parts being considered
are shaded.

a. b. c. d.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /li / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

a. 1 b. 3 c. 2 d. 1

-3- T

14. In the fraction below, write what each number is called and what it indicates: 6 .

6 -

7 -

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 4 /

6 numerator, indicates how many parts of the whole are being considered.

7 denominator, indicates how many eq-ual parts the whole has been divided into.

15. There are three types of common fractions - proper, improper, and mixed numbers.
The three types of common fractions are mixed numbers, and

fractions.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

proper

improper

(either order)

16. The difference between proper and improper fractions is the size of the numerator.
The nuMerator of an improper fraction is always the same as or larger than the denominator;
therefore, in a proper fraction, the numerator is than the denominator.

smaller

(less than)'

6
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670i

7A

No! 2/4 can be reduced to 1/2 by dividing two (2) into both the numerator and denomdnator.
Remember the rule, a fraction is in its lowest terms only when the number one (1) is the
only number that divides evenly into both the numerator and denominator. Return to page14 Frame 31, and select the correct answer.

7B

1 4/5 is correct. If we ask you to reduce the fraction 8/4, would you answet 2? You
would have been correct there,too. Now turn to top of page 14, Frame 32, contihu,e,the program.

7C

No. You've added numerators but have not changed fractions.to equivalent fractions. Read
rule again on page 17, Frame 40, then rework problem on page 17, Frame 43. Select anotheranswer.

vo
70

Wrong! 6/9 can be urther reduced. Three (3) is the largest number that divides evenly
into both the numer tor (6) and the denominator (9). 6/9, then, reduced to lowest possible
terms,_is return to page-14, Frame 32,, and select the correct answer.

7E

Right! 1 1/4 is the correct answer. Try another, reduce to lowest terms.

Add 1/2 + 1/2 + 4/5 + 3/20 =

If your answer is: Go to page:

1 9/10 98

1 19/20
9G

7F

3/7 is Correct. One (1) is the only number that divides evenly into both 3 and 7.
Let's try a larger fraction. Reduce 42/54 to its lowest terms.

If you answer is: Go to page:

1/27

/8

38

3E
,61

7
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7
17. w is a proper fraction because the
denoenator.

is than the

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

numerator

smaller t(ess)

IlL 4 and 4 are improper fractions because the
t an the denoMinators.

/ numerators

are

are same as or greater (are the same as or larger)

19f. In the list below, place a "P" by the proper fractions and "I" by the improper
fractions.

a. 12 b. 9 c. 4 d. 12

T7 7

h
20. A mixed number is a whole number combined with a proper fraction. 3 5/6 is a'whole

number (3) and a proper fraction (5)/(6); therefore, 3 5/6 is a

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / I / / / / / / / / / / /
a. P b. I c. P d. I

21. To review definitions, match the following types of fractions with the correct
statement or statements by writing the letter of the statement by the number of the
fraction. All letters are to be used.

1. Proper-iaction A. Numerator greater than the denominator

2. Mixed number B. Numerator less than the denominator

3. Improper fraction, C. Whole number and a proper fractioq

D. Numerator equal to denominator

/ / / / / / / / I,/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

B. 1

C. 2.

D,A 3.

5 5

4



9A

No. Not quite. Your addition is correct but you must have overlooked the "reduce answers
to lowest terms." Go back to page 18, Frame 43, reduce, and pick the correct answer.

98

6/15 is wrong. You borrowed one (1) from 16, which gave you the fraction 15/15, but now
you must add 15/15 + 8/15, then do your subtraction. Return to page 9F, rework the A
problem, and select another answer.

9C

You have the correct fraction but made a mistake in the addition of whole numbers. Now
return-to page 11C and work the problem again.t Do not just pick the other answer without
first reworking the problem to find your error.

9D

Incorrect. You've made a mistake someplace 1 changing fractions to equivalent fractions
of the same denominator. Return to page 16, Frame 39, reread the rule, then go back to page
7E and choose the other answer.

,

1/4 is wrong. You did not obtain the reciprocal of the divisor. 2/3 inverted is 3/2 and
the reciprocal of 2/3 is also 3/2. Go back to page 3C, rework the problem,*and select the
correct answer.

9F

Very good. Work the following problem by subtracting mixed numbers. Reduce to lowes
term. 16 8/151 15 3/5

If your answer is: Go to page:

1 14/15

14/15

6/15

can't be solved

9G

Good. 1 19120 is correct. Now try one on subXract'on and reduce answer to lowest terms.

, 4/13 - 3/39

If your answei, is:

3/13

3/39

Go to page:

11C

15E



22. In the list below, place a "P" by the proper fractions, an "I" by the improper frac-
tions, and an "M" by the mixed numbers.

a. 3 1/2 e. 22/29

b. 9/5 f. 7/7

c. 12 2/3 g. 79/75

d. 3/4

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

a. M b. I c. M d. P e. P f. I g I

23. An improper fraction can be changed to a mixed number by dividing the denominator into
the numerator. The fractiOn 21/10 can be changed to a mixed number by dividing the numerator

by the denominator.
(number) (number)

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

21

10

24. To change the improper fraction 21/10 to a mixed number, follow two steps: (1) Divide
the numerator by the denominator to get the whole number:

2 the whole number
10/fr

207 the remainder

(2) Place the remainder over the denominator to get the proper fraction: 1/10 the proper
fraction.

Then 21/10 =
(mixed number)

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

21/10

25. Now change the improper fraction 26/5 to a mixed number. Show your work.

)
(mixed number)

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /)/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

5

25 5 1/5
(mixed number)

10

566
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11A

No. 6 29/36 is incorrect. Again you forgot to invert the divisor. The divisor 1 1/6
is changed to 7/6 and inverted is 6/7. Now go back to page 13F and select another answer.

11B

You've forgotten the rule on borrowing. 16 8/15 = 16 8/15 = 15 23/15.

- 15 3/5 = 15 9/15 = 15 9/15

You cannot subtract 9/15 fromfb/15, so you have to borrow a whole number (1). 1.= 15/15,
which you now add to the 8/15. Don't forget now that you borrowed a whole number from 16.
Go back to page- gF. Rework the problem and select the correct answer.

11C

Good. Now for the rule for adding and subtracting mixed numbers:

1. Change fractions to like fractions (LCD). 2. Add/subtract the fractions. 3. Add/
subtract the whole numbers. 4. Reduce answers to lowest terms. Example: 1 1/3 +
3 11/12 and 7 1/2 - 4 1/5.

1 1/3 1 4/12 7 1/2 = 7 5/10
+ 3 11/12 = 3 11/12 - 4 1/5 4 2/10

4 15/12 = 4 + 1 3/12 5 1/4 3 3/10

Now add these fractions: 7 1/9 + 6 5/8 + 1/6 =

If your answer is: Go to page:

14 5/9 9C

13 5/9 9F

11D

Very good. The idea here was to see if you remember how to,borrow. Solve the addition
and subtraction problems below. Answers must be in lowest terms.

a. 1/21 + 417 +'2/3 .

b. 3 3/8 - 2 1/4 =

c. 11 1/8 + 1 3/16 + 1/2 + 3/4 =

d. 14 1/6 - 12 5/12 =

Go to page 19, Frame 44, to check answers and cghtinue from there.

A
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4. Try another. Change 54/11 to a mixed number.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /. / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

4 10/11 -- If you missed this one, reread and rework Frames 22 through 26, then continue.

27. An improper fraction can be'changed to a mixed number. So can a mixed number be
changed totan improper fraction. Therefore, an improper fraction is interchangeable with
a number.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / 1 / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

mi xed

28. Changing.mixed numbers to improper fractions requires three steps: Example: Change
4 3/5 to an improper fraction.

Step

(1) Multiply the whole numb& by the denominator of the fraction. 4 x 5 = 20

(2) Add the product to the numerator. -20 + 3 = 23.

(3) Place the sum over the denominator of the fraction.

Then 4 3/5 =

(improper fraction)
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 1 / / / / / / /

23/5

29. Change 12 2/3 to an improper fraction.

If your answer ii: Go to page:

36/3 3A

38/2 3D

38/3 5A

If you came to this frame directly from the prevIgus frame, you have not followed
the directions given in the previous frame. From thispoint (unless otherwise directed)
in the lesson, you will proceed by the scrambled method. Do Not Tead the frames in
sequence, but after selecting an answer, refer to the propii: page or frame as directed.
Return to page , Frame , check your answer, and refer to the page as directed.

5 6

45.

12 .



13A

5 is the correct answer. Try one more. 5 4/7 ; 3 ...

If your answer is: Go to page:

15B

'15C

13E

138

Not quite. 35/7 is an improper fraction and for the answer to be completely correct
(lowest terms), you must now change your eswer to a mixed number. Return to page 13F

recheck your work, and reduce answer to lowest terms.

13C

4 or 4/1 is incorrect. You obtained the reciprocal of the dividend. You're to obtain

the reciprocal of the divisor and then proceed as in mailtiplication. Now go to page 301

rework the problem, and select the correct answer.

13D

You've forgotten the rule on borrowing. True,you can't subtract 15 from 16 8/15 unless

you borroW. Why not take one (1) from 16 and add the fraction 15/15 to 8/15? Now you

can subtract, but donrt forget the one (1) you borrowed. Go back to page 20A, rework the

problem, and select another answer.

13E
,

.

13/7 is unacceptable, becausecanswers will 'always be reduced to their lowest terms. Return

to page 13A and select the correct enswer that is in its lowest terms.

,

13F

9/16 is correct. Dividing'with mixed numbers requires three steps: (1) Change the mixed

number or mixed numbers to improper fractions. (2) Obtain the reciprocal of the divi r

.(invet1 divisor). (3) Multiply the dividend by the reciprocal of the divisor. Try thi

*problem:
5 5/6 4 1 1/6 =

If your answer is:

,5

- 6,29/36

35/37

Go to page:

13A

11A

nB 4,

"

13

,563
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'N. a

30. You came from page 5C.

7 1/4 = 29/4

29/4 = 7 1/4

Change each pf the following improper fractions to mixed numbers and the mixed numbers
to improper fractions:

a. 1 4/9 b. 21/8 c. 10 11/12 d. 49/3

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / % / / / / / / / / / / / /

a. 13/9 b. 2 5/8 c. 131/12 d. 16.1/3

31. A fraction is in its
divides evenly into both
numerator and denominator
Select the fraction below

lowest terms when the number one (1) is the only number that
th-Taierator and the denominator. (NOTE: Dividing both the .

by the same number does not change the.value of the fraction.)
that is in its lowest terms.

If your answer is:

2/4

6/9

3/7

Pr o to page:

7A

7D

7F

32. You came from page 78.

Reduce each of the following fractions to lowest terms:

a. 12/4 = b. 21/49 = c. 64/72 = d. 17/51 =

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ! / / / / /
a. 3 or 3/1 b. 3/7 c. p/9 d. 1/3

33. To add or subtract fractions, they must be like fractibns. Like fractions have the
same nurEFF forTWRiiinator. 7/12 + 5/12 or 7712= 5/12 are 1a-6Fractions because they,
have the same number for a

r'-
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

denominator

34. Fractions must h'ave like (common) denominators before you can or
them.

07.

/ I / /
4.

add subtract (any order)

14
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15A

Not quite rigHt. You must not have can6e11ed the 3s after obtaining the reciprocal of the
divisor and yo8 haven't reduced to the lowest terms. Go back to page 21, frame 59, and
correct your mistake. Then select the correct answer.

1513

1 6/7 is correct. Divide the following fractions and reduce answers to lowest terMs:

a. 5/8 f 3/4 .

. b. 22 ; 6 7/8 .

c. 2 1/6 S 4 1/2 .

d. 8/21 S 3 3/7 =

Check answers on page 15D

15C

No! Does it sound reasonable that 3 is contained_in 5 4/7 - - - 16 and 5/7 times? You
forgot to obtain the reciprocal of the divisor before you multiplied.' Go back to page
13A, invert the divisor, multiply, and then select the correct answer.

15D

Answers from page 15B: a. 5/6 b. 3 1/5 c. 13/27 d. 1/9

If you had any answers after than those above, you must rework the problems on page 15B.
When you've gotten all correct, solve these problems:

a. 5 2/3 f 9 5/9

b. 5 2/5 x 2 1/4 x 4 2/3 =

15E

c. 21 1/16 + 9 3/8 + 8 1/2 + 3/4 =

d. 3 3/16 - 1 3/4 =

Check answers on .p.a.gp°15F

Never! The only way you could have arrived at this answer was to have reduced the numer-
ator and not the denominator. Return to page 9G, work the problem again, and select the
correct answer.

15F

Answers from page 15Q : a. 51/86 b. 56 7/10 c. 39 11/16 d. 1 7/16

If you missed any problem, you must rework and recheck. After all problems are correct,
read the rules again that are on the pages listed below and then go to page 17A.

Probldm: Go to page:

a. Division 13F

b. Multiplication 20, Frame 55

c. Addition 11C
.x

d. Subtraction and Borrowing

After you've read-the rules again, 90 to page 21, frame 60.

5 6
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35. When fractions have common denominatorst you add or subtract numerators and retain
the common denominator.

Example: 7/12 + 5/12 . 12/12 reduced . 1

Then 7/12 - 5/12 . reduced .

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / I. / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

2/12 1/6

36. Before fractions with unlike denomdnators can be added or subtracted, they must be
changed to their lowest comWoraihominator (LCD). LCD is the lowest number that is divis-
able by each denominator. Example: 2/5 + 1/20 Or 27r- 1/20.

The lowpst number divisible by each denominator is 20; therefore, 20 is the

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

least or lowest common denominator or (LCD)

4
37. Again, the lowest number divisible by each denominator of fractions to be added or
subtracted is called the

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

LCD

38. Determine the lowest common denogiinator (LCD) for these fractions:

1/2 + 1/4, the LCD is

2/7 - 1/42, the LCD is

/ / / III / / / / / I I I / / / / / / / I / / / / / / / / / /

4

42.

39. After the LCD has been determined, change all fractions to equivalent fractions of the
sage denominator; then add or subtract. Example: 2/7 + 1/42, the LCD is 42. To change
2/7 to LCD 42: Div4de 7 into 42; the quotient is 6. Multiply 6 by the numerator 2 and
place the product (12) over the LCD. 2/7 = 12/42. Nowme can add. 12/42 + 1/42.. 13142
reduced is 13/42. Change the fractions below so they kve the.same LCD.

a. 1/3 + 5/6 + 1/12 .

b., 4/5 - 1/3 .

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ti / / / / / /

a. 4/12 + 10/12 + 1/12

b. 12/15 - 5/15

16



40. Find the LCD for the fractions below:

a. 5/8 + 1/16 + 1/4, the LCD is

b. 4/7 - 1/49, the LCD is

/// /PH // / /// // / // / / / / / / / / / // / / // / / / / / / / / /

a. 16

b. 49

41. Find the LCD and change the fractions below to equivalent fractions.

a. 1/9 + 1/81 + 2/3 .

b. 4/5 - 5/8 .

/ / / /./ /./ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /./ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

a. 9/$1 + 1/81 + 54/81

b. 32/40 - 25/40

42. The rule again for adding and subtracting fractions. (1) Change fractions to common

denominators. (2) Add or subtract numerators. (3) Keep common denominator. (4) Re-

duce answers to lowest terms. Above and below are the LCD problems from the last frame.

Complete the problems.

a. 9/81 + 1/81 + 54/81or reduced

b. 32/40 - 25/40 =
% reduced

0

/ / / / / / / / / / / I I I / / / / / I I / / / I / / / / / / / I I I /
64/81 reduced is 64/81

7/40 reduced is 7/40

43. Does it all come back to you now? Solve this problem and reduce answer to lowest

terms.

41. ,

1/28 + 6/7 + 5/14 =

If your answer is: Go to page: ,

1 1/4 7E

1 7/28 J 9A

12/28 7C

3/7 0 5G

5 6 7
4;



44. You came from 1102

a. 1 2/7 b. 1 1/8 c, 13 9/16 d. 1 3/4

0
When multiplying two or more fractions, multiply merators of the fractions to obtainnumerator of the product. To obtain the numer or of the product in the problem2/1 x 2/3, multiply times

(number)
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / % / / / / / / / / / / / / /
2

2

45. Like the numlpratbr,
h,enotninator Of the product is obtained by multiplying thedenominators of thEr frac s In the problem 2/3 x 4/5, the numerator of the product ,is obtained by multiplyii

times and the denominator it ob-tained by multiplying times

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /,/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
2 x 4

3 x 5

46. The role, then, for multiplying fractions is: "Multiply numerators of the f actionsto obtain the
of the product and multiply the denoniinators to o ta414,theof the producEd Solve this problem:

2/3 x 2/5

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
numerator

denominator

4/15

47. The word "of" is sometimes used in place of the multiplication sign"x". 2/3 of 15 =10 can be written As 2/3 x 15/1 = 30/3 = 10. Solve this problem and reduce:

5/8 of 40 . reduced

/ / / / / I I I / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 53/ / / / / / / / 1,1 / / / / / /
.200 5

-g-

- reduced = 25

18
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48. If the problem contains more than two fractions, multiply all the numerators and multi-
ply all the denominitors. Example: 2/5 x 1/3 x 2/3 x 1/4 4/180 reduced 1/45.

Solve this problem: 3/5 x 4/7 x 1/2 . reduced,=

////////////////////[11 111/1///////// 1-///7///
12/70 reduced . 6/35

49. Cancellation is a short cut used in multiplying fractions. The short cut in multi-
plying fractions is called f

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
cancellation

Xi'

50. Cancellation is much the same as ducing. The first step is to select a numerato
.and denominator that can be divided ev nly by the same number. .The problem 5/10 x 2/5 x .

4/10 can be reduced to 1 ple 5 x 1 / 1 x 2,00 5. The next step is to multiply the
numerators and the denominators 1/5 x 1/3 x 2/5 ,-., 2/25 reduced is 2/25. Solve the problem
below by cancellation. Show work.

4

5/8 x 4/7 x 1/5 .
;%/////////////

l.g10 2 x IN/ x 1 1/14

51. When you use the canc llation method, the basic principle is: Dividing both the
numerator,and the denominat r by the sane number does not change the valile of a fraction.
The value of a fraction is t changed when the and the

are by th same number.

numerator

denomdnator
(either order)

divided

52. In the problem 2/15 x 3/8, the 2 and 8 can be cancelled by dividing each by

and the 3 and 15 cancelled by dividing each by . The answer to the prob-

lem, then, is

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

2 e

3

1/20

19
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53. In the problem 10/13 x 26/50 x 7/21, the 10 and 50 are cancelled by dividing each by
; the 13 and 26 are cancelled by dividing each by ; and 7/21

can be reduced to . Now solve the problem; showing your cancellation.

10/13 x 26/50 x 7/21 =

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // / / / / / / / / /
10; 13; 1/3

.;

1 }OM 1 x 2267,0 5 x 1 hZ4 3 . 2/15

54, Solve the following problems, using cancallation where applicable. Reduce answers
to lowest terms.

`a. 2/5 x 3/10 x 7/9 =

b. 12/16 x 8/24 x -8/10 =

/ / / / / / / / / / / / /./ / / / / / / / / / / / / / r/ / / / / / / / / / / / /
a. 7/75

b. 1/5

55. in order to multiply fractions and mixed numbers, the mtxed nuMbers must be changed,
to improper fractions.- Example: 2 1/2 x 3/8'x 1 1/3 will be,changed to

5/ 1 3 13 2 x 1 4/3 1 5/4 reduced is 1 1/4

Solve the following problems, usi g cancella.tiT6n where applicable, and reduce answers to
lowest terms:

.a. 3 1/f.x 5 1/2 x 9/10,=

b. 4 1-/2 X 3 1/3 x 2 2/8 =

c. 3/4 of 80
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / I / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / [17 / / / / / /

a. 16 1/2 b. 33 3/4 c. 60

56. Solve the problems below, cancelling where applicable, and reduce answers
terms.

a. 3/9i-of 2 5/8 = c'. 3 1/2 x 2 1/4 x 2/3 =

b. 1/6 of 24 = d. 2 1/8 x 3 3/4 x 1 1/3 =

/ / / / / / /./ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

to lowest

a. 1 23/40 c. 5 1/4

b. 4 1 . d. 10 5/8

ZO
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57. Dividing common fractions requires two steps:

Example: 2/7 1/4 =
Dividend/ Divisor

(1) Obtain reciprocal of divisor - - 3/1.
(invert divisor)

(2) Multiply the,dividend by the reciprocal of the diviSor - - 2/7 x 3/1 = 6/7.

Then 2/7 i,1/3 =

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 4 / / / / / / / / / / /
6/7

58. Fill in the steps to find 5/9 3/4.

(1) Obtain reciprocal of divisor
(invert the divisor)

(2) Multiply the dividend by the reciprocal of the divisor.

Then 5/9 - 3/4 =

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /// / / / / / / / /

4/3 5/9 x 4/3 , 20/27
4

59. -Solve this problem : 3/10 i 3/4 =

,If your answer is: Go to page:

2/5 3C

9/40 3F

12/30 15A

.60. You have completed the Programmed Lesson'on fractions. For some, the program VMS
just a review; for others, it has been a process of learning.

111.

A SELF-TEST.ON FRACTIONS COMMENCES ON PAGE022.

°

5 7
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SELF-TEST ON FRACTIONS

1. Write the definition of a fraction.

go

2. Identify the two parts of the fractiom 7/8 and explain what each part shows.

7

8

,

3. Identify the proper fractions, the improper fractions, and the mixed numbers in the
following list by placing a "P" by the proper fractions, an "I" by the improper fractions,
and an "M" by the mixed number.

a. 15/16

b. 19/17

c. 2 4/5,

d. 9/7

e. 77 2/3

,f. 300/299

g. 10/11

h. 7/12

i. 6 3/7
L

j. 5/6

4. Change the mixed numbers to improper fractions and the fractions to mixed
numbers.

a. 3 2/3 d: 19/15

b. 11/10 e. 7 7/8

c. 12 4/5

5. Reduce the following fractions to their lowest terms:

a. 18/81 c. 21/63 e. 14/21

b. 9/12 d. 3/7

6. Solve the following ADDITION and SUBTRACTION problems. Reduce answers to lowest terms.

0. 1/2 + 1/2 = d.. 2 3/9 - A 5/8 =

b. 5/7 - 2/3 = ei 6 7/10 - 4 4/5 =

c. 3/8 + 3/4 = f. 11. 3/4 + 19 5/8 + 9 1/2 + 3/106

7. Multiply the following fractions, cancelling where applicable. Reduce answers to
lowest terms.

a. 1/2 X 3/4 x 2/3 = c. 3/4 x 1/2 =

b. 4 2/3 x 5 1/4,x 2 2/3 . d. 1/8 of 16 =

8. Divide the following fractions, cWncelling where applicable. Reduce answers to
lowest terms.

a. 7/8 - 7/16 =

b. 15 - 4 1/5 =

c. 4 2/3 - 124/9 =

d. 4/5 - 2-7/15 = 0

572
22

Answers on next page.
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ANSWERS TO SELF-TEST

1. A fraction is part of a whole.

2.' 7 - Numerator. Indicates how many parts of the whole are being considered.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

SZ-3.

8 - Denominator. Indicates how many equal parts the whole has beenAivided into.

a. P b. I c.'M d. I e. M f. I g. P h. P 1. M J. P

I. 11/3 b. '1 1/10 c. 64/5 d. i 4/15 e. 63/8

a. 2/9 b. 3/4 c. 1/3 d. 3/7 e. 2/3 f. 1/4

a. 1 b. 1/21 C. 1 1/8 d. 3/4 e. 1 9/10 f. 41 1/16

a. 1/4 b. 65 1/3 c. 4 1/8' d. 2

a. 2 b. 3 4/7 c. 3/8 d. 12/37

23
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ASSIGNNENT SHEET

This assignment sheet should be used when:

You are to complete only a part of this text.

41, Your assignmOnt within this text is divided into two or more
readihg periods.

Your instructor will make assignments by identifying spe'cific objectives,
text material, and review questions.

ASSIGNMENTS

OtJECTIVES
-(by No)

TEXT MATERIAL .

(by page and/or frame)
REVIEW QUESTIONS*, '

(by No)

. .

.

.

,

.
.

,

1

1

,

')

.

e:, +

,

,

Os-
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ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS

OBJECTIVES:.

PP

4

i. Select, from a list of statements, the statement thatdefines an algebraic expression.

2. Complete a statement describing definite numbers.

3. Complete a statement describing general numbers.

4. Select, from a list, the words that _complete the
definition of a factor.

5: Select, from a list of statements, the statement thatdefines a coefficient (numerical only).

6. Select; from a list of statements, the statement thatdefines an-exponent.

7. Select, from a list of,statements, the statement thatdefines subscripts.

8. Match a list of algebraic expressions to a descriptionof each expression.

9. Select, from a list of statements, the statement de-
scribing a monomial.

,

10. Select, from a list of statements, the*statement 4e-
scribing a polynomial.

11: Match signs of grdaing to the name each-sign ot
grouping represents.

Suggested study time 70 minutes.

'kaa

->.

576.
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)

, .

.

1.

4INSAIMMI

In the language of algebra, an algeblaic
expression is defined at any expression
that represents a number by weans of the
signs and symbols of algebra. 'These sym-
bols include the letters of the alphabet,
numbers,and signs of operation. Just as
in arithmetic the sum of 4 and 2 is one
quantity, that is,6, in algebra the sum
of c and d is.one quantity, that is,c+d.

Likewise, ..1 ig, a, ab, a-b, a + b -- c,
b'

and so forth, ar9 algebraic expressions
representing one quantity. Longer expres-
sions may be formed by combinations of

.

the various signs and symbols, but no
matter how complex such expressions are,
they still represent a number.

When an expression represents a number by
using the signs and symbols of algebra,
it is an .

.

-algebraic
expression

,

.

2. The signeand symbols of algebra form
an algebtaic expression and represent a
number, as in the expression 3abc.

In the algebraic expression -8a
,

the
4

signs and symbols represent a .

number
,

3. The signs and symbols of algebra repre-
sent numbers, as in the,algebraic ex- \
pression 2a - 4.

.

Algebraic expressions are formed by uAing
the and 9f
algebra.

signs
symbols

,

,

4. Select, from the statements below, the
statement that defines an algebraic ex-
pression. Circle the letter beside your
choice.'

,

a. kstatement that expressions are
equal in value;

b. An expression that represents a
number by means of the signs and
symbols of algebra.

,
,

5 7 :f
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0

L b. is correct.

.

.

5.

A.m..

Numbers in algebra are used to represent
some definite quantity and are called
DEFINITE NUMBERS. ,

Definite numbers are used La altebra to
represent some definite quantity and are
(letters/numbers). Select one answer.

e

,,ers

,

6. The numerals 0,1,2,3,4, ete.,have defin-
ite meanings and do not change when used
in algebra. ,

In algebra, when definite numbers are
used, they (do/do not) ehange. Seleet
one answer. .

do not

.

7.
,

Definite numbers are those numbers that
are used in arithmetic and dp not
change when used iln algebra.

When the numeral 7 is msed in algebra,
it.l.s a number.

,

4.

ddfinite

.
.

.

8. Complete the statement below by circling
the letter in front of your choice.

.

Definite numbers are thsse fiumliers used

in arithmetic that ,

a. change when used in algebra.
....

b. are represented,by letters of the
alphabet.

(

c. do not change when used in algebra.

c. is correct.

I

9. There is another type of number used
in algebra and referred to as GENERAL '
NUMBERS or literal numbers.

,
.

Algebra uses two types of numbers; they
are and
numbers.



.

definite
general
(literal) ,,

-

10.

,

r

- , -

General numbers are represented by let-
ters of the English or Greek alphabets
and can be upper or lower case.

-II

Upper and lower case letters are used
in algebra to represent

1numbers.
. 0

-A,

general or
literal

f
..

,
.

11.

.

The letters A,B,C,n,e6 etc., (upper
ease) and a,b,c,p6v, etc., (lower case)I
do not have definite values, but when;
used in any particular algebra proble*
will have the same value throughout the

blproe .

1

A letter used in any particular algeb*a
problem will have the same value
throughesut the peoblem and is called

number.
1

1

general
r

literal

.

.

,

,

. ,

.

12.

.

,-- ,

Complete the statement below by circling
the letter ia front of your choice.

,
General numbers or literal numbers ate
those numbers

\

a, ,not represented by letters of the
alphabet.

.
.

. ,

b. represented by letters of the alpha-
bet. x

e. represented by upper case letters
only.

b. is corrext.

.

,

c.

--,

13.

.

In the make-up of an algebraic expres-
sion, there are many parts1 first parts
to be considered ate FACTORS, the multi-
plication parts that furnish.a prod4ct.

Factors are the parts of an expression
that, when , furnish a
product,

5731



multiplied

factors
multiplication

14. T's inaieate multiplication of fact.rs,
sometimes-a d t is placed between them,
as in the exanples bel sw,

In the expression 2 ° r r, the 2, Tr,

and r\are called anAkthe
dot indicates

15. More commonly, iultiplication of factors
will be indicatgd without a dot between
the , as in the examples below.

ia(b), 2rr, rr2, 0)(h), 2rfC

In the expression, lwh, the factors are

, and

16. There are-two types of factors in alge-
braic expressions, numerical and literal;
as shown in the examples below.

numerical factors

./rfXc, 2KE, 4,2,

literal factors

In the expression, 4ab, the 4, is
numerical , the a Iiind b
are factors.

factor
literal

17. Numerical and literal factors indicate
that the parts of an algebraic expres-
sion are to be multiplied.

In the expressiOp, 4abc, the 4,a,b,and c
are factors indicating of
the parts.

4

5b1.)

0



multiplication

.

,

.

1'8. Complete the,sLtement below, by circli ,9
the letter4n front of your choice.

,
,. .

Factors are the parts f an expression
that, when , furnish the

o

a. multiplied, sum.
. b. added, product.

c. multiplied, product.
,

.

0 ultiplied,
product.

.

,

.

,

.

19.- The numerical factoilis said.t be th
- COEFFICIENT of an algebraic expression.'

In an algebraic expression, the numeri-
cal factor js the

, .

coefficient

.

, .

20. The numerical coefficient of an alge-
braic expression in all cases will be a
number, as shown in.the examples below.

I

4 3xy, 4abc1 2IR, Lsb
.

,

. In the expressian, iadf, the numerical
coefficient wodld be . .

.

21. In an algebraic expression, when no nu-
merical. factor is indicated, the number ,
one (1) is understood to be the coeffi-
cient. The coefficient 1 is always
understdod, never writtéri.

,

When:no numerical factor is indichted in
an expression, the coefficient will al-
ways be the number . i

one (1).

. .

-.

,

22. All algebraic expressions have a numeri-
cal coefficient to the left of the lit-
eral factors.

In the expression, abc, there is a numer
ical coefficient which is notAndicated
and is the number which i

I

never written.
(,

.

5

5



Cci>

one (1)
,.

,

1

,

1. \..
.

23. .Examples of algebraic egpressiiins are
shown below. .

.

a. b. c. O.
L'-ab abc 3IR I4R

What are 'the numerical cdefficients
the expressions shown above?

..-

f r.
,.

a. b. .c d.0 - -
.

,

]a. 2
b. 1
e. 3
d. 1

.

,

.

v.)

24. Select, from the statements below the
der-inition of a numerical coefficient.
Circle the letter in front of your
choice.

.

0

a. The literal factors that are added
or subtracted'from an algebr ic ex-
pression. ,

,

b., The numerical factor is fhe co ffic-
ient of .an algebraic expression.

.

b. is correct.

.

Q'
-

25.

.

.

EXPONENTS are the small numbers written
to the,right and a little above the base,
as shown in the examples b-irir-q.

x2, y3, a2, b3, x2y3

The name of the small numbers written
.above and to the right of'the base is.ot
(coefficient /exponent ).

exponent

o

.

.

'

26.

.

The base may be either a number or a
letter, as shown in the examples below.

a2 B2 c2 42
.,

82
2

23 ..M .

%

The number or letter written below and
to the left of the exponent is the

---...`

6
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basc
.

.

.

.

27. The exponent indicates the rfuTber of
times the baO is to be used as a factor.

-

. Example x3
.

In the example above, how many times is
the base used as a factor? :

Answer .__
.

,._

3 tim4d

.-

.

c.,

2 .. The base is used as Oa factor the 17.4..mber
of times the exponent indicates, as
shown in the example below.

Example x2
,

The exponent of "x" is 2:Iherefoie,the
base, which is "4 is, multiplied 2 times
or x.x.

.

In the eXpression y3, the exponent in-
dicates the base is to be used 3 times

,
-,-

as a .

factor

.

.

,

,

29.

,

Exponents indicate how many times the
base is to be used as a factor.

A. b. c. d.
,

,

Y3 33 a2 24

.

In the examples above, how many times
is the base used as a factot? ,

a. b. c. d.

. 3
b. 3
c. 2
d. 4

.

.

.

.

__,

30.

,

,.

,.
Select, from the statements below, the
statement that.defines an exponent.
Circle the letter in front of your
choice.'

a. Numbers written above,and to the
right of the-base, indicating how
many times the base is used as a
factor.

,

b. ,Numbers written below and to the
. right of the base, indicating how
many times the base is used as a
factor.

4,.

7



,

1

. is c@rrect.

cl

'

31.

,

SUBSCRIPTS are sMall numbers or letters
wriftten below and to the riAt orT7Fie
le er, FrarstingUISE-Tt from other
let prs of the same classification.

A small number or letter written to the
right and below a base letter is a

subscript
c\.

_

\

)

32.
,

_.,-/

When a base lettgi has a small number or
letter written below and to the right,
it is p subscript0-as shown in the
example below.

Rt - Ri -,R2
I)

N f X
subscripts

p

When a subscript is written near a
letter,it will appear to the
and the letter.

,

right,
below

0

33. In the expression R1 ± R2 + Rio the .

letters are the base.
,

-

The small numbers written to the right
and below the base are called

_.
,

subscripts
.

,

s.,

4-'1"---

.

.

-

34.

_

,

_

Subscripts have no numerical value and-
are used only to distirtuish base letters
from other letters of the same classifi-
cation, as shown'in the exaTple below.

El + E2 + E
3

The baserletter,which is "E", cdn be
distinguished from each other by using
the numerals 1, 2,and 3.

,

In the expression Ip + Is, the

distinguish ihe letter

"I" from the other lettera,of the same
classification.

.

........

8''
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Isubscripts 3

,

,

.

. To distingutsh base letters from each
oaer, when they are used more, than once
in an expression, subscripts are used.
In the expTession pi + P2, the P's are
of the same'classification, the 1 and 2
are te subscripts. You would read the
expression as: P sub 1 plus P sub 2.
In the expression Eb - ift, how would
you write the expression in words?

,

Answer
.

,

E sub b minus
iR sub L.

.

36. Numbers or letters written to the right
and a little below the base letter dis-
,tinguish the base letter from other let-'
ters of the same classification.

a. R2 + X2 e. Pt - P1 - P2

c-
b. Ep 4- Es

f. EB1 + EB2 I,

c. C2 - A2 g. b2

d. Tl + T2
1

h. I2R

In the examples above; select the expres-/
sions having s bscriptt indicated. Circle'
the ltte s in kont of your choice'. /-

b.
d.
e. .

are correct.

-

3 . Select, from the statements below, t 6
statement that defines a subscript./Circle
the letter in front of your choice

a. Small numbers Or letters written below
and to the right of a base letter, to
distinguish it from other lettqrs of.
the same classification. ' '

b. Small numbers or lettersomitten above
and to the right of the base letter,
to distinguish it from other. letters
of the same classification.

,

. is correct.
,

1

.

3 . The parts of a TERM in an algebraic ex-
. . pression are nbt separated by plus (+)

or minus (-) signs.
. -4ax, 3ab, ad2, -2ax2, 6a2b2

In each eipression above, the parts of
each term (are/are not) separated by a
plus or minus sign. .

583
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are not

.

/0
,.

39 Th e? plus or Minus sign preceding the
teiin is a part of that term:

Pl-P2

In the algebraic ekpression above, the
negotiO sign is a part of the term
and the understood sign for the term
P1 0.s . ,.

P2
positive

,N

.4

40.
,

The
.

of an algebraic expression are
sepa ated by plus (+) or minus (-) signs:

Id t4e expression 5y + 2z, how,

manyterts are the .

Answer
.

. .

three(3) .

i

,

.

41. Id- 'braie expresslons,you; can have
different numbers of terms, buethere
ate only two types, like terms or un-
like terms.

The two different types df terms in al-
gebraic expressions are the

teims and .

,

like
unlike terms

421

,

LIKE TERMS are the type of terms that
contain the same literal faétors and
exponents, as shown below.

4a2, 7a2, 3a2, 10a2.

In the examples above, since each term
contains the same literal factors,they
are --terms. ,.,,

,

lil.ce

0

-

43.

,

.

.

Terms that are exactly the same or that
differ only in their coefficients are
called like terms, as shown below.

12xyz , -4xyz
r

, -7xyz
,

The expression 3ab + 2ab contains
unlike and.
literal factors.

.,,

10



coefficients
like

44. In the expression a
25 + 4a2b, eych term

as the same factors.
4)

k

--Ittvral
,

.

2

,

45. The second type f terms is UNLIKE
0.e?terms, those terms that have different

literal factors, as shOwn below.

"Jab -}- 4bc , -15cd 4-3de
.

When an expression contains terms having
different literal factors,they are

b terms. .

,

unlike

.

,

.

.

.

4 .

.

J

Terms that differ in their literal fac-,
tors are called unlike terms, as sfiown
below. ,

A2 + B2°
-

The expression 4a - b - 2c contains
three literal factors.

unlike

cs

,

\

.

,

,

47.

V

-

,

Match each expression below to a:de-
scription of each expression. Place the
letter beside each description in tbe
4ace provided in front of each expres-
sion. . .

-

EXPRESSION . DESCRIPTION

( ) 7x2 - 5x2 a. An expression con-
taining three un-
like terms.

,

( ) 2ay2-ay24-3ay2 b. An exp ssion con-
) taining two like

, Q
- terms.

( ) 5b2x - 3bx2 c. An expression con-, ,a taining three like
. . terms.

( ) -5x1+-3xy-42 d. An expresson con-
. taining tWo un-_
.. like terms.

,

a

587
A
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b.
c.

a.

.

,

48. An expression consistini of one term is
a MONOMIAL(mono means one).

Monomials are expressions of
term only. ,

.
_

one _ 4 .

-

A monomial is amalgebraic expression of
one term only.

The expression '-6axy is a
algebraic expression.

monomial

,

,

,

50. When,an expression contains one term
only,it is a monomial.

-Is the ef, ressionl .3xy a monomial?
.

Answer .

yes
\

\

\

:

.A
k)*

51.

.

Select, from the statements below, the
statement.that describes a monomial.
Circle the lette; in front of your

, choice.
,

a. An algebraic expression consisting
of two or more terms. _

b. An algebraic expression consisting .

of like terms.

c. An algebraic ekpression consisting
of one term. .

c. is correct. 52. An expression consisting of two terms
.

is a BINOMIAL(bi means two).,
.

A binomlal is an algebraic expression
of terms.

Jr

two

7

53. A binomial is an algebraic expression
donsisting of two terms.

The expression /b-y is a A

iiiebraic expression;

12
5 .)



.

binomial

.

54.

-

When an expression contains two terms,
it is a binomial.

Is the expressi.n xy xy2 a binbmi 1?

Answer
.

_.----3

yes 55.

.....

An expression consisting of three tems
is a TRINOMIAL(tri means thr707-

A trinomial algebraic expression con-
tains terms only.

three

.

1 56.

-

--

A trinomial algebraic expression in
general can be called a polynomial

.

containing three terms.
..

The expression a4b2-c2 is a
.

or expression containing
three terms.

,

trinomial
polynomial
(any order)

57. An expression consisting of two or more
terms is a POLYNOMIAL(poly means maiTOT

, Polynomial algebraic expressions are
expressions containing or

terms.
,.

two or more A. polynomial is an algebraic expression
of two or more terms.

The expression ai-b-3y is a

-

(monomial/polynomial). Select one
answer.

-r

polynomial

.

#

59.
.

When an expression contains two or more
terms

,
it is a polynomial.

Is the expression x2-3x4 a polynomial?

Answer

13
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A

yes

.

60.
)

All expressions with four or more terms
are just called polyndinials or multi-
nomials. .

,

No response is.required. Continue.

.

61. Select, from the statements below, the
statement describing a p lynomial.

.

Circle the litter in front of your
chlAce.

a. An algebraic expressicin evnsisting
f part of a term.

b. An algebraic expression consisting
of two or more terms..

c. An algebraic expression consisting
of one term.

. is correct.

.

62. Terms can be grouped together and
treated as one quantity by using signs
of grouping.

,

When terns are grouped together by means
of signs of grpuping, they are treated
as

-

one quantity 63. There are four signs of grouping used
in algebra: parenthese ( ), brackets
[ ), braces( }land the vinculum.--

Parentheses, brackets, braces,and the
vinculum are the ,

of
used in algebra.

signs
grouping

64. To group terns together that are to be
affected by the same operation, you
will use one or more, of the signs of
grouping,

3a[ -2(a+b)3

In the expression above,the terns are
grouped together by using one or more
of the of .

14
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signs
grouping

.

65. PA NTBESES ( ) are usually the inner-
most sign of grouping.

In the expFession above, the innermost-
sign of grouping is

parentheses( )

J

66. The second innermost sign of grouping
iri algebra is BRACKETS [ ].

2x (-8(x-4)]

In the expression above, the quantity
-8(x-4) is inside which sign of
grouping?

_Answer

-
brackets 67. In the expression 2x(x(5+x)-2], what is

the innermost sign of grouping?
,

Answer

.

parentheses

.

68.

,

Usually the outermost sign of grouping
is BRACES ( 3.

2x-(3y- (8-5y-(x-4)]]

In the expression above, what is the
outermost sign of grouping?

Answer .

-

braces

,

69. The VINCULUM when in algebra, used
is used mostly in connection with a
radical sign, as in square root,or in
fractions.

Examples %IT
R
1 x R

2

' "T-61- ' -13- ' R3-77-Tri

The sign of grodping that is used with
fractions and the radical sign is the

15
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vinculum
N,

70. The vinculum is used in algebra as a
sign of grouping.

2x2

I-74c x

In the expressions above, what sign of
'grouping is used?

Answer .

vinculum 71.
-

The vinculum is usually placed over the
term or terms to be grouped.

In the expression 2a a-c, the vinculum
is placed the terms a-c.

over 72. If a sign of grouping is preceded by a
plus sign, the enclosed terms are to be
added.to what precedes.

2+(4+1-E)

In the expression above, the quantity ,

+(4+I-E) is to be . to the.
quantity 2.

added

,

73. When a minus sign precedes a sign of
grouping, it indicates that the,terms
enclosed by the sign of grouping are to
be subtracted from the term that pre-
cedes the minus sign.

4 + R - (2R - E)
In the expression above, the expression
(2R - E) is to be from

the quantity .

subtracted
R

.

74. Signiof grouping ar# preceded by numbers,
letters, positive or negative signs, or
any combination of them. When this
occurs, the enclosed terms are to be
multiplied by the coefficient(term
preceding) of the sign of grouping.

69
2(a-b) , a(a+b) , a+(a+b) , a-(a-b)

Terms enclosed within a sign of grouping
are by the
of the sign of grouping. ,

.

59
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multiplied

coefficient

544'
414.Mi MEMNON"

7 . In the expression 2(4+x), the quantity
(4+x) is multiplied by the quantity
plus 2.

To remove the sign *f grouping, each
term within the sign of grouping is
multiplied by the coefficient of the
sign of grouping4 which is 2.

Therefore, 2 iimes 4 is 8 and 2 times x
is 2x, and you have the expression 8+2x.

When removing a sign f grouping, each,
term within the sign of grouping must be

by the
the sign of grouping.

multiplied,

coefficient

76. If a sign of grouping is followed by an
exponent, then the enclosed terms.are to
be used as factors that number of times.

(4+b)2

In the expreision above, die quantity,
(4+b) is used-as factors

twa'(i)

e

77. Signs og grouping can be considered to
have a coefficient and exponent. When n
number is expressed, the number one (1)
is understood. ,

a.
1". c. d.

(4-b) (6-E)2. -(4+1-E)

In the expressions above, what sign oi
grouping ip used?

Answer

Whatam the coefficient and exponent o
each sign of grouping?

a.

b.

17
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parentheses
a. -1 , 2

d. -1 , 1

You have completed a pre;gram on algebraic

expressionsl now lea have a review on

tile information you have learned.

An algebraic expressian is any expression
that represents a number by means of the

and of
algebra.

signs
symbols

2. Numbers used in algebra to represent a
definite quantity are called
numbers.

definite 3. deneralmumbers are represented by
, and are sometimes called

4 numbers.

letters
literal,

4. Terms are the parts of an expression
that are separated from each other by

, and \ .signs.

../

plus 01
min.is (-)
(any order)

5. A term in an, algebraic expression is a
part of the expression
separated by plat or minus signs.

,

NOT

r

6. Factors are the parts of an expression

that when produce a pro-

duct.
,

multiplied

,

7. The two types of factors.used in
algebra are and

,

_

18
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-

numerical
literal
(any order)

_

8. An algebraic expression consisting of
one term is a .

,.

,

p

monOmial 9. An algebraic expression consisting of two
or more terms-is a .

. .

.

.

polynomial 10.
9

An alg egbraic xpression consisting of two
terms is a or

.

binomial
polynomial
(any order)

11. e factors are said to be
(

e coefficient of an expression.
,

.

numerical

.

12.

,

A small number,written above and to the
tight of another number,that indicates
the number of times the base is used as v
a- factor is an .

.

,

exponent

..

,

. ,,

lj.

,

Small numbers or letters written to the
rigkA and below the base are-called

,

. -..

,

subscripts ,

.

14. When signs of grouping are used in
algebra, the enclosed terms are treated
as

,

.

one quantity
/-

,

15.

,

The signs of groupin used in algebra
are parentheses, 2

,

, and the .
.

,

brackets
braces
vinculum

16. Tg move signs of grouping, you
each.term enclosed

within the sign of grouping by the

of the group.

multiply
coefficient

,

ENN2F FROMM .

Self-test stailt on the next page.
,

19
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SELF-TEST FOR PoLGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS

Select, from the statements bel;w, the statement-that
-defines .an algebraic expression. Circle the letter
beside your choice.

f

a. An expression that represents a number by means of
the signs and symbols of alge4ra.

b. A statement that expressions are equal in value.

Dainite numbers are those numbers used in arithmetic
that. (Circle the letter that completes the statement.)

a. are represented by letters of the alphabet.,

b. do not change when used in algebra.

e. change when used in algebra.

3. Ggneral numbers are those numbers, referred to as
literal numbers, (Circle.phe letter in front of your
choice.)
a. represented by letters of the alphabet,

b. not represented by letters of the alphabet

c. represented by up'per case letterq only.

. Factors are the parts of an expression that when
furnish the

added, sum.

b. divided, quotient.

c. multiplied, producit.

5. Select, from the statements below, the-statement that
sdefines a coefficient. Circle the4etter in front of
your choice.

a. The numerical factor is the coefficient of an
algebraic expression.

b. The factor that.is added to or subtracted from an
algebraic expresSion.



a-'

In the algebraic expression XYZ, w at is the numdrical
coefficient*/

a. 0.

b. 1.
c. 2.
d. J.

7. Select, from the statements below, the statement that
defines an exponent. Circle the letter in front of
your choice.

a. Small numbers,written to the right and a
below the base, indicating,the niamber of
base is to be used as a factor.

b. Smala,numbers,written to the right and a
.11 above'the base, indicating the number of
base is to be used as a factor.

little
times the

little
times the

8. Select, from the statements below, the statement that
defines subscripts. Circle the letter in front of your
choice.

a.

b.

Small numbers or letters,written below
right of a base letter, to distinguish
letters df the same classification.

Small numbers or letters,written above
right of a base letter, to distinguish
letters of the same claasification.

4

f. Match e0Ch algebraic expression to the description of ,

- each expression. Place the letter that is beside each
description- in the spice beside the expression.

and to the
it from other

and to the
it front other

( )

EXPRESSION

2 4. 2ab2

( ) 4ab 2ab

DESCRIPTION

a. An expression containing
two like terms.

b. An expression containing
three unlike terms.

abc 3abc 3abc. a,. An expression containing
two unlike terms.

( ) 4az 2az2 d. An expression containing'
three like terms.

5 9
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10. Select, from
describes a
your choice.

the statements below, the statement that
monbmia1. Circle the letter in front of

An expression consisting of like terms.
s)

b. An expression eonsisting of one term.

c. An expressio0 consisting of two or more terms.

11. Select, erom the statements below, thd statement that
describes a polynomial. CiAcle the letter in front of
yourchoice.

a. An expression consisting of part of a term.

b. An expression consisting of one term.

c. An expression consisting of two or more terms.

Mittch
group
the

each sign of grouping to the name of each sign of
ing. Place the letter that is beside each name in

space beside each sign of grouping.

SIGNS OF GROUPING

. (, )

)

)

)

NAME

a. vinculum'

b. braces

c. parentheses

d. brackets

ATO CHOPPActO APO 11.: X ONO
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PURPOSA OP STUDY CU/DWOORIBOOKS, PROGRAMMER TEXTS AND HAADOUTS

Study Cuidea, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts ars training
publications authorized by Air Training Commend (ATC) for student use inATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presenwthe information you need to complete
the unit of instruction, or makes aseignmente for you to read in other
publications which contain the required information.

The WORKAVOX (WA) contain* work procedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the. unit of instruction. Knowledge
acquired from using the studs(guide will help you perform the missions
or exercises, solve the probrims, or.answer questions presented in the
workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) Contains both SC and WS matsria!
under one cover. The two training publicationseare combined when the WA
ts not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WA are issued ,for you to keep.
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ANSWElt TO SELTTESi

1.

a.. Unknown
b. Equal Sign
c. First Member
d. Second Member

2. c. 6

3. b.

4. b.-

5. b. and c.

6. b.,c.,f., and g.

7.

,a. a 5

c. r 13 d.

a. z es 5 b.

c.- e 4 d.

9.

a. 5 t b.

C. X al '2 do

10.
a. 8

c. b 1.0 d.

11..

2.3 w

z IIII 4

x al 9

x 1

t 12
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OBJECTIVES:

5.g3.

AGEBRAIC EQUATIONS

Label the first-member, second member,
unknown of an algebraic eqdation.

..Select, from a list og statements, the
defines an algebraic equation.

-Select, from a list of statements, the
describes the Golden Rule ol algebra..

Selectfrom a list of statements, the
describes transposition.

equal signsand

statement.that

statement that

statement that

Select, from a list of sta4aments, the statements that'
describe how factors arlipled from one side of an.equa-
tion to the other side.

Select, froi a_list of statements, the:conditions that
must be met when solving algebraic equations.

Solve algebraic equations_containing an unknown on one
side of the equal sign.

Solve algebraic equatiOns containing an unknoWn on both
sides of the equal sign.

9. Solve algebraic eiluations Containing signs of grouping.

10. Solve algebraic equations containing fractional quanti-
ties.

11. Solve algebraic equations containing definite variables.

SUGGESTED dTUDY TIME ISO MINUTES.

0



INSTRUCTIONS FOR TAKING THIS PROGRAM

This is a programmed lesson.° It is self-teaching but an
instructor will always be on hand to answer any questions
that you may have.

The program is set up in the following manner:

a. It contains numbered blocks that are frames.

b. Each frame contains the following:

I. Information to teach you.

2. A way for you to see if you learned the informa-
tion. This may be writing, filling in blanks,
labeling parts,or solving equations.

c. As soon as you finish a frame,you can see if you
made.the correct answer%by looking to the left of
the next frame. If-yOU do not make the correct
answer, you should re-study that frame. If your
answer is correct, then continue working the lesson.

d. You should keep the correct answers covered until
you have made your answer. The correct anSwers can
be kept covered with a piece of paper or caidboard.

e. .The example below shows how this program is set up.

A monomial is an algebraic expression
of one term.

An algebraic expression that contains

one term is a

monomial . A binomial is etc.

The program is written with instructions all the way through
it. Follow these instructions very carefully.

Take your time. lead and study each frame very.carefully.

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE AND START THE LESSON.
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Page 1
*

-

,

1. The equal sign separates the members of
an algebraic equation. Itle equal sign
is labeled in the equatfPft below.

equal sign

Y + 3 ' 5

Label the equal sign in the equation
below.

2x 10

....

equal/sign

2x
(
10

.

2. The first member of an algebrai, equa-
tion is all the letters and numbers to

. the left of the equal sign. The first
member is labeled in the equation below.

,t
.

Y + 3 5
.......,e_d

first member
.

Label the first member in the equation
below. -

x + 3 ..1 3x - 1

x + 3
.......,

first member

1

.:

3. The second member of an algebraic
equation is.all the letters and numbeig
to the right of the equal sign. The
second member is labeled in the equa-
tion below.

Y + 3
,

second member

Label the second member in the equation
below.

x + 3,.. 3x - 1

,

804



Page 2

%..2:12Wb

second member

`The girst member of an equation is to
the left of the equal sign. The second
member of an equation is to the right of
the equal sign. Label the first and
second metbers of the equation below.

x - lay+ z

x

first member

y z

second member

5. The unknowns of an algebraic equation
are letters. The unknown is labeled in
the equation below.

. unknown

I+ 6 9

The letters in an equation are the

In the equation below, there are

unknowns.

Label the unknowns in the equation
below.

6x - 4 3y + 24

unknowns

two

6. Label threquation below with its first
member, second member, equal sign, and
unknown.

The x in the A. B.
first member and

in the sepond
member are un-
knowns. If you
labeled x and
unknowns, you C. D.
are correct.

A

§-5-co



,Page 3

A. unknown

B. equal sign

C. first member

D. second membe

. is correct.

If you selected
b.,you should
re-study frame 7

Now wg will develop a definition of an
algebraic equation. The equal sign
means that both members of an equation
are equal in value; in other words,
there is equality between the first and
second members.

Which of the statements below is cor-
rect? Circle the letter beside, your
choice.

a. There is equality between the first
and second members of an equation.

b. The first and second members of an
equation are not equal in value.

There must be an unknown in at least one
member of an algebraic equation. There
can be more than one of the same unknown
or two or more different unknowns in an
equation.

Examples: ,

4y + 1 9 (y is the unknown),

4y + 2 al 9 + y (two of same unknown)

2y - 4z 7w + 10° (different unknowns)

Which of the statem ts below is cor-
rect? Circle the le ter beside your
choice.

a. There must be unknowns in both
members of an algebraic equation.

b. There must be an unknown in at
least one member of an algebraic
equation.



Page 4

b. is c*rrect.

If you selected
a.,you.shduld
re-study frame a

.
...

9.
,

The definition we have developed for an
algebraic equation is: Equality be-
tween members when at least one mem-
ber has an unknown.

An algebraic equation must have

between its members. At
least one member of an algebraic equa-
ti n must have an

.

.

....-.

equality

unknown

9

10.
.

.

Select, from the.statements below, the
statement that defines an algebraic .

equation. Circle the letter beside
your choice.

.

a. An algebraic expression containing
two or more terms.

b. Equality between members when at
least one member has an unknown.

c. Some unknown quantity, represented
by a symbol, that is multiplied by

. itself.
.

,

b. is correct.

If you selected
a. or c.,re-stu-
dy frame 9. .

.\

11. The Golden Rule of algebra is that you
can ZoTh"-TrytErriF to one member of an
equarron if you_ zi- Tre sar----371"hing, to
the other meibir.

In other words, if you performed any
one of the four operations: wmition,
subtraction, multiplication, or divis-
ion, to one member, then you must per-
form the operation to
the member.

,

. .

51-5-



same

other

a. is correct,

If you selected
b.pre-study
frames 11 and
12.

5-51
Page 5

12. Doing the same thing to both members ofi
an algebraic equation is the Golden
Rule of algebra. The equations below
are examples how the Golden Rule is
used to solve equations.

a. By addition b. By subtraction

y - 4 10 x 6 10
(-)6 =4 al 4

x -

Which of the statements below is cor-
rect? 'Circle the letter beside your
choite.

a. The same thing was done to both
members of equation a.

b. A different thing was done to-both
members of equation a.

13. You can also do the same thing to both
members of an algebraic equation as
shown below.

a. By multiplication b. By division

a = 40

Which of the statementS below is cor-
rect? Circle the letter beside your
choice.

a. A different thing was done to both
'members of equation b.

2z 10

2z . 10
7" 7"

z

b. The same thing was done to both
members of equation b. .

Q
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correct.

If you selected
e., re-study
frames 11, 12,
and 13.

1. Select, from the statements beloie, the
statement that describes the Golden
Rule of algebra. Circle the letter be-
side your choice.

-a. Factors of an equation are multi-
plied together and give the original.
equation.

b. Take a' term from one member of an
equation, across the equal sign,and
change its operation.

c. You can do anything to'one member of
an.equation if you will do the same
thing to the other member.

C. is the cor-
rect statement
and should have
been your
choice.

15.

.

Transposition is a process where posi-
tive (+)or negative (-) terms are moved
from one member of an equation to the
other member.

.

The process of moving terms frbm one
member to the other member of an equa-
tion is .

transposition 16. When a term, preceded by a plus sign, is
transposed, the sign of the term must be
changed to minus.

Example: 2z + 2 = 10
_

Becomes 2z = 10 - 2 after the term +2 is
transposed. The sign of the term was
changed from plus to

minus

.

,

17. When a term, preceded by a minus sign,
is T.Tansposed, the sign of the term
mti4t be changed to plus.

Example: 4y - 8 ii. 4

Becomes 4y = 4 + 8 afte the term -8 is
transposed. The sign Of the term was

changed from minus to .

-

607i
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18. Would the equation 5x
like this, 5x 20 - 4,
has been transposed?

Answer

4 20, look
after the +4

Yes, because a
transposed 44
must become a
-4.

No, it would
look like this,
3y,- Sy 10.
41ien the 5y is
transposed, it
must be changed
to -5y.

19. Would the equation 3y 5y + 10, look
like this, 3y + 5y 10, after the 45y
has been transposed?

1111.1116.

Answer

20. Select, from the statements below, the
statement that describes transposition.
Circle the letter beside your choice.

a. Any term preceded by a Elgs or minus
sign maybe moved from one member of
an equat on to the other member if
the sign of the term is changed.

b. A9y7term preceded by a plus or minus
aigx may be moved from one member of
an equation to the other member if
the ign is kept the same.

c. Any term preceded by a plus or minus
sign may be moved from one member of
an equation to the other member 4f
all unlike terms are changed.

tf

a. is the best. 21.
statement and
should have been
your choice.

Factors can be moved from one side of
the equal sign of an equation to the
other side if the'indicated operation
for the factor is changed.

When a factor is moved across the equal
sign of an equation, you must change the

for the
factor.
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indicated

operation

.

22. When a 4stor indicates the operation
of multiplication on one side of the
equal sign and you Move it acroas the
equal sign, the indicated operation .

must be changed to division.

Example: 2z = 14
'

Becomes z = 14 after the factor 2 is
7-

moved across the equal,sign; the indi-
dated operation for the factor was
changea from multiplication to

,

division

,

23. When a factor indicates the operation
of division on one side of the equal
sign and you move it across the equal
sign, the indicated operation must be
changed to multiplication.

AExample: .7- = 10

Becomes a 10(4) after the factor 4 is
moved across the equal sign; the indi-
cated operation for the factor was
changed from division to .

multiplication

,

24. Would the equation 2x = 16 look like
this: 1.2g, after the factor 2 hasx = ,

been moved across the equalgn?

Answer

Yes, because the-25.
2x indicates x
multiplied by 2
before it is
moved. After
the factor 2 is
moved across the
equal sign, it
must indicate 16
divided by 2.

:

Would the equation t m 2, look like this:

z = 2(4), atter the factor 4 has been
moved across-the equal sign?

Answer
,

4

f 0

.

611

2

ok,
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Yes

a. and d. are
correct and
should be yrur
choices.

26 Select, from the statements below, the
statements that best'describe how fac-
tors areinoved from one side of an equa-
tion to the other. Circle the letter
beside your choices.

a. A factor that indicates multipli-
cation on one side of the equal sign
may be moved across theequal-sign
if you change the indicated operas.
tion to division.

b. A factor that indicates multiplies-.
tion on one side of'the equal sign
may be moved Across the equal sign
if you change the indicated opera-

, tion to addition.

c. A fagtor that indicates division on
one side of the equal sign may be
moved across the equal sign if you
change the indicated operation to.
subtraction.

d. A factor(thit indicates division on
one side'ef the,equal sign may be
moved across the-equal sign if you
change the inditated operation to
multiplication.

27. There are four (4) conditions that must
be met when Solving algebraic equations.
One otthe conditions is: All terms
that contain the ',unknown must be on one
side ErzEre 2=1, Air oWer terms
must STon the ot er side of the equal
sign.

Example: 2x - 10 12 - 9x

Becomes 9x + 2x .0 .12 + 10 when all terms
containing the unknown are on

side of the equal sign.

61 2
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Another condition that must be met is:
All like terms must be collected or
ToaT.E0.

Example: 9x + 2x = 12 + 10

Becomes llx = 22 when all like terms

have been or

collected

Combined
(any order)

29. Still another condition that must be
met is: The coefficlent of the unknown
must be one (1).

Example: llx = 22

Becomes x = and the unknown now has

a of one.

coefficient 30. Still another condition that must be
met is: The exponent of the unknown
must be one (1).

Example: x2 = 100

Becomes 4 ...VIM, when
that the root of both mem
extracted.

, Thus, x = 10 and the unkn
exponent of

one

you indicate
ers is to be

wn now has an

31. Now let's,solve the equation:

8y2 - 6 7 4y2 + 10. First, we must move
all.terms containing the unknown to one
side of the equation,and all other terms
to the other side. The equation now
looks like this:

8y2 ley2 7 10 + 6.

Thus, we have all tergm containing the
unknown on side of the
equation.

61ro
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one .-----

.

,

.32.
,

.

-

The.next condition to be met in solving

the equation 8y2 - le 10 + 6, woUld
be to collect or co ine ail like terms.

. ;

The equation would become: 4y2 16,
after we have collected or combined all

terms. . ..

like

,

33. The next condition to be met in solving

. the equation 43,2 16, would be to re-
duce the coefficient of the unknown to
one.

0

2 16The equation would become y, 1-, or

y2' 4, and the of the un-
knOwn has been reduced to .

coefficient

ong

,

.

.

.

*

1.

.

,

3

1 ,
.0

There is still one more copditio to be
metobecause the equation y4 4 has an
unknown with an exponent of more than
one. Let's.reduce the exponent to one
by taking the root of both members of
the equation.

.

Thus, "371 -.a becomes y 2 after tak-
'ing the root of both members and th4

- 4

.of the unknown is now
,

.

,

,

1

,

,

61 4
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exponent

one

35. Select, from the statements below, the
statements that describe the conditions
to be met when solving algebraic equa-
tions. Circle the letter beside your
choices.

a. The unlike terms must be collected
or combined.

b. The coefficient of the unknan
must be reduced to one.

c. The unknown must be on both sides
of the equation.

- do. The like terms milst be collected
or combined.

e. The exponent of the unknown must
be reduced to one.

f. The coefficient of the unknown
can be more than one.

g. The exponent of the unknown can
be more than one.

h. The unknown must be on one side
tf the equation.

b.,d.,e., and
h. are the
correct state-
ments.

If you miesed any of the conditions to
be met when.solving equations, you
should go back and re-study all frames
from number 27 to 35. If you got all
the conditions, then you can go to the
next page and ptart solving equations.
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36. Solve the equation. below.

A. 4x + 1 m 5

B. 8 m 10

3z + 4 m 16

0

2z + 2 m 10

B. 7r + 4 m 81
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The answers for the equations in frame 36 are shown below.
The transposition method of solving is shown but, if you used
the Golden Rule and got the correct answer, it is all right.

4y - 8 = 10
4y = 10 + 8
4y 18

-1-fr
y 4i

y 4* or y 4.5

2z 2 10
2z = 10 - 2
2z = 8

z se'lr4

z - 4

. 7r + 4 81
7r = 81 - 4
7r 77

r .411
r 11

3z 4- 4 - 16

3z = 16 - 4
3z 12

z 4

2 al 4

Z2 - 4 12

Z2 = 12 + 4

Z2 16

sig Vir

z 4

61-e
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37. Solve the equations below.

A. 16r + 4 lOr + 6

B. 4x - 5 0 + x

C. 14w + - 4 m 2w + 28 -

. 2z + 4 z + 12

. 8z2 - 6 4z2 10

. 9y + 4 y - 30 + 10

4.t
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The answers for the equations in frame 37 re shown below.
The Golden Rule method of solving is shown but, if you used
transposition and got the correct answer, it is all right.

16r + 4 lOr 6
-10r - 4 :12E:41,

6r ,

MN 1 I .1 MN I P

D. 2s + 4 s + 12
I .1 . ± .4

4x - 5 0 + x
+ 5 +1 - x

3x 5

822 - 6 422 + 10

+ 6
42 16

+2 241

lri4 f4
t2 4

og qa-
is 2

14w + 6 - 4 2w + 28 -
14w + 2 2w + 26
-2w - 2 -2w - 2

12w 24

24

-2( 2

w 2

9y + 4 y - 30 + 10

9y + 4 y - 2a
- 4 - - 4

7

- -3

NOM-
If you had trouble with frown-76 and 37°, go back to frame 31
and re-study all frames to this one before going ahead with
this lesson.

4mommommr

6
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38. In order to solve algebraic equations
that contain signs of grouping, you
must remove the signs of grouping in
the first steps.

When solving algebraic equations that
contain signs of grouping, you must

first remove the

.

signs of

grouping

a

39.

1

When.removing the signs of grouping,
you must remove the innermost sign of
grouping first. As you remove the signs
of grouping, remember to apply the laws
of signed numbers.

The first sign of grouping to be re-
moved when solving algebraic equations,
is the . one.'

Draw a circle around the innermost sign
of grouping in the equation below.

5 .. 24 -[w - 18(w - 2)]-

innermost

(w - 2) should
have a circle
drawn around it.

,

40.

A

In the equation below, the innermost
sign of grouping is the parentheses ( ).
Therefore, the parentheses are the first
sign of grouping to be removed.

Remove the ( ) in the equation below
and apply the laws of signed numbers.

-(y - 5[2y 4- 2(y - 5)1 4- 4] - -16

2

CLV,
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-Cy-5(2y+2y-10)
+41 -16

As you can see,
the quantity
(y-5) was multi-
plied by 42 and
the result is
+2y,- 10.

41. Now the innermost sign of grouping is
the brackets C. L' Therefore..the brac- .

keteirEEW next sign of grouping to be
removed and,you must apply the laws of
signed numbers as you do so.

.

Remove the C Vin the-equation below.

- Cy - 5C2y + 2y - 10) + 4) -16

-Cy-10y-10y+5b
+4) -16

The quantity
(2y+2y-10]was
multiplied by
-5 and the re-.
sult is
-10y-10y+50.

42. This leaves you with.one more sign of
grouping to be removed. It is the
braces 1 ).

/er
Remove the C ) in the equation-below.

-(), - lOy - lOy + 50 + 4) -16

f

_

-y+10y+10y-50-4
-16

In this step, 4
everything in-
side the braces
was multiplied
by the under-
stood -1 that

. precedes the
braces.

43. Now that you have removed all the signs
of grouping, finish solving-the equa- ,

tion below. .

-y + lOy + lOy -10 - 4 ... -16

19y -16+50+4
19y 38

2y

y 2

REVIEW

WHEN SOLVING EQUATIONS THAT CONTAIN SIGNS OF
GROUPING, ALWAYS REMOVE THE INNERMOST SIGN OF
GROUPING FIRST AND WORK OUTBOARD IN EACH
SUCCEEDING STEP UNTIL ALL SIGNS OF GROUPING
ARE REMOVED FROM THE EQUATION. REMEMBER TO
APPLy THE LAWS OF SIGNED NUMBERS AS YOU RE-
MOVE THE SIGNS OF GROUPING.'

Mr , ,

, \
, ,

62i

§7.7z.
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The answers for the equations in frame 44 are shown below.
The traasposition method was used to solve the equations.

3(y - 2) ma 9

3y - 6 g's 9

3y 9 6 (?

3y 15

y 5

+ 3) = 2(24 - a)

4a + 12 = 48 - 2a

4a + 2a = 48 - 12

6a 36

a

a = 6

5 = 24 -(w - 18(w - 2)]

5 = 24 -(w - 18w + 36]

5 = 24 - w + 18w - 36

5 - 24 + 36 = 18w - w

17 = 17w

. 1,7-Pr
1 w

'NOTE

If you had troub4 with

any of the equations in

frame 44, you should go

back to frame 38 and re-

study all frames to this

one before you go ahead

with this 'lesson.

-3(in 8(m + 2) - 43 = 34

3(m -.am - 16 - 4] = 34

- 3m + 24m + 48 + 12 = 34

-3m + 24m = 34 - 48 - 12
. 21m = -26

. -26

m -17T

a
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45. Some equations are of a frattional
type.

Examplei -4

This could-be written lz 4 or

stated one-sixth of z equals

four (4) 1.6. 6solv e the equation, 4, you must

irst change the fraction z to a whole

number. To do this,you indicate multi-

plication of both sides of the equation

by the denominatorof the fraction.

(6) 4 (6)

In order to solve a fractional-type
equation you must first change the

to a whole

fraction

number

47. After you indicate that you multi 1
both sides of the e uation 12x. t e
EZEFAIEFEWr orESe ract onoyou must
cancel or perform the indicated opera-
titon as shown below. P

(06) = 4 (6) thus, z 24

The fraction, in a fractional-type
equation, is changed to a whole number
by multiplying both sides of the equa-
tion by the of the
fraction.

62,4
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denominator 48. To solve the fractional eqgftien,i. 1,

you must first multiply both sides of

the equation by the denominator of the

fraction. The indicated multiplication

is shown below.

(-`

(5) iIfl (5)

The first step to perform when solving

the equatlion above is to

both sides4of the equation by the

of the fraction.

multiply

denominator

49. After you have indicated that both

sides of the equation, SID 1, must be
5

multiplied by the denominator of ihe

fractionoyou can cancel the fives to

the left of thp equal sign and-multiply

the One (1) times five to the right of

the equal sign as shown below.

(t) m 1 x 5 Ithus, c 5

The indicated multipliCation to the

left of the equal sign in the equation

above can:be .

625
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Cancelled 50. Solve the equation below.

t 4

a

4(6)

t 2 4

51. Now you will study the steps to perform
when solving more complex fractional
type equations. For example, let's

solve the equation la - 12 m 9. In the

first step, you can transpose the term
-12 and the equation becomes: 9+12.

The term -12 became a +12 after it was

transposed

4

52. After'you have transposed the term -12,
you can combine like terms and the

equation will be ilca ul 21. The next,

step is to multiply both sides of the
equation by the denominator as shown
below.

(4) . 21 (4)

The equation above indicates multipli-
cation, by the denominator, on

sides of the equation.

o.

7
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both 53. The indicated multiplication to the
left of the equal sign in the equation

(4) -II 21 (4) can be cancelled and

the equation is 3x 21 x 4, or
3x 84. The next step is to reduce
'the coefficient of the unknown to one,
as shown below.

84x 7, thus, x w 28.

The unknown, in the equation, x 28,

now has a of one and the,

equation - 12 9, is solved.

coefficient 54. Solve the equation below,

-6S2 + 8 12

2

627
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,

532' a 12 - 8 .

-632.
4

Cal - 4(3)

6p a 12 f

Yr 2P - p
p a 2

.

55,

L

A more complex fractional-type equation
to solve is one in Which you must find
the LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR.acthe
first step.

1 1Example 7+ 2 7 °

The lowest common denominator in the
example above is 2x. ...-0

When solving fractional-type equations
that contain two or more different de-
nominators, the first step is' to de-.

termine the
denominator.

, v

lowest

common

,

.

.

56. Once you have determined the lowest'
common denominatori you-must then multi-
ply all the terms in the equation by
that valut.

Example: (24 1 + (2x)2 a (2x)1
7 x

All .terms in the above equation must be

multiplied by the common

,

,

. lowest
,

denominator

,

ii

57. After you have themultiplication of
all the terms by the lowest common de-
nominator indicated,,Ayou can cancel like
values in each of the fractional terms.

Example: (,6)1 + (2x)2 (2A)1

Thus, x + 4x a 2.
.

Like values of the fractional terms can

be
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caacelled

Ct.

58. What Ap the lowest common denominator
in the equation below?

x x

Answer

4x 59. After you have determined the lowest
common denominatori%you must multiply
all the terms by that value.

AI, the terms of a complex, fractional-
type equation are multiplied by the

lowest

common

denominator

REVIEW

THE EQUATION BELOW SHOWS THE STEPS
TO PERFORM WHEN SOLV/NG FRACTIONALp
TYPE EQUATIONS.

\4x"is the lowest common denominator.

(4x)2 (4,) 4 (4x)1
x x r

(4)02 4. ,(4)0i f4)1
,2e -ar

(4)2 + (4)4 (x)1

8 + 16 - x

24 ge x

82:)

'"-130.01
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The answers to the equations in frame 60 are shown below.

2RA. -5- 10

(5)2R3- - 10(5)

1,412R . 10(5)

2R 50

92541:r
1.7

R 25

x 1 x + 2
7 7 r
(12)2i - (12)1 (12)x + (12)2

6 4 3
(./4")x - (12)1 (11)x + (12)2

AT-

6x - 4 3x + 24
6x - 3x 24 + 4

3x as 28

3

x 7--,1
3

B. 1a +

(4)a + (4)4...
2

(4)a + MO
4a + 2 3a

4a - 3a -2
(.2 a -2

63i
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,

,

61. A formula varies from the general form
of algebraic equations in that lygols
are used to represent definite VW-flares.

An equation that haa_gymbols to repre-
sent definite variables is a

. p

formula 62. Symbols, usually letters, are used in
formulas to represent definite variables
mworda.

-

Definiie variables 'or words are repre-
sented informulas by

symbols

,

, ,

63. The area (A) of a rectangle is equal to
the prodUct of ita' base (b) times the
altitude (h). This statement, written
as a formula, is A bh. You can solve
for (b) by using either method shown
below.

.

A bh bh

A A . bh
T-

or A WeE y
b A

li A . b or b E.

E

Solve for (h) in the formula A bh.
Use either method you prefer.

,

.....-

63.
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.. bh

h

The meth
solving
are shown

A ... bh

bhT
Axi
)r

A

els of
for h

above.

64.

,

.

The commonest formula in electricity
is Ohm's Law. A variation of Ohm's law

mIxR. is means that to findis E Th
the value of Es you must multiply I
times R.

Solve for 1 in the formula E ... 1 x R.

,

x R

1 x R
--I--

/ xje

65. Solve. for R in the formula E 1 xR.

r I

mIxR
I x R

...

E ,,rx R
I- -7-
E

A

66. In the formula, Rt Ri + R2 + R3, if

you solved for Rl, the formula would

look like this, Ri n Rt - R2 - R3.

Use the same formula and solve for R3.

0

11
0

c---N,)

631



Rt R1 -R2

or

- R1 -R2 ... R3

pageta.,
d451

67. The formula for finding the area of a
triangle is A m 1/2 bh. To solve for
h, would the formula look like this?

h 2k

Answer

Yes.
roh(2)(2)A

2A . bh

2A ..1511
ir

2A
h

exponent

root

68. In formulas,the exponent of the unknown
must be reduced to one (1) before the
equation is solved. You reduce the
exoonent to one la takin TEFFoot of
mallmember as shetwn below.

E2 PR
c '

44T alrgr

E s/Pir

When solving formulas that contain terms
with exponents of more than one, you
must reduce the to one

by taking the of both
members.

69. A power formula of electricity looks

like this, P I2R. /f you solved for
I, would the-formula look like this?

ITT /Tr
1.

Answer

634
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ce,

Q

No, it would
look like this:

%/I
because the root

of I2 can be ex-
tracted, but the
root of

4frcannot.

70. The formuia for finding the volume of a
2a cone is V Z311 . When solved for

h, does the formula look like this?

h 2-
irr2

Answer

Yes,

mr.

3V Au Tr2 h

irr4
4z

2.. h
rr2

REVIEW

TWO METHODS OF SOLVING FOR R IN THE
FORMULA Rm ARE SHOWN IN THE

L
EXAMPLES BELOW.

633



71. Solve the equations below.

A. Solve for B.

v Bh

B. Solve for P2.

V1P1 V2P2

C. Solve for S.

Fs
hp I. 337E,

D. Solve for B.

C2 A2 4- B2

Solve for te
2skit-r

6 3 6
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SELF-UST FOR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS

Label the equation be/ow with its first member, second
member, equal -sign, and unknown.

a. b.

Select, from the statements below, the statelight that
difines an algebraic equation. Circle the letter beside
your choice.

a4, Some unknown quantity represented by a symbol that
is multiplied by itself.

b. An algebraic expression containing two or more terms.

c. Equality between members when at least one member has
an unknown.

Select, from the statements below, the statement that de-
scribes the Golden Rule of algebra. Circle the lettew
beside your choice.

a. Take a term from one member of an equation, across
the equal sign,and change its operation.

b. You can do anything to one member of an equation if
you do the same thing to the other member.

c. Factors of an equation are multiplied together and
give the original equation.

63 TJ
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Select, from the statements below, the statement that
describes transposition. Circle fhe 'Jotter beside your
choice.

a. Any term preceded by a plus or minus sign may be
moved from one member of an equation to the other
member if the sign is kept the aw.

b. Any term preceded by a plus or minus sign may be
moved from,one member of an equation to the other
member if tbe sign of the term is changed.

c. Any term preceded by a plus or minus sign may be
moved from one member of amequation to the other
member if all unlike terms are changed.

Select, from the statements below, the s ements that
describe how factors are moved from one s de of an
equation to the other. Circle the letPer beside your
ohoices.

a. A factor that indicates division on one side of the
equal sign may be moved across the equal sign if you
change the indicated operation to subtraction'.

b. A factor that indicates multiplication on one side
of the equal sign may be moved across the equal sign
if you ahange the indicated operation to division.

c. A factor that indicates division on one side of the
equal sign may be moved across the equal sign if you
change the indicated operation to multiplication.

A factor that indicates multiplication on one side
of the equal sign may be moved across the equal sign
if you change the indicated operation to addttion.

(3:3-J

f
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(

Select, from the*statements below, the statements that
describe the conditions to be met when solving algebraic
equations. Circle the letter beside your choices.

a,- The unlike terms must be collected or combined.

b. The coefficient of the unknown must be redUced to one.

c. The,unknown must be on one side of the equation.

d. The exponent of the unknown can be more than one.

e. The coefficient of the unknown can be morethan one.

f. The exponent of the unknown must be reduced to one,

g. The like terms must be collected or combined.

h. The unknown must be on both sides of the equation.

Solve the equations below.

ao 8a 40

c. 2r - 10 16

b. 23 lOw

d. 2z + 2 10



Pa e

8. Solve the equations below.
a. 5x. a. 3x + 10,

g:>

c. 4e 2e + 8

b. 2x2 - 10 190

d. 6x + 4 5 ,+ x + 4

9. Solve the equations bilow.

a. 16 2(t + 3) b. 2 + 3(x - 6) 11

ct=t

Q

c. 6(2x - 1) 3(2E 4. 4) d. (-x + 18(x + 2)] ,

t:)

64L
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10. Solve the equations below.

a. d?im 6

C.

11. Solve the equations below.

a. Solve for R2.

RT 11.1 + R2 + R3

0

1" + 2
z

d t
r 3

0

b. Solve for R.

E imIxR

4:1

c. Solve for I. d. Solve for b.

P .T2
A a. 121171,.,

ANSWERS TO SELF-TEST ARE INSIDE COVER PAGE

A TC-SMEPPARD APT) TEX. 72 -GZOO

64 ;
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Department of Medicine
School of Health Care Sciences, USAF
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas 76311

NOMOGRAMS

OBJECTIVE

Explain the use of Nomograms.

8

SG 3ALR91630-II-6b
November 1975

INTRODUCTION

This study guide was prepared to assist in the calculations of complex problems.
As Cardiopulmonary Laboratory Technicians you will be required to calculate complex
problems. This task is made easier by-the use of nomograms. A basic knowledge of
the typerind uses of nomograms is essential to you as C.P. Techs.

6 4
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5.10

INFORilATION

1. Body Surface Area riemegram

a. The following nemegram is used to calculate the body surface area of yeur
-patient.

OUROIS 1300Y SURFACE CHART
(As prepared by Beatbby and Sandi Ford eft. Maya Clinic)

5.

0.8

0.7

0.6
as8

ICE
DIRECTIONS

To find body surface of a patient. locate the height in inehes (or cenki.
inet(rs) n scale 1 and. the weight in punds (or kilogram.) oe Seale U
and place a straight edge (ruler) between them-two paints which will inter-
sect Scale 10 at the patient's surfaseares.

ir13

2



2. Temperature Convers1on-N=6gram

a. The following nomogram is used to convert the centrigrade temperature from the
spirczeter to a corrected BTPS factor.

Factors to Convert Gas Volumes from Room Temperature,

Factor to Convert
Vol. to 370C Sat.

Saturated, to 37, Saturated (9)

When Gas
Temperature

(C) Is

With Water
Vapor Pressure
(Pft Hg)* of

1,102 20 17.5
1,096 21 18.7
1,091 22 19.8
1,085 23 21.1
1,080 24 22.4
1,075 25 23.8
1,068 26 25.2
1,063 27 26.7
1,057 28 28.3
1,051 29 30.0
1,045 30 31.8
1,039 31 33.7
1,032 32 35.7
1,026 33 37.7
1,020 34 39.9
1,014 14:5* 42.2
1,007 36 44.6
1,000 37 47.0

*1120 vapor pressures from Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (28th ed.;
Cleveland: Chemical Rubber Publishing Co., 1944), p. 1802.

Note:--These factors have bean calculated for barometric pressure of
760 mm Hg. Since fActors at 22°C, for example, are 1.0504, 1.0910 and
1.0915v respectively, at barometric pressures 770, 760 and 750 mm lig,
it is unnecessary to correct for small deviations from standard baro-
metric pressure.

TABLE I (BTPS)

Ccmroe, J. H., Jr.: Methods in Medical Research.
Vol. 2. 361 pp. Chicago: Yearbook Publishers, 1950.
Pp. 74-244.

3
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3. MEFR & MMF

a. The following nomogram is used to calculate the REFR 1 MHF

The FEF200-1200 (MEFR) and ths FEF25.75% (MMF)

IN NORMAL ADULTS-BY 10 year AGE GROUPS

Argare

0

Number
of

Subjects

Mean Values ± Standard Deviations

FE7200-1200 0"10
1

TEF25-757, (MMF)

`L.tiee. L./min. L./sec.- L./mim.

MALES

20 - 29 103 9.112.1 5461126 5.4t1.3 324t78

30 - 39 105 9.012.0 5401126 4.6t1.2 276172

40 - 49 150 8.3t2.4 4981144 4.311.3 2i678
50 - 59 113 7.2t1.8 432±108 3.6t1.1 216166

60 - 69 43 6.4t1.9 3841114 3.0t1.0 180160

FEMALES

20 - 29 109 5.9t1.2 354± 72 4.1t0.8 246±48

30 - 39 124 6.0t1.9 360t114 3.911.0 234±60

40 - 49 117 5.6t1.2 336* 72 3.410.7 204±42

50 - 59 92 5.411.2 324t 72 3.1t0.9 186t54

60 - 69 87 4.9±0.8 294t 48 2.8±0.6 168t36

Kory, R. C. Callahan, R., Smith, 3. R. and Hamilton, L. R.
To be published.

4
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4 Clinical Spirometry (MEN)

a. The following nomogram -s used to ca )cu I ate the,ferced v ta 1 capac ty Feva5,
Fev 1 .0, and MVV.

\.
SpirOMCITY in Normal Men-- treq di. AURCIOAM peva

V.A. COOMATIVE STUDY
Sommidri ts Ntoma7 Mks
Protettoo &orgasm

NOW
inks Calutiateters

39 150

60

61

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

11

72

73

'74

75

77

/8
79

152

154

256

153

160

162

164

166

168

170

272

174

176

178

130

/82

194

186

286

190

192

194

194

F,Lima

FEV0,5,L 4. 0

3.5

AGE, Yen

20 3.0

30

40
2.5

50

60

70 2.0

90

90
1.5

1.0

0,L.

5.5

5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5'

2.0

1.5

V0,1. =.13514 - .022 II 330 SEE 0.3114
NIVVF Lifets c 3.19 14 - 1.26 A - 21.4 SEE 29.0 Vida
FEY() L .050 H - .024 .24 SUO.51I.
FEV1:0:L r. .094 - .024 - 1.59 SEE 2 0.52 L

2. Ref* in Inches °
= 14eJnyMI

SEE wasamarrar

643

Vt.L.

.0

S.:

5%7

16.4

5.5

5.4

SftS

S.:

5.1

.0

4.7
4.4
4.5
4.4
4.1
4.2
4.1
4.0
1.9
3.0
3.1
3.4

3.3
3.2
3.1
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.7
2.4
2.3
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5. Clinical Spirometry NOKEN)

a. The followieg nomogram is used to calculate the following: Forced Vital CapacitY
Fele 0.5, and Fey 6"

SPIROMETRY. IN NORMAL FEMALES

PREP/Cr/ON NOMOORAMS

HEIGHT

Inches Contimeter5

33
56
57
58
59
60

I I I

43r.Sc4 61
taikitia
vhsi c4 62

oa
64

.4.1.4 fig
+

.c.c
g

67 170

FEV0.51

FE111.0,,L.

44

M 3o .5

AGE,

YEARS

130 30
40

155 50
60
TO

165

(4,1461

Hiri 69 In
+++In 70
cigg 71 180
ail
pi] P/C=0.041 - 0.018A - 2.659. (SEE *04371)

FEVas a 0.015 H- 0.011A-0197 (SEga 0.306)

2.0

4.0

20

1.s

FEM.() a028H-0.02111-0,m(sEENcoao

Hstietki. lo em. 'PAGE in years 0=450..
SEP& SA Error ofMinds

6
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3. Maxinum Breathing Capacity of Male Children and Adolescents

a. This namag.ram is used to calculate the MBC in MALE Children A AdoIestents.

MAXIMUM OREATHING CAPACITY
. OF MALE CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENn

igy B. G. Figassjit.,MD.J. L. WtarraNsetona, BCD., 411.0
7. R. GALLA0fiell, M.D.

Boston

TABLE 2

elt1RCITV LU 1.311113ftitletin Lw treilfriMMI 70 Mt US Won

9.0 6.0 V) 9.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.6 94.0 15.4 16.0 17.0
Arabi%) to to to to to S. S. to to S. to

S.9 6.4 1.9 11.9 9.9 10.9 11.9 12.9 10.9 P1.9 15.9 16.9 174

No. 4 2 6 '7 7 10 6 3 SO /2 $

Xam LP* 42 45' 64 a a 19 IS 109 111 117 129 134 La

.141, Dap. 6 10 6 10 19 IS 7 17 25 2$ 34 13 U

TAILE 4
MoutDIVII BasirrAnss Cosort Lans/Shwint i vs.i. Wow' to Kimmins

20.0 25.0 30,0 3S.0 40.0 410 5%0 SC0 60.0 40.0 10.0 1C4 00.0
04.) to to to to to to to * to 4 48 to

24.0 0.9 319.9 SI.9 44.9 0.9 $19 PP., 64.9 41P.9 941 1P.9 S&P

9 7 12 11 10 lf 22. IS a a 41 3

Mam LPM * 14. 11 $3 93 114 la 124 U9 124 la ea
BM-Dan

L114
9 16 17 16 11 14 29 11 a n 3 24 16

TABLE 6 -

Kuttanne lbw/ma Camay so Linn/Mums no Rgurnos to 1144v Sawn ANN to Mom,

040 044 lao 144.1.24 1.40 IAD 144 00 LID LOO
B.S.A. Ms to to to to to to to to -to *

DM 0.99 1.0 1.19 1.79 LB) 1.49 1,90 LOP ./P 1.90 LSO ILO

' 9 10 10 11 a 42. a 12 14

Moo 1.141 46 44 13 '70 It 11 93 1011 110 130 130 Its NI

941. Day.
LPM

9 16 15 19 12 11 '7 24 JO a sots a
TABLE I

Mason BINOMOOPOCOOM1T7 10 Lentashigooni upAggirmain (fas.via cianurviss

Iwo ace 120, 13X0 MO A WO MO NCO MO MO MO M
*10 * 4 ,

4MA MO- CIO 114M Mt HO Nth UNA Mt IttM Mt act dt3 11*$

?oh 1 7,5 4 S I 4 5 el iS WI AS
Omus 44 4r a N a 44 St a we la in at tie 411

7

6 !J



7. Maximum Breathing Capacity in Female Children and Adolescents.

a.. This nomogram is used t calculate the MDC in children and adolescents.

MAXIMUM BREATHING CAPACITY
IN FEMALE CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

ey a G. uin Ti., M.D., 4so C. W. San% MA
&Ms

TABU( 2
Komatsu iilasiomoto Carom to WM owe es Assam" so Aid 46 Yams yea

toms Camels AM ASSIAPC.Nri

MICK 5,0. 44. 1.11- IA; /A- 110. 40. OA- lc,. 0.0. ice 114. 1114.,a a 1,0 03 03 HO 183 123 L1 N. 1111 MO, 073 04
it& 13 31133311111113 1311111 I
skrome 41.2 51.3 314 01-3 40 114 Its NJ 141 134 0111 33.0 134 g41
311.3*, 104 .3.1 4i 0.1 14.5 194 143 1113 */ 04 334 10.3 34.0 0.1

LIN

TAILS 4
111021100113suniu* Courant so L/Misrust Suou1s4 so 33441104 WEL nit

Flaws Coupositoso Asessawril

lks. ULO- 30.4. 00.3- IL& ZAN 40.11. MA- ER& OM GIMP- ii&& #4.0.03 03 as 344 41 1 MA kall WI 444 /41 11.1

ts 11 33 311 II so or 111 ' 4 S

Ms% LPN /LI IL* Ai 334 134 'PLO 613 10.0 issi 134 41111.1 1141

sd Ow, LPN &I me mg i14 P74 0.4 333 0.1 10.3 434

11421.6 6

04660111 ausAnniso Coacni to WM trimly Itsunoo so lbw Samos Mu IMO
Wad au Flaw Comm. ass Mosascovers

1134,1* 0.0, OAP, 30- LI& 1.11- 1.19- 4.33- 140- La- La. Me- law
CU .0 - 0.11 La 1. 0 1.10 Lit L. 1.11 LS 149 La

it 2$ 33 it as as ft 3 3

316.61.1111 413 MO StLik 44.4 13.11 45.7 ICC %KIP III 681.0 tiLd IIILO

$14.461.,144 is 1i41 *11.1 14.4 1L$ U4.1 11.1 0 ma 14.0
11f

na

TAKE I
614nalgre Bolumsoto Omens wi L.Mosvor sirRotanserro Hours ol aw.

Fumes Duos= me ASKIIIMORS

90.0. ii0.16 MO- HMI- 104- 114.6. 1310. MIL& ROA- MI& dia. 3. WA. e33.3
"3 44,9 110.3 rm.* to.* AA EWA 1643 osco 54.0 we.. ros.o

/ 11 is 13 It ft 13 l& U 33 0 11 6

Mr,
LOW 41.0 413 404 CV At lea us 73.1 itt 33.3 30.1 54.1 014 INA

IOW IlAr isj 04 ico Ill asj 94.4 ws1", 134 OA 44
*Law.
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4
PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, WORKBOOKS, PROGRAMMED TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts are training
publications,authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) for student use in
ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information yotVneed to complete
the unit of instruction, or makes assignments for you to read in othet
publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge
acquired from using the study guide will help you perform the missions
or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the
workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB material
under one cover. The two training publications are combined when WB
is not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WB are issued
for you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents information in planned steps with
provisions for you to actively respond to each step. You are given
immediate knowledge of the correctness of each response. PTs may either

replace or augment SGs and NBs.

The HANDOUT(HO) contains supplementary training materials in the
form of flow charts, block diagrams, printouts, case problems, tables,
forms, charts, and similar materials.

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. They
are updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used
on the job as authoritative references in preference to Regulations,
Manuals or other official publications.

6 5



ANSWERS To SE1.2-TEST

1. PARTS PER HUNDRV

2. a. leo
b. 23%

.5% or 1%

5. a. .28
b. 635
o. 0075

4. a. 73/100

b, 1/5

c. 43/1e43

5. a. V%
b. eb 2/3%
e;

6, a. X
50 l00%

7. a. 43.2
b, 32

8. a. 23.3
b. 12.5

9. s. 40
b. 1600

10, IL. 675
b

5 t',1
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET

This ansignment sheet should be used when:

11 You are to complete only a part of this text.

40 Your assignment within this text is divided into two or sore
reading periods.

Your instructor will make assignments by identifying specific obctives,
text material, and review questions.

ASSIGNWENIS

OBJECTIVES
(by No)

TEXT MATERIAL
(by page and/or frame)

REVIEW QUESTIONS
(by No)

---

,

,

,

.

,

.

0



OthrECtIlTM

Write the definition of percent.

Change given decimals to percents.

Change given percents to decimals.

Change given percents to fractions.

Change given fractions to percents.

6. Substitute numbers taken fram given problems into the "percentage
problem formula". The formula mill be given.

7. Solve problems by finding percentages.

8. Solve problems by finding what percent ango number is of another.

9. Solve problems by finding a number when the percent of a number is
known.

10. Solve problems where the percents are greater than l°0%.

When working with percents, you will also have to use decimals
and fractions at times. Therefore, a knowledge of each will be required.
The denominator of a decimal fraction will be determined as follows:
..The number immediately to the right of the decimal point indicates tenths

I.

value. For example, .5 equals 5/10. The second number to the right of
Ththe decimal point indicates nundredths, .75 equals 75/100. e third

indicates thousandths, .250 quaIs 250/1000. Each fraction can then be
reduced to its lowest terns.

4

SUGGESTED READING THE 55 MINUTES

iii
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Pa e

.

,

Percent (%) is defined as parts per hundred.

Therefore, in the fraction liehich is the same

as the decimal .06, the 6 indicates we are

concerned with six parts per .

hundred

1

2. 33%,written as a fraction Igor the decimal

.33, indiCates we are concerned h
*

parts per .
4/

33
hundred

3. 1% of a number neans Throf it; 15% of a 'number

nmans -Li of it Therefore, 23% of a number
100,

means of it and cates me are

krrioll

concerned with parts.per hundred.

23/100
,

23

4. Percent is defined as per .

, parts

hundred
,

r

5. In your own words, write the definition of percent.

r

parts per
hundred

6. TO change a decimal to a percent, the first

step is to move the decimal point two places to

the right, e.g., .28 or 28. Therefore, the

decimal .28 becomes 28. .To change a decinal to
,...a

a percent, the first step is to move the decimal

point two places to the .

Continue to page 3

6



Pa e 2

2A

5 ir correct. 5 is the smallest number-of sailersobecause 25 is ths

total number of sailors in the.office. Proceed te page 43.

l

2B

10% is wrong. 10% is the smaller of the two percents. Howswer, wears

looking for the number of people.(This is on the let side of ths equal

sign.) Return to page a and.select aziother answer.

2C

X 720 is incorrect. Remember to keep all* the percents on one side

of the equal sign and all other information cn the other side. In WS

casco. 100% should be on'the bottom right. "X" is the pereent we are

looking for and 720 is the larger number and is.placed an the bottos

left. Return to page 8A and select another answer.

6 5
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Psge 3

right After Moving the decimal point two places to the

right, add the percent sign (%); e.g.. .35 or 35.

or 3$%. .lb change a decimal to a percent, move the

decimal point

and .add the

places to the

sign.

two
right
percent (%)

two
righ

83%

. The decimal .83 is cpanged to a percent by moving

the decimal point places to the

The result is

9. Change the following decimals to percents11-

a. .15 equals %

b. .23 equals .1)

c. .75 equals 1,

d. .31 equals ecg.

.005 equale

a. 15%
b.. 'W
C. 75%
d. 31%
e.

10. A deciMal point is not shown'with whole percents.

For eaminple, 63% does not have a decimal point

shown. kentallyshowever, a decimal point is placed

.to the right of the number three (63.%)., in the

percent below, place an gr.V1 where you would mn

tally place a decimal point.

47 %

47je U. Fracti6na2. percents do have deci- 1 points. For

example, 561%'can be written as 56.5%. The frac-
,

, 6
tional percent 23i% can be ut5-teh as

Continue to page 5



a

lage 4

00.1e correct. You have set the problem up in the correct form

for 30112-lag porcento.. Try one more for a'deuble check. "John purchased

24 oranges an4 klterToznid 6 were spoiled* lihapercent were spoiled?"

$eleot the correct formula*

If your answer is: Ao to page:

6 X24 IM
6 lc=
7 24

4B

lcD

Ming the problem belovon subetitute into the formula. Mg: of the

people in town are farmers. There are 90 people i3r tole. Hew maw

are farmersVI What number should go on the bottom left to complete

the f:rmula?

If your answer is:

90
1

100%

40

Go to page:

6A

25 is not correct. 25 is the total num,ber of airmen in the office.

Therefore, the nuipbe r airmen 'that are overweight muit be a
1

smallcr number. Return to page 10A aad select another answer.

66'
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left

percent sign

Get,

Fags Ce

12. Change a percent to A decimal by drop*I the

percent sign and moving the decimal point two

places to the left. For example, 12.5% becomes

12.5 after dro ing the percent sign. Move the

decimal point'two places to the left and 12.5

o

then becomes .125. Therefore, the percent 12.5%

eqPale the decimal 125. In changing a percent to

a decimals move the decimal point two places tl

the

13°. The first step in changing 46% t a.decimal is to

drop the

14. The second step is to move the decimal paini

Places to the

two
left

15. Change the following percents to decimals&

a. 34% aquals

b. evals

c. 24.5% equals

d. .5% equals

A

NOMM6
Continue

4

to page

661 1



Pa

6A.

/a correct. It is the total mimber of people tattoo. Ilmo aminst

a farmers woud be a =slier numberdslince there are only IQ% Aomori,

Proceed th page P.A.

4

24 is incorrect. All percents are ;gated on one side of the

equal aign and all other information on the opposito side, Rotuma Ike

page 4A and select another answer.

3-=
720 X 13 incorrect. You are looking for the smaller percentage,

100% should be on the bottom of the formula. Return to pogo di and

select another answer.

662



1

a.. .34
b. .0025

.245
d. it5

Read the quest-
kion earefu117.
V) La less than
1%. Therefore.

equals the
deolNal .0025
and not .25j

Page 7

6.. TO change a percent to a common fraction, first

change e percent to a decimal. Per examples,

79% .75. 45% mould be changed to the decimal .45

The sec.nd step after changing the percent to a

0

decimal iS to change the decimal to a fraction and

reduce to its 4cmest terms. Refer to footnote on

instruction page i. For example, eo% wft
fto

100

or . In changing a percent to a fraction, first
5

change the percent to,a and then to

decimal
fraction

and reduce to its.lowest terms.

17. 60% iSequal to the decimal

fraction

and the

60 1 'I 3/5
18. _Change the following percents; first to decimals

and then to fractions. Reduce to lowest terms.

a
b. 22e5%

d.

z".--vmets.s.m.

. .40 2/5
b. .225 9/40:

c. .20 1/5
d. .125 1/8

1 . To change a friction to a percent, first change

the fraction to a decimal and then the,decimal

to a percent. For ezamplepia. .375

TO
2e the fraction to a percent; you must
3

first change it te a

0

663,

Continue to page 9'



Page 8

6A

Select the aorrest fornula far the following problem, -lam indicates the

unknown number (number to be found), "Out of 720 weather observations

; tahen.last month, there were 63 errorea t was the yercemt of error?

You are looking for a percent that re ants 43 errors.

IR your answer is:

720

720

100% i /no rreot. We are looking for the large =Ober. True, 100%

ds a large number but we are looking for a large numberrepresenting

people. Return to page 4B and select another answer.

100% /emit, correct. You are looking for the smallest =bee. 100

-would bathe totalyercent of sailors in the office or Lhe largest

number percentage-wise. Rattan to page leand select enothai answer.

C,
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Page 9

decimal
f

20. Alter changing the fraction to a decimal, change

the decimal to a percent. tie changed to the

decimal .75 and then changed to a

percent

decimal.
percent

8074 is .

changed to a
decimal
dividing the 4
by 5 and then to )
a percent by mov-
ing the decimal
point tut places
to the right and
adding the
percent si

Tb change a frac ion to a percent, first change

the fraction to a and them to a

22. io first changed to the decimal
3

to yilie percent

11S and then

4. Change the following,fridAshoto percents. Be

careful vith your division.

et

Continue to pageODA
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ANSWERS PROM PAGE a. 75% b. 37.5% c. 87.0 d. 33.3%a a a a a a a a a a L. a a a a a a _ a a

a

10A

Allpercentage problems can be solved by substituting given information

into the formula small nuMber 9

laYirRagg0 IZU%

For the problem, "There are 25 airmen :in the office.' Of the 25, there

eco 5, overweight. What-percent of the airmen are verweight!

The formula would look like this:
ge

.171sXunAmilE.

Subst!.tuting from the information in the,problem, what number Auld you

place on the top left in die formula? :Select an anuwer below and turn to

the page indicated after your answer.

If your answer is: 1 . Ge tO page:

21L

4C

X

24 1-W Le correct. Now r the final test. Go ta page U, her a-
and c-O tinue.

100

720 100% is incorrect. Remember that all poroonto ii;or oin one sid of

the equal sign. The unknown (X) is a mrcent and shoubl be on the

o ar side. Return ta Page EIA and select anOthor onswor. t

666

tei

0
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[

24, A company had 100 employees and 15 wore ummen.

1

*its the formula using the given information.

A

Proceed to the:next frame tO check your answer

1

.
,

Your answer)

;

IL.. X
100 =

,

r .

c

25. It rained 10 days out of 30. Urite the formula

using the given information.

.

.

.

_.

26.- 20 man work in the weather office. 4% can go on

'leave. You would be looking fer the number of men
.

.

on leave as the unknown value.

,

\

SO

--...:

X ...41..

20 100%

e4

L

.

.

REVIEW Percentage numbers all go on'One aide of tbe

formula and all other *formation on the other

side. For example,
kg

large W. ,
,

4'3

ir

0,

Continue to page 12
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27. You are now going to learn how to manpurcentage

problems. For example, 20 students aro in the

class. 20% are failing. Hoer many students are

failing? Substitute into the formula by changing

percents to deemall and crossAultiply. (De not

reduce before multiplying.)

Step #1 small %
large :=

#2 X (unknown)
20 students

#3 'X =,_429. (Change percents to diecingasi

20 1.00 and cross tiply.)

#4 IX 4.00

#5 X atidents fagingm
rrnrouliamer

#6 Read the problems carefUllro

28. Solve the following problems. You are soliing far

th e percent at a n .
---

During the mont of April (30.days) it rained

23% of the time, How many days did it rain2

(Place answer here)

29. During the year (365 days), it uaa cloudy 44%

of the time. Haw many days was it cloudy?

c?.

'(Place answer here) 0

5

6

Continue to page 13
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175.2

,

,

,

ao. Solve the following problems by finding what

pisrcent one number is of another. It rained

days during the months of September and Novam,-

ber (60 days). What percent of the total days

ad it rain?
,

,

20% 31.

.

Of the 1400 personnel assigned to an Air Force

Base, 65% own automobiles. How many
,

personnel own automobiles?

a

,

410 32.

0

Solve the following crobleme by finding a number

when the percent of a number is knowns

The Smith family spends $52 weekly for food,

shalter,and clothing. That is 65% of their
,

. weekly income. What is their weekly income?

$80

,

33. Bill said that the $10 50 he intended to spend

for a football mas just 35% of what he had

saved. How resh_did he save?

.

f

66:-J

Continue to page 14
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Page 14

$30

.

,

34* At timesoyou will be using percents greater

than 100%. For example, current enrollment is

250% of last year's; last read% enrollment wee

r, 160. In this case,the larger percent (250%)
V

goes on the bottom and 100% goes on top. For
i

example, ug; . Nos. Solve the following problems
X 250%

where percents are greater than 100%.

Ldst year's donations amounted to $154. This

year's donations were 120% of last year's.

What was the amount donated this veav?

$184.80 36. Find 122% of 65.

79..3

,

You have :just completed a programmed course in
c,

percentage.

4

END

fr

,

i
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SELFTEST

Write the definition of perCent.

Change each of the following decimals to a percent&

a. .12

be .23 ---

c. .005

Change each of the following percents to a decimal: A.

Page 35

. Change each of the following percents to a fraction and reduceto lowest terms;

a. 73%

b. 20%

C. 43%

Change each of the following fractions to a percent:

a 2.
4

b.

C. =
16

Continue to page 1
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6. Using,the "percentage problem formula", sinja_mata _S__
large number 1-.=

substitute numbers into the formula from the following problem.

Do not try to solve the problems. Set up the forMla coly.

a. The trainee fired 50 Shots at the target, miastag oar 3%.

b. During the next firing, the trainee missed 12 out of 75 shots.

9 non-rated personnel work in an 'o\ffice. The none:batd
personnel make up 12% of the office staff.

a. b. C 6

Solve the following problems by finding the percentage. .Use the-
formula.

a. Last month the Weather Office took 720 weather observations and
Rade 6% errors How many errors were made/

b, Out of 40 personnel in the Weather OffiCe, 80% are qualified
4 weather observers. How many personnel are qualified weather

observers?

Solve the following problems by finding What percent one nuoberqs
of another:

a. The duty section made 14 errors out of 60 observations. What
was their percent of error?

b. The weather office has 4 out of 32 personnel in the hospital,.

What percent of the total personnel are in the hospital?

p

4 Continue to page
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0

Solve the following problemz by finding a number whenlhe percent of
.a number is krlowns

a. 10% of the weather,office'personnel are allowed en leave. If

therok.:are 4 men on leave, how many men are attached to tile
weather office?

, b. i% of the observations are in error. There are 12 errors.

How many observations were taken?

10. Solve the following problems. The portents are greater than 100%.

a. Last year the enrollment at the school vas 540 students. The
enrollment this year i 125% df laet year's.. Uhat was the ,

enrollment this year?

b. Find 275% of 44.

(7

Go to inside front cover (i) for answers.

67.-)
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'PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, WORKBOOKS, PROGRAMMED TENTS AND HaDOUTS

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts are trainins
publications authorized by Air.Training Commend (ATC) for student use in
ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents thelinflrmetion you need to complete
the unit of instruction, or makes assignMents for you to read aothei
publications which contain the required information.

The,WORKBOOK ( 14 contains work procedures designed to help you14

achieve the learning objectives of the Unit of instruction. Knowledge
acquired from usiog the study guide will he/p you perforce the missions
or Aierceses, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the,
workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WEJmaterial
under one cover. The two training publications are combined when the WB
is not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WE are issued
for you to keep,

The PROGRAMMED TB= (PI) presents information in planned steps with
provisions for you to actively respo to eaCh:step. You are given
immediate knowledge.of the correctnes of each response. PTs way either
replace or augment SGs and Wils.

,
1

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training materials in the
form of flow charts, block diagrams, printouts, case problems, tzbles,
forms, charts, and similar materiale.:

,

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. They
are updated as necessary for training purposes, but are4i0T to be woe&
on the job as authoritative,references in preference to Regulations,
Manual. or other official publications..



ANSWERS TO SELF TEST

1. A whole number represents/a complete unit.

2. ,millions 8

hundred thousands 7. a. 38/TUT _check. 8.
ten thousands 77Pr

'D thousands 4. 4

hundAds
tens
units

4. a. 127,010
b. 2,840,000
C. 334,000,000
d. 1,000
e. 100,000
f./ SOO

5, a: minuend
subtrahend
remainder

b. 389 122
27 check 27

+122 +389
37r.

47 22
c. 47 check 22/1034 or 47/ro4

94

17713T

88 94§T
154 94

d. 996 check 939
-57 +57 ,

8. a. 25

b, divisor b. 82

quotient c. 0

dividend d. 28

remainder
factors

C. addend
addend
sum

d. multiplicand
multiplier
product'
factors

8
6: a. 455 b. 3,690 c. 44 d. 50/1 n

x33 -2,460 275 400
1,211 + 9

1365 77
Isials

6 76
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,

.

1. Whole numberS represent COMPLETE UNITS. For

ezample, the whole number 2 would represent two

/---.
complete-units. A COMPLETE UNIT is represented by

t\number. .
c,

,

whole

III

I

2. All whole numbers show or represent.same "comrlste"

unit. The definition of a whole number is:

A whole number represents a unit.

complete 3.: A whole number represtnts a complete unit. MLA

is the definition of a

whole number

.

D,

,

4

4. Write,in your own words, the definition of a

8 whole number.
.

0 .

, .

.
.

.

0

If you need review "Of same part of the Program after

P

you have already covered that sections you may turn
-)

back.
i

.
,

.

.

v<> _

6 7'^'

;.)

ont.nue to page 3



Page 2

t,

Your additi n Is fine,but remember that you must put like units under like

unitsD It makes no difference where you put the lame numbers in the

sequence but units must be under unitas.tens under tense-ate. The

A
aedition problem, 25,+ 39920,,wou1d be set up like this: 3024- or 23

Set up and solve this problem:

your answer is's

20,047

27

4- 598

20,672

598

20,047

+ 27

20,572

IUIIJI +WU

27 + 59 + 20,047 "I

Go to page:

,4

2B

The smaller'number must go dri the bettom. Subtraction that is accurate

is not possible the way it was set tip. Alwave put the smaller number

below the larger. Go back to page 6A and select the correct answer.

6 7

0

C,

z

(az 9



whole.number
16:, esents a

,out ete unit.

. .

-5.

.

\
Each digit ta a whole number has a place value.

The position of the digit in the number indicates

its place value. The whOle number below gives the

. name of eae place. .

9,6 8 7,3 ; 4,8 .2 4,3 4 7, THTBLITMHTTII'TU
RU1EIUEIUEHUEN
INNLNNLNNONNI
LD LD LD UDS T
LRBIRIIRTSR ..S

IEIOEIOEHAE
,

ODLNDLNDOND
' 'N LS LS UDS
SBI -MI TSS°

I 0 I 0 1-1 A .

LN LN
LS LS

ION
UD.

I I S S
0 0 A .

N
, S

11

S
N
D
S

,

,

A
,

-

The place to the far right is the

.
place .

,

, 6

. .

units
,

i 6. The whole nuMber 3,200 is to the thousands place., ,

The two in the number is to the

-, place.

.., ,

,
,

hundreds 7. A very large nUmber such as 4,913,777 is out to

.
the ten place and the 1 in the

4

ilumber is in the .

. .

.

' place.
,

,------

,

6 7

on inue to page

.t7

4.1
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4A

You're guessing! The problem isC41' up/C.140kt but tbererlo imam Sa

arithmetic. Tike a little more time with your werk. Ge has* to pogo 239

frame %land find th4Orrect answer.

73

Watch your addition, MAke sure that you ilcarry:i because that is just whet

you neglected in this problem. Goback to page 2A and check the other

answer. Then.go to the correct answer page.

a

Rigl.t. Try another to make sure that you have the idei.

555 - 396

If you i. answer is: Go to page:

555

259 6c

555

22-4
159 1613

3/1



millions
ten thousands

.,

.

8.

4

Label the place of each digit in the whole number
,

below. (805,732,567)
G

. -

t8
.

.

0

5,

,

7 ,

,

3 .

2, v

5 .

6 e

. ,
t

,
.

hundrtd rillions
ten milliohs,
millions
hundred thousands
ten thousands
thousands
hundred ,

tens .

units

9. A whole number' in read from the left. For example,

the whole number 524 is read Live hundred twenty.-

four. e th wenty-six uvula be shown as
,

4
a whole number as .

7.---77nusthr

1,026 ,

)

10. The commas in a whole number separate the major

groupg. The whole number seventy-seven m4ll1on

six hundred sixty-six thousand filie hundred fifty

five would appear as .

.
,

sis

Continue to page 7
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6A

Right. Now let's subtract whole numbers. Just as in additions like units

must go under like units, BUT the smaller of the numbers will 'go under the

larger.- For emmple:

366 - 25 = would be set up like this: 366

341

Set up and work this problem. 3,006 375

If your answer is:

375

-3 006

2,369

3,006

- 375 ,

2,631

-0P

Go to Page:.

6B

Now jou have it. Remember that like units go under like units; YOu are

now ready for subtraction, Look at frame 6A, read the infcalmationsand

work the problem.

6C

555
You dia not borrow correctly. -226 Th3s is the way your problem

259

appeared. After you borrow 1 from the hundreds place, it should change

Prom 5 to a 4,, Return to page 4c and rework the problem.

%

0
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4
Page 7

77,666,555

a

11. /latch the word form number in column A with the

numerical form in co umn B9by placing the letter
0

to the correct number.of the word form n

0 A B

a. ,ahree hundred five.

b. Four thousand three
hundred forty-five.

c. Seventy million.

4; Three hundred forty.-

nine million six
hundred four.

349,604

'70,000

, 4,345

305

44,345 4

70,000;000

3492000,664

a. 305

b. 4,345 ,

c. 70,000,000

d. 349,000004

12. In ROUNDING OFF whole numbers, first deltermille

the place you want to round off. Then lbok ut

t'ie number matoom to the RIGHT of the place.

If it-is 5 or mores the place becomes I more.

For =ample: Round 10,869-to TENS. First lobk

at the number to. the right of the tens place.

It is a 9. So the tens place (6) beComes, 1

more (7) and ihe whole number becomes

0

(number)

a 683
A

dontinub to page 9

a

1
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8A

Righl-A Another thing to remember is: ZERO times ANY number is ZERO.

Example: 3,889,497 x 0 =20

Let's try divIsion. The division problem 250 f-25 = 10 says 250,4ivided

by 25.equals 10. Set up in morkabletorm,it mould look like this:

10
25/735 . Notice that the number to the right of tho division

00

sign (I. 25) is the divisor and goes outside the division

4ork this-problem:

459 f 5 =

If your answer is:

90

.01

a' Go to page:

18A.

8B

Save and check the followin$ problems:,

a. 1055-2- check--

G. 15 check

b. 12 cheek..
16

+ 221

d. 127 check--

Answers On page 20.

6
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10,870 13.

c

.

If the number to the right of the place is LESS

TRIIN 5, the value of that place will not change.

The.whole number 349 rounded to hundreds is

.

300

,
.

14. ONLY the number to the right of the place you

are rounding off is considered. Do not

consider any other number. Round off 21,250

to thousands. .

21,000

.

15. Rounding off to the nearest FIVE hundred is

somewhat different. If the number (to the

hundreds place) is closer to 500 than it is

to COO, then round to 500. For instance,

251 is closer to 500 than it is to 000, so

251 rounded to the nearest five hundred is

*

500

*

16. If the number is closer to 1,000 than it is to

500, it is rounded off to 1,000. 762 rounded to
d'

the nearest five hundred is .
.

17. Round off the following whole numbers:

415,001 to ten thousands
,

152,299 to hundred thousands

12,636 to five hundreds

Continue t o page 11,

6 8

3(,)
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10A

AliSWERS TO PAGE 18A:

a. 447
+886

b. 670

x350

12

7
6

13.
15

d. 3,030

1.11119.

730
1333

33500
2010

234,500

P p P
All problems can be checked to see if they are correct. This is done by

doing the opposite function to the one that you had completed. For

example, when you subtract, the check is done by adding the remainder to

the subtrahend. Ifjour subtraction,was correct, the result willb thip

aNthlb .

Look at this problem: 300 check 270 remainder
+.2.) subtrahend

270 300 minuend (sum)

Solve.and check this problem: 455
-...1C2 check

If your answer is: Go to page:

455 check 405
1.4

405 355 16A'

455 405
7_22
405 455

1=olocalall

10B

Your check was not correct; you multiplied the remainder hy the

divisor when you should have multiplied the divisor by the quotient and

then added the remainder. Your answer will be the dividend, if your

original division was right. Go back to page 14B and try the problem again.

686

(037
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420,000
200,000

-'
.-,

18. 'Round off each of the following whole numbers:
.

12,500 276 to five hundreds
,

)

549 to hundreds

110637,520 to millions

132,399 to tem thousands

749,999 to hundred thousands

3,274 to tens

500' . 19. The answer aritkLat by the addition of numbers

500 1

12,000,000 - is called the SUM, The numbers that are being

130,000 -

700,000 addTd are called ADDENpS. Label the parts of the

3,270
problem below:

4,444 ,

4.333

4777
,

addend 20. The parts in a stibtraetion problem are the

addend
sum minuend, subtrahendiand the remainder*

&ample?, 908 minuend
subtrahendAl.

765 remainder

The answer or result is called the .

remainder 21. The larger nutber or th* number you are

,
.

subtracting from is called the

and the smaller number that is being subtracted

from the larger number is called the

Continue to page 13

687
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12A

Very good. check addition oblems invert the column and add. It is

that simple.

Multiplication is checked by dividing the product by either the multiplJo..

cand or the multiplier. For examt_e: 2 2:3 as 6 can be checked by

dividing 2/1
2

or 3/1i. Notice that the dividend is the product of the
6 6

multiplication problem. Remember that you may use either one of the

factors in the divisor spot, but theAquotient must be the other factor.

Solve and check this problem. 4 z 8

If your answer is:

4 x 8 = 32

check
8

8/34 or 4/57
32 32

check -n

Go to

lAB

If you did not arrive at the above answer, reread the information.

l2B

Wrong. You have placed the numbers dirootly below each other in the body

of the multiplication. This is wrong. When your multiplication reaches

the tens, hundreds, etc.tplace in your factors, the results will fall

directly below the place. It will look like the other answer an page

1613, soreturn to page 16B and Work the problem correctly.

(eV
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(0-fic

minuend

subtrahend

minuend
subtrahend
remainder

22. Label the parts of the probleM bolaw.

3,002
-3.001

1

23. Label the parts of these problems.

a. 678 b. 67
+28
75g

a, addend
addend
sum

b, minuend
subtrahend
remainder

24. Multiplication problem parts are multiplicand,

multiplier, and product. The multiplicand is

a number that is to be multiplied by another.

The multiplier is the number doing the multiplying.

The product is the answer.

45 In this problem, uhat is the number 4 called?

180

multiplier 25. The numbers that are being multiplied are also

called factors. Label the problem below.

25
xJ
75

The 25 and 3 are called

6 8

Continue to page 15
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The only way possible to get the answer you have is to set up the problem

incorrectly. 450 5 is set up like this: 5/05

It states 450 dividedjv 5. The number to the right of the division

sign always goes utside the division block. Return to psge & and

uork the problem 0 rrectly. Then select the correct answer and go Lov

the indicated page.

14B

Right. All that is lOkt to check is division. This is done'hy
0

multiplying the divisor by the quotient and adding the remainder (if any).

For example: 5 quotient

3/17 cheek adivisor
15

2 + 2 remainder
17 dividend

Solve and cheek ,this
problem:

55-3 cheek'.

if your answer- is:

5 )

5rit cheek a
20 15

3
19

5A check A
20 20

3 il.
23

3

Go to page:

108

188

6Ju

(pLit-1
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Page 15

multiplicand

multiplier

product

factors

.

26. Label the parts of each problem below.

a. 3P7 b. 300 ,

-20 Lca
3 867 900

c. The 300 and 3 in problem b. are called

.

a. minuend

subtrahend

remainder
b. multiplicand

multiplier

product
c. factors

,
27. In divisionl-the names of the parts are divisor,

----

dividend, quotient, and remainder. The quotient

is the answer.

2
For example: 14 pi. 1a the problem ia the

quotient

0

28. The dividend is the number or quantity tat ia

being divided amd the divisor is the number tfiat

is divided into the dividend. The divisor and

quotient' are factors of the dividend. In the
2

problem 14 rras the 14 is the divisor and the

26 is the The 14 and 2 are

a the dividend.

dividend

factors

,

0

29. If the division doesn't come(out evenly and there
%

\

ii a quantity left, that quantity is called the

remainder. Label the parts of the-problem below.
19 q

15 Fir2 15

.

15 o19
142 292
135 7

7 15 and 19

.

Continue to page 17
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Page 16

16A

No! You must add the remainder to the Slibtrahepd in order to obtain the

minuend. )This is the only 11a3Yue know or subtraction is correct. if Us

sum of the check is not the sameis the Minuend in the problen,then yoa

have made an error someWhere. Remember to ADD the remainder to the.

\

subtrahend to obtain the minuend. Go back to page 10A and select the

correct answer.

16B

Fine. You are now ready for multiplication. NUltiplication AS Setlitikr

a shortcut for addition. For example: 4 x 9 36 or 9 + 9 + 9)+ 9 =r 36.

The smaller number should go on the bottom. For elample,300 x 21 is

set up and solved like this: 300 Set up and solve:

x21
300.

600

If :your annwer is:

2,764

X 22
55 2 8

55 2 8

11,05 6

6,300

`2ItS'it 22

U

Go to Pogo:

12B

2,764 8A
22 .

5528
5528
60,80 8

6 9 4?
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4 j

divisor
quotient
dividend
remainder

factors

30. If you have NOT mis4any labels up to.this

point, turn to page 192 frame 33and wort from

there.

If you missed ANY, CHCCK,those labels that gave you

the trouble ADR'amplete frames 31 and 32 before

continuing.

31. Label the parts of the problemP

a. 25 25
_4
100 4--

100--

25 and 4 are

below.

b. 111 311.

284

284mo

a.
multiplicand
multiplier
pfoduct
factors

b.
minuend
subtrahend
remainder

32. Label the parts of the problems below.

it. 10 10...-

+11

b. 20/15'} 20--

15 7--

155,...,1'.

20 and 7 are

Continue to page 19

CON
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47.5

Right. You are now ready to set up and solve problems in eaCh,,of the

processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divisions Set

up and solve the following problems. SHOW ALL WORK.

a. 447 + 886

. 670 x 358 =

0. 375 ; 3 .7-1

d. 3,030 2,300 m

Go to *go 101

18B

4=====cmeming$

You have now completed the solving and checking of all functions. Remenber,

the only one you did not do the opposite function to Cheek MRS

ADDITION,and then all that you do is: h2vert the columkof numbers and add

agem.

If you need more review on solving and dhecliing, return,to the pigs that

teaches what you need. Otherwise, go to 88:

SUBTRACTION Page la&

HULTIPLICATION Page la

Page 14BDIVISION

ADDITION Paragraph above or page la

After you complete this,review, go to 8B.

(04ps-



a, addend -

addend
SUM

air .0 mo mo

b. divisor
quotient
dividend
remainder

factors

0

?age 19

33. Label each part df eadh of the following adltion,

. subtraction, Multigications and division

problems;

a. 289 289--
488

+ 111 488.
888

888..

410 n. S 110 ........

b. '397 397=.

353 44.

353

4D Il

c. 28

252 9--

252

, 9 and 28 are

mo 40. am co

0 . 410 f0t

d, 27 298 27.

1 298...

27 and 11 are

Your answers to frame 33 are:

a. addend
addend
Addend
sum

b. minhend
subtrahend
remainder

c. multiplicand
nultiplier
product
factors

d. divisor
quotient
dividend
remainder

, factors

6

Continue to page 22
. 0
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ANSWERS TO PAGE 8B:

35
a, 10/552 x 10

IQ_ check 350 ,
52
5.0 352

2

b. 12 305
16 check 16

-.221
333 551

C. 15
. x a check 3/45 or 15/4di

45 2 45, 15

d. 127 .39
cileck +

127
88

88
CONTINUE ON PACE 21

ANSWERS TO FRAME Op PA= IV.

as 5

13. 15

C. 28

d. 15

END OF LESSON

696
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34. Any prob em in addition, subtraction, multiplica
.

tionpor iivisicn .must be set up correctly in order

to solve'it.ir,In ADDITION, you must.put like units

under Uce units. For emmmple:

Ars% taav* Notiee how units are under

347 347 "ts, tens are under taus,

9 9 etc This is the only war

83 7 83 an'a itiorrproblem can be
4.,..224 4 + ga_ solved.

0Set.7q4 and work this problem.

3 + 297 + 411

If your answer is: Go to page:

297
3

375

297
48 4A

448

+ .41

48
297

36-a

If you are reading this paragraph, yoU are not following directions. The

preceding frame has given you directioni to follow. These directions

MUST be followed and you must be more careful when reading. Return to

the ahove frame and READ CAREFULLT.
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,.

33. The signs Of operation srd; + tot addition, .
, .

- for subtraCtion, z for imatiplieatiom, aid

:for divisiOn.'
.

t

,Tile 4., .., x4 andare

IQ'

...

signs

operation

36. Some problems involve two Or mom different

<1?signs of operation.

Example:

2 t 8 2 3 la 26 ,

The signs oiceration in the problem above

are and

z
W

37. -kproblem may contain all tho different sip*
_

.of operation.

&ample:
4 + 2 x 3 l3 + 3 = 3

...

,

'The signs of operation in the problem above

s s , and .

,

,

38.

,

Problems that contain two or more differemt

signs of operation are soling' by followista-:-

specified order/of operatics.

The problem in frane 37 vas solved by using a

specified _ of

--

i

,

6 9 a)

I;

0
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.

orderb

operation

Y

39.

*

The specified order of operation to follow

when solving problems with two°or more

different signs ef operation is;

First-AULTI PLY

SecondDIVIDE

IhirlADD

FourthSUBTRACT

Example: a

4 + 2 x 3 . 15 ir 3 as

If you perform the correct first stepithe

problem becomes:
4 +6 13 f 3 as

Aat operatiem was performed and what numbers

were involved?

Answer ......

multiplication

2 x.3

40. The next step is divisior x74 the problem

becomes:
4 4.6 3 al

In this stepothe number was divided

by the number di

15

3

.

1...._

41. The next step is addition and the problem

becomes:

10 5 ma

The numbers were added in

..,

this step.

69 5
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42. The last step is subtraction and the problem

becomes:

10 .5 am

The answer, 5, was obtained by subtraction the

number iron the number

10

43. The order of operation once again is: multiply,

divide, add, and them subtract. If your problem

has any one or more of the signs of operation!'

missing.you would simply omit that stop or stops

in following the specified order of operation.

Example:

10 + 5 x 2, 5 =

The first step ii to multiply times .........

Then you must add, the result of the multiplication

to the number

The next step is to and tho

answer to the problem is .. ......

The step that Was omitted was

2

10
subtract
15
division

.

44. Solve the problems below.
a. b.

5 x 5 :i, 5 + 5' 5 = 10 + 20 f 4 =

C. d.
33 15 + 3 = 4 x 3 2 + 5 m

7 u

Answers aro on page 20

0

.
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SELF - TEST

1. Write,in your own words, the definition of a whole number.

2. Label the place (position) of each digit in the Tediole number below,

(9,257,800)

9,

2

5

7,

8

3. Notch the words in celumn A with the numbers In column B by placing

the letter of the numerical form next to the

with. A

Forty-nine thousand six hundred
twenty-two

Ninety-nine million two

Three hundred twelve

Three thousand nine hundred
ninety-nine

word form it corresponds

a, 312

b. 490,622

c. 3,999

d. 99,000,200

9 2

701
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4. Ratmd off each of the whole nuMbers below.

a. 127,009 to tens

b. 2,836,999 to ten Cu-Amanda

4. 333,501,000 to millions-

d. 999 to hundreds

e. 149,999 to hundred thousands

L. 297 to five hundreds

5. Label each part of each problem below.

a. 450 450--

--ai
425 25--

425--

3.1
b. 40ga 40---

62_
42
As2

2 442

2--

The 40 and the 11 are both

0. 399 399--

27-
426-

426

d. 300 3006
x 6
1,800 6

The 300 and the 6 are both

r--7

rC>
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6. Solve ihe four problems below. SHOW ALL WORK.

a. 455 x 33 =

b. 3,690 - 2,460

C-%

c. 44 275 4. 9

d, 400 50 =

7. Solve and chack each of the problems below. EfiCUALL WORK.

a, 30"6"i cheek-1-

b, 369
27

C. 47
x 22

d, 996

check.-

chock.

cheek
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Solve the problems below.

a. .39 + 11 5 x 10 ; 2 as

b. 42 6 + 27 x 6 s

C. 2 x 8 + 3 4 si

d. 32 rr + 36 8 x 2

ANSWERS TO SELF TEST ARE ON BACK OF FRONT COVER

.704
ATC-.11MCPPAPIO AV TeX. 711111111C

(fv.5
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INSTRUCTIONS
t7

This programmed text was prepared under the techaical supervisloa d See GatesWashington University Human Resources Research Ottice. The tut ptyalin a RZVIII. dspecific eletnentary mathematical skills. The text consists ot two volumes. Volume fl re-views simple equations and proportions. This volume consists GS four units:

MATHEMATICS I, multiplication and division ot decimals.

MATHEMATICS U, cancellation.

MATHEMATICS Ill, powers and roots.

MATHEMATICS IV, powers of ten.
`k!

To sacceSsfully complete the first two units, you must know how to multiply and dividewhole numbers; to complete the other two, you must know the mathematic skills required inunits I and II, and must know the meaning of the terms "raisin waaWrs to powers" NM"extracting roots of numbers."

The contents this text are presented in numbered statements or problems called"frames." The answer to frame number I appears below frame amber 2; amber VS so-ewer follows france number 3, etc. Read each frame carefully am/ 1111 in the wor4i(s) ornumber(s) it the parentheses which will complete the statement CORRICTLY. For rmaipler'Eight divided by four equate (
,

Next, compare the correct answer (below the next frame) with yours.

U your answer is correct, go to the irt frame.

'If your answer is wrong, reread the frame, draw a line through your answer, alai write thecorrect answer next to (or below) yours.

Complete each frame in sequence. Don't skip any of them. TINS IS NOT A MT, as youmay refer to previous frames any time you want to. You may work at your out hest speed.You are NOT being timed.

YOU MAY BEGIN



Mathematics I

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

(Decimals)

(Part One)

1. A decimal is just a whole number and
a fraction written in decimal form.
Thus, 2-1/2 is a whole number and a ,

fraction, while 2.5 is a( ).

2. Decimals 'are multipled exactly like
whole numbers and then the DECIMAL
place is added. The only difference
between multiplying whole nupbers and
decimals is that for decimals you must
find the ( ) place.

decimal

3. Decimals are multiplied exactly like
(a) ( ) ( ). After
multiplying a decimal, you must find
the (b) ( ) ( ).

decimal

4. 'lire only difference between multiply-
ing whole numbers and decimals is

coc

6. The number of decimal places in a dec-
imal is the number of digits (numbers)
to the RIGHT of the decimal point.
Therefore, there are 2 decimal places
in 1.41 and ( ) decimal place(s)
in 1.4.

7.

decimal

The number of decimal places in a dec-
imal is the number of digits to the

) of the decimal. point.

1

1. Tbe number of decimal places in a dec-
imal Is the number of digits(
( ) ( ) (

findinethe ( )( ).

(a) whole numbers 9.
(b) decimal place

5. For example, you would multiply 25 x
25 in this way: 25

x25
125
50 10.

625

and 2.5 x 2.5 in this way: 2.5
x2.5
125
50
6.25 11.

The only difference is the
) place.

decimal place

701'141,

right

How many decimal places in 14.213?
( )

to right of decimal point

How many de ci m al places in 0.41?

How many de cim al places in 0.04?
q ( )

1



12. How-many de,rimal places in 1.0001? 18. How many de cimal places in the

2

product ot 4.101 a 6.12 a 0.001? )

5

13. The number of decimal places in the
product (answer) of a multiplication is 1 . Remember, aside trout the decimal
the SUM total of the decimal places in plac, decimals are multiplied exactlythe numbers which were multiplied like whole ( ).
Tttere are 2 decimal places in 40.21
and 2 in 20.11; therefore, there -will be
4 in their product. How 'many decimal
places will thqre be in the product of
2.1 x 4.23? ( )t,

4

8

C-74

14. Thus, to find the number of decimal
places in the product of 40.21 a 20.11,
you must find the sum total of decimal
places in both.numbers. The sum of the 21.
decimal places is (. )

3

15. How many decimal places in the pro-
duct of 4.02 x 20.8? ( )

4

16. How many decimal places in the pro-
duct of 6.002 x 0.041? (

3

17. You sum the decimal places in the
numbers multiplied to get the decimal

_place in the product no matter how
many numbers are multiplied. Thus,
there will be ( ) decimal places in .

the product of 4.2 x 6.19 x 9.02.

2

. f

numbers

2.01 a 6.96 (

25.62

. 21.2 1.42

14.029$

4. 3

2.3

23. Zeros written to the right GI a decimal
point with no =MO other than zero
to their rigid may be DROPPICD in
moat miltiplication. Thus 4.20 can be
written 4.2, and 5.50 can be written

49.104

24. In multiplying 4.20 1.$0 you Wild
multiply 4.2

5.5

4-



41"

a

25. Zeros to the right of the decimal point
with NUMBERS OTHER THAN ZERO
to their 41.1G H T cannot be dropped
without changing the value of the limn-
er. -Thiss.,jou cannot drop the zero in
e number 6.105. Can you drop the
ro in 23.4206? (

26. Thus 21.0 = 21, but In 21 01 the zero
cannot be ( ).

No

27. Can you drop,the zeros in 16.001 with-
out changing the value of the number?

dropped

28. Can the zero in 14.101 be dropped with-
out changing the value of the number?

No

29. Can the zeros in 16.100 be dropped .
without changing the value of the num-
ber? (

30. Can the zero in 42.0 be dropped? ( )

Yes

31 Solve: 4.20 x 5.50 = (

Yes

32 lve: 1.010 x 4.002 = (

33.

23.10 or by dropping ,the zero ia the
ansWer 23.1.

Zeros to the LEFT of a decimal point
with no number other than zero to their
LEFT are added only to make it very'
clear that the number is a decimal and
can be dropped when you multiply.
Thus, 0.4 is the same as .4 and 0.23
is the same as ( ).

4.04202

34. Can you drop the zero in 0.45 without
changing the value of the number?

.) j.

.23

35. Can you drop the zero in 0.75638 With-
out changing the value of the number?.

Yes

(Because the "0" is only there so that
you will be sure to r e a li ze that the
number is .45, NOT the whole number
46.)

3 . Can you:drop the zeros in 100.1 without
changing the value of the decimal?

)

Yes

37. Can you drop the underlined zero in
1600.0 without changing the value of the
number? ( )

I.

709

No



I.
tad

38. Can you drop the zeros in 1500?( 42. 0.04 x 1600.0 = ( ).

Yes

ti 0.0089 Of .0089

39. 0.19 x 0.20 = ( ).

43. 4.12 x 5.76
No

40. 0.034 x 0.025 = ( ). 64.0 or 64

0.038 or by dropping the zero .038

END OF SET41. 0.890 x 0.010 = ( ).

0.00085 or .00085 23.69

424

4

7i



Mathematics I

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

(Decimals)

(Patt Two)

44. 28.9 x 0.982 = ( )

45. 800.0 x 0.05 = ( ).

28.3798

46. As with multiplication, you, DIVIDE

(0(1)2

49. Division of decimals is exactly the
(a) ( ) as division of whole
numbers except that you must find the
(b) ( ) ( ) in
your answer.

decimal

decimals exactly like you do whole 50. A division can either be written asb 2or
) and then you find the ? ra-

decimal place.

40.0 or140
(a) same
(b) decimal place

47. After dividing decimals you must find 51. x means x divided by (
thei ( ) ( ).

numbers

a
52. = b a , and means a (

48. For example: dividing 126 by 6 gives
21 as an answer 21

by b.

6 /FR
a
06

6
0 Z (a) (53.and dividing 12.6 by 6 gives the answer means

6 ril.i
12
06

6 divided
0

) by (b)

The division is done 'exactly the same
except for adding the ( ) 54. - means ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
place in the answer.

decimal place
(a) divided
(b) U



155. In the division .22
1.22 is the DIV- 61. la means 2 /381 and couldbe written4.1

IDEND and the divisor is ( ). 0.888
2.0 because zeros may be added or

w divided by d

a56. In - a is the (a) (
b*

^

b is the (b) (

4.1

).

57. The result of a division is called a
QUOTIENT. In = 2, 2 is the result,. 2
or ( ) 63. Solve: 2 jiff

(

over or above

) tor clarification.

62.
0.884

= 2 ilia This problem is sowed2.0
exactly like 2 /111 except that you must
add a ( ) place in the c'
answer.

dropped or subtracted °

ta) dividend
(b) divisor

58. The result Of a diviAon is called a
( )

quottent

59, In 4.0 is lw ( ).

quotient

60. In dividing a decimal by a WHOLE
NUMBER, the decimal place in the quo-
tient goes directly over the .decimal
place in the dividend.

.22
Thus 2 /74 the decimal place in
.22 is directly ( 0 ) the
decimal place in .44.

decimal

0.4464. Solve: = 2 /4T2.0

.444

65. In division, the decimal place in the .

quotient goes directly (a) ( ) the
decimal place in the (b) ( ).

.22

?0.66. Solve:
4 = 24 rag2.o
6N

(a) over, above
(b) dividend

67. In division, the decimal place in the
quotient goes directly over (

).

quotient 0.026 or .026

71Z

cpcp



12.48 ?68. - 8 r12.48
8.0

the decimal place in the dividend

376.56
69. = (

12.0

1.56

4.8670. - = (
6

31.38

).

).

71. Any time there is a space or a number
of spaees between the decimal point
and the first number of your answer,
you must add zeros to complete your
answer.

. 31
Thus, in 8 you must add a( )
after the decimal point and before the
3.

.81 or, of course, 0.81 to make it clear
that .81 is a decimal and not 81.

72. As a result, the problem and correct
answer would look like this:

.031
8 F.H1

In the problem 19 rrai you must
add (a) ( ) zeros after dividing.
Your answer would be (b) ( ).

- zero-

.88873. = (222

(a) 2
(b) .0092

.74 600
. - (

300

.004

)

)

713

0.800 ,75. ).800.0
(Remember, some of the zeros may
be dropped when you divide)

.002 or 0.002

76. 800.0 ( ).

0.001 or .001 (800 / .800 )

77. To carry out a division as far as nec-
essary, you must often add ZEROS to
the dividend.

.45
Thus in 4 r: 2 /701T it was necessary

to add a ( ) to the dividend,
in this case changing .9 to 90.

.00001 or 0.00001

74. It is often necessary to add (
to the DIVIDEND in order to carry out
division as far as possible or desired.

zero

.7
79. Solve:

2

zeros

17.1
80. - 2 / 17.10

2.0

.35

0.06
81. = (

300.0

8.55

14.582. = (4.0

.0002 or 0.0002

).

).

7



16.5
83. (

12.0

2.625

9.02
84. (

8.0

1.3'15

).

).

85. When the DIVISOR is a decimal, you
may change it to a whole number by
moving the decimal point to the RIGHT.
When dividing by a decimal change the
divisor to a whole ( ).

1.1275

.88
86. In a problem like 7- or .4 rgr, you

must change the DIVISOR (.4) to a
whole number before dividing. By mov-
ing the decimal point one place to the
right, .4 becomes 4.0 or just 4. It is
then a ( )

number

87. To change a decimal to a whole number
move the decimal point to the ( ).

whole number

88. When the decimal point is moved in
the divisor, it must be movedflee SAME
number of places in the dividend. If you
move the decimal TWO places in the
divisor, you must also move it T)
places in the ( ).

right

89. To divide .2
--- you must change .2 toa
0

dividend

END OF SET

whole number



Mathematics I

M LTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

(Decimals)

(Part Three)

90. To change 0.2 to a whole number. you
must move the decimal point (
place(s) to the right.

0.88
91 i , when you move the decimal

0.2
point 1 place to the right for 0.2, you
must also move it ( ) place(s) to the
right for 0.88.

1

92. When you change the divisor oft? to
8 8

a whole number, you have
?

. 178
16.8 ?
whole number and remember that you
must move the decimal in the dividend
the same number of places.

). (Change divisor to

2.0 or 2

0.88 (change divisor to94.

whole number) (Hint: Remember to
move the decimal place in the dividend
also.)

1 780
168

0.00I
) (change divisor95' Effi (

to whole number)

8.8
2.0

715

800.0
)

(chatige diVisor to whole number)

1.0
109.0

97. .34 2.685 = ? / ?

(Change divisor to a whole number and
change the dividend as required.)

80 000
2.0

98. .483 RITA = ?
(Change divisor and dividend.)

34 / 268.T

99. Once the divisor has been changed to
a whole number, you divide exactly as
before and put the decimal point in the
quotient directly over the decimal point
in the ( ).

483 / 411340.

(By moving the decimal place 3 places
in divisor and in dtvidend)

100. Remember, if you move the decimal
place in the divisor, you must move it
an equal num b e r of places in the

).

dividend

9



10.0101. Now then: 0.4
necessary zeros)

decimal we have -

dividend

1.98
102. 0.2

16
.4. (By dropping Inl-

and by moving the
160

4
4

40 or 40.0

(since 160 may be written 160.0)

1 4 9
103

2
= (0.0

9.9

0.
104.

084
4(1.2

745 or 745.0

0.0012
AU'i. 0.002

.07 or 0.07

1.8 ,
106. 0012

.6 or 0.6

).

107. Fractions can be both COMMON frac-
tions and DECIMAL fractions.

2 is a common (
5

1,500 or 1,500.0

108
3

fraction

10

) fraction.

).

409. 1 is a(
6

Common

p10. The number ABOVE the dividing line
in a common fraction lathe numerator.

2In the common fraction
'3

the numer-
ator is.( ).

common fractton

1
1111. In the common fraction 1 is the

3 °

2

112. In a common fraction, the numerator
is (

).

nUmerator

113. The number BELOW the dividing line
in a common fraction ix the DENOM-

2INATOR. In the common fraction
3the denominator is ( ).

the number abOVe the dividing line

11114. In the comnion fraction . 12 is the
12

3

115. Define the denominator of a common
fraction.

denominator

7 6



6
110. In Tr, the numerator is (a) ( DP

and the denominator l (b) ( ).

the number clew the dividing line

1121. Convert to a decimal.
-2

(Hint: That is. divide 2 r1.0-01

divide the numerator
by the denominator

17 7
117. In , the DENOMINATOR is (a) ( ) 122. Convert to a decimal.

41 a
and the numerator is (b) ( ). 13/4

(a) 6

(b) 11

.5 or 0.5

1.964
123' TIC

.875 or 0.875118. A common fraction can be convertedto
a decimal fraction (also called simply
a decimal) by dividing the numerator 18.97'

124. (
1 1.4by the denominator. To convert
3
--to a

decimal, you would divide the number 12.275
) by ( ).

(a) 41
(b) 17

119. To convert a common fraction to a
decimal, you dis4de the numerator by
the ( ).

1 (by) 3

120. How do you convert a common fraction
t a decimal?

125. Convert Ito a decim .
5

13.55

)

12".

127'

146.4
2.44

1.6

1.9
(TA.

).

60 or 60.0

END OF SET

denominator 475 or 475.0

717

6(,91

11



FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

If you' missed less than 7 of e items in
Mathematicos, I, you have done a good job.
Vow read the summary, and you are ready
to go on tO Mathematics IL

If you missed 7 or more of the items, read
the followin, summary and then WORK
THROUGH the program again.

SUMMARY

1. Fractions can be both COMMON FRAC-
.TIONS and D C IM A L FRACTIONS.

2Numbers in the form are common
5

fractions. Numbers in the form 0.75
are decimal fractions, or simply dec-
imals.

2. In a common fraction, the NUMERA-
TOR is the number ABOVE the divid-
ing line and the DENOMINATOR is the
number BELOW the dividing li. For

2example, in the fraction
' 2 the3

numerator and 3 is the denomina

3. To convert a common fraction to a
decimal, divide the numerator by the
denominator. For example, to convert
1
- to a decimal, divide 1 by 4.4

4. Decimals are multiplied exactly like
whole numbers and then decimal place
is added.

5. The number of decimal places in a
number is the number of digits to the
RIGHT of the decimal point.

12

q
6. The number of decimals places in the

product of a multiplication is the SUM
total of the decimal places in the num-
bers that were multiplied together.

7. Zeros written to the RIGHT of a dec-
imal point with no number other than
zero to their RIGHT may be dropped
without changing the value of the dec-
imal. For example, the zeros in 41.200
can be dropped.

8. Zeros to the LEFT of a decimal point
with no number other than zerototheir
LEFT are added only for clarity and
can be dropped without changing the
value of the decimal. For example, the
zero in 0.24 can be dropped.

9. Decimals are dividedexactly like whole
numbers and then the decimal place is
added.

10. Divisions in the form mean x divided
by y; x is the dividendandy the divisor.
The result al a division is called a
QUOTIENT.

11. In dividing a decimal by a weak =am-
ber, the decimal place goes directly
over the decimal place in the dividend.
For example,

.33
3 -ra

12. When dividing by a DECIMAL, change
the divisor to a whole number by mov-
ing the decimal point to the right, move
the decimal point in tbe dividend the
same number of places to the right,

* and then divide as before. For example,

0.88 8.8 0
4.4

/IT
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Mathematics II

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

Cancellation

(Part Four)-

INTRODUCTION

The foll0wing form is often found in problem of simplifying the solution of complex prob-
solution: lems. It is done by diviOng (canceling)

9
numbers above and below the dividing line

x 36 x 63 into each other. Though at first this may
3 x 6 x 42. seem to be more difficult than normal

Multiplication and division, after you haye
There are two ways,to solve such problems. practiced the method of cancellation, ybu

will find that it is a much simpler w of
When you ar faced with. a problem like solving complex problems of this typv.

9 x 36 x 63 , a great deal of multiplication
3 x 6 x 42
and division may be avoided through can-
cellation. Thus, cancellation is one method

719

TURN THE PAGE
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1. One way to solve such problems is to
multiply the numbers in the numerator
together to give a single numerator,
and multiply the numbers in the denom-
inator to give a single ( ).

2. Once a single numerator and deno
inator have been foiuid, you can divi
them together to give the r e su It or

).

6. In the -prablem 515 $ will go into
1

16 two times and thus the I is canceled,
* shown, and tbe figure 1 placedbelow

it and the 16 is canceled, asshown, and
the figure ( ) placed above it.

denominator

3. Thus: In the problem
20,412would get -4;i6-6

27

9 x 36 x 63
3 Yeb

or, by division,

756 / 20,412 . Your answer would be
27. IYoing problems this way is a long,
tedious process with agreat possibility
for error.

quotient or answer

4. Such pr oblems are MORE EASILY
SOLVED by first simplifying them
through a process of CANCELLATION.
All possible DIVISIONS are made be-
fore multiplication in the process of

).

No Answer Required

9 x 365. Thus, to simplify you will make3 x 6
au possible (a) ( ) be-
fore you (b) ( ).

camellation

14

(a) divisions (cancellations)
(b) multiply

2
7. In I 11-1-11 after the 16 and 11,ivebeenx 5

1

tcanceled, as shown, the IS may be
by 5 three Ulnas lend hes( t

gure (a) ( ) over 15 and the figure
(b) ( ) below 5.

2

6. With all possible
the problem looks

Oita 2 x3--srit Or rra ,

pulled to read (

(a) 3
(b) 1

cancellations made,
like this:

and may be Am-

3.

9. Any time a number or letter is "over"
the number 1, the 1 may be dropped
because it means "divided by I." Thus,
10

is 10 because 10 divided by 1 is 10.
1

In the same way, 24- ( ).
1

6
1

720



10. Our problem now has been simplified
to:

2 3
xi$ a 2 x 3 6 ,

$ x $ 1 x 1 1

1 1

16 x 1511. As you have seen, we began with-8x 5Z x 3
and ended up with 6. If we hnd
multiplied out the original problem, we

240would have had and by division40
6

240 our answer would have
been the same. Problems of this type
are easier and faster when simplified
by ( )*

12. It is possible to Cancel diagonally as
well as straight up and down...,

Thus, in 63 x 40 the 63 is divided by

the 9, leaving (a) ( ) over 63
and (b) ( ) under 9.

cancellation

7
x 4013. In

' after the 63 and 9 have8 x 0
1

been canceled as shown, the 40 is
divided by 8, leaving (a) ( ) over
40 and (b) ( ) under 8.

t` (a) 7
(b) 1

Vt

14. What is the final answer to

lp7
7 x 5

ALIAx 0
1 x 1

atter all cancellations are made?

15. Not only is Ct possible to divide one
number into another, but you maydivide
a number on both top and bottom by
the SAME number if it goes itTio both
an even number of times (without frac-
tions).

35 x 63In , both 35 and 40 are divisable40 x 81
by 5, leaving (a) ( ) over 35 and
(b) ( ) under 40.

16;

a or 35
1

after 35 and 40 have been

canceled as shown, both 63 and 81 are
divisable by 9, leaving (a) ( ) over

(b) ( ) under 81.

(a) 7
(b) 8

17. After all cancellations ate made in

721

shown, you are left with

(a) 7
(b) 9

15



18. To make cancellation really effective,
it is necessary tO use the LARGEST
POSSIBLE NUMBERS when dividing.
Thus, given the problem

60 x 60 there are a lot of possible30 x 12

divisions but the fastest way Would be
to divide 60 and 30 by 3q and 60 and 12
by 12. Then your cancellation is all
done in one operation. Remember to
use the ( ) (

) when canceling.

49 ,

72

19. Solve the following problems, simplify-
ing by canellation when possible.

15 x 54 - ( ).15 x 9

largest possible numbers

20
9 x 36

. 3 x 6

1 6

x 014 1 x 6 6

t0 x 0 'T° 6
1 1

21
30 x 45

. (10 x 5

16

3 6
0 x 3 x 6 Li

1 x 1
1

).

9 x 36 ,
( )6 x 27

23 125 x 32 x 10 ,
. t ).25 x 8 x 5

1 cl 6

0 x AO 1 X 6 6
x 20, ITT T 2

1 3

Or

3 4
x $,6 3 x 4 12

2 x 3 6
2 3

\

24. Further cancellations can often be
made after mabers are canceled once .

For example, in

3 1

112_Ac
x .

1 3

after caspeling each number once. you
can furthir cancel the 31s. leaving as
the answer ( ).

40

6
SO25. In 9 x after the cancellations shown

are made, the REMAINING 6 and 9 are
both divisable by 3. leaving (a) ( )
over 6 and (b) ( ) under 9.

27 (1 divided by 1 always equals 1)



. 8

A826. In , the 6 cancels 48 asix 18 x

27.

1

shown, and then both 18 and 8 tare
divisable by 2, leaving (a) ( ) over
8 and (b) ( ) under 18.

(a) 2
(b) 3

after the cancellations

shown are made, a further cancellation
can be made by dividing 4 by 2, leaving
(a) ( ) over 4 and (b) ( ) under
2.

(a) 4 ,

(b) 9

28. After alI cancellations are made,

2

A

AA . 2
2c0x$ -1 x 9 xl

1 9 1

(a) 2
(b) 1

4

).

723

29. It is important to remember that you
may only cancel two numbers at a time.
Thus. if you have the problem:

35 x 25
15

you may cancel 5 into 15 (3 times) and
then into EITHER 35 OR 25 but NOT
both. In the problem:

9 x 18
3

your answer would be (

2
9

/
).

30. Solve the following problems, using
cancellation where possible.

64 x 20
12 x 4x6

3
x 3 x 18 = 54 correet

1

or

6
0 9 x 6 = 54 correct

1

but NOT

3 6
18-r 18 incorrect

1

9

17



31 IL (40 x 90
450038. To simplify ,way the numerator and

'denominator can be divided by 100,
a

'10

'614

5

20 40
or 4.44

leaving (

cancellation

).

0

3 1 3

32 9 x 36 x 63
. (3 x 6 x 42

1 o 0.02
50

).

39. To further simplifyl , yolvan divide

the numerator and denominator by 16.

leaving (

45
30

33. Remember, to simi3lify by cancellation, Iii_00 v ,
40. To simplify , divide bothnumer-make ALL possible (a) ( )

before you (b) ( ). ator and denominator by ( ).

27 3 1

2
or 1--

2

40 x 2434. ). 1.4001.14'; x 64 x 20
4200,

35.

(a) divisions (cancellations)
(b) multiply

72 x 90 - (
40

10.0625 or
16

).

36. Many pr oblems with only a single
numerator and denominator can be
simplified through the process of

).

100

9042. To simplify you can first divide the

numerator and denominator by (a) ( )

to give 11, and then divide by 2 to
give (b) (

2

.1)401) 2 1
-T.- or 0 333
5 3

42
6

162 450043. Problems in the form 3000 x 20 can,
also be simplified by the process of

37. Such a problem as 4 500
3,000 can first be ).

simplified through a process of

cancellation

18

(b)
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., iminms

(e7(f4.500 42 x 120 x 50 i
44. To solve the problem, 5:15-00 x 20. you 47 , 25-4,

4 500
first cancel in the fraction4--000 and

100
then multiply the result times 20. Can- .

rellation gives the result ofk7) x 20.
O 6,400 x 42 x 25 x 800

). - ( .
. 500. x 60'x 420 x 20

45.

46.

cancellation

11/191000 x 20 = (

3
2

8'000
80 (

).

60
=

2

).

30

49.

50.
=6400 x

,

3

A000 30-0 x 20 =T x 20 =
00

2

Solve the following problems, leaving
your answer as a deciinal when neces-
sary and simplifying by cancellation as
much as possible.

'ZS

725

42

15 x 54 x 35 x 49
25 x 30 x 63 x 42

21.333

1,500Iwo x 60 = (

0.7

6,400
16,000

20

x 42 (

END OF

16.6
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FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

1f you missed less than 4 of the items, you
have done a good job. Now read the summary,
and you are ready to go on to Mathematics M.

If you missed 4 or more of the items, ;read
the following summary and THEN WORK
through the program again.

SUMMARY
9 x 36 x 631. Problems in the form are

often founci in problem 'solution.

20

2. Supt problems are most easily solved
if they are first s i pl if ie d by the
procels of cancellation.

3. In tht process of cancellation, all Dos-
s** divisions are made before multi-

4,500 4 5004. Prahlemi in the form woo- and to--00

x 20 can also be simplified by cancella-
tior.

72 6

fX,r
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Mathematics III

MULTIPLICATION

(Powers)

(Part One)

1. To square a number means to multiply . 9. In 32 the exponent is ( ).
that number by itself. To square 2 yon
multiply ( ) x ( ).

Exponent

2. 22 means 2 squared.
42 means 4 ( ). 10. In 43, 3 is the ( ).

2 x 2 2

3. 32 means ( ) ( ). 11. In y4 the exponent is ( ).

square
exponent

4. - 2 2 2 x 2 ( ).
12. The EXPONENT tells you how many

times to multiply a number by itself.
3 squared

Thus, a2 = a x a: a4 = a x a x a x a:
and a3 ( ).

5. 42 = 4 x 4 = ( ).

4

6. 32 =

16

7. 72 =

9

).

4

13. Always multiply the number by itself
) ( ) time than the

number of the exponent.

axaxa
The exponent is 3 so you multiply "-a"
times itself twice. Always multiply the
number by itself one LESS time than
the number in the exponent.

8. Z2 means Z squared and the 2 is the
EXPONENT. In W2, 2 is the ( 14. 33 means multiply 3 times itself ( )

). times.

49 one less

21
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15. 1,V4 (

2 times

16. Z2 = (

WxWxWxW

17. 23 = 2 x 2 x 2 = (

Z 2 Z

18. 14 =1 x 1 xl.(,

8

19. 18 = ( ).

1

20. The number 1 multiplied by itself any
number of times or raised.tany.power
is always equal to ( ).

(Review note: To raise a number to a
power is to multiply it times itself a
given number of times, thus 14 means
1 raised to the fourth power and 22
means 2 raised to the second power,
or 2 squared.)

23 34 (

27 x 3 x 3)

,24. 72 =

81 x 3 x3 x3)

25. The EXPONENT tells you to what power
the number is to be raised. a means t
SQUARE 9, or raise it to the ( )
power.

49

26. 53 means 5 cubed, or to raise 5 to the
) power.

second

27. In general Zn means to raise Z to the
) power.

third

28. Wn means (

nth

).

29. To square a number means to raise it
1 to theo( ) power.

21. 92 = ( to raise W to the nth power.

1
30. When you raise a number to the second

power, you are said to (
22. 33 = ( the number.

22

81 second

728
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31. To raise a. number to the third power
is to CU E a number. 53 means 5

).

square

32. 5 cubed = 53 = 5 to the third power .

cubed

C>

SO. 2 Cubed = (

125 (5 s 5 x 5)

34. 3 to the third power = (

8 (2 x 2 x 2)

35. Z3 means to cube Z or raise it to the

27

36. To find the ROOT of a number is the
exact opposite of raising a number to a

).

third power

37. The OPPOSITE of raising a number to a
power is finding its (

power

38. When ydu SQUARE 2, you get 4. Thus
the opposite or SQUARE ROOT of 4 is
2. When you square 7, you get 49. The
opposite or SQUARE ROOT of 49 is

).

root

39. In general, the ROOT of a number is a
quantity (number) which, when multi-
plied by itself a given number of times,
gives the number.

3 squared is 9 or 3 x 3 = 9. 3 le a
) of 9.

7 (Because 7 times 7 is 49)

40. The SQUARE ROOT
dicated by the ve
a radical. Thus

root

of a number is in-
which is called

Verimeaus the
) of 9.

41. The sign indicates you are to
find the ( ).

square root

42. 4 means to.find the SQUARE
ROOT tof 4 which is ( ).

square root

43. V means find the square root
of a number or what number multiplied
by itself equals the number under the
radial.( ) sign. V 4
means find the (
of 4.

2 (since 2 x 2 is 4)

44. 42 = 4 squared = 4 x 4 16.

729

The SQUARE ROOT of 16 ( V 16 )
is ( ). That is the num-
ber which multiplied by itself equals 16.

END OF SET

square root

23
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Mathematics III

POWERS AND ROOTS

(Part Two)

45. means find the SQU ARE 52. The square root of I ( ),
root of 9 or what number multiplied by
itself equals 9. 3 x 3 equals 9. so 3 is
the SQUARE root of 9. root

46. 4 is the (
16.

) (

5 (5 x 5 equals 25)

3
53. d 27 means the CUBE root of

) of 27. That is. what number multiplied by
itself TWICE is 27. 3 x 3 x 3 = 27. so
3 is the cube root of 27. What is the
cube root of 8?

47. 62 = 6 squared = 6 x 6 = 36. The square
root of 36 ( V 36 ) Is ( ).

square'root

48 The square root of 8i = (

49. 9 is th square.root of (

9

50. Nr 40 = (

81

).

1 (I x I a I) c'

54.
(What is the cube root of 125?)

2 (because 2 x 2 x 2 a 8)

55. /-61-- ( ).

5 (5 x 5 x a 123)

56. The number on the radical, as the 3 in
3./-417 indicates what root of a nurn-

51. hi general, the radical sign V ber to take. Thus, rU means to
over, a number means you must find a take the cube or ( ) root of
( ) of the number under- Z.
neath it.

7 (because 7 x 7 is 49) 4 (4 x 4 x 4 64)

7 3
24



57. '\1/ X means to find the (
root of X.

third

58. N, 100 means to find the (
root of 100.

fourth

59. 53 = (

fifth

60. If the radical sign has no number on top
of it ( ), it means find the
square root. If there is a number on top

\V-7- 49/ 1-1 you
muSst, find the third, tenth, fourth, etc.,
root of the number underneath. V 32
means find the ( ) root of 32.

THIRD root of I, means what number
multiplied by Rata TWO times equals
I. Of coots*, 2 x 2 4 and 3 a 4 = 8. To
find the FOURTI root ot 16 ( 1r76).
how many times would you asultiply the
number by Rain?

2
bacausa
2 x 2,= 4 (2 mowed)
2 a 4 - $ (2 embed)
2 x = 16 (2 to Ur fourth power)
2 = 3 (41 to the fifth power)

64. Y-1211
NOW many times w
number by itself?

you nualtiply the

3 taws
(2il IF'. 4. 384 I. 2 ze.1*)

65. NY-17
Mow many times mhil you asultiply the
number by itself?

125 times
2 a 2 4
2 4.=

61. \5/32 means find the fifth root of 32 2211=16
or what number multiplied by itself 2 14 = 32

) times equals 32. 2 aS2 = 64

fifth

2 64 = 124

62. \s/-3T

four

66. The cubs not of 39 = \Y-2"771(

4 Wass

3 r-----
67. v 125

63. You lean now see and remember the 3
ULE that when finding ROOTS you

must find the number which, when
multiplied by itself ONE LESS TIME 66. 5 la tin cubs root of (
than the number ON the radical sign,
will equal the number under the radical
sign. Thus , the cube or 5

731



69. 4 is the (
84.

125

70. The cube root of 8 =

cute root

71. The cube root of I =

2

)

).

of 76. 8 = (

72. A ROOT of a number may also be in-
dicated by a fractional exponent as 8'3 .
this is the same as saying "find the

\. cube root of 8." Thus 8'.' r- 4/1 .

Thus 271' means find the cube root of
27. 27 = ( ).

1

) (give final answer).

77. For a FRACTION E PON E NT the
NUMERATOR of the fraction indicates
the POWER to which the number is to
be raised and the DENOMINATOR in.
dicates the root to be found.

12 means to raise 12 to the first
power and find its ( ) root.

2
(The cube root of 8)

8 Thus 9 ;4 means to raise 9 to the first
power and take its ( ) root.

cube

79. Raising a number to the first po wor
does not change the number. Thus 9

means "find the s are root of 4." raised to the first power ( ).Thus, 4 'J = 4 . 16 means
).

y27 or 3

'74. 9 vl means 9 to the 1/2 power or the
) root of 9.

find the square root of 16

15. 91'4 =

26

square

80. A number is not changed by raising it to
the ( ) power.

a
81. In general then, ZW means to raise Z

to the R po we r and then find the
) root.

square
(not the "1/2 root of 9") first

732
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82. ZW means to raise Z to the (a) (
power and then find the (b) (
root.

87. 10 5 ) (change to a frac-
tional exponent).

74*

Write the following 5 problems as whole
83. A decimal power means the same thing number powers and roots: Examp. 235

as a fractional power. Thus Z A = 3,7;-
v 26Z4/111) which means raise Z to the (a)

) power and then find the
)(h) ( root.

88.

(a) N
(h) W

84. 94
9 to the (a) (
find the (b) (

(a) fourth
(b) tenth

85. 9.4 = (
fractional exponont).

(a) fourth
(b) tenth

which means raise
) power and then
) root.

4

90.

) (change to a 91.

VW--

92. 12-4 (

86. 7.4 = ( ) (change to a
fractional exponent).

7

1011 or 104

104 (

11 ).

END OF SET

4
910 ini-4144

t
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FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

LI you missed less than 7 of the items, you
have dole a good job. Now read the sum-
:nary, and you are ready to go on to Math-
ematics W.

'If you missed 7 or more of the items,
read e following summary and then WORK
THROUGH the program again.

SUMMARY

1. To square a number means to multiply
that number by itself or raise it to the
second power. For example, 4 squared
pr 4 raised to the second power means

x 4.

2. To cube a number or to raise a 'Camber
to the third power means to 'use it
three times in nadtiplication. For ex-
ample, 43 means 4 x 4 a 4.

3. The exponent of a number tell your how
many times to use that number in
multiplication. For example, w4 means
w wx way and the 4 is the exponent.

4. The number 1 raised to any power 'is
always equal to 1.

5. To take the root of a number is the
oppooite of raising a number to a
power. The root of a number is *

28

quantity which, when multiplied by it-
self a given number of times, gives
the number. For example:

s 9 Viic3 3 and )

3/T1 3 2 iNr7EFt 2 r-. 2.

6. The number on the radical sign
indicates what root of the number to
take. For example, 31---- means to
take the cube or third root aril and

NY-1T means to t the fourth root
of 16. If no number is indicated as t5vrv, the square root is untlaratoo

7. The root of a number may also be in-
dicated by a tractional exponent as
which means N3r1.

8. The numberator of a fractional esponant
indicates the power to which the num-
ber is to be raised and the denominator
indicates the root to be taken. For
example,

7 means y;r
9. A decimal power means the same thing

as. a fractional power. For example:

z.4 means Zit-which means trZT.

734
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2.

3.

4.

5.

.

6.

7.

Mathematics IV

POWERS OF TEN

Numbers are often written as small 8.
mothers times powers of 10. Such as
2 x 102 which would equal 2 x 100 =

).

102 = (
9.

200

10.

100

2 x 103 = 2 x 1,000 = ( ).
11.

10,000

How many zeros are there in 1010?

1,000

1.5 x 102 = 1.5 x 100 = (

10

4 x 103 = 4 x 1,000 = (

150

(0 Vp

).

In tI4aine way, when making a number.
like 00 into a power of ten you just use
10 p us the number of zeros in the given
number. Thus, 1,000 = 103 (three zeros

To raise 10 to a power you muat simply
have a "1" plus as many zeros in your
answer as the EXPONENT indicates.

in 1,000) and 100 = (

4,000

).

Thus, for 102 you have a "1" plus 2
zeros in your answer, and for 105 you
have a "1" plus (
zeros in your answer.

12. 10,000 = (

102
2,000 (2 zeros in 100)

101 = ( ). 13. 100,000,000 = ).

104

103 = ( ). 14. 4.5 x 102 = ( ).

10 108

735
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(

0

15. 1.9 x 103 = C ). 23. 420,000 = (

1.6 x 103450
(4.5 x 100)

24. 62,000,000 (

16. 3.6 x 105 ( ).
4.2 x 105

1,900

17. 1.97 x 104 = (

360,000

181f -4,000 = 4 x 103: thus 700 = (

19,700

).

19. 6,400 = 6.4 x 103; thus 7,900 = (

25. 155,000 (

8.2 x 107

26. 490,000,000 = (

1.55 x 103. ,

).

27 To multiply numbers written as powers
of 10 you simply MULTIPLY the NUM-
BERS (ignoring the 10's) and ADD the
EXPONENTS of the 10's. Thus

7 x 102 (2 x 102) (2 x 102) = 4 x 104, vand

Write the following numbers (problems
20 - 26) as numbers BETWEEN 1 AND 10
times the proper power of 10.

20. 4,000 = (

7.9 x 103

).

21. 600,000 = ( ).

4 x 103

22. 1,600 = ( ).

6 x 105

30

(4 x 102) (2 x 102) ,

Review Note: The parentheses
mean to multiply; thus (2 x 102)
(2 x 102) means to multiply 2 x 102
times 2 x 102.

4.9 x 108

).

28. You have just said that ( 4 x 102)
(2 x 102) = 8 x 104. Working itAut the

-
. long way you have (4 x 100) (2 x 100) =

400 x200 = 80,000. 8x104 =11x10 x10
x 10 x 10 or 8 x 10,000. 8 x 10,000 =
80,000. You are doing the same thing in
both cases. Now turn to the next page.

8
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29. (9 x 103) (8 x 102) = 72 x (

No answer required.

).

-30. Remember, to 'multiply powers of 10
you simply ADD exponents. Thus to
multiply 105 x 104 you would add 5 and

).

o5
-

21. Ts-multiply powers of 10 you simply
) exponents.

4

r

32. To multiply 102 x 103 you would add
) and ( ).

add

33. 103 x 102 = ( ) (leave an-
swer as a power of 10).

2 and 3

34. Remember to multiply problems like
(2 x 102) (3 x 104) you must first (a)

) the numbers (ignoring
the 10's) and then (b) (
the exponents of ten.

105

35. (2 x.-102) (3 x 104) = (
(leave answer as power of 10).

Review Note: (2 x 102) (3 x 104)
m9ans to multiply 2 x 102 times
3 x 104.

(a) multiply
(b) add

737

36. (4 x 103) (9 x 106) (

cleave answer as a power of 10).

6 x 106

37. To DIVIDE powers you simply SUB-
104TRACT exponents, thus 1--6-2- = 102; and

105to divide 1--s you would subtract 30
from ( ).

381 To divide powers you simply (
exponents.

5

10639. To vide To--4. you would subtract 4 from
).

subtract

10840. To divide 1-0- you would subtract (

) from (

,==t

6

-4ur41. .10
as a power of 10.)

7 from 8

42.
10
-5- = (
as a power of 10).

).

) (leave the anSwer

) (leave the answer

102

31
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43. When you divide numbers times powers
of ten in the form:

6 x 108
2°- you DIVIDE the 6 by the three

leaving 2 and SUBTRACT the powers of
ten, le a ving103. Your answer would
then be 2 x 103.

-

x i0 ,
4 x 102

103

4 x 106
44. (2 x 100 = 2 x

2 x 102
(Remember that you DIVIDE 4 into 8.
You do NOT subtract 4 from 8r)

9 x io4

48.

49

, 50.

51.

52.

53.

x AO!
8 x 10h

4 x 102

i x 105 i
2 x 102 '

,
3 x 104

3-6-75-14 =4 x 10

2 x 103

9 x 105 = (

9 x 106

4 x 102 (

900,000

.1tAl

2 x 102 = (

400

45. 3 2" ).

103

(Because 4 DIVIDED BY 2 equals 2 and
103 subtracted from 106 equals 103.)

x 107
46',4 2-71-07= 1.75 x ( ).

102

Divide the following (problems 47 - 50),
leaving your answers in termth of a power of
10.

, 16 x 104
47.

4 x 102

io5

32
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FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

If you missed less than 3 of the items, you
have done a good job. Now read-the sum-
mary, and you are ready to go on to Math-
ematics V.

If you missed 3 or more of the items,
read the following summary and then WORK
THROUGH the program again.

SUMMARY

1. Numbers are often wrttten as small
numbers times a power of ten. For ex-
ample, 200 can be written 2 x 102 and
62,000 can be written 6.2 x 104.

2. To raise 10 to a power, you must simply
have as many zeros in your answer as
the exponent indicates. For example,

102 = 100, 104 = 10,000 and
106 = 1,000,000

739

3. To =May powers of 10, you simply
add the exponents of 10. For example,

102 x 103 = 105: 104 x 108 = 1012.

4. To multiply numbers written as small
numbers times a power of ten, you
simply multiply the numbers, ignoring
the tens, and then add the exponents of
the tens. For example,

x 103) (2 x 102) = 8 x 105.

5. Toedivide powers of ten, you simply
subtract exponents. For example,

102

1o2

108 g
=

102

6. To divide numbers written aa small
numbers times a power of ten, you
simply divide the numbers, ignoring the
tens, and then subtract the exponent of
the tens. For example,

6--1102. = 3 x 103
2 104

.x

33
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET 09'z.
This assignment sheet should be used when:

41 You are to complete only a part of this text.

41 Your assignment within this text is divided into two or more

reading periods.

Your instructor will make assignments by'identifying specific objectives,

text material, and review queltiens.

ASSIGNMENTS

OBJECTIVES
b (y No

TEXT MATERIAL
by page and/or frame)

REVIEW QUESTIONS
(by lib)

,

--.....

_

,

,

.......

741



1. Convert multiples of 10 to their equivalent pOvers of 10. ,e
2. Convert numbers to equivalent numbers multiplied by specified powers of 10.

3. Convert numbers multiplied by opecified powers of 10 to equivalent numbers multiplied by other
specified powers of 10.

i. Convert numbers to scientific notation: rounded off to three significant

Using powers of 10 and tilp laus of exponents

5. Solve multiplication problans.

Solve problems involving. various
roots, and raising a power to the second ',quer.



BMEOTIONS AGE

This i contains 46 pages. Most pages (starting with page )) are divided into 3 sections:

a TOP section, containing the answer to the problea on the preceding page;

a MEDDLE section, containing an emample problem and its solution;

a BOTTOM section, containing a problem we want you to solve.

BO NOT take up valuable timc solving the example pr blem in the middle section. Just examine

it carefully step by step to see how we solved it. mext, solve the pr blem in the bottom

section of the page. Then, check your ansuer vith the correct ar at the top of the next page.

Remeber, do not uaste valuable time solving the example problems. TO remind you, v-,? have placed

a 0 is front of the.problems ve want you to solve.

ft
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Introduction to Powero of 10

Example of a very large number: 100,000,000,000

Example of a very small n ber: .000000000006

Electrical measurements often involve very large and very small numbers. Working with large and small

numbers can be time-Consuming. Also, using numbers with many zeros may lead to mistakes. Powers of 10

are used to express these large and small numbers containin many digits as equivalent numbers contain-

ing only a faw digits. Obviously, nudbers containing fewer digits are easier to use.

Powers of 10 involve the use of exponents. An exponent is a small number written above and to the

right of a nuMber, which is the base number. The exponent indicates the number of times the base is to

be taken as a factor.

For example: 102 m 10 x 10 x 10 m 1000(/

multiple of 10 greater than ons can be expressed as the base 10 vith a positive exponent.

For example: 19, . lol loo . 10P 1000 Is 103, etc.

Multiples of 10 less than 1 can be expressed as the tase 10 vith a negative exponent.

0

For example: .1 10°1 .01 10-a .001 10-3, etc.

The base 10 written without an exponent actvally has an exponent of 1. Thus, 10 a 101

The thee 10 Iiith an exponent-of zero is equal to one. Thus, 100 n 1.

No response required. Page 1
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This table shows some decimals and whole nubers and t eir equivalent powers of 10. Study it fora soment.

10,000 . 104

1,000 = Do°

100 Z 102

10 = 101

0 01 m 10 -4-Z-- Notice that 10 1
.1 m 10-1

.01 2 10-2

.001

.0001 10-4

No response required,

4
Any number can be converted into 2 factors: A numerical factor tines a power of 10. Thenumerical factor will have the same digit sequence as the original number. The power of 10 andits sign will be determined by the nuMber of places and the direction the decimal,point in theoriginal number is moved:

Examples: 7900 . 7.9 x 100 because 100 1,000

.01 = 1 x 10'.2 ot 10'12 .01

75 r-:. 7.5 It 101 101 = 10

.075 ---... 7.5 s 10"2 ig

10'2 .01

st.075 . 75 x 10-3 10-3 . .001

II.075 = 750 x 104 10'4 al, .0001

No response required.

Pace

'703



FILl in the blanks with the equivalent powers of 10.

.0001 . 1 x 10
-4

.001i

.01 = 1 x

.1 \%, 1 x

. 1

10 . 1 x

100 = 1 x

1000 1 x

o°

Check your answers with
the table on page 2

Any nubber may be converted into 2 factors: A numerical factoitimes a power of 10 factor.
The numerical factor always has the same'digit sequence as the original number. The exponent
(power) of the base 10 is always equal to the number of places the decimal point is moved. The
exponent i POSITIVE when thedecimal point is moved to the LEFT; the exponent is NEGATIVE when
the decimal point is moved to the RIGHT.

4111Fill in the blanks: To convert a number to a numerical factor times a power of 10,

move the decimal point make the power of 10
LEFT/RIGHT POSITIVE/NEGATIVE

or move the decimal point

`6.

MFT/RIGHT
make the power of 10

POSITIVE/NEGATIVE

PaLe 3
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move the decimal point am Eske the power of 10 POSITIVE

Eove the decimal point RIM make the power of 10 NEGATIVE

Fill in the blank with the equivalent power of 10.

.000001 L7.

4

Solution: Move decimal point 6 places to the RIGHT; exponent is NEGATIVE 64

Thus:

Amool . 1 x 10-6 . io-6

1110 Fill in the blank with the equivalent power of 10.

752

(4'3



(pqg

.001 1 x 10- 10's

41

Decimal point is moved

. '3 places RIGHT; exponent iS NEGATIVE 3.

Fill in the blank with the equivalent power of lt

100,000:000

Solution: Move decimal point 8 places LEFT; expbnent is POSITIVE 8,

Thus:

100,000:000 1 x 108 In 108

Pill in ihe blank with the equivalent power of10.

1:000 m

754

.p

rt.

Page 5
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1;000 = 1 x 103 = 103 Decimal point is moved 3 places LEFT;
exponent is POSITIVE 3.

Fill i the blanks with the'proper numerical factors.

3200 .

3200 =

a

Solution: Move the decimal point to the LEFT when the exponent is POSITIVE; and to the RIGHT .

when the exponent is NEGATIVE.

Thus: 5200 =

3200 =

.5200

32 000,000 x 10-4

K.1.1

Fill in the blank.with the proper numeriCal factor.

:,10,000 = p.

Page
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4

500000 r5

SWiah ''"46

.005 107 The decimal point groves Lplacea EFT yhen the
exponent la 41.O

Vill in the blanIt vith the p

-12

roper value.

.00000000°014-5
10

3011M-out MDVe the decimal ppint 12 places v tbe exponeut is NEOATIVE 12.

Thus :

,000c00o00045
45

1111 Fill in the tlankvith the proper Value.

.00056

758
46.

3E10
,a2

-6s
120. e

759



10
-6.0005-6 = x560 Exponent Is NEGATIVE 6; the decimal point moves 6

places RIGHT.

Fill in the. blanla wi

.1 =

the ewivalent power of 10.

Solution: Move decimal point one place to the RIGHT; the exponent is NEGATIVE one.

Thus:

.1 = 1 x 10
-1

= 0
/-

Fill in the Wank with the equivalent pouer of 10.

.00000001 = L

0

Page 8

'766
-C

f

4

61_

'107 .



lo

.00000001 . 1 x l0°\8 m 10'43 Exponent is NEGATIVE 8 When decimal point moves
8 p1ace6 RIGHT,

Fill in the blanks with the proper values,

9.15 x 103

9.15 x 10°3 . x 10

Solution: Move the decimal point to the LEFT when the change in exponent is in POSITIVE
direction.

Move the decimal point to the RIGHT when the change in exponent is in a NEGATIVE
direction.

Thus:

9.15 x 103

9.15 x 10-3

6
.009)5 x 10.

9,150 x 10
-6

Note: Changing from 103 to 106 9sans the exponent changes by 3 in a POSITIVjIi2direction.
Changing from 19°3 to 10'.0 means the exponent changes by 3 in a ITE direction.

,w5z-

Fill in the blank with the proper value.\

2.20 x 1072 0
x 10

Page 9
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2.20 x 102 . .0220 x 10
0

Changing from 10-2 to 100 means the exponent changes by 2
in a POSITIVE direction; so the decimal point moves
2 places LEFT.

Fill in the blank with the proper value.

3.35 x 10-4 =

Solution: Changing from 10-4.to 10-6 means the exponent "changes by 2 in a NEGATIVE direction;
so the decimal point in 3.33 moves 2 places RIGHT.

Thus:

3.33 x 10 333 x 10°
6

elFill in the blanks with the proper values-

5.83 x 10? .
x10-1

Mge 10

awe*

764
765,,



5.83 x l0 ,830 x 10 -1

0

Changing from 10P to 10-1 means the exponent changes by 3
in a NEGATIVE direction; so the decimal point in 5.83
moves 3 places to the RIGHT.

Fill in the blank with the proper value,

1- 250,000 . x 10
5

0,

Solution: Wive the decimal point 5 places LFT when the exponent is POSITIVE 5.

Thus:

.e50,000 2.5

in the blank with the proper value.

i3,46O X 10
-12

,Page 11

766 1
767



139460 = !0UO 3 lo-12 When exponent is NEGATIVE 12, decimal point is
moved 12 places RIGHT.

Fill in the blanks with the equivalent powers of 10e Do both problems before checkinz answers.

100,000 =

.001

Paige 12

768
6

.30
769

.)

7oc,



100,060 . Os

.001 = 10-3

Decimal point is moved a places LEFT; exponent is
POSITIVE 5,

Dectual point isioved 3 places RIGHT; exponent is
NEGATIVE 3.

onvert the following numbers to sclinIFIC NOTATION, rounded off to 3 significant digits.

636.42 .

.003492

Solution: Converting a number,to SCIENTIFIC NOTATION means to convert the number tO a numerical
factor between 1 and 10 times the proper POSITIVE or NEGATIVE power of 10.

Thus: Original number ru scientific,notationi, Inut In scientific notation, and
rounded off .to 3 significant
digits

636.42

.003492

NM rounded off

6.3642 x 102

3.492 x 10-3

6.36 x lo?

3.49 k 10-3

e
Convert this number tb SCIENTIFIC NOTATION, rounaed off to 3 significant digits':

.000088885

.Page

770

non

771.



fri

vCr.b.Z.VarG

.00pp86895 . 8.89 x 8.89 is a number between 1 and 10; dePimal.point moves
RIGHT 5 places, so exponent is NEGATIVE 5.

1Convert,the following number to SCIENTIFIC NOTATION, rounded off to 3 significant digits.

45667 7 5

Solution: Place the deamal point between the h and 5 so the'number has a viaue between 11 and10 Since the decimal point moves LEFT 4 places, the power of 10,1s POSITIVE.104
. RemeMber, a number in SCIENTIFIC NOTATION is a number beWeen 1 and 10 times

, power of 10.

Thus:

45667 . 4.5667 x 1014 - 4.57 x 104.

411 Convert the following number to SCIENTIFIC NOTATION, roundcd off to 3 signiAcant digits.

0

4444.30

nige

772
4

773



x 103 4.44 is betWeen 1 and 10; decimal point moved 3 places
LEFT; exponent ie +3. '

0

Fill in the blank with the proper value.

0.660 x 10-4 m

Solution:

Thus:

x10

Changing from-10-4 to 10-7 means the exponent changes by 3 in a NEGATIVE direction;
so the decimal point in the original number 6.660 moves 3 places io the MGM.

6.660 x lo'h 6 66o x 10-7

A1111
up Fill in the blank w,ith the proper value.

, 7.09 x 104 lc

3'e 10-1

Page 15
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-
,4P

> , u ,..'

10x -1
'4.7.09 x 10

4
= 709,000

'Changing from 10
4
to 10-1 means the exporienfchaws by

,
a 5 in a NEGATIVE direction; so the decimal,point in 7.09

, moves 5'p1aces RIGHT.

Fill in the blanks with the proper valtles; Do both problems before checking answers.

83;000

.0000525=

x 106

Itge 16

4,

N\

777
776



83,000 .08300p .,x

.0000525 p 52,500,060 10-12

.

.>

POSITIVE 6.e5Cponent; decimal point moves 6 p1aces LEFT. k

NEGATIVE 12 exponent; decimal /pint moves 12 places
RIGHT.

Convert the fallowing nuMber to'SCIENTIFIC NOTATION, rounded off to 3 s gnificant digits.

665,878 .

Solution: 6.65878 is a number between 1 and 10. Since decimal point moved 5 places LEFT,
exponent of power of 10 factor is POSITIVE 5. 6.65878 is nowyounded off to 3,

-
significant digits.

Thus:

t.:

665,878 6.65878ex 105 . 6.66 x 105

Convert. the following number to SCIENTIFIC NOTATION, rounded off to 3 significant digits.

.00008887

e-

Page 17
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.00003867 = 8.8887:X 19.45 =. 8.89 x 10-5
4.

<,

4111
Fill in the blanks vith the proper values,

7

4.24 x 10-6 = x 10-3

6.28 X ,104

' Ittge 18

780

a

78i



4.24 x 10- . .00424 x 10-3 Changing from 10-6 to 10-3 means the exponent changea
by 3-in a POSITIVE direction; so decimal point in 4.24
moves 3 places to the LEFT.

6.28 x 10
4

m 6,280,000 x 10-2 Changing from 10
4
to 10-2 means the exponent changes by

6 in a NEGATIVE' direction; so the decimal point in 6.28
moves 6 places to the RIGHT.

Ilkonvert the following numbers to SCIENTIFIC NOTATION, rounded off to 3 significant digits.
Do both problems before checking answers.

.000034567 La

881:238 =

Page 19
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000034567 = .46 x 10-5

631.238 B.81 x io

r

Powers of 10 simplify problem saving./ For exampie:

Multiplication: 2,000 x 45,000 (2 x 103) x (4.5 x 104) 1=3 9 x 107

Diviaion: 66 000 6.6 x 104 6.6 x 104 x 10-2
2.2 x 10

1
01 22

3,000 3 x 103

Extraeting
Square root: v/4,000,000 x 100.2 . 2 x 103

Squaring a (20,000)2 Gis (2 x 104)2 = x 10
43c2

= x
.number:

Study the above examples ter a moment.

NO response required on this page.
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Solve using Powers of 10.

10,000 x 100

.0000001 x .001

10,000 x .001'

;:5,000

6200 x .02 x 2000

Solution:, To multiply two or more numbers using.powers of 101 add the powers (t...ponen#s) and
retain the base 10.

ThuG:

10 000 x 100 .1 1 x 10
4
x 1 x 102

.0000001 x .001 a L x 10"7 x 1 x 10°3

10,000 x .001 m 1 x 10
4

x 1 x 10-3

23,000 x 500 a 2.3 X 104 X 5 x 102

4 m 10
6 0

. 10+2

10-10

1044°3) m 10
6

11.5 x 10
4+2

n 11.5 X 104

6200 x .02 x. 2000 m 6.2 x 103 x 2 x 10'2X 2 x 103 a 24.8 X 103444)+3 m 24.8 X 104

Solve using powers of 10.

10
6

x 103 10-3 x 106 .

786
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a

106 X 103 x 10-3 X' 106 10+34( °2)+6 j - To multiply powro of 10, add exponents aud
retain the base 10.

<Solve using powers of 10.

300x 2200 x .001 m

,o

Solution: To multiply, convert each factor to SCIENTIFIC NOTATION; multiply the numerical
factors together and add the poliere of 10.

Thus:

300 x 2200 x .001 a (3 x 109 x (2.2 x 103 ) x (1 x 1,0"3) m 3 x 2.2 x 102+344-3)

. 6.6 x 102

Solve using powers of 10.

C-

3500 x .0035 x 8000

Pip 22
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Ill

3500 x :0035 1!8000 (3.5 x 103) x (3.5 x 10-3) x (8 x 103)

s' (3.5 x 3.5 x 8) x

Solve using powers of 10.

Solution: To divide, move 103 from the denominator to the numerator; change the sign of the
exponent 3; then add the exponents.

Thus: 107 107 x 10-3
as 107+473) 411 104

4

103

0 Solve using powers of 10.

, 6bo 000
75:1315r

Page 23
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4.

660 000 6.6 x lo5
6.6 x lo5 x 104. . 3.3 x 109

.000a 7;17 2

O

a

Solye using powers of 1.0.,

66 000
.000003

Solution: -Convert to SCIENTIFIC NOTATION (or amall, easy to divide numbersthen divide using laws of exponents.

Thus:

66 000 6.6 x 104 6.6 x io x 106
.000003 3-7136 2 2

3

101.0

Solve using powers Of 10.

_
.005

792

Page 2,!



(1,

0

000,000 = -4.5 x 107 4.5 x 101 x
.005 5 x 10-3 5

.9 x 10
10

or 9 x 109

SM1111=1111111,

Solve using powers of 10.

.00006 x .144 x Joe .

Solution: Convert factors to SCIENTIFIC NOTATION; multiply the
numerical factors; and add the powers of 10.

Thus:

.00006 x .144 x .02 (6 it 10'5) x (1.44 x 1011) x (2 x 1012)

(6 x 1.44 x 2) x 10'54i-1M-2)

1 ,28 x 10'8

Solve using powers of 10.

1,200 x 200 x .0003 =

Its& 25
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Solve using powers of 10,

, 2
(104) =

Solution: To raise a power of 10 to the second power, multiply the power of 10 by 2.

Thus:

(104)2 = lo8

Solve using powers of 10.

(1h2

Inge 26
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c7

P 6x2
(10

6
) 10 . 1012

Solve using pOwers of 101

(30,000

Solution: Convert to SCIENTIFIC NOTATION; square the numerical factor; and multiplY the power
of 10 by the exponent 2.

Thus:.

2'
4 2

(30,000) ". (3 x 10 ) 32 x 10142 9 x 108

Solve using powers of 10.

(6 x 103f

Page 27
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(6 x 103)2 62 x 103)62 . ,6 x 106

Solve using powers of 10.

.159

.00003

Solution: Convert to easily divisible numbers time powers of-10; then divide.

Thus:

.00003 3 1

159 x 10.3 x 105 53 x loP
.159 159 x 10:2.5

3

7

.t.
Sollm using powsris of 10.

'1
Amos

rase 28
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1 1 1 X 100 10 x 105

,000005 5 x 10-6 5 5
x 105 NOTE: We convertedIthe 1 to

a 10 a make it easier
to divide by 5.

Solve using powers of 10. Do both problems before checking answers.

lo
7
x 5 x 102 x 106

4,

.225 X .002 x .04 =

cr,

Page 29
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107 5 x 1em-kx,106 = 5 x 10744'2)+6 x 1011

.225 x .002 x 04 = (2.25 x 10-1) x (2 x 10-3)_x (4 x 10)

Solve usinZowers of 10.

/
47

------"N
. ,/
.

e

VSolution: To extract the square root of a power of 10, divide the exponent by 2
and retain the base 10.

A

/

Thus:

log
+2

v

olve'using powers of 10.

mr76

804

ftie 30

'7 t[.
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117-- is 106 103

4=1111--

Solve using powers of 10.

Solution:

Thus:

130 ac 20 2 3 x 102 =

[1-

o

Codhine and convert the factors under the radical sign into 2 factors, a numerical
factor and an IIEVERII powerof 10.
By even, we mean that the power can be divided, evenly by 2.

130 x 20 x 2 x 3 x 102

806

Solve using powers of 10.

1177-00x 107
Page 31



,11000 x 107 silOP x 107 .12 4010 010i 2 105

Solve:using powers of 10.

(400 x 04 )
2

1.4

Solution: Convert quantity in parentheses to.SCIENTIFIC NOTATION; square the nuMerical factor;
multiply the power of 10 by 2

Thus:

(400 x 104)2 = (4 x 102 x 0 )
2

42 x 106x2

16 x 10

Solve using powers of 10.

(12 x 1073)
2

808

Ito 12
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boatetd. 1110

(12 x 10-3)2 so 122 3 113-43g2 144 * 10-6

Solve using powers of 10. Do both problems before checking answers.

1111M0161111 0
500,000

108 x 10
10-8 x 1000

Page 33
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500,000 s x
11'x 10-5 10 x 10-6 2 x 10-6

108 x 10 910 109 x 105 x 10-3 3.011
10-5 x 1,000 10-5 x

43/4 1

eP

Solve using powers of 10.

/81,000 x 103
/dr

Solution: Convert the factors under the radical sign to a numerical factor times an 'MOWpower of 10 (divisible by 2).

Thus:

cur:70--0x 103 - dal z 10;

= 9 106 2

= 9 x 103

Solve using poweri_of 10.

2500 x 104
Eage 34
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Solve uLing powers of 10. Do both problems before checking answr

(100 z 10,000)
2

=

(3 X 105)2 1,

Page 35
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Do both problems before checking answers.



174-x 3 x L2 x 104 N/144 x1.04 L2 x 102

116o x 116 x 106 = 4 x 103

Electronic problems are often combinations of multiplication, division, extracting square roots,
etc.

It is suggested that combination problems be solved in this order:

(1) Convert all factors to SCIENTIFIC NOZATION, or to small, easy to handle numbers,
mu1tip4ed by the proper powers of 10,

(2) Extract square roots (thus removing radical signs).

(3) Multiply, divide, etc., until soldtionria reached.

Study the above for several moments, then continue belay.

F41 in the blanks:

To extract the square root of a power of 10, the power of 10 must be
Zargigr

If it is not
udd, even

, it must be made
odd even

Page 37
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even even

Solve using powers of 10.4

21(1-.03 x 12 x .000001

Solution: This type of problem is very common in electronicsv The factor 0 always has a
0

numerical value of 3.14. Thus 2n = 2 x 3.14 = 6.28
'

1When you are asked to solve a problein containing 717, as in the problem above, you

1can simplify its solution by substituting 159 x 10-3 in place of the factor

This substitution is permissible because

Th

ri-rix .159 . 159 x 'ors

1

2111.05 X 12 x .oloccoa-

159 x 14r3
159 x lo-3

159 x lo-3
= 26.5 x -Lori

./.03 x 12 x .000001
. /36 x 10-8 -6-71-07--

.Study the aboVe for s4eral moments then continue below.

Fill in the blanks.

1. 1 1

-17 2 x 3.14 CM- or

Pade 3L1
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1 1 m .159 or
2 x 3.14

159 x 10-3

NOTE: This answer is very important. Ylu will
use this information many times, both in
this program,and in the weeks ahead.
MEMORIZE IT.

Solve using powers of 10.

1

2 x 3.14 /
A, .00049 x 2 x .00002

11

Solution: Rewrite problem to have 159 x 10-3 in the numerator; then solve.

Thus:

1
=

159 x 10-3 159 x 10-3 159 x
2 x 3.14 %/.00049 x 2 x .00002 1.00049 x 2 x .00002 1196 x 10-10 14 x 10-5

Solve using powers or 10.

6.28 ,/.c4 x 360 x 10-7

. 11.4 x 10t2

822
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1 159 x 10-3 159 x 10
13.25 x 10 or 132.5,6.281.04 x 360 x 10-7 1144 x 10-8 12

Sol.* using powers of 10.

s .

1.0008 x 32 x 10-6

Solution: Convert .159 to 159 x 10-3; then solve.

Thus: 159 x 10-3

.159
IC1

1.0008 x 32 x 10-16 Mr438x322(10-6
159 x 103

16 x 10-5
159 x 10-3 x 105

-16

- 9.94 x 102

1111
Solve using powers of 10.

1

6.28 x 240 x .0006

824



6.28 x 240 x .0006

159 x 10-3_ 159 x 10°3 iS2 . 11.04 x 10-1

-2 42.4 x 6 x x 10-4 14.4 x 10 14.

1
NOTE: m

6.28
.159 or 159 x 10-3

Solve using powers of 10.

2 x 3.14 /
09 x 4 x 10-4

Solution: Rewrite problem

Thus: 159 x 10-3

%(.09 x 4 x 10-4'

IE

to read 159 x

159 x 10-3

136 x 10-6

103 instead of
2 x 3.14

m. 159 x 10'3 159 x 10'3 x 103

6 x lo-3 6

1.

.= 26.5

Solve using powers Of 10.

.159

1-.79x 4 x 10-8

Page 41
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yo .159 159 x 10-3 15 x 10-3.' 159 10 11.3 6 x 10'
vW;7117Ti7IET.710 14 x 10°5 14/.49 x 4 x 10-8

Solve using powers of 10. Do both problems be ore checking answers.

6.28 x 5, .000013

A

(18 x lo-4)2 x loo ,000 =

828
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Qt.

6.28 x 25,000 x .000013 . 6.28 x (2.5 x 104) x (1.3 x 10-5)

6.28 x 2.5 x 1.3 x 104 x 10-5

Ag 20.41 x 10
-1

or

A

(18 x 10-
4
)
2
x 100,006 a 18

2
x 10.4 x

r

)24, i 10-3

or

3.24 x 10-1

You have completed the program on POyers of Ten.

Notify your instructor.

(
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Fill in the blanks

a. .0001

b. 10,000

c. .0000001
,

d. 1,000,000

e. .01

REVIEW TEST FOR

with the equivalent powers of 10.

POWERS Of 10

3. Fill in the blanks

a. 2.82 x 10-3

b. 7.00 x 103

c. 8.19 x 106

d. 3.14 x 10-5

e. 4.72 x 103

with the proper values.

= x 10-6

. x 10
0

=
= x 103

,00

= x 10-3

= = x 10-2

ar>

. Fill in the blanks with the proper values.

a. 6,000

b. 796,000

c. 12,350 /1
d. .0000000000033 =

e. 300,000

a'
c,

4. Convert the following numbers tp
scientific notation, rounded oft to three
significant digits:

a. 554776

b. 827-.341

C. .007776 =

d. .00004666 =

22,222.9 =

Rage 44
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Solve the problems on this'page using powers of 10. 7. Solve using powers of 10.

a. 450 x .625 x 90,000 = a. (100)2 =

b. .00005 x 8 x 10-4 x 106m b. (4 x lcP)2.

.c. icr3 x icP x 4 x lel= c. (woo) . =

d.

e.

.125 x .0003. x .05 =
a

33,000 x 1,000,000 x 300 =

1.

e.

(10 x 1000)2 =

(103)2 =

Solve using powers of 10. 8. Solve using powers of 10.

99,000
a.

003 N/10 x 102
.

b. 1)* NI900 x 104 =
2500

.00044
C.

11,000,000 C. 5/36,000,000

550,000
d.

.000005 d. J2 =
10 x 107

e.
100 x 10 3. N/20 x 3 x 6 x 103 =-4

Page 45
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES., WORKBOOKS, PROGRAMMED TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study Guided, Workbooks, Programmed Text' and Handouts ars trainingpublicat one authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) for student use inATC cour s.
9

1Y GUIDE (SG) presents the inforpation you need to completethe unit of ,netruction, or makes assignments for you to read in otherpublications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedure' designed to help youachLeve the learning objectives of the unit of.inetruction. Knowledgeacquired from using the study guide will help you perform the missions(iv enercisss, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in thewmkbook.

The STUDY CUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB materiaZunder one cover. The two training publications are combined when the WBis not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WE are issuedfor you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents informatión in planned steps withproviions for you to actively respond to each itep. You are givenimmediate knowledge of the correctness of each response. PTs may eitherreplace or augment SG5 and WBs.

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training material in theform of flow charts, block diagram', printouts, case problems, tables,forms, charts, and similar materials.

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. Theyare updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be usedon the job a authoritative
references in preference to Regulations,Manuals or other official publications.



NSTRUCTICNS

This programmed text was pr e p ar e d under the technical supervision of the George
yaohington University Euman Resources 7' esearch Office. The text provides a EVIEW of
specific elementary mathematical skills. This text consists of two volumes. Volume X re-
views multiplication and division of decimals, cancelation, and powers and roots. This volume
reviews simple equations and proportions. To sucessfully complete this volume, you must
know the mathematics covered in Volume I.

The contents of tins tett tare presented in numbered s ta tome nts or problems called
"Frames." The answer t 'rame number 1 appears below frame number 2; number 2's
answer follows frame numb r 3, etc. ead each frame carefully and fill in the word(s) ornumber(s) in the parentheses which will complete the statement COF ECTLY. For example:,
eight divided by four equals (,2, ).

Next, compare ihe correct answer (below the next frame) with yours.

If your answer is correct, go to e next frame.

If your answer is wrong, reread the frame, draw a line through your answer and write the
correct answer next to (or below) yours.

Complete each frame in sequence. Don't skip any of them. T S IS NoT A TEST, so you
may refer to previous frames at any time you writ to. You may work at your own best speed.
You are NOT beim? timed.

4

YOU MAY BEGIN
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Mathematics V

SIMPLE EQUATI NS

(Part One)

1. A simple equation is an algebraic ex- 8. In 5z + 7 = 22, replacing z by 3 gives
pression with one unlotown quantity. This the number ( ) on both sios of the
"unknown" is I cated by an "x" or some equation.
other letter. 2x + 4 = 2 is a simple ( )..

2. 4x = 10. This is a simple (

equa on

).

3. In a si nip R e equation, the LETTER
stands for the unknown quantity. In the
equation 0x + 9 = 14, the letter (
stands for the unknown.

10

9. In 6w + 4 = 10w, replacing w by 1 gives
the number ( ) on both sides of
equation.

22

equation 10 A number which, when substituted for
th unknown, makes both sides of an equation
equal is said to satisfy the equation. In

4. In 4a + 1 = 12, the letter "a" stands for 2y + 7 = 9, does 1 satisfy the equation? In
the ( ). other words, does (2 x 1) + 7 = 9? ( )

5. In 7z = 14, the unknown is (

unknown

).

6' 10

11. Does 4 satisfy the equation 2z + 2 = 10?
That is, does (2 x 4) + 2 = 10? (

Yes

6. In 7z 14, replacing the unknown z by 2
and multiplyine the 2 by 7 gives the number
( ) on the left side and on the right side. 12. Does 8 satisfy the equation: 4x = 20?

Yes

7. In 2y + 4 = 10, replacing y by 3, multi-
plying the 3 by 2, and adding 4 gives the
number, ( ) on both sides of the 13. Does 5 satisfy the equation: 2x = 15?
equation.

14

8 4
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14. Does 11 satisfy the equation: 7r + 4 =
81? (

No

15. A number which satinies an equa on
when substituted for the i4niown is said to
be a value of the unknown. Xs 2 a value of
the unknown z in 4z + 4 = 12? That is: does
(4 x 2) + 4 = 12? (

Yes

16. Xo 1 a 'value of x in 4x + 1 = 5? (

Yes

)

17. Xs 4 a value of y in the equation 4y - 8 =
10? (

Yes

18.

19.

Does z = 4 in the equation 3z + 4 = 16?

No

In the equadon 6x + 4 = 4 + x + 5, does

(Hint: Substitute 1 for x on OTH sides
of the equation and see if the sides are
equal.)

yes

20. Does r = 8 in r + 4 = 12? (

Yes

2

21. Does z = 2 in 2z + 1 = 4?

Yes

22. To SOLVE a simple equation means to
FIND the VALUE F THE UNKNOWN which

c)-- SATISFIES the EQUATION. Is x = 2 a solu-
tion Of 4x + 1 = 9? (

No

23. las = 4 a solution of 4e = 2e + 8? (

Yes

24. )Is r 1 a solution of r + 8 = r - 8? (

Yes

25. Is y = 4 a solution of y 2 = 2? (

No
(Because 1 + does not equal 1 - 8;
1 + 8 = 9 and 1 - 8 = -7.)

26. A term can be moved from one side of
an equation to the other by CHANGING ITS
SIGN either from plus to minus or minus to
plus. In the equation x + J. = 4 you can move
+1 t the right side and write the equation
x =.4 - 1. Subtracting 1 from 4 you get

(
Yes

.27. In the equation x + 4 = 9 you can'move
+4 to the right to give x = 9 - 4 or x = 5. In
the equation 2x + 7 = 12, move +7 to the right
and write the resulting equation. (

(Hint Remember to CHANGE THE
SIGN.)

842

x = 3
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4

tit28. To move a term from one side of an 34. Is x = 4 a solu on of 2x = 4 + x? (
equation to the other. you must change its

).

.2x = 12 - 7
or

2x = 5

29. To move a term from one side of an
equation to the other and change its sign is
to T ANSPOSE the term. To transpose, you
must change the ( ).

sign

30. In 2x + 4 = 8, transpose +4 rand write the
resulting equation. ( )

(Hint: Remember to CHANGE THE
SIGN.)

2x = 4
or

x = 4

35. Solve the equation x - 4 = 8 by trans-
p sing -4. (

yes

36. Solve x + 6 = 12 by transposing +6.

x = 12

37. Find the valup of z in 2z = 4 + z by
transposing the z from the right to the left

sign

31. To move a term from one side of an

side of the equation. (

x = 6

)

equation to the other and change the sign is
to ( ) the term.

38. r 4 = 6. r = (

z = 4
2x 8 4

7ror
2x = 4 39. e + 4 = . e = ( ).

32. Transpose -5 in the equation x - 5 = 0
and write the resulting equation. (

10

transpose
40. r + 6 2. r = ( ).

4
33. Transpose the x on the right side of
2x = 4 + x and write the resulting equation.

) 41. 3y = 2y + 8. = ( ).

843
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42. As you can now see, the idea of TRANS-
POSING letters and numbers from one side
of an equablon to the other is that you must
get ALL of. the UNKNOWNS N ONE SIDE
and all of Le PLAIN NUMBERS ON THE
OTHER. Thus, in the equation x + 6 = 2x + 5
you would want to get the unknowns, x and
2, on one side and the numbers (
and ( ) on the other.

8

43. You transpose to get unknowns (a) ( )

) ( ) and (b) (
on the other.

6 (and) 5

44. In the equation: 4y + 6 = y- 0 you would
transpose to get ( ) and ( ) on
one side and 6 and -9 on the other.

(a) on one side (b) numbers

45. In the same equation: 4y + 6 = y -9 you
transpose (changing signs) and get 4y y =
-9 -6. ( ? ) = -15 (by subtraction).

4y (and) -y

46. 2z + 4 = z + 12. z (

(Hint: transpose both +4 and z)

3y

47. 8z - 6 = 4z + 10.

^

48. 9y + 4 = y - 30 + 10.

4

).

Y = ).

49. A COEFFICIENT is the number placed
before a letter. In the equation 4x = 8, 4 is
the coefficient. hi the equation 7x 20, the
coefficient of x is ( ).

-3

50. In the equation 10z = 40, the coefficient
of z is ( ).

7

01. In the equation 5w + 10 = 3w + 20, the-
coefficients of w are ( ) and ( ).

10

52. To solve an equation with a coefficient
of the unknown, you must eliminate the co,
efficient so that the unknown will be all
aline on one side of the equation. Thus In
51) = 10, the unknown, b, is not alone; it still
has a coefficient, 5. Is the unknown alone in
6r = 12? ( )

5 (and) 3

53. Is the unknoWn alone in r = 2? (

To solve an equation with a coefficient of
the unknown, you must divide both sides of
the equation by that coefficient. For example,
in the equation Br = 12, you divide Br by 6

6r 12and 12 by 6 giving you 7 = 7 and dividing

by 6 you have lr = 2, or since lr is the
same as r, r = 2.

(Continue on°with next problem)

844
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54. In the equation 4b = 16, you must divide 57. Find the value of z in 4z = 8 by dividingbo 4b and 16 by 4, the coefficient of b. You both sides of the equation by 4, toe coeffi-thus have 4b = 16 and, after dividing, b = dent of z. (
).

7

55. In 3y = 12. find the value of y by divid-
ing both sides by 3. the coefficient of y.

e-
4

56. ivide both sides of 2x = 4 by 2, the
coefficent of x, and write the resulting
equation. ( ).

y = 4

845

58. 5x = -10.

59. 6x = 24.

x = 2

x = (

z =

= (

-2

END OF SET

4
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Mathematics V

SIMPLE EQUATIONS

(Part Two) 'V

60. In many equations it is neassary to 66. Then you ( ) terms.
° first trspose terms, then collect terms,

and finally divide by the coefficient of the
unkiown. For example, to solve the equation (a) unknowns (b) numbers
3d + 6 = 12, transpose to get 3d = 12 - 6,
collect terms to get 3d = 6, and divide by
the coefficient to get d = ( ). 67. Finally, you divide by the (

of the unknown to find what the unknown
equals.

61. In ,12 - 9 = 6 - 3, you get 42 = 6 - 3 + 9
after traisposing and 42 = ( ) after
combining terms.

2

collect (combine)

68. Solve 2a + 5 = 9 by transposing, collect-
ing terms, and then dividing by the coeffi-
cient of a. (

62. 42 = 12. = ( )

12

63. In 10,----r+ 4y, - 2 = 4y + 8, you get lOy +
4y - 4y 8 + 2 after transposing and after
combining terms you have lOy = ( ).

3

64. lOy . 10. ( ).

10

65. Remember that when solving equations
you first get all of the (a) ( ) with
their coefficients on one side and all the
plain (b) ( ) on the other side.
This is done by transposing.

69.

.70.

71.

72.

73.

coefficient

16r + 4 = lOr + 16.

a = 2

2e + 10 = 30. e = (

2

4x - x - 5 = 0. =

01

14w + - 4 = 2w + 28 - 2.

5 2-3 or 1-3 or 1.667

63; + 12 - 2 = 3y + 7.

r = (

(

w =

Y =

6

1 2

846
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74. ALL the signs in'an equation, both plus
and minus: can be changed without changing
the value of the equation. Thus. -2z- = -4 can
be written 2z = 4 and -y = 2 can be written
( ).

-1

75. Change ALt. of the signs in -x = -3 and
write the resulting equation. ( ). xy =. c; x = (

ag. ow + 6 = 45w + 8 -7.

-2

0
w = ( )

83. The same operations that are used for
all simple equations are also used Yor
simple equ'ations which use letters in place

of numbers. Thus 'if ab = c; a = c and if

= -2 1

76. Change all the signs in -2x = 4 and write 84. 2x = 6b can be solved for x by dividing
the resulting equation. ( ) both sides by 2. Thus the solution would be

x = { ).

77. In -x = 2.

x = 3

x = (

2x = -4

).
(y may be considered to be the co-
efficient of x in this case)

85. 8x = 16z. x = ( )78. In -y = -5. Y = (

-2 3b

1 3
79. -2z = 8. z = ( ).

1 1

86. 3r = 6t. r = ( ).80. 5y + 3 = 6y. Y = ( ).

2z7.4

81. 2z - 4 = 4z. z = ( ). 87. 3z = w. z = ( . )

4 3

847
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88. d = rz. r = (

89. E = IR.

90. I =

91. PV = RT.

92. V = CR2H.

3

= ( ).

z

R = (

or E/It

T = ( ).

I/PT

H = (

PV/R

).

93 PV = RT. R = ( )*

V/CR2

94. PV = RT. P = ( )

PV/T

96. For our equation I= 4 or Ix = 4, we6 6
must change x from a fraction into a whole
number in order to solve the equation. To
do this we multiply both sides of the equation

6x 6by 6 ,giving us = 4 x 6 or
6

x = 24. Since6
6

equals 1 we are left with the answer

ik= 24. = 3. x = ( )

one-third of x equals 9

(or = 9)
3

f 197. In the equation 3 = 2, this means 3x = 2.

If "one-fifth of x is 2." ALL of x must be 2
times 5, or 10. Multiplying both sides by 5

5we get x = 2 x 5 or x = 10. = 3, so b =5 2

95. Up to this point we have been interested
only in equations of the type 2x + 5 = 10.
Some equations are of a fractional type. An

example of this = 4. This could be written
1-x = 4 or stated one-sixth of x equals 4.
6

= 9 comd be stated (
3

'8

).

).

12

98. To solve the equation = 1, you must

multiply both sides of the equation by 5. You

thus have = 1 and multiplying by 5 you
5c 5have = 1 x 5 and canceling -5- on the left

(since 5 equals 1) gives c (
5

6

).

1(if of b is 3; all of b is 6.)
2

99. Solve = 1 by multiplying both sides. by

4. z = ( ).

4(Hint
4z = 1. Thus --z or a = (

4

RT/V 5

8 46
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100. Solve the equation 2-ig-= 4 by multiplying

both sides_by 2. x = ( ).

4

101. Solve Y = 4 by multiplying by 6. y =

102.

103.

104.

105.

-=
3

,
9

-4

4y
-5-- = 4.

x = (

24

w = (

-6

t = (

18

Y

).

)

107. =
-41

r = (

15

)

108. Many problems require a combinaUon
3x-of all techniques of solving. Solve - 12 =

-9 by first transposing -12, then multiplying
both sides by 4 and then dividing by 3, the
coefficient of x. x = ( ).

-16

6p109. To solve + 8 = 12, you must trans-
3
6ppose +8 to get -5- = .12 - 8, then combining

terms gives sp = 4, then multiplying by 3
3

gives 6p = 12, then dividing both tides by 6,
gives p = ( ).

0,14

4

4z110. Solve -6- + 4 = 7 by transposing, multi-

plying, and dividing. z = ( ).

2

111. i+ 1 = 3. x = ( )
(Hint: first multiply by 3, then di-
vide by 4 since the probleni states

4 15that -y = 4.) Tor 3.75
3

2z
106. = 6.

5

-12 x - 1
112 . --f- + 5 = 7. x = ( ).

,Z = ) (Hint: you can handle x 1 as if it
were a single number.)

3 4
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113. -.7-a C.
u

114.

a ( ).

Mint: multiply both sides by b.)

= I.

z - 1 - 7 - 5
2

113. An equation of the type + 16 is
much the same as those you 'have been doing
except that you must multiply it by a LOW-
EST COMMON DENOMINATOR in order too
eliminate the fractions. The first step in
solution would thus be to find the (

- 1 = 4
A = 5

bc

).

115. = v. s = ( ).

LI

116. = v.. t ).

( nt; first multiply both ,sides by t,
then divide both by v.)

119. To solve an equation in the form

+3!'-18 = 4, you mbst first multiply the EN-

. TIRE EQUATION by the (
(

lowest common denominator

. 120. The lowest common denominator is the
smallest number that all denominators will
divide into evenly. For example: in the

x xequation + 4, the lowest common9 18
x xdenominator of
9

and is 18. In the equation
18x x

+ = 5, ,the lowest common denominator
5 10

of -1 and -?0 is (

lowest common denominator

,121. In the equation -2g +1.-2-2 = 10, the lowest

common denominator of and 12 is (
6

x a117: = . x = (
10

10

s3

856

END OF SET

12

a
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Mathema cs V

SIMPLE E QUATIONS

.(Part Three)

122. The first step in solution of an equation
involving fractions is to multiply the EN-
TIRE equation by the lowest commongde-

x xnominator. Thus in the equation + = 20,
2 4

you must multiply the entire equation by the
lowest common denominator which is (
in this equation.

123. In an equa on involving fractions you
must multiply EVE Y TE M in the equation
by the ( ) ( ) ( ).

4

124. Now these problems are the same as
the earlier ones except for' the common
denominator. In the equationi = 3, mul-

tiplying by 4, e common denbminator,
4x 4x

gives + = (4) (3) and then canceling on2 4
the left gives 2x + x = 12 and combiMng
Wrms gives 3x = 12. x = ( ).

lowest common denominator

125. Multiply the equation + = 2 by the

lowest common qinominator and write the
resulting equation.

(Hint: 'remember to multiply every
term on BOTH SIDES of the
equation.)

a

4

851

-754)

126. Now find the final solution of the
, equation 2w + w = 24. = )

2w + w = 24
or

3w = 24
or

12w 12w
6

+ = 2 12 = 24
, 12

a 2127. Solve: - + - = 6
2 4 = (

(Hint: find the LOWEST common
denominator, multiply BOTH SIDES
of the e qu ti on by it, combine
terms, and divide by the coefficient
of x.)

8

128. S81ve: r r = 20.

)

(Hint: remember to multiply EVE Y
TERM in the equation.)

8'

129. In the equation + = 5 there is no
common denominator already in the probi-
lem as was the case previously. By niulti-
plying 7 x 3 = 21, you, have a number
divisible by OTH 7 and 3 and thus a com-

on denominator. Since there is no smaller
number -divisible EVENLY by both 7 and 3,
21 is e LOWEST common denominator.
In the equation =10, the LOWEST

common denominator is .( ).

-60

a
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d d130. In the equation 4; + = 15, the lowest 135. Solve: = 8.
3 7 d = (

Y YcrMmon denominator of--I ( ).

lowest common denominator

136. Equations involving only one fraction
as x +21 = 6, must simply be multiplied byz z 2131. la solving te eqrtion r 7, you
.the denominator of the fraction. Thus, in

must first multiply every term in the entire the equation given you must multiply every
equation by thowest common denominator term by ( ) to eliminate the fraction.

awhich is ( ) in this equation.

42
14

137. n 'solving he equation x + = 6, you
132. In the equation -1+1--= 7, multiplying must multip 1 y both sides by 2 giving

2xby 10, the co mon denominator, gives 2x + --2- = (6) (2) and canceling on the left
gives 2x + = 12. 3x = 12. x ( ):

oz 1J5r + 2- = (7) (10) and then canceling on
the left gives 2z + 5z = 70 and combining
terms gives 72 = 70. z = ( )

10

X133.
3 t"

( )

(Hint: remember to multiply BOTH
sides of the equation by the com-
mon denominator.)

10

134. Remember, in solving an equation in-
volving fractio s you must multiply every
tent SOTH swEs of the equation by
the ( ) ( ) ( ).

17- or 7.5
2

12

4tt,

2

138. In order to eliminate the fraction in
the equation x = 10, multiply every term

by 4 and write e resulting equation.
)

4

139. Solve the equation x + = 10 by multi-

plying OTH sides by 4: x ( ).

4x
4x

4

x IX = 40

140. Solve: x + -5 = 12.

8
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x141. Ave. x U.
7

10

(

142. Solve: x + = 5. = ( ).

7

143. In some cases the lowest common de-
nominator is neither one of the denomina-
tors- nor is it the product of the denomina-

1Z 3Ztors. For example, in the equation + =

5, the multiply would be 150, yet both 10
aripd 15 divide evenly into 30. Thus, 30 is
the ( ) ( ) ( ).

3
4

144. In the equation + = 5, the lowest

common denominator of and is (
6 9

lowest common denominator

).

r r145. In the equation -4- + = 10, the lowest

common denominator of - and in (
4 6

18

F146. In the equation -4.4. -6- = 10, the lowest

comm on denominator is 12. Multiplying
12 12r, every terrn by 12 gives ,-r74- + (10) (12)

and then cancOling on the left gives 3r + 2r =
120. r ( ).

12

853

175(p
147. In the equation To + = 5. multiply
both sides by the lowest common denomina-
tor and write the resulting equation.

24

14(. Now find the final solution of the
equation 3x -1. 2x = 150. )

30x 30x

3x + 2x = 150

x149. 26- + -9- = 10. = A )

30

The following problems are practice prob-
lems involving all of the methods of solution
you have learned. Now go on to the next
item.

2x150. Solve: 3 x + 6-

x ( ).

(Hint: remember to multiply EVER Y
TERM by 4.)

36

x =

(Hint: this looks different but really
is not. Just TRANSPOSE FIRST
and solve as befdre.)

8x - z 12 = 4x + 24

8x x 4x. = 36

x = 12

).

13



4.z152. Solve: -5- = 6..

.40

153. Solve: 2r - 4 = 14 - r.

=
156. Solve: Op - 5 = p 63.

-30 2z 3z157.

154. Solve: p = vt. v = ( )
3q,

6 13- or 13.6
5

h 2h155. Solve: -5 + =-1.1 - 4. h = (

(Hint: multiply EVERY term by
lowest common denominator.)

L.)

14

Pv =

).

END OF SET

33- or 3.6
5

z = (

P

757



Further Instructions

If you missed less than 3 of the items,
you have done a good sob. Now read the
summary. and you are ready to go on to
Mathematics VI.

If ycv missed 8 or more of the items, 3. To solve equations of the type x + 1 = 4
read the following summary and then WslIK or 1 = 4, you must transpose terms. To
TIIIIOUGH the program agaln transpose terms, you move them from one

ir side of the 'e quation to the other and

Summary

A rii pie equation is an algebraic ex-
, sic with a single unknown quantity.

2. The, letteOzn- a sm1e equa
tor the unkneWquan

on stands

3. A number which, when substituted for,
the unknoWn, m$Kes both sides of an equation
equal is said to satisfy the equation.

4. A number widch satisfies an equation
Iv hen substituted for the unlmown is said to
be a value of the unknown:

5. To solve an equation means to find
value of the unknown whd.ch satisfies the
equation.

6. All the signs in an equation can be
_hanged without changing the value of the
equation.

7. There are 4 basic types of equations.

a. z 4. 1 = 4 or z - 1 = 4.

.855

ANGE THEM SIGN.

9. To solve equations of the type 2x := 4,
you must divide both sides of the equation
by the COEFFICIENT of the unknown. A
coefficient is a number written with a letter.

10. To solve equations of the type 21 = 4, you

must multiply both sides of the equation by
the same quantity.

34. To solve equations of the type! = 4,
2 4

you rnnst multiply both sides of the equation
by the lowest common denominator of the
fractions.

12. In niOst equations it is necessary to use
a combination of some or all of these tech-
niques.

13. It is usually necessary to collect terms
solving an equation.

14. All of the te c hni que s for solving
equations can be used for equations which
involve letters rather than numbers.

15



Mathematics VI

*PORTIONS

(P

a c1. An expression in the form = isb d
called a p *POT" TIO4 and is read "a
is to b as c is to ( ).99

a c2. = is cAlled a (
d

d .

).

t ne)

a 49. In the proportion the value of a
6 8

is unknown. The proportion can be
solved for a by multiplying a x 8 and
6 x 4 d writing the equation 82 =

( ).

w 10.3. = can be stated verbally as "x isy a
_to y as ( ) is to ( ).D,

pro)ortion

4. In mathematical form "h is to 4 as r
is to 9" Would be - = ?

4

w (is to) z

5.- "2 is to r as 4 is to 9" in mathe-
2 4matcal form would be =
? ?

0

6. Write the proportion "f is to 3 a@ 4 is
to 5" in mathematical form.

2 4
37'5-

7. Write the proportion "r is to x at w is
to a" in mathematical form.

f 4

)

24

/11. To solve a proportion you cross-
multiply; that is, You multiply the left
numerator by the right denominntor
and the right numerator by the left

).

3

12. To cross-multiply, you multiply the
left numerator by the right denomina-
tor and the right numerator by the left

7 4dendminator. Thus, for ?Wks you would

m u It i pty, , as stiown, giving 4:( =
)

denominator

13. Cross-multiply the proportion

as shown gives you 82 = (

8. Write "a is to '6 as 4 is to 8" in math- , - '2
_

14. CrcAs-multiply the proportionematical form.
You have 4y

24

0

r w
x z

.16



15. The first step in solving a proportion
is ( )-multiplication.

4 316. To cross-multiply you wouldr 9'
multiply 4 x 9 and r x ( ).

cross

'Teo
Once a proportion is cross-multiplied
and the equation written, you can solve
this equation exactly like pu have
solved any simple equation. Thus

2 31 = gives you 2z v 12 and z ( ).

2x 28 or x t.-- 14

12 422. Cross7.mult1p1ying = .6- gives you
4x = 72 and dividing by 4, the co-

'Lficient f'x, you have x = ( ).

17. When you cross-multiply a portion,
you EQUATE the products; that is, you

c,connect both products by an equals
.7 . 6 Tb 441sign. Thus, cross-multiplying = 7 14z 1 23. Solve the proportion -5 = z by cross-

).you would haVe 6z (

18. In the equation rs

multiplying gives you 1

7

multiplying and then divkling by the co-
efficient of z.

18.

CROSS- 24. ° 9

x 19 (or.221

*w 119. Cross-multiply -- and write the16 2

resulting equation.

13z
13zmeans"13xzorxl3)

20: Crass-multiply 2
=

4 and write the

r = (

10 w
25. =

9 w = (2

3

26.

45

27. 4 64resulting equation. p = ).

I.
r= 16 or w = 8 8

857

-;

17



20. z 4

112

20. x 12
2 6

4 2or or 0.66
6 3

)

46.

30. Write the proportion "h is to 2 as 4 is
to 8" in mathematical form and solve .

for h.

31. Find the value of .2. for the proportion
"7 is to aas4istO 21."

h = 1

32. The same techniques for solving pro-
portions are used when letters are
used instead of numbers. Thus, cross-

rmultiplying = gives ry =
y

z = 36.75 or 36-3/4

z33. Cross-multipl- = x
and write the re-

sulting ,equation.

px pr xp

34. Write the proportion "h is to 2 as r is
to 4" in mathematical form.

2s'= Ox or z = 4x

18

#

35. Write "r is to ias p is to v" in math-
.'ematical form.

36. When two similar letters are used in a

37.

proportion

tiated by the
subscript is
below and to

letter. Thus.

2's are (

r p
v

= they are differen-

use of SUBSCRIPTS. A
a number placed just

the right of a number or
w

1
d

1in = the l's andw d
2 2

).

w
1

and w
2 is just the same as marking

two hammers with a "1" and a "2"
so that you can tell them apart. In the

proportion, bl x1 the l's and 2's are
b

2
x2

di (

subscripts

)

38. When 'solving a proportion with sub-
scripts, you \simply cross-multiply as

x
1

y
before. Thus, in = / , your answer

x2 y2
would be x

1
y2 = x2y1.-Cross-multiply

131

an wr
a

2
d a the resulting equa-a

2 1

tion..

subscripts
wl

39. Cross-multiply
w2

resulting equation.

ba =ba2 2 1 ,1

85

dl
= and write thed2

7(4)

a



*I
40. C

1
ross-multiplying = gives r

1
p

2r
2 P2

= r2p1 and dividing by p2 gives ri =

).

00

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

w1d2 = w2d1

n2 m1_ n1 = (
m2 n1

r2p1

..

d
1/3
4
3

d
2

).

,).

)

include both

46.

47.

P2

2 4
= y = (z y

n 1E12 =. m
1

m2

mlni2n1 =
n2

a c
C = (

2z

wl dl

2 w2d
2

ad

3
wl

A problem like =
2

w
2

SUBSCRIPTS and EXPONENTS. Even
though this may LOOK diffiqult, it is
solved in the same way as before.

859

Thus. when cross-multiplying, Just fge#2
IGNORE the subscripts and 'exponents.
Thus,

3 3 2 1/3wi, d2 = W2 ci4 Cross-multiply

2 1,13
xl y2T 27
x2 yl

w ld2
dI

b
4/5

n2/5
1

Cross-multiPiy: t,2/3 ;
2

n2

3 3 1/3a=
1

x2 y2

2 3

)

To solve 77-3 = for x2 , you

cross-multiply to get x21 y4
2

= x1/3
2

y3
1.

2 4
1/3 x1Y2Thus, by division, x2 =

b2 a4/5
1 1 410 2Solve -- = for b

1
= (

b
3

a4
2 2

b
4/5

n2 = b2/3 n3/5
1 2 2 1

)

19



2 3

48. Cross-multiply: xl Y1

U.
;373 4

2 Y2

b2 a4 = b3 a4/5
4 1 2 2 1

b
3-

4/5
2 2

a
1

b
1

a4
2

xy2
3 2

1 1
a
2 4

3/2 1/2-
al or

X2
y2

4 x2 y a
3 2

al 0 1 1 2

3/2 1/2

x2 Y2

52. Solve the proportion "z is to x as a is
to b" for b.

2 ' 10
x
1

n1
10 x 249. Solve: =5 for n1

Y 3
x2 a2

3x = 2y

2 4 1/3 3 2y
x1Y2 X2 Y1

x

50. Solve:

2 3 3/2 1/2
x1y1 x2 y

for a
4

4 2 1al a
2

53. x a

17 (

a,
x b

(Hint: Just ,4ross-multiply and solve

as before.) bz ax

10 4/3 2 5
n1 x2 = x

1
n2

x2 n5
n10 1 2

I 747Y
x

51. Write the proportion "x is to y as 2 is

to 3" and solve for x.

x2 y3
2

= x a
3/2 yl/ 2 4

a
1 1 2 2 2 1

20

a

).

).

655. 'The proporti n x is to y as a is to I
would be written x = a However, wheny T
a 1 is UNDERNEATH a leiter or
number, it is always DROPPED. Thus,

xthe proportion would be written = a.
Y

860
,



a 1 under a so you get lx = ay or x =
ay.

Solve: = n. b = (

cxy = zab

zab
c =

)

(Note: Remember that it makes no
difference ,what order you put the
letters in `igince zab means z x ax b.
Just Like z x 4 x 6 could be written

zab4 x.2 x 6, etc., could be written
2cY

zba abz
etc.)

56. = r

cn or nc

57. In the proportion Isw = r, we have found

by cross-multiplication that z = rw. If
we were asked to find w, we would

divide z by r. Thus, w = r and in the
zsame way r = x

w. = b; c = ( )

58.

A

rw

x = cb

c

or
X

C

)
6

861

59. x
n.

n = ( ).

(Remember that x =1) is the same as

y = rm

r =
m

or

b a60. r = (
c

br = ca

c a

END OF SET

zn = q

)

21



62. - -:r = rx

= ( ').

Mathematics VI

PROPORTIONS

(Part Two)

a b67. In -= -you are given c = 2 and a = 18.4 c

Substitute 2 for c and 18 for a and
write the resulting equation.

a 663. UT =1 and you are given b ..-. 6, you
0 1

can substitute 6 for b in the proportion, w2 -I
givIng you-af=1. Solving the same as

w
2

= 24
before, a = (

r = xy

or

= x

r 164. If - =- and you are given r = 3, sub-z 9

stitute 3 for r in the proportion. Write
the esulting equation and solve for z.

).
18 b68.

4 2'

18 b 4-.
4 2

4

it 265. If - = -and you are given y = 6, what
Y 3

is tin value of x?

Or

4b = 36

.

a
- 69. - = 2

ven a = 12 and b = 60, find c.b c

w
1

dl
70: = r; given w1 = 410, d1 40,'and

2 2
d

2
= 60, find w

2'

e = 10
3-=
z 9

71. Proportions can be both direct .and
= 27 inverse (indirect). If two quantities are

DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL, itmeanSwl
1 that as one increases, the other in-

66. - given w
1

= 8' find the value of creases, and as one decreases, thew
2

3:
other ( ).

w
2.

/ 4
w

2
=f615

22 862

17(0
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72. If x and y are directly proportional, x
will INCREASE as y ( ).

decreases

73. If a increases as b increases, and de-
creases as b decreases, a is said tote

) proportional
to b.

increases

74. If x and y increase and decrease to-
gether they are said to be (

) ( )
directly

75. If two quantities are INVERSELY
PROPORTIONAL, it means that as one
increases, the other decreases,-and as
one decreases, the other (

directly proportional

)

76. If r INCREASES as p DECHEASES, r
is (
proportional to p.

ir)creases

77. If one quantity increases as andther
decreases, and vice versa, the quan-
tities are said to be ( ).

inversely

78. Now let us review a little. Quantities
are said to be DIRECTLy proportional
if one (a) (
as the other increases and (b) (

) as,the other decreases.

inversely proportional

4 863

'79. Quantities are said to be INVERSELY
proportional when one increases,as the
other (a) (
and decreases as the other (a) (

).

(a) increases
(b) decreases

80. Yog might reme mbe r pat for a
) ( ) both quaritities

move in the SAME direction, up or
down. BOTH increase or BOTH de-
crease.

(a) decreases
(b) increases

81. When are quantities said to be directly
proportional?

direct proportion

82. The more meat you buy, ihe larger
the total cost; therefore, we could say
that the cost of meat is (
proportional to the weight.

When they increase and decreve to-
gether (or any equivalent ans.ve?).

83. The volume of a gas decreases as its
temperature decreases, therefore we
would say that volume is (

)to temperature..

directly,

84. To state a DIRECT proportion math-
ematically, you must include a CON-
STANT in the expression_ Thus, to
state mailiematically ttat a is directly
proportional to b, you have a =Kb and
Kis a ( ).

directly proportional

23



85. The constant (K) really has no math-
emetical function as far As solving a
problem is concerned. It just indicates
a ( ) proportion.

constant

86. x Ky means that x is directly pro-
portional to y and K is a (

r et

87. = Ky Means that a is (
) to y.

88.

constant

Wr.te "r is directly proportional top"
in mathematical form.

(Him: Remember the constant.)

directly proportional

89. y = Kx2 means that y is directly pro-
portional to the square of ( ).

= Kp

90. y = Kx3 means that y is directly pro-
portional to the ( ) of x.

91. What does a = Kb mean?

cube

24

92. a Kii";means a is ( )
) to the square root of b.

a is directly proportional to b

93. a K r-v means n is directly pro-
portional to the ( )

) of w.

threctly proportional

94. Kr2 mels 2 is (a) (
) to the (b) (

of r.

cube root

)

)

9. Write in mathematical form that "x is
direptly proportional to the square root
of z".

(a) directly proportional
(b) square

96. Write in mathematical form that "r is
directly proportional to the CUBE of
z".

97. Write in mathematical form that "w is
directly proportional to the cube root
of r".

r = Kz3

98. In problem solution with proportions,
if the variables are x and y, you will be
given a value of x for one value of y
and asked to find the value of x for
another value of ( )

w = K

8 6
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10)99. In such problems with proportions it 2
in 104. If you are rttvon 17, r

1
and z

2
=beet to let one value of x equal xi

and the other value of x equal x2 and 2'
Kr2

when you divide one proportion
2

let one value of y equal y1 and the ?by the other you ve ,7
other value of y equal ( ) r2

1CO. If x and y are variables, let the two
old values be xi and yi, and the two
new values be n2 and (

y2

).

371

y2

105. If z is di rectly proportional to the
SQUARE of r, the original proportio
will be .z = K ( ).

zl

101. If you are given x = 2 when y = 4 and z2
are asked to find' the value of x when

= 6, let xl = 2 and yi = 4 and let x2

= the tutknown and y2 = ( ) z when r = , you will let `z = ,6, z
1. 2

ithe Unknown, ri = 1, and r2 ( ).

1116. If z Kr2 and z = 6 when r = 1, to find

Y2

r2
102. If x is directly proportional to y, the

original proportion is x = Ky. Now to
107. If z = Kr2 and z = 6, r = 1, r = 2. toset up two proportions with xi, x2, 1 1 2 ' z

zl rlyi and y2, you will have x1 = Kyi and find z2' set up the proportion

) = Ky2.

6 2

2.

103. If you are given xi = Ky1 and x2 = Ky2,
108. If z = Kr2

and z
1

= 6, r
1

=I, r
2

= 2; to
you can eliminate K by dividing one pro-

xi 2Kyi rzl
1

portion by the other. Thus = w---
X2 Ay2 find z

2
set up the proportion = --

z2 r2'

and cancelling K, you have =
x2 ?

2
and substituting the proper values,

6 Vgives you = .
z2 ?

x2 z
2

25

865



109
6

=
z

2

1-
4' find a

12
,

or
22

2

110. If x is dirqctly proportional to y and
x = 2 when y = 6, find the value of x
when y = 1.

al yl
Hint: =; a, =

x2 y2

24

= unknown

= 1

i I I Lf the price of meat is directly pro-
portional to the weight and 5 pounds
cost 4 dollars, to find how much 14
pounds cost you can set up the pro-

5 (pounds) 4 (dollars)portion as
14 x (dollars)

kdollars) = ( ).

2 1a. = 7 or
3

112. If a is directly proportional to y and a
= 2 when y 9, 12, to find the value of x
wher y = 8 you can set up the pro-

2 12portion- = = ( )x 8

11.2 dollars

1.13. If r is directly proportional to q
.SQUARED and if r = 9 when q = 8, to
find the value of r when q = 6. you
can set up the proportion

1

9
r1 q

82
-

= --2-which becomes =

2 q
2

6

when the proper value, are inserted.

4 1
-3.- Or 1

26

If a in directly proportion to z
2

arid
= 4 when a = 8. what is the value of
wlken a = 4?

2
0 a a

1 1
Him.: --a

2

=

2

115. If a is di r e ct 1 y proportional to the
tube ROOT of b. and a = 6 when b
find the value of a when b = 125.

1

,116. The volume of a gas is directly pro-
portional to the square root of its
temperature. The volume of a certain
gas is 3 cubic feet at a temperature bf
81°. What is its volume when the
temperature is lowered to 36°?

Hint:

15

117. The SPEED at which a bomb bits the
ground is DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL
to the height from which it was
dropped. A certain bomb is dropped
from 1,000 feet and hits the ground at
a speed of'800 miles per hour. At what
altitude must it be dropped if it is to,
hit the ground at. '1.400 mph?

2 cu ft

118. The DISTANCE to which damage oc-
curs to some -types of structures is
DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL to the
CUBE ROOT of the YIELD of the
weapon involved. If a certain structure
th &hanged out ).to a distance of 600

6613



yarus oy 'a weapon yam a 1-4IA yaw ,

how far out would the same type of
structure be damaged by a 125-KT
weapon?

A = altitude

1,000 300
A 1, ilL00

A .= 1,750 Teet

119. The initial speed of a rocket is
rectly proportional to the SQUARE of
the exploSive force of the fuel. 11 an
explosive force of 10 KT produces an
initial speed of 3,000 mph, what ex-
plosive force will be necessary to
produce an initial speed of 27,000mph?

600 YE
D \Vrii

600 1

D = 3,000 yards

120. The initial speed of a rocket is di-
rectly proportional to the square of

867

the expl sive zorce of the fuel. If the
initial speed is 3,000 iph when the
explOsive force is 10 KT, what Will

_the initial speed be for an explosive
( force of 3 KT?

F = explosive force

3,000 102

27,000

3,000 F2 = 27,000 x 100
72 = 900
F -41900 = 30 KT

The distance to which damage occurs
to some types of, structures is directly
proportional to the cube root of the
we#n yield involved. If a certain type
of structure is damaged .out to a dis-
tance of 2,000 yards by -KT
weapon, how far out will same
type of structure be damaged by a
1-KT weapon?

270 mph

END OF SET

500 yards

27



Further InStrucilons

LI yap missed less than 7 of the. items, you
have done a good sob. Now r e ad the sum-
mary.

If you missed 7 or more of the items, read
the following summ ar y and then WORK
THROUGH the program again.

Sumniary

1. An expression in the form T3-a = -1 is

called a proportion and is read "a is
to b as c is to d".

A p..oportion stated verbally as "2-is
to 9 as r is to x" would be itten in
mathematical form as

2 r- = -
9 x

3. To solve a proportion for the unknown
you must cross-multiply and equate
the products. For example, ip the pro-

portion
6

4
= cross-multiplying8'

gives 8 z = 24 and z = 3.

4. If two quantities are D ECTLY PRO-
PORTIONAL, then one increases as

28

the other increases and decreases as
tle other decreases.

5. If two quantities are INVERSELY PRO-
PORTIONAL, then one increases as the
other decreases and decreases as the
other increases.

6. To state 6. direct proportion math-
ematically, you must include a CON-
STANT in the expreSsion. For ex-

, ample, to state mathematically that

"x is threctly proportional to y2," you

would write n = Ky 2.

7. If you have two proportions involving
different values of the same unknown,
you% can divide one proportion by the
other and thus eliminate the constant.
For example, if x

1
= Kz

1
and x

2
= Kz

2
.

xl x1,
then-- and cancelling K, you have =

x2 x2
zi

8. To solve a stated problem involving
a proportion, you must set up 0. pro-

al
portional relationship such as

a9

bl
substitute the proper values for

2

the letters, and solve for the un-
known quptity.

6

71/7
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Study GuidesoWorkbooks, Programmed Texti and Handouts are trainingpublications.authorized by Air Training Command.(ATC) for student use inATC courses.

The STUDY GU/DE (SG) presents the information you need to completethe unit of instructimq or makes essiinments for you to read in otherpublications which contain the required information.

T The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures dsigned to help youachieve the learning objectives of theinat of.instruition. Knowledgeacquired free using the study guide will help you perform the oilstoneor exercisesb olve the problems, or adsweV questi"presented in theworkbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW).contains both SG and WB material,under one cover. The two training publications are combined when the WIis not designed for you to write in, or when bothSG and W are issued"for you to keep.

a The PROGRAMMED.TEXT (PT) presents information in plaled steps withprovisions for you to actively respond to'each step. You are givenimmediate knowledge of the correctness of each response. PTs may eitherreplace or augment Ws and WU.'

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training materials in theform of flow charts,.block diagrams, printouts, case problems, tables,
a

forms, charts, and similar materials.

GA.

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. Theyare updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT tobe usedon the job as authoritative
references in preference to Regulations,Manuals or other official publications.
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PREFACa

A

There is no substitute for experience; it is a trite saying, a true

saying and a depressing thout to one just starting nut. This menial will

help you in a number of waysbince it contains the experience of others.

Let their experience hasten yours.

We assumed only,two characteristics about you as w began this manual:

we assume that part of your present occupation is to learn how t draw

% arterial blood and we assume that.yOu have had no practice. Our main cri-

teria for including certaifi topics was:

On our first attempt at drawing arterial blood, what
would,we have liked to have known, and what points df
interest would best oriefit Us (fill out the picture)
in accompliShing the job.

In light of these criteria, allow two points to be made. First, theo-

'o
retical analysis of results are omitted; they are the province of the phy-

L-
sician. Second, we won't expect you to approach'the patient's bedside with

manual and syringe in hand on your first attempt. Do the reading of these

pages beforehand, but be guided at the bedside by one who has the experience

you lack. (Puncturing the skin for the first time can be as traumatic for

, you as for the patient.)

If you cln find a willing colleague (They are in short9supply when

asked to view you behind the barrel of a syringe.), ask him to be your first

subject, but again only with that experienced person beside you

Here, then, is the technical story. Our hope is that you will read

further in many of the outstanding books aftilable for'the theory that has

not been included.

7



GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

717S-
The analysis of arterial blood for the pakameters of PO9, PCO21, and pH

provides basic,information ahout dardiopulmonary function. An indication of
Atag well this dual system is functioning is contained in these three measure-
ments.

P02'and PCO2 era gas tensions, sometimes called e:partial pressures". This
derives from Dalton's Law which.etates that the pressure exerted by each com-
ponent in a gaseous mixture is4independent of two other gases, and the total
pressure of the mixture is the sum of the separate partial pressures. .The total
pressure of,the air we breathe is atmospheric or barometric pressure. The par-
tial pressure of atmospheric oxygen, for example, is approximately 217 of the
total barometric pressure. Arterial blobd gas tensions are expressions of the
amount of oxygen or carbon dioxide in the blood. These gases.,.may'be carried
in blood in physical solution and in chemical combination. In either case,
the amount of gaa.depends on the gas pressure to which the blood has been
exposed and reflects what is being transported to the.tissues. Thus 1,02 is
the pressure 10erted by,oxygen carried in chemical combination with hemoglo-
bin and disso ved in plasma. PCO2 is the pressure exerted by Carbon dioxide
in blood. pH is a measure of hydrogen ion concentration, the limits for whichc-
ire quite narrow in man.

Since P02 and PCO2 (note the "P"). are measures of gas essures, the units
are in millimeters of mercury (mm Hg). Typical adult values xt37 ° C) in our
laboratory (altitude 2300 ft.) are given below.

PH
PCO2
P02

Arterial

.

35 - 45 MIa

80 - 90 mm Hg

Venous

7.32 - 742
41 51 mm Hg

4 25'- 40 mm Hg

These parameters may vary with altitude. They are of vital importance
in certain acutely ill patients. Many failing body sYstems (lung, heart,
kidneys, among others) can make their degree of impairment known through
these measurements. Only a complete clinical picture, of which, arterial
blood gases are c-part, can help the physician in diagnosis and therapy.
fn patients receiving oxygen therapy or on mechanical ventilators measure-
ment of arterial blood gases are'essential.

As indicated earlier, we will not dwell at length over in,tdrpretation'
of results. Ne'vertheless, a chart is included in this manual that is readily
understadable (see Fig. 1, next page). For example, a pH of 7.50 accompanied
by a PCO2 of 45 mm Hg reveals.a patient in Metabolic Alkalosis. Locate this
point on the chart:.b pH = 7.25 and PCO2 = 45. It falls outside the two shaded
areas: Metabolic Acidosis and Acute HYpercapnia., The'patient's picture is
unclear. The'physician may wait a period of time and examine the blood aga;n
or he may al,ter treatment and ask for'another blood unalysis. In any event
serial testing is indicated to determine the resolution of the patient's pro-
blem.

'A physician may require arteriai-blood gas studies done on a patient who

8 72
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cbmplainsOfrespiratory distres, or to follow the progress of-a patient.
, who is unaergoing oxygen.therapy. Many times blood analysis will be done
on post-operative patients (or blood will be taken during surgery). Various
cardiae insufficiencies may also ifidicate a need for arterial-bloOd.gap
analysis.

. -

Before progressing further, let's try two questions. First, the easy
one. Why isn't venous blood taken since it ls easier tp obtain? (Before
reading farther2 think of a good answer.)

The pH of venous brOod is Apse enough to arterial blood value so that
often pit is, found on venous blood.

.

PCO2 of venous blood is indicative of tissue metabolism and not much .

else. A PCO2 for venous blood won!t give any informhtion about the efficacy
'of lung function (the main reason for such an investigation) since.the venous
blood hasn't arrived at the lungs yet.

-P02 of venoUs blood is equally worthless. A .1.QW Value won't fell you
about originial amounts in the,blood as the blood arterialized'in passage
through the lungs.

4 17117

, .

In short; values fot venous blood -depend on the metabolism and rate of
blood flow-through the tissues as well aS the'\02 and CO2 originally in arterial

.

blood. Only values derived from arterial blood adequately reflect pulmonary '

,0function. .

, Eg.a

Now the harder qtestioi. Below ate some values from our laboratory.
Study them and venture a prognosis for the patient (getting better or worse)
and support your answer. She was on% ventilator.

4
pate Time ..-

L9.2. -PCO2 Status
.-

4/14
-4/14
4/14

Within seven hours time the patient tripled her P02. while the inhaled
oxygen concentration remained constant. This shows an excellent resolution
of h r problem (ind now the '02 is too great for her physiological.needs).

0530 58.8 44.9 7.330 60% 02
1015 81.4 22.6 7.404 60%402
132C 182,0 28.7 7.444 . 60% 02

THE' BLOOD-GAS TRAY

The basic blood-gas tray eontdining arterial puncture material should
include the following items:

a) 10 cc glass syringes
h) hypodermic needles
c) glycerin or a viscous mineral oil,
d) sodium heparin (1,000 USP units/cc)
t) alcohol preps
f) .4 x 4 gauze pads
g) labels and syringe caps

0

h) a container for storage of the sample
i) cotton tipped swats
j) a local anesthetic CKylocaine -

,

k) 2.5 cc plastic syringes

-3-
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1717 d5
PREPARATION OF A SYRINGE

Using a cotton-tipped swab, place a light ring of glycerin around the
plunger, then move the plunger up and down inSide the barrel. This makes a

previously loose plunger much tighter and thus benefits for two reasons:
'first, a loose plunger may slip ont while manipulating the syringe during

testing; and second, it prevents air from movifig into the sample between

the plunger and the barrel. A needle of a desired gauge, length, and bevel

is then placed on the syringe. An alcohol swab is used to cleanse the rub-,

ber top of a heparin multiple-dose cont*er. While holding the syringe
vertically under the heparin container, inject 0.5 cc of air into the heparin
container,'and then withdraw approximately-the same amount of heparin into

the syringe. Remove the needle from the 'bottle. While still holding the
syringe vertically, rotate the plunger slowly down the barrel so as to heparinixe.

approximately 4/5 of the wall of the syringe. Finally, bring the plunger back'

near the tip, eject any air that was admitted, force out a few drops of heparin

so that the needle is full and cap the needle.

Heparin is an anti-coagulant and, thus prevent the blood from coagulating

once it has entered the needle and the syringe.

If too much glycerin has been applied or if the heparin is rotated.inside

the barrel-too many times, the plunger may.loosen and the reasons for the

application of the glycerin will be negated. It is for this reason that one

last check should be done - this is for a "heparin leak". Hold the syringe

vertically in a downward position, if heparin leaks out of the needle, begin

again with a new syringe. If'there is no leak, the syringe is ready.

WHICH NEEDLE TO USE?

Needles have three characteristics, each to be bonsidered in turn: length,

Gauge and bevel.

a) LENGTH. A long needle is needed for brachial puncture, one and one-

half inches being sufficient. A one inch needle is good for the

radial artery. These lengths will give you a good half inch insurance.

b) GAUGE. The greater the gauge number the smaller the diameter of the

needle. A 26 gauge needle will not permit a flow of blood into your

syringe. A 16 gauge needle would cause much trauma. A 20 or 21 gauge

needle is adequate for both puncture sites.

c) BEVEL. A needle isn't just pointed, it is sheared off and sharpened

at a very specific angle.
A short bevel looks like this:

a

and a medium bevel:

Aleand a long bevel:

-4-, 876
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BRACHIAL ARiERY

MEDIAN NERVE

ULNAR ARTERY

RADI.AL ARTERY*

.Fig.2. PUNCTURE SITES
(Palm-up view). The brachial
artery is punctured above the
crease of the elbow; the
radial artery at the wrist
joint.



A short bevel punctures th% skin more painfully than the others. A
long bevel may help you to puncture the artery twice front and back. We
rev:mu:tend:

brachial: 20 gauge, medium .or long bevel,.

radial: 21 gauge, 1", medium or short bevel.

PUNCTURE SITES

/700

A-technician in our lab, when drawing arterial blood, is limited to the
iadial or the brachial artery of either arm. The laws governing technicians
ahd the drawing of arterial blood vary from state to state. Some states allow
the technician"to draw from the femoral artery also, but on the other hand,
some states do not allow the technician tp draw arterial blood at all.

If the situation permits, all the possible puncture sites should be
checked. When deciding which site to enter, the technician should keep these
cOnsiderations in mind: which site offers the easiest access, which artery
has the strongest pulse, which artery has the least tendency to move, and
which artery is the most palpable.

In hospital situations, the techniCian pay not have a choice of a punc-
ture site because of the condition of the_patient (e.g. casts, I V, limb

--v-elevation, amputation, or soaks). In such cases, the technicians will have
to make the best of the situation and consider only those sites readily
available.

"The technician should take certain facts about arteries into considera-
- rion when deciding which site to puncture. The brachial artery is a larger

vessel than is the radial artery and because of its s,ize should be easier to
puncture (see Fig. 2). However, the radial artery is usually more suferfi-
cial to the skin, and because of this, it may be easier to palpate and hence
puncture. But some individuals present anomalies, so consequently, all pos-
sibilities should be examined.

You can rapidly find a pulse if you note the following observations
from figure 2. With the arm extended palmeup, the brachial artery is opposite
the thumb side, and the radial is on the same side as the thumb.

TECHNIQUE FOR PUNCTURE

There are besically two techniques for the arterial puncture. One method
is to enter the skin at a shallow angle (250 - 450) - almost as though one
were trying to thread into the artery. If this angle is taken, the technician
has a greater area of arterial wall ahead of his needle. The needle is then
advanced through tissue, hepefully on an intersection course with the artery.
A finger is always kept on the artery distal to the puncture site - even as
the needle is moved farther into tissue. It is obvious that the greater the
amount of tissue traversed by the needle, the greater is the pain potential
to the patient.

The other method is to enter the skin and the artery at a greater angle
(60° - 800). This method requires a precise reading of the pulse and inser-
tion of the needle. Extra care must be taken to avoid going completely through
the artery. Speed in this maneuver is to be discouragede However, because of

the angle, less tissue is traversed during insertion and there is less discom-
fort for the patient.

-5-
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The technician may, howeverebwish to try b th methods to determine ;which

affords him the greater euceess. Ultimately, the easier it is for him, the
..easier it will be for the patient.

A word of caution concerning .saz puncture should be mentioned. Regard-
, less of the technique employed by the technician and,eegardless of the pul-

sation of the artery, no entry should be attemped unless the technician has
a reasonable chance of success.

Beeause this may be a painful experience for some patients, extreme care
must be taken to keep the patient at ease. If a patient is very apprehensive
about the needle and syringe, this anxiety will definitely afeact the results,
especially the FCO2 apd the pH. Therefore, always take maximum eare t keep
the pain at a minimum; Although this is not always possible, if on$ is care-
ful to choose the best puncture site, is careful in selecting the'right spot
for the puncture, and exercises a great amount of care in the puncture and
withdrawal; the procedure will go much more smoothly than mest Patients ever
expected.

Nevertheless, don't deceive the patient by telling hi that it won't be
painful. It isigise to inform the patient that there will be pain as the ,

needle penetrates the skin. (The amount of pain after that depends upon the
expertise of the technician.)

There is no satisfactory topical skin anesthetic now on the market.
Those that are available work well topically on the mucous membranes, but
these will not penetrate the skin to deaden nerve endings.

If the purcture is to be on a child or on a person who As hypersensitive
to pain, it may be desirabl to have a doctor inject a local anesthetic.
Hence the Xylocaine on the tray. This will minimize or eliminate the pain of
the arterial puncture. The technician should not assume responsibility for
the administration of a local anesthetic.

C.

/Another situation where an anesthetic may need to be administered is in
the aase of the multiple puncture. If the technician has attempted a punc-

, ture a few times without success, and the patient becomes anxious, it is wise
to either have a doctor perform the puncture or to have him inject a local
anesthetic, again to minimize or eliminate ehe pain. The decision to ask a
doctor to perform the puncture is a decision that is left to the discretion
of the technician and should not be made too hastilya The technician should
not give up easily but, on the other hand, should not persist to the point
of frustration of both him and the patient. (more below)

First of all, let us discuss briefly the "reading of the pulse". When
feeling the pulse, the best finger to use is the forefinger. It is very
'sensitive, and it is easy to maintain a continuous palpation of pulse while
inserting the needle through the skin and into the subdezmpl tissue. This
continuous palpation is important because the technician wants to be certain
the spot he has entered is correCt. It also can tell the technician if the
artery has moved because of downward pressure of the needle.

In order to make the artery most accessible, a small, firm, pillow should
be placed under the elbow of the patient in order to hyperextend this joint as
much as possible. This makes the brachial artery more taut which in turn

brings it more to the surface and less apt to roll. The,pillow under the wrist -
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also extends theradfai artery just enougn. in some cases, uze laypuLmmcu-
tion of the radial artery Will cause its pulae to be more difficult to pal-

. ,

pate.

Because of the nature elf arterial blood,, the technician should not employ
a tourniquet, but,rather he should ask the patient to relax him muscles as
much as possible. This is because arteries, particularly the brachial, is
usually located under, among, or very close to a great deal of muscle, more
particularly the tendon of the lower Attachmeilt of the biceps. Swab the area
with 70% alcohol, let it air dry, and puncturS the skin.

MITHDEAWING TEE BLOOD

f7z62

When the artery has been entered, the bleed pressure within the artery
will almost immediately cause ehe blood to flo0 into the syringe of its awn
accord. Pulling back an the plunger is not necessary: this may cause aix to
be.admitted into the sample. Theoblood sample must be anaerobic! So, it is
important to allow arterial blood to flow into.the syringe by itself. However,
it the patient's blood pressure is very low and the blood enters the syringe
very slowly, it may be desirable to iightly draw back on the plunger to help
the flow along. If this is necessary,12e:sure to release the plunger occasional-
ly to Maintain certainty that the blood is indeed flawing in of its awn accord,
i.e. is arterial blood. Again, if the slight drawing back is necessary, beI
sure that no air is admitted.

If on your first attempt into tissue,you don't find the artery, never
move the needle right or left to locate it. An artery severed by your needle

tip will require a cut-down and suturing. Instead bring your needle back to
just under the skin surface, locate the pulse again, and advance the needle.

REMOVING THE NEEDLE

When your syringe is full (about 8 cc.), advance your forefinger up the
barrel to the junction of plunger and barrel.

Exert pressure at this point. Place a 4 x 4 over Elle needle and puncture site.

As you pull away the syringe, cover fhe site with the 4 x 4 and press firmly.

AFTER-CABE OF THE PATIENT

Immediately upon the withdrawal of the needle, firm pressure must be applied

880
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to the area of thb puncture for at least five minutes, or longer in the ease
of a patient who is on anti-coagulants or has a tendency to"b1eed. This will
prevent the occuronce of a hematuma, hematoma being a localized, subdermal mass
of effdsed blood caused by arterial or venous bleeding; it has the appearance
of a bruise or blue welt.or swelling. This situation must and can be easily
avoided.

7 5 3

When applying pressure,)use a 4 x 4 gauze pad and take care to press
firmly not only on the spot of entry on the skin but to cover the surround-
ing area as well. The arterial puncaire may not be directly under the skin
puncture. If this "Five Minute Pressure" rule is alWays followed, the pro-.
ble .of hematoma should never arise. If the patient still has some slight'
c)ozing externally after five minutes, continue the pressure until it stops.
A dressing is not necessary, but the patient should be told to keep the Joint
straight for about half au hour.

STORAGE OF THE SAM.PLE

Also immediately upon the withdrawal of the needle, the syringe should
be capped and the blood thoroughly mixed by giving the syringe a vigorous
shaking. It should then be placed in iced water or a cold container to pre-
vent any further cell metabolism within the blood. At body temperature the
leucocytes will continue to utilize oxygen and release carbon dioxide thus
affecting the 1,02 and PCO2. c,

An example of how the temperature of storage-affect acid-base values is,
ashown by the follaving table:

TEMP. OF STORAGE ApH/HR. APC09/HR.

mtt-i5s4e.

38° C. - 0.062 + 4.8 mm Hg
22-21° C. - 0.024 + 2.5 mm Hg
0-40 C. - 0.006 .\ + 0.6 mm Hg

ld storage ensures the best results through least change in pare-

Now a problem arises for technician: imme4iately upon finishing the
puncture, he is supposed to apply pressure to the area of the puncture, cap
the syringe, mix the blood, and put it in a cold container. How can all
these things be done immediately by one person? Five solutions are presented:

1) The technician can do it all himself. He must have all the neces:
sary equipment, such as 4 x 4 gauze pads, a syringe cap, and the
cold container, readily available. While exerting pressure on the
'puncture site with the heel of the left hand, he can manipulate he
syringe well enough to cap it, shake it, and sture it. (Assume you
are right handed.) If the heel of the left hand is over the puncture,
the fingers of that hand-can be used to remove the needle from the
syringe as it is rotated by the right hand. The cap, if at the finger
tips of the left hand, Oi0 be raised and held as the syringe is insert-
ed and the whole made tight. The right hand is then used to insure
mixing of heparin and blood by shaking the syringe, which is then put
into the cold container.

2) Upon finishing the puncture, the technician can stickthe needle of

881
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the syringe into a rubber stopper being careful to get the entire
bevel of the needle inside the rubber. This method will prevent air
from coming into contact with the sample, but makes no providion for
the shaking and storing of the sample.

Another method which serves is to simply bend the needle to such an
angle so as not to permit air to leakin.

4) If the patient is judged capable and has t4erated thelarocedure
well he can be of service to the technician in this situation. If

. the patient is able, the technician may ask him to put firm pressure
- on the area until he gets the pyringe capped, shaken, and stored, at

which time the'technician can resume applying pressure. This method
should not he employed unless the technician remains with the patient.

The last method may well be the best: If there is a nurse or ether
medical person close by, she may apply the pressure while the tech-
nician caps, shakes, and stores the sample and returns it to the lab
for analysis.

When considering the storage of blood samples, mention should be made
concerning the two different types of syringes, glass and plastic.

Through much research it has been shown that plastic syringes allow for
a considerable degree of gas exchange. With high initial oxygen tension or
with blood of low hemoglobin concentration the exchange can result in errors

( in P02 of up to 67. in two minutes and 167. in 30 to 60 minutes (and is tempera-
.

ture dependent): With glass syringes the exchange was much slower.

Carbon dioxide is up to eight times as permeable as oxygen in plastic
ancP,4nore than thirty times as soluble in blood. From these properties it calla
be estimated that the storage of blood samples in plastic syringes will cause
errors in measared PCO2 which are smaller than the worst errors in P02, hut
are not negligible.

It should be noted that glass syringes should be used when possible since
even delays of a minute or two in the sampling of blood with a high initial
tension could cause errors of 57 in P02 with the use of plastic syringes, even
if tested immediately.7,

A COMPLICATION

You've brought your needle and syringe into view. The patient blanches.
You poise it above the skin. A few drops of perspiration ar i! noticed on his
torehead and his skin feels clammy. pe says he feels a little dizzy. You
penetrate the skin and he faints.viD,Now lets back up and worry about the uncon-
scious patient in a.later paragraph.'

Needle puncture is an invasive procedure (a threat or attack.with a wea-
pon, if you Like). In nearly every case the patient can balance feelings Lq
threat and their physiological manifestations.against the simple fact that in
some way the results of the procedure will benefit him, (Henee the disap-,
pearance of your normal friends when asked to submit to puncture.)

It'is only a theory, but it may be the case that there are patients whose
dominant thought is one of threat without the softening influence of benefit.

-9-
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Now to'return to.our fainted friend. At hispoint treat him as just
that and use your medical knowledge in treatirig tainror summoning 4, doctor.
(Watch for signs of shock). The pointt to be made here are two.

1) Puncture should not hhqte been attemPted after perspiration and
dizziness were in evidence.

-

%

2) To proceda or not depends upon your alftlity to wait until ,the patient
returns to.normal and:to reasure him that all will be well during the
puncture. You may have an assistant hold the patient's hand, have
him look away, or if in-doubt, le the doctor take over.

A fainting episode is unusual (easily less than 1%) and if the signs are
mentioned here, cur caution may prevent it from ever happening.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASE BLOOD GASES AND THE TECHNICIAN

!Because of the contagious nature of certain diseases, precautions must
be exercised when takinii and testing the blood of a patient whose diagnosis
included anthrax, burns infected with Staphylococcus aureus, diptheria, eczema,
rabies, rubella, congenital rubella syndrome, smallpox, staphylococcal entero-
colitis, staphylococcal pneumonia, vaccinia, hepatitis, melioidosis, plague,
or neonatal vesicular disease.

in the caseof the technician having to draw arterial blood from a
a ent with any of these diseases the following precautions should be taken:

1) 1.W only disposable items including a plastic syringe:
2) Enter the room with a heparanized syringe, needle, alcohol prep,

4 x 4 gauze pad, a syringe cap, and a "Baggie". Wear gloves.
3) Obtain tbe blood, remove the needle, cap the syringe. Put the

syringe iu the baggie and seal it.
4) Put all ot4er items in a receptacle in the room; remove only the

"Baggied" syringe.
5) Have an assistant stationed at the door with an open Baggie; drop-

your package into his Baggie and have the assistant seal it. (This .

is called the Double-bag method of sealing contaminated articles.)
6) Remove your gloves and discard appropriately. Return to lab.

Testy the blood also requires certain precau ns. These will depend,
on the equ pment used in your lab. General points consider, however, are:

1) Wear gloves to test the bleiod.

2) Double-bag the plastic syringe, cap, 4 x 4's, baggies, and gloves.
' Seal and label as CONTAMINATED to ready it for incineration.

This type of situation may arise only rarely but when it does, this infor-
mation will be gery important and should be followed closely.. The linesk of
the blood-gas machine will be contaminated and copious amounts of proper clean-
ing agent should be flushed through. Again, your particular machine will deter-
mine the steps you take .to clean it after your analysis.

WHAT IF YOU MISS?

It happens. k well-muscled person will give you a diffuse pulse reading.

A mobile artery may react to downward needle pressure by moving extensively.
An irritable artery may go into spasm (contract). Blood pressure may sud-
denly fall in the acutely ill. Whatever the reason, whatever the experience,

-10- 883
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171b(ethere are oFcasional failures.
,

After two skin punctures, h third is probabl not advisable. t is time
to consult with the doctor who ordered the test, who in turn may postpone it,
try the .same sites himdtelf, or out of necessity, do-a femoral puncture.

SPECIALIZED PROCEDURES

Newborns, infants and pediatric cases require mere knowledge, patience
and specialized equipment than adult puncture cases. In addition, many blood
samples required serially over a short peridd'of time are usually taken after
the insertion of a long-dwell needle. A short word about each situation is
in order at this point.

NEWBORNS. If distress at birth is noted, and blood samples will be considered
likely, the umbilical artery will be kept open for several days by cannula
allowing small samples of.blood to be taken periodically.

INFANtS. After clokure of the umbilical artery,.the sampling of arterial
blood in thel'newbornOr infant or young child is difficult. A technique
frequently reslrted to, though never as reliable as a trfie arterial sample,
is the "arterialization" of capillary blood with an accompanying heel stick,
the blood being drawn into fine capillary tubes containing from 75 - 120
microliters. The foot is first warmed (400 C) by wrapping it in wetted towels
for. at least five minutes. This increases the blood flow through the extre-
mity capillary bed, the hope being that increased flow will allow a greater
amount of arterial blood into the area.

PEDIATRIC PATIENTS. Aging brings on a toughening and thickening of the der-
mal layers of the foot. Puncture is now nearly impossible. It is a very
skilled technician who can consistently draw arterial blood from a child
without.local anesthesia. At our institution,-physicians draw blood from
these patients because of the usual need for anesthesia at the puncture site.

1

LONG-DWELL SAMPLESL A hypothetical, though realistic situation might be the
doctor's order that a resting sample of blood be taken, another under Etress
(exercise) and another'after a patient has breathed 100% 02. It is especially
important that blood be taken as soon after exercise as possible (while still
under stress). There is no time to puncture in the usual way. The doctor
will thread a special needle (length about 21/2") into the artery and secure
it. A local anesthetic is used to infiltrate the tissues before insertion.
Then at any time during the procedures, a syringe can be attached to the can-
nula and a sample drawn.

TEMPERATURE

Usually blood is analysed at 370 C, the temperature of the patient from
whom the blood came. If, however, the patient is in a febrile or hypother-
mic state, some interesting results come to light. An example first:

At our analysis temperature of 370 C:

PO
2 = 80

(all normal values)
PCO2 = 40

b b4

pH = 7.40



,

. becomes under hypothermia, open heart surgery, perhaps), 300 C:

P02 54 PC0i 30 pH 7.504,

The apprently normal hp become in actuality moderately alkalotic with
moderate hypoxemia.

Before we go on to make an observation locate the point for the hypothalor
mic patient's pH and PCO2 on the,Blood GaaInterpretation Chart. Classify
the patient before reading farther.*

As the temperature rises pH galls and conversely. As the temperature
rises P02 and PCO

2
rise and conversely.

Always not#the condition of the patient whpn you draw blood or receive
it from the wardi. Whether you correct foi temperature changes in your lab
is a decision t be made by your director. It is worth doing if requested.
Always record the amount of oxygen being given the patient, if any.

* A fairly complete assessment would include: 'There is moderate hypoxemia.
Mild hypocapnIa, moderate alkalosis . . . compatible with acute hyperventi-
lation.
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